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EDITOR'SPREFACE
The present volume consists of a portion of an unpublished history of
politiial ideas which Eric Voegelin wrote in the nineteen forties and
iarly fifties. His reluctance to publish the history at the time it was
wriiten stemmedin part from a growing conviction that such a history,
however well-conceivedand executed,could not penetratethe depths of
from which such a history emerges.Too often the history
consciousness
of political ideas is presentedas an on-going argument about commonly
peiceived problems of social order; it thus assumes a continuity of
argument and a universal community of discoursewhich in fact doesnot
exist. The sentiments,passionsand experiencesof which ideas are the
crystallization tend to be ignored and arguments are generated about
the validity of ideas as though the ideas had a life and a reality of their
own. It is the experienceswhich give rise to ideas which should engage
our attention if we want to understandboth the human promise and the
human predicament.
Accordingly ProfessorVoegelin put asidethe history of political ideas
and embarked upon a much more ambitious undertaking. He became
more and more convincedthat it was societiesand not ideas that were
the real entities and that societiesexpressthennselvesin history through
a variety of complex symbols. More and more he has turned his attention to the role of myth in history and to the relationshipsbetweenmyth,
philosophy and revelation. He was invited to give the Walgreen Lectures at the University of Chicago in 1951 and these lechrres were
publishedthe following year under the title The New Scienceof Politics.
He examined in these lectures the Christian symbolism by means of
which the Western world sought to understand itself and focused attention upon the distortion of this symbolism in various forms of
Gnosticism-religious, intellechral and political. He showed.how the
Christian promise of salvation beyond history became in its Gnostic
derailment the promise of perfection both of man and of society in
history.t
1. He elaborated upon the phenomenon of Gnosticism in Wissenschaft, Politik
und Gnosis (Munich, 1959). This work has been published in English under
the title Science, Politics and Gnosticism (Chicagon Henry Regnery Co., 1968).
The temptation to transmute the Christian promise of salvation beyond history
into the promise of perfection upon earth in time is not, he shows here, peculiar
to the Christian experience and faith but the same phenomenon can be found in
Jewish, Islamic and Hellenic cultures. "The temptation to fall from a spiritual
height that brings the element of uncertainty into final clarrty down into the
more solid certainty of world-immanent, sensible fulfillment . . . $eems to be a
general human problem' (Op. cit., p. ll4).
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In abbreviated form The New Scienceof Politics anticipated the
presentwork in which he is engagedand a portion of which has already
aPPearedin three volumes,namely Order and History.TJire first volume
Israel an"dRmelation appearedin 1956, followed in L957 by two additional volumes,The World of the Polis and Plato and Arist;otle.Two
more volumeswill appear under the titles In Search of Order and The
Ecumenic Agt. This remarkable intellectual achievement,which may
well become a landmark of twentieth-century scholarship, invites by
its broad scope and profound insights comparison with the work of
such men as Hegel, Spengler and Toynbee. While it shares with
these works an attempt to elucidate a philosophy of history, it respects the ultimate mystery of human existence and claims to have
found but one constantin history, *the constancyof a processthat leaves
a trail of equivalent symbols in time and space.DProfessorVoegelints
philosophy it, perhaps, best summarizedin the Platonic experienceof
tension.He explainsit by saying:
Existence has the structure of the In-Between, of the Platonic
metaxA,and if anything is constantin the history of mankind it is
the language of tension between life and death, immortality and
mortality, perfection and imperfection, time and timelessness,b.tween order and disorder, truth and untruth, senseand senselessnessof existencelbetweenamor Dei and amor sui, Pdmeouaerte
and Pdmeclose;betweenthe virtues of opennesstoward the ground
of being such as faith, hope and love and the vices of infoldirg
closure such as hybris and revolt; between the moods of joy and
despair;and betweenalienationin its double meaning of alienation
from the world and alienationfrom God. If we split thesepairs of
symbols,andhypostatizethe polesof the tensionasindependententities, we destroy the reality of existenceas it has been experienced
by the creatorsof the tensionalsymbolisms;we lose consciousness
and intellect; we deform our humanity and reduce ourselvesto a
state of quiet despair or activist conformity to the "ugrtt, of drug
addiction or televisionwatching, of hedonisticstupor or murderous
possessionof truth, of suffering from the absurdity of existenceor
indulgencein any divertissement( in Pascal'ssense) that promises
to substitute as a ttvaluetfor reality lost. In the language of Heraclitus and Plato: Dream life usurpsthe placeof wake life.t
2. "Equivalences of Experience and Symbolization in Historyr' unpublished rnst.,
P. 23.
3. Ibid., p. 7. For an introduction to Professor Voegelin, the man and the
scholar, the reader is referred to William C, Havard, "The Changing Pattqrn of
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Although these words represent Professor Voegelin's most recent expressionof the experienceof tension in existencethe sameinsight, ff not
the same words, is to be found in the detailed analysis of the ideas of
the men whom we shall encounterin the pages of this book. Dream life
usurpiog the place of wake life is the theme of this volume when reason
torn loosefrom its moorings in the ground of being seeksto createmanmade constructionsof reality in place of the mysterious reality of God's
creation. It is for some, perhaps, a comforting but neverthelessdangerous illusion of the modern world that man can create a reality more
to his liking and a human "naturett unflawed by the defects which an
earlier tradition assumedit was necessaryto live with. With increasing
emphasisupon the self, and what some have praised as the t'liberation"
of selfishpassionsand desiresfrom noetic control and restraint, the selfproclaimed autonomy of reason ends in the enslavementof reason to
'What
passion.
starts out in the so-calledAge of Enlightenment as nothitg more formidable than a dream, even an absurd dream, turns out in
tG twentieth century to be a living nightmare. Professor Voegelin in
the pages which follow traces step by step through a detailed analysis
of the works of a number of representativethinkers of the modern age
how this eighteenth-centurydream of immanent progress turns into the
Gnostic political mass movementsof contemporary times. What many
regard as the political crisis of our times is shown to be a deeply rooted
spiritual crisis that challengesthe very substanceof our humanity. With
faithful attention to the texts themselvesProfessor Voegelin uncovers
sentimentsthat previous analystsof the sametexts have sometimesoverlooked. He rejects the conventional interpretations of these thinkers
when thoseinterpretations are simply not borne out by careful reading
" that the ideas
of their own work. He refuses, quite rightly, to assume
to be found in these works have some kind of existence or authenticity
apart from the sentimentsand experienceswhich generatedthem.
It was the editor's hope in persuading ProfessorVoegelin to release
thesemanuscripts for publication that they would be helpful not only in
shedding new light on somewell-known thinkers of the modern age but
helpful to the reader who wants better to understand the path which
ProfessorVoegelin has followed to his presentundertaking.
JoHN

H.

Hnr,rowELL

Voegelin's Conception of History and Consciousnessrt' The Southem Reviea4 7
no. 1 (January, l97I ), 49-67. See also Ellis Sandoz, "fhe Foundations of
Voegelin's Political Theorlr" The Political Science Reaieaner, I (Fall, lg7l ),
30-73.

FROM ENLIGHTENMENT TO REVOLUTION

I. THE EMERGENCEOF SECULARIZEDHIS.
TORY: BOSSUETAND VOLTAIRE
The eighteenth century has been variously characterized as the centtrry of Enlightenment and Revolution or alternatively as the Ag_e of
Reason. Whatever the merit of these designations, they embody a
denial of cognitive value to spiritual experiences, attest to the atrophy
of Christian transcendental experiences and seek to enthrone the Newtonian method of science as the only valid methotl of arriving at truth.
The apostatic revolt, for such it was, released a movement of ideas
which would shape decisively the political structure of the West. With
the formal abolition of Christiariity as the authoritatively unifying
spiritual substance of mankind, the particular community substances
could move into the vacuum. The mystical bodies of the nations which
had been growing ever since the high Midille Ages had achieved by
the eighteenth century a considerable coherence and articulation and
now they could begin to substitute with increasing effectivenessfor the
mystical body of Christ.
Increasingly in the eighteenth centuy the sentiment grows that one
'Western
eivilization is
age has come to its close and that a new age of
about to be born. We might well characterize this sentiment as a new
consciousnessof epoch. frre consciousnessof epoch itself, however, is
not a new phenomenon in Western history-it does not suddenly make
itself felt after 1700. We encounter it for the first time at the height of
imperial Christianity in the thirteenth centurf, notably in the writings of Joachim of Flora. The consciousnessof epoch was vivid enough
in Joachim to crystallize in the idea of a Third Realm of the Spirit
that would follow the Realms of the Father and the Son. This idea
repudiated the Augustinian conception of the saeculum as a time of
waiting for the second coming of Christ and envisaged a new era of
meaning in sacred history. The idea was strong enough to engender
among the Franciscans the belief in a corpus rnysticum Francisci but
ultimately it remained ineffectual and clid not break through to the
level of a rnass movement.
While the eighteenth+entuqy's consciousnessof epoch is a continuation of the movement that started in the thirteenth century, it is distinguished from the earlier phases of this process by its increased intensity, by a comprehensivenesswhich embraces all aspects of human
existence, above all, by its broad social effectiveness which results in
the final disruption of the medieval sentiments of the Western com-
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munity and paves the way for new t1ryesof schismatic political movements. After 1300 the new intramundaneforces revealedtheir strength
in a multitude of minor sectarian movements,in the English and Bohemian pre-Reformation,in the movementof German mysticism, in the
reorganization of the Church and in the trend towards the sovereign,
absolutestate. A world of sentiments,institutions and ideas was growiog and hollowing out the structure of imperial Christianity, but the
shell of Church and Empire did not break for another two centuries.
The break did occur only in the sixteenth and seventeenthcenturies,
when the Church split under the impact of the Reformation and when,
'War,
after the Thirty Years
the constitution of the Empire became an
appendix to an international treaty.
The time from Joachim of Flora to Luther we may characterizeas a
period of social incubation. The actual disruption oi medieval institutions, which occurred with the Reformation, created the new social
facts of a plurality of churches as well as of a plurality of sovereigt
gtates. These new social facts became the material with which the
movement of ideas had to cope. The institutional unity of Christian
mankind had broken down irrevocably and the plurality of parochial
institutions which express the diversified field of intramundane social
forces had becomean established fact. With the Peace of Utrecht of
1713, the balance of power is acceptedas the political constitution of
Western mankind; with the renunciation by Habsburg and France of
the effort to dominate Europe by dominating Spain, the medieval tension between the Empire and the states separating from it is brought
to an end.
The elimination of Church and Empire as public powers was accompanied by a growth of new communiry substanceswhich, functionally, tended to substitute for the dissolving substanceof Christian
mankind. Within the sovereigr national states,the intensity of national
consciousnesswas noticeably increasing. The English Revolution of
the seventeenthcentury revealed for the first time the strength of the
new demonic parochialism; it revealed the faith in the nation as the
chosenpeopleas well as the universalist claim that the parochial civilization rePresentsCivilization written large. On the international scale
a variety of ideas tried to cope with the new situation: an idea of
mankind which assumeda nature of man equal for all; an idea of the
Christianitas as the Western civilizational unit, in opposition to nonWestern civilizations; ideas concerningthe relations between Christian
republics; and ideas concerning intercivilizational relations. And,
finally, the search for a nature of man beyond the strife of the confessionsexpresseditself in the attempt to use the Stoic idea of nature
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as the basis for speculationson natural law, in the influence of the idea
of nature that *ur developedin the mathematized sciencesof the external world on the interpretation of man, and in the use of the new
of passionsfoi determining the generic nature of man.
psychology
The tiind iowards a new order of substances,thus, has a considerable breadth and momentum. Neverthelesswe do not find before
I T00 a comprehensive interpretation of man in society and history
that would take into account the constituent factors of the new lituation, that is: the breakdown of the Church as the universal institution
of itrristian mankind, the plurality of sovereignstatesas ultimate politi'
cal units, the discovery of the New World and the more intimate &c'
quaintancewith Asiatit civilizations, the idea of a non-Christian nature
oi tnun as the foundation for speculationon law and ethics, the demonism of the parochial, national communities and the idea of the passions
as motivating forces of man. Only after 1700 does the cumulative
effect of these various factors make itself felt in the acute consciousnes$l
that, in the aggregate, an epoch has come to an end and that the new
situation requires a gigantic effort of interpretation in order to recover
for the existlnce of man in society and history a meaning which could
substitute for the lost meaning of Christian existence.
This problem is, indeed, of such a magnitude that even today i1 is
not realizedin all its dimensions.But in the eighteenth century we find
at least the first clear consciousnessof its outlines and the first efforts
at its formulation. We can approach it perhaps best by studying the
reasonswhich induced Vottaire to write his Essai sur les rnoeurEfor
his hostess and friend, the Marquise du Ch0telet-Lorraine.
The Marquise du Chf,teletwas a woman whose charms were equalled
by her intellectual powers. She had enjoyed the pleasuresof life under
the Regency, and was now, in her riper years, participating actively in
the developmentof mathematics and of the sciencesof her age. This
Venus Newtonia, as Frederick the Great named her, experiencedthe
urge to enlarge her horizon beyond the arts and the nahral sciencesinto
the field of history, and for that pu{pose she studied Bossuet'sAscours
sur lhistaire uniBerselle.The illustrious lady was not amused,by the
Discours. Voltaire reports two of her marginal notes. On d" page of
Bossuettschapter on Israel she wrote: "One may talk much of this
people in theology, but it merits little space in history.D And in the
section on the Roman Empire she wrote: "Why does the author say
that Rome engulfed all the empires of the universe? Russia alone is
bigger than all the Roman Empire.o
The two notes touch the crucial problems of the Discours. Boszuetts
treatise consists of a chronological survey of events from Adam to
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(part I ), followed by the two discursive parts on the un9ltltmagne_
folding of- religion and on the empires. The conception of history and
f_. grgalization of materials is Jtiil that of St. Arrg.rstine. Th; sDfgl{ing.of religion, presentedin part2rcorresponds to ihe sacredhistory
of St. Augustine's Ciuitas Dei, the revolution of the empires, presented
in part 3, to the profane history of Orosius. For Bossuit in tire seventeenth, &s for St. Augustine il the fifth century, the universality of
history lies in the providential guidance of mankind toward the ttot
religion. The-history of fsrael, the appearanceof Christ, and the history
of the Church are the meaningful history of mankind, while profanl
histor_ywith its revolutions of empire has only the function of providing
the educative tribulations for Israel and the Church preparatory to th;
ultimate triumph.l The Discours, published in 1681, shows that at
this late date a universal interpretation of history had still to use the
patristic pattern, although the monographic profane history had developedrichly following the example of the humanists of the sixteenth
century. In spite of the inroads of profane history on the traditional
historical accounts,however, no historian would have dared to challenge the Christian idea of universality in the face of the reawakened
religious sentimentsof Reformation and Counter-Reformation.z
Secularizedhistory
The notes of the Marquise du Chf,telet frankly challenge the Christian universality by the
?ppeal to a profane principle of universality.
The note on the relative importance of Israel bppos.r history to theology. "History'_ is in this remark a realm independentof the providential
plan; its meaning and order, if any, cannot be derived from the drama
of fall and salvatiorl._Thepeople of Israel may have a unique importance in the sacred drama, but they have little importance in a field
whose structure is determinedby the rise and fall of political powers.
This aspect of the note, however, would not yet be so very revolutionttAinsi tous les grands
empires que nous avons vu sur
- 1. See particularly Pt. 3:
la terre ont co_ncourrupar divers moyens ail bien- de ia relii{on et i Ia gloiie-Je
Die^u, comme Dieu m6me I'a d6clar6 par ses prophEtes" (Bissuet, Te*ei Choisis
et Commentespar H. Bremond.[Paris-,Iglg]; e, p.58).
2. The only pajor attempt at a world history before l7OO, from a humanistic
point of. view, is the Enneades ( 1498-1504 ) df Sabellicus. An incipient humanistic universalism makes itself felt, however, only in the extensio^n of Bruni's
methods to a subject matter that usually was dealf with in sacred history. Otherwise no constructive ideas are introduied. See on this question Eduard Fueter,
Geschichte der neueren His_tortographie,3rd ed. (Muenchen, Berlin, 1996), pp.
33ff. on the Ennead,es,
3ttd.PP. 2-8-gf.on the absence of any nontheologicai ;irproach to the problem of universal history before the eighteenth centuryl
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ary; Bossuet might even agree with the Marquise on this Plint and
insist that precisely for this reason he had dealt with Israel in the
Suite de la'religion and not in the part on the empires. The note becomes revolutionary by its implication that the sacred history' tlt
"theology;' is unimporiant and that profane history has the monoPoly
of determining tht relevance of peoples and events. The center of
universality iJ shifted from the sacred to the profane level, and. this
shift impfiLs the turning of the tables: that the construction of history
will, in- the future, not be subordinated to the spiritual drama of
humanity, but that Christianity will be understood as an event in history. Through this shift of 'the center of interpretation the dualism of
sasred and profane history disappears.The profane history is profane
only as long as sacred history is accepted as the absolute frame of
refirence and when this position is abandoned,the two histories merge
on the level of secularizedhistory. By secularization we mean the at,titude in which history, including the Christian religious phenomena'
is conceived as an innerworldly chain of human events, while, at the
same time, there is retained the Christian belief in a universal, meaningful
-Theorder of human history.
secondnote, on the relative importance of Russia and Rome, is
quite as revolutionary as the first, for it introduces the category of
quantity as a standard and attacks thereby the function of Rome as a
constituent factor of Western universality. The relevance of Rome is
not a question of her bigness. Western civilization, as it emergesfrom
the Middle Ages, rests on the unique and precarious balance between
the elements of ancient civilizations tha,t were merged in it: Hellenic
rationalism, Israelite spiritualism, and the Roman jurisdictional order
governing the private wills and public offices.The koine of Hellenistic
civilization, the universality of the Roman imperium and the catholicity
of the Church are continued, on a new ethnical basis, in the Christian
imperial merger of the Middle Ages. The myth of the universality of
the Empire can dominate the sentiments so long as the plurality of
other worlds does not intrude itself too strongly. In the Roman period
the sentiment of universality apparently could be maintained by a
magnificent forgetfulness abou,tthe SassanianEmpire and still more
about the remoter parts of the Eurasian continent and Africa. Throughout the Middle Ages the sentiment could be held against Islam by the
cnrsading expansivenesswhich put the Mohammedansinto ,the position
of a temporary infidel nuisance that would be ultimately overcome.
With the Turkish and Mongol advances,however, with the discovery
of America, the increased knorrledge of China and India, and the
emergenceof Russia, ntr uneasinesswould have inevitably to beset
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the sentimen'tof medieval universality. If the existenceof mankind in
history had a universal rneaning at ail, it would have to rest on sorr€tli$ different from the myth provided by the dissolving institutions
of Church_andEmpire. The remark of td,t Marquise du Chdtelet, of
course' did not start a revolution, it rather ptotio,rnced a revolution
which had in fact already taken place. An intelligent woman could
state with the innocence of the ctiita who saw th; emperor without
clotheswhat the foremost thinkers of the seventeenthcentury would still
have shudderedto admit.
Voltaire w?s receptive to the criticisms of the Marquise. She complained that in his universal history Bossuet had forgotten nothing
less than the universe, and Voltaire undertook in his Essai to supple-ment the missing parts. He recognizedthe value of BossuettsDiscours
for the history of antiquity, though not without severe strictures for
inaccuraciesand the favoritism shown to fsrael, and restricted his task
to the addition of studieson China, India, Persia and the fslam, and to
a continuation of the Discoursfrom the time of Charlemagneto Louis
X[I. This supplementary character of the Essai implies itt. idea that
universality in historioqlaphy can be achieved by completeness,and
insofar as the Essaiimpligs thls identification it rathrt op*s than solves
the_problem of universality. By completenessone can achieve an €r:It-loPedia, but not automaticaily a unity of meaning. It is true that
Voltaire's Essai in its final form has the distinction if being the first
universal history3 in the sensethat it embracesthe whole of-*unkind,
as it was known at the time in historical literature. But it is also true
that it reveals the weaknessof alt universal histories since Voltaire:
impossibility oj finding a meaning that could substitute, on the
!h.
larggr scene' for the providential m.*ing of Western history under
the Christiut- interpretation. The
]lganing, of course,cannot be found,
since a meaningful construction of history from a secular,intramundane
position PresuPPoses
that history is known as a whole. Since history is
3. On the hislgry.of pu-blication,
exte3dingfrom I74S to L7SS,and on the

relations of the Essai sur les tnoeurs et
sur les principaux
-tespfit des niti;;r-et
fain de l'histoire, de,Puis^Charletnagneiusqu'd, Louis XIII, to the other historical
works of Volt}tt,
the- SiEcle de Louis XIV and the ,Sidcti it io"i
XV, see the
note in Fueter's Geschichte dt, neueren Uxtoioir"inir,
!*^t*SSPhical
pp.
349ff' The
published in 1753 under the title of AbrisiTi'fnistuire
ftsai Y.?.s
unitterselle. The edition used is that of Oeuvres
-ComplEtes d,e V6ttai* CfigC),
vols. 16-21. For the motivation of Voltaire and the
criticisms of the Marquise-d,i
Chitelet see the Yemarques pour seruir^de I_u!?lement d l,Essai, Oeurres,
vol. 21,
particularly the PrerniEre
\emarque. On Voitiire's view of Borsuet see furthermore the Avan!'Pr9po-s to the
{_scai, Oe_u11et_16, pp. SOOf+ and Le pvrrhonisme
de tHistoire, ch. 2, Oeuvre,:, pl, pp. 13ff. Vottiii.i lived it Cltry,
guest
of the M"ryoise du ch0telet, from- iTga to L749.
"t'tn,
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known only for the past, all secular meaning must !t derived from the
present perspective of the author. Even a limited persP€ctivist conitruction, h6wever, would presuppose the empirical existence of a
recognizablestructure of human history, though in fact no such structure, comprising the major civilizations of mankind beyooq the Western, is tJ.ogniiable. The Christian construction of the Augustinian
'\rhole" of history
type can be iruly universal becauseit embracesthe
in-the anticipation of the secondcoming of Christ as the end of history.
When this irunrcendental universalism disintegrates under the impact
of profane materials which cannot be related, however tenuously, to the
ro.itg of sacredhistory, the universality of meaning has to degenerate
into the ideal of empirical completeness.
The ideal of empirical completeness,however, cannot be more than
a transitory positiott itt the movement of ideas. As soon ag the question
is raised why on. should know with any degree of completenesswhatever has happened in the existenceof mankind in time, the curio_sity
shop is trulul.d as senseless.Encyclopedic knowlgdg., collected in
handbooks,has to be moved into the functional position of a collection
of materials which ultimately might becomeof importance for a releaant
interpretation of history. And when historians do not entertain the idea
of such ultimate use of their inquiries, historical researchdevelopsinto
a practice of vocational asceticism-it ceasesto have a meaning-f9r
history, altogether, and becomes a discipline for the life of the historian.
The uesprit humainnas the obiect of history
The ideal of completenessis, indeed, tro more than an incidental
factor in the Essai sur les moeurs. Voltaire embarks on a reconstruction of historical meaning and the pattern resulting from his efrorts
has become the standard of secularist reconstruction for more than a
*the history of the human spirit and
century. The object of the Essaiis
not th; detail of facts which are usually distorted anyway"; there is no
sensein explorirg the family history of some medieval feudatory who
made war against the king of France; \pe rather have to see by what
steps we have advancedfrom the barbarian rusticity of his time to the
politeness of ours.DaThe struggle between the spiritual and temporal
powers is the guiding principle for the understanding of Western Christian history. But these powers are powers of "opinion.D When the
"opinionst ,are purified, that is when people cease to believe in the
4, Rem&rques de I'Essd, II, Oeutnes, 21, P. 264.
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claims of popes and emperors, we enter a new period of increasing truth
and reason. The evolution of "opinionD is the principle that rnrbf.s the
historian t'o order and select the events which utr illustrative of this
meaningfll development. What is the causeof this fortunate change of
ogilig? On this point the argument is somewhat hazy, as so frequlntly
with Voltaire when a serious question has to be
When hd"o#.red.
tgty' saYl Voltaire, is conceived in the terms just
indicated, we can
observethe spectacleof errors and prejudices foilowing each other and
truth and reason. fn timC men will enlight; themselvesby
{*uritg
this record of their misfortunes and stupidities, Jocieties will rectifi
their ideas'andman will begin to think. Obviously Voltaire is begging
the questiolL T!. Prcture of errors and prejudices is the picture that he
is painting
_in the Essai for the first time; the enlightriittg, however,
must have-begun at some earlier time for now we are ultriiy well on
theJuy of_Ploqress;we are on this way, to be precise, since the time
of Henry fV. With Voltaire, we have to glide gracefully over this
c-entury and a half with i,ts problem of .u,rsution i" order io arrive at
the conclusionthat now, in the Essai, the purpose is not to assemblea
mass of facts but 'to make a selection that will enable the reader to
ju{Se the extinotion, the renaissanceand the progress of the
human
spirit (lesprit humain).' For this is the only mitftJa appropriate for a
general history.u
These remarks of Voltaire touch on the principal categories that
have to be used in the secularisticconstruction of history uni thry contain by implication the rules which have to be observei for their successful use. The esprit humain and its changeshave becomethe object
o,f Sgneralhistory. The transcenden_tal
pneomu of Christ is replacra Uy
the intramundane spirit of man, and th; change of heart by the changl
o'f opinion. The carpus mysticurn Christi fraJgiven way 6 the corpus
mysticuernhumanitatis. The meaning of history on thii intramundane
level is constructed as an
T{ogue to the Christian meaning so closely
that we can'trace the parallelism step by step. In any constiuction of
a
meaningful universal history, in the-firit place the o"bjectthat shows
a
rneaningful structure has to be constituted as a whole. ln the Christian
system, t!. whole is constituted through the idea of creation and the
descentof mankind from Adam; in the secularistic construction, the
rvhole is evoked as a totality of empirical knowledge. The ideal of
u^TPiticalcomplete_ness
which appeur"d as a degenerativesubstitute for
Christian universality, of no more than transitoly importance, becomes
the secularistic analogue of the divine creation of mankind if it is
coupled with a new construction of historical meaning,.
S.Remarques,
In, ibid., pp. 266fr.
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Since human history has no recognizable structure of meanins, the
historian has to remrt to an ingenuous device, for which Voltaire has
set the model: the historian selects a partial structure of meaning, declares it to be the total, and arranges the rest of the historical materials
rnore or less elegantly around this preferred center of meaning. The
construction is a repetition of the Christian division into sacred and
profane history, wirth the difrerence,however, that the new sacred history has no transcendentalimplications; the partial history selected,as
sacred gains its preferential status becauseit serves'as ,the expression
of a new intraworldly religiousness. The operation is rationally untenable and the constnrctionsare shortlived becausethey have to follow
closely the rapidly changing intraworldly sentiments of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. Nevertheless,they are of decisive importance
in the history of political ideas becausethry are genuine evocationsof
new communities which tend to replace the Christian corpus mysticrrrn.
In the analysis of the construction we have to distinguish between
the categories of meaning and the historical materials to which they
are applied. The categoriesof meaning are again Christian analogues.
Voltaire speaks of the extinction, renaissanceand progress of the human spirit. The extinction correspondsto the Fall, the renaissanceto
fie Redemption, the progress to a Third Realm of spiritual perfection.
The materials entering into the system are the Middle Ages (extinction), the era of beginnirg toleration since Henry IV (renaissance)
and Voltairets own age (progress). The categorizationis not analogous
to the Augustinian with its saeculum senescensbut rather to the trinitarian of Joachim of Flora. Voltaire resumesthe rearticulation of history
at the point where the thinkers of the thirteenth century had to abandon
it in face of the orthodox resistance-with the fundamental change of
substance,however, that the spirit of the Third Realm is not the spirit
of the autonomousChristian personulity but the spirit of the autonomous intellectual. While the constnrction is not thoroughly elaborated,
it clearly foreshadowsthe later construction of Saint-Simon and Comte
with its *lawt of the three phases: the religious, the metaphysical and
the Po_sitive-scientific.
Since the content which enters the categories is
independent variable, it foreshadows, furtherrnore, the possibility
1n
that new materials mly enter the categorical patternr 8!r has actualty
happenedin the Marxist and National-Socialist constnrctions.
The structure of intrarnundane history
The insight inlo
lh. typ" of seculanistic construction created by
the
for,mulation
of a few rules for the interpretatioo of
Y"t?ire P.ermits
the historico-political conceptions that have arisen in its wake. A his-
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torical conception like the Voltairian, Comtistrr or Marxian is uilocceptable at its face value. Its claim to offer a valid interpretation of
universal history or, in the nineteenthcentury, of a sociologicalt'lawrt
is untenable. In our analysis of these conceptionswe shall have to
distinguish between the following levels of construction. First, they
contain a "thesis of generality": that the sequenceof evolutionary
phases,selectedas "sacrd. history," is the general patterrr of the history of mankind into which all empirical materials can b,efitted in a
'While
this "thesis of generalitf inevit;ablyis false
satisfactory manner.
for the reasonsgiven above, it still has its importance as a clue to the
The particular 'tnodeltt
particular ttmodelttthat has been ttgeneralized.tt
rnarks.the secondlevel in the construction to which we h:lve to Penetrate. Comtets law of the three phases is no more a law of universal
history than the Marxian scientific conception of an evolurtiontending
toward ultimate communism or Voltaire's three phases of enlight€rment. But the general thesis is based on a particular meaningful struc'Voltaire has
ture of history which may have been observed correctly.
correctly seenthe struggle between the spiritual and temporal Powers
as decisive for the Middle Ages, and Comte's analysis of the Middle
Ages is a great achievementin his time; moreover, both thinkers have
seen correctly that with the rise of the autonomouscritical intellect an
epoch is marked in Western history. Hence the model construction can
rank very high as an empirical analysis of a particular phase of history
*sacred
in spite of the fact that the model is used as a secularirstic
history.t Thirdly and finally, w€ have to penetrate beyoncl the model
into the sentiments which cause its imaginative transformation into a"
general pattern of history. On this level we have to observe the shift
from the transcendentalfaith in the spirit of Christ to Voltaire's intramundane faith in the esprit hurnain and furtherrnore the shifts of
intramundane faith from Voltaire's esprit to ,Comtetsfaith in the organizing and engineering intellect, to the Marxian faith in the Proletarian as the true man and the proletariat as the chosenpeople, and
further on to the various beliefs in chosennations and chosr:nraces. Of
the various strata of the historical construction, the upPer levels which
contain the tnodelo and the "thesis of generalityo are Do rrlor€ than an
ephemeral dogm,atic surface over the basic movement of intramundane
religious senti,mentswhich descendsfrom the deification of reason and
intellect to the deification of the animal basis of existence.If we may
use Scheltingts term somewhat freely, we may designate this basic
movement of religious sentimentsas the theogonic process.
The trinitarian conception of secularistic history is closellyrelated to
the Joachitic. This relation, however, has hardly ever become overtly
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conscious because the creators of the various secularistic, historical
constructions have in most instances interpreted their own ideas as
constituting a break with Christianity. They supposed that the cor'
tinuity was internrpted and that a new beginniog was made when
Reason and Science ( capitalized) defea,tedthe dogmatism of the
Churches. The precediog analysis has shown, however, that the trini'
tarian pattern of the secular construction evolvesin close,analogywith
umodelsoof
the Christian trinitarian pattern of history. The selected
*thesis of
Voltaire's and Comte's histories have, by virtue of the
ttsacred
generalityr" the same function in the secularistic context as the
history" in the Christian conception. We have now to show that the
parailLfism is not accidental but that a continuity of problems leads
from the earlier conception to the later, and we have to inquire Particularly into the intellectual operations and the changes of sentiment
which result in the "break'of continuity.
A key to the problem of continuity is offered by the developmentof
secularistic history after Voltaire. Below the surface of dogmatic s)rmbols we observedthe movement of intramundane religious sentiments,
pressing the interpretation of history and politics downward from the
spirit to the animal basis of existence. Neither the "model' of ,the
secular osacredhistory," nor the dogmatic symbols on the level of the
"thesis of generalityt' remain constant; they change continuously in
accordancewith the stratu,m of human nature that commands the attention of the time and becomesthe object of the processof deification.
The rapid descent frorn reason, through technical and planning intellect, to the economic, psychological and biological levels of human
nature, BSthe dominants in the image of man, is a strong contrast to
the imposing stability of the Christian anthropology through eighteen
centuries. Once the tr,anscendentalanchorage is surrendered, the descent from the rational to the animal naturer so it seems,is inevitable.
The instability of the intramundane "sacred historieso is the characteristic trait of the new age: the great dogmatisms after Voltaire hardly
outlast the generation in which they were created. Where does this
curious instability of sentiment originate? What are the antecedentsof
the religious disorientation which expressesitself in the frantic creation
of new gods?
Bossuet'sHistoire des variations des dglisesprotestantes
The answers to these questions were given by Bossuet. The instability of the secularistic historical constructions continues an instability that begins with the schisms of the Reformation in the sixteenth
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century. Bossuet observed the phenomenonof religious disorientation
and of the consequent instability of sentiment and dogma at the time
;
when the rapid variation still took place within the general framework
:
I S of Christiai doctrine. In the hiistoire des pariations des 1glises
^ *" protestentes( 1688 he surveyedthe Protestant variations of Lutheran),
s -Jn ism, Zwinglianism and Calvinism and in the preface to the Histoire be
The
G f furnished some suggestions concerning the dynamics of heresies.
the
to
t -6"
* succession of Protestant variations seemed to him comparable
successionof heresiesin the early Christian period and he based,therei
his own view of the proble. on u ,.*"ik by Tertullian concerning
f'fore,
e.?gj
early
variations: "The heretics, says Tertullian, change their rules,
the
+ -* F
their
is
confessionsof faith; everyoneof them believeshi'mself enttrat
:
$
to
change
and modify the tradition by his own light (esprit), f.ot
titled
+4.
5light that the author of the sect has formed the tradiir
his
own
by
it
1..f
5g tion; heresy remains true to its nature if it does not ceaseto innovate,
g I
andits prog"rs is similar to its origin. What is permitted to Valentinus,
, f is peruritted
-Marcion; to the Valentinians; the Marcionites have the same right
*
and the authors of a sect have no rnore right to innovale
as
F
is the consequence
F than their sectarianfollowers.ffi The instabilif, t!"1,
of the initial break; once the authority of the tradition is broken by the
So. :
individual innovator, the style of individual innovation determines the
S. i
q further course of variationt..Itt th" words of Chrysostom: "Avoid the
l
S novelties in your discourse,for matters will not rest there: one novelty
produces another; and we deviate without end, once we have begun to
i
deviate.u
Bossuet's own attitude is that of the ecclesiastical statesman. The unstable course of heresies,and their tendency to beget new heresies,is
causedby the nature of the esprit humain, which cannot ceaseto ctave
for the sweetnessof novelty once it has tasted of it. And it is, furthermore, caused by the difierence befweeir a perfect truth revealed by God
and the weak production of the human mind. This second argument'
however, has a peculiar sociological flavor in Bossuetts context, for
Bossuet does not rely so much on the contrast between the truth of
faith and the falsehood of heresy, but rather on the circumstance that
the truth of faith is to be found in the collective wisdom of the Church
and of the Fathers, while the innovation is a source of falsehood because it is the product of an indiviclual. The individual will not be
capable of anticipating clearly all the implications of an innovation, and
thi inconveniencesappearing on second thought will compel correcttPrefacertt p. iii.
6. Bossuet, Histoire des tariations des 'glises protestantes,
7. Quoted in ibid., P. Yi.
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tions ,and,thereby further deviation from the truth. The intellectual
powers of the individual cannot substitute for the accumulatedwisdorn
bf the collectivity.t In these reflections Bossuet has touched uPon a
fund.amentalproblem of the function of ideas in modern history: tle
impossibility of creating a spiritual substanceand an intellectual :tyte
foi a community under the iondition of free comp€tition between individual intellectuals. The problem appeared to him still under the
special form of the tension between the authority of the Church and.
the individualism of the reformers, This special form, however, is the
first instance of the general phenomenon:that establishedcommunity
substances,or incipient communities, are continuously dissolved and
broken by the competition of new found.ationsuntil the chaotic multiplicity of sects, schools,parties, factions, movements,grouPin$S, associaiions, communes, is reached which characterized the European
social situation before the outbreak of violence in our time.e The continuity of the problem will appear more clearly if we comPareBossuet's
remarks with a passagefrom a modern ecclesiasticalstatesmanwho had
to deal with the problem of heresy; he found the following features
characteristic of the heretics: "a disdainful attitude toward theory and
an inclination toward eclecticism;disrespectfor the tradition of their
'independence'at the expenseof
own organization;anxiety for personal
anxiety for objectivetruth; nervousnessinsteadof consistency;readiness
to jump from one position to another; lack of understanding of revolutionary centralism and hostility toward it; and finally, inclination to
substitute clique ties and personal relationshipsfor party discipline."o
It has been said of Bossuetthat he was a Gallican in order to be a
Catholic, and a Catholic in order to be a Christian." Christianity outside the one, visible Church was inconceivable to him. This attitude
would not be noteworthy if it were simply a manifestation of Catholic
adherenceto the Symbolon and the dogma. It is of importance here
becauseit expressesBossuettsconcernabout Christianity as a historical
phenomenon.The Church preservesand developsthe Christian tradition; if the authority of the Church is questioned,the living continuity
8. Bossuet, ibid., p. vii. For modern formulations of this problem, see the volnme on Foi et "mEstiqu,es" humaines, Etudes Carmfllitaines, 22e Annfle, vol. I
(Paris: April, 1937); see in this volume particularly Etienne de Greeff, "Le
drame humain et la psychologie des tnystiques' humainesrt pp. IO5-155.
9. For this question see Karl Mannheim, Man and SocietE in a.n Age of
Reconstruction (New York, 1960), particularly pt. 2 on "Social Causes of the
Contemporary Crisis in Culture.tt
1O. Leon Trotsky, A Pettg-Bourgeois Opposition in the Socialist Worhers
Party, December 15, 1939; reprinted in Leon Trotsky, In Def erce of Morxism
(New York, L942), P. 43.
I l. G. Lapson, Bossuet ( Paris, 189 t ) t p . 3 6 5 ,
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of Christianity is broken. One must not question the tradition at any
point for such questioninginevitably will lead to the ultimate questioning of Christianity as a whole: what guarantee do we have of the
sacrednessof Scripture unless we receive it on the authority of the
Church-this is Bossuettsdecisiveargument. His concern was not the
content of heresiesbut the fact of schism and its origin in the libre
ercffinen.The critical enquiry into tradition and Scripture must lead to
the disintegration of Christianity. That the Christian sourcescan be
interpreted in more than one w&1rrBossuetdoes not deny; on the contrary, he stressesthe point in order to show where the rrariationsof
interpretation have led the Protestant reform. Hence he is inclined to
accentuatethe claims of the majority against the rebellioursindividual.
"'What pride is it to believe that one can understand the word of God
better than the rest of the Church; in that event there will be as many
religions as there are heads.ttt'He has a clear conceptionof the consequences of independenceand the authority of critical reason. He is
not so much afraid of Protestantismas a new religion as of tcheprinciple
of historical critique introducedby the reversionto an original meaning
of Christianity. The Catholic historians of his time, Dupin and Simon,
who organized critical editions of, and commentariesto, the Patristic
literature, the Old and New Testaments,alsoinducehim to controversies
and countermeasures.Worse than a Protestant heresy, which at least
takes Christianity seriourly, is the indifferenceof historical and philological investigation,for Christianity LSB.divine evocationin history is
exPosedto atrophy and destruction if it is submitted to rational critique
and psychologicalinvestigation as a myth. "Lfnder the pretext that we
should admit only what we can understandclearly-a proporsitionthat is
very true within certain limits-everybody grants himself the freedom
to say: I understand this, and I don't understand that; and on this
basishe approvesor rejects whatever he wants . . . . Under this pretext a freedom of judgment is introduced which encouragesone to advance whatever one thinks, without regard to tradition.ttrsIn Protestantism and historical critique Bossuetdid not see primariily a danger
to the Catholic Church but a danger to Christianity. In the free j.rdgment and independentinterpretation he anticipated the national dGsolution of the Christian mystery through the eighteenth-century
movementtoward deism and atheism.la
12. Bossuet, R€cit de Ia conf 1rence arec M. Claude, Bremond, 2, p. 252.
13. Bossuet, Letters, 27, p. 22L.
14, See on this question Lanson, Bossttet, ch. 7, particularly pp. 353-378,
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Bossuet'sConf6renceavecM. Claude
The decisivepoint of transition from schismatic,Protestantismto the
historization of Christianity was touched upon by Bossuetincidentally
in his religious colloquy with M. Claude, the Huguenot minister of
Charenton.'FBossuetpressedthe questionof the authority of the Church
and Claude maintained the necessityof independentjudgment. Finally'
Claude introduced the instance of the Synagogue who condemned
Christ and declared that He was not the Messiah promised by the
prophets. Would Bossuetmaintain in this casethat the individual that
followed Christ against the decision of the Synagogue had acted
wrongly? In this case obviously the individual, acting independently,
had done rightly what Bossuetwished to deny Christians in the future.
Bossuet rose to the occasioll.He pointed out to his oPponentthat he
denied by implication that God had no other external means (moyen
extdrieur) to dissipatethe doubts of the ignorant but the authority of
the Church. In order to support this argument, one would have to assume that at the time no authority existed on which the faithful could
rely. "But, sir, when Jesus Christ Himself was on earth, when the Tru,th
itself appearedvisibly among mankind, who would have said that?"
His authority certainly was contested,as is the authority of the Church
today; still His authority was infallible.'u
According to Bossuettsaccount,Claudewas at a loss for an answer.
On the level of this argument, he obviously was faced by a dilemma:
either he would have to deny the convincingly visible presenceof the
Truth in Christ or he would have to attribute to the founders of the
reformed Churches a visible presenceof the Truth. The first assumption would have made of the Incarnation a historical human opinion
about the nature of Christ with which other men might disagree.The
secondassumptionwould have perverted the meaning of the Reform
and elevatedthe Reformers into paracleticalfigures. Claude was not
willing to make either one of these assumptions.He remained in the
peculiar suspenseof early Protestantism: of interpreting a step, which
like every historical step is a step forward, as a step backward to the
origins. The forward characterof the step, as sensedby Bossuet,reveals
15. Bossuet, Rdcit de Xaconfdrence av)ecM. Claude, Ministre de Charenton, sur
Ia matiEre de l'eglise. The occasion for the Conference was furnished by the desire
of Mlle de Durras, the niece of Turenne, to have herself informed on the Catholic
and Protestant positions, preparatory to her conversion to Catholicism. The Conference took place in Paris in 1678.
16. Bossuet, Conf 6rence, Bremond, 2, pp. 254ff.
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itself
only in the following centuries when, under the pressure of
f"lly
historical critique and liberal theologJr, Protestantism ,ooin., forms
which are "Plogtesgive" to the point nit Christianity is thiinned out to
a code of social ethics and Christ has becomeone of the great teachers
of mankind together with Confucius, and others of similar stahlre. The
active religious forces, on the other hand, proceed to the evocation of
the new realms and their leaders. We observed the hesitation of Voltaire in tH1 respect: he was an advocateof Enlightenment but he did
not declare himself the Light. Comte and Marx i.tr less restnainedin
this respect and the later mass movements have evolved into new
corpora mystica-a. fact that is veiled only thinly by their heritage of
antireligious ideology.t'
The dynamics of secularization
Tlt 3re-ce$ingan'alysishas shown the continuity of the process in
which Christianity becomeshistorized and history r..,rlarized. rc have
a sufficient foundation now for a few general rlmarks concerning the
dylamics of the Procgss.The eighteenth century has to be characterized
* 4. age in which the dissocia[ionof the three European universalisms
reachesthe stage of critical consciousness.
The harmonioursbalance of
spirit, r_easonand imperium could be maintained only as long as the
actual dissociation did not surpass a certain degree. The firsi of the
three componentfactors to brea[ loosefrom the .o*Uination was the imperium. With the fragmentation and particularization of ttre imperium
through the national realms a substitute order had to be found lo, the
world of Western political units, and we see it in formation with the
rise of international law by the time of Grotius. The establishmentof
a secularized, autonomoussphere of politics outside the spiritual-temPoTl unity of Christian mankind has moved the spirituat oiraerinto the
positiol of the Church in the modern sens€,of the ieligious organization
ias distinguished from the autonomous political or[anizati|n
of the
state. The secondcomPonentfactor to move away flom the combina17. f have analysed.the conflict ofr and the continuity between Christian
and.
intrawolldly problems
in France the
T thu context of French devefop*d"ib.r"ose
confict between Catholicism on the one. side, Protei'tantism
$;lightenment
on the otherrrl"*ptlt:{
"od
a clearer consciousness of the issues
than tf; p"tJiri
development in Engll$
where the Catholic position had piactic"fiv oo f.rt ction
in the movement of ideas. The transition froin Protest"rrt'""tio""iii;;"
secular
deism in Englanq is_ gradual and compromising; neith." tftr Christian nor the
position: h$ protagonisg like Bossuet--and Voltaire. For th; E"gnrh
f"ol*
in tneE;shteenth
Sto"y t9g-Sit Leslie Steplien,-Hist_ory ?f English Thouiit
(
ed. (t ondon, 1902 ); see particularl/ vol. l, ,rh. U-oo *The
QentlrV f 876 )'lti
Starting-Point of Deisn'
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tion was reason.The tendencybecamenoticeablein the nominalism and
Averroism of the Middle Ages. It received its social support from the
increasing numbers of lawyers, royal administrators, philosophers and
scientists outside the ecclesiasticalorder, and it reached the stage of
autonomoussecular reason in the natural science and natural law of
the seventeenthcentury.
The derelictions obviously faced the Church with the problem of its
own spirituality. The ascendencyof the spiritual power in the Middle
Ages was not dependenton its spirituality alone, but to an equal degree
on its strength as the superior civilizing force of Christian mankind. It
could exert this civilizirg function by virtue of the inheritance which it
had acquired through the compromisewith Roman-Hellenistic civilization. Both the civilizing function and the inheritance which made its
exertion possiblebecomeby the twelfth century the sourcesof the frictions which accompanythe process of dissociation. When, firstly, the
civiliziog work of the Church had been successfulto the point that the
growing Western communities in the cities and the realms could continue it with their own forces, this new situation would have required a
voluntary withdrawal of the Church from its material position as the
greatest economicpower, which could be justified earlier by the actual
civilizirg performance. The Church, however, did not liquidate its
economicand political position voluntarily. When, secondly, an independent, secular civilization began to grow, a conflict between the colttents of this new civilization and the ecclesiastic inheritance from
antiquity was bound to ensue.This new situation would have required
a voluntary surrender on the part of the Church of those of its ancient
civilization elementswhich proved incompatible with the new Western
civilization, and would havemadenecessarya new civilizational compromise similar to that which the early Church concluded with RomanHellenistic civilization. Again the Church proved hesitant in adjustiog
adequately and in time.
These necessitiesand failures of adjustment are the causesof frictions in the processof dissociation.Its principal phases,determined by
the character of the predominant friction, are roughly three, making
allowancesfor overlapping. The first phaseextendsfrom 1300 to 1500.
It is the time in whicfr tnJdissociation of the imperium reachesits acute
stage. The refusal of the Church to reduce its economic and financial
power position in the emerging nation-statesleads to the Anglicanism
of the fourteenth and the Gallicanism of the fifteenth centuries, and
finally to the Reformation with its vast confiscationsof Church prop
erty. As far as hypothetical propositionscan be entertainedin history at
all, those scholars are probably right who believe that the schism of the
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Reformation could have been avoided by the Church if it had judiciously reducedthe property holdings which it lost by force. The setond
Plale extendsfrom l50O to 1700. Astronomy and physics develop,and
the heliocentric conceptionclasheswith the Babyionian cosmolosy of
the Old Testament; it is the time of the calrsescdldbres,of Giordano
Bruno and of Galilei. The aftermath of this type of friction reachesinto
the nineteenthcenhrry with the conflict over bvolution. The third phase
extendsfrom 1700 to the present.ft is the age of historical sciencl and
of the higher criticism with its clash between a critical treatment of
sacredtexts, of Church history and history of the dogma, and the ecclesiastic interpretation of the truth of faiih. *,;::
The sequenceof these frictions, which invariably culminate in the
victory of the civilizational forces dissociating from the merlieval compound, has left deep scars in the spiritual and intellectual structure of
'West.
the
The adventuresof imperial and rational autonorrryhave not
Ieft simply a spiritual Church as the resid,ue.The frictions and maladjustmentshave worked a profound spiritual destruction in the autonomous secular sphere and have severely impaired the cirvilizational
position of the Church. The first type of friitions resulted.in a farreaching exProPriation of the Church, but the confiscation of Church
ProPgly alone would not have endangeredthe spiritual substanceof
the Church. The decisive consequenceof the struggle between the
spiritual and temporal powers over this question, going as JFarback as
the fnvestiture Struggle, was the political tension between rtheChurch
and the state in the course of which the spiritual institution was finally
relegated to
!h9 private sphere, while the autonomouspolitiical institutions achievedthe monopoly of publicity. This privatization of the spirit
Ieft the field oPenfor a respiritualization of the public spherefrom oih.t
sources,in the forms of nationalism,humanitarianism,-econgmism
both
liberal and socialist, biologism, and psychologism. The growth of a
plula-lity^of counter spirits and counter churchesto the traditional spiritual institutions is the most fateful consequenceof the fai.lure of the
Church to find a comPromisewith the new pluralistic world of politics.
The tension o{gin-ating in the problems of the first phase was aggravated by the frictions causedby the advancementof science.This
second failure of adjustment left the Church with the stiE;maof obscurantism, and the stigma of a force which opposesthe }reedom of
scientific inquiry attachesto it in popular opinion even today, after the
Church has made its peacewith science.Again, the clash did not simply
drive science into an autonomousdevelopment.Such a development
would not have constituted a danger to the spiritual substanc. of
Christianity. More fateful was the spiritual devastation unought by
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the wide-spread conviction that the rational-scientific approach could
be a substitute for the spiritual integration of personality. The effect
of the scientistic creed is, very similar to the effect of autonomy in the
political sphere,the opennessof the individual to respiritualization from
non-Chrislian sourceJ. On the side of the Church thereby a problem
comes more clearly into view than was present even in the first phrye
and witl dominate more seriously the third phase: the problem that the
Church is losing its leadership, not only the leadership of the civilizational processitielf, but the leadership of the spirit. The futile opposition to the civilization processengendersan increasingoPPositionamong
its bearers against the claim of the Church to be the institution that
preserves auihoritatively the Western spiritual tradition. Hence the
inadequacy and belatednessof the civilizational compromise becomes
of groruing importance as a, cause of de-Christianization and nonChristian respiritualization.
The gravert problem for the spiritual substanceof Christianity arises,
in the t[ird phase, from the conflict between Christian symbolism and
its rational, historical critique. The symbolic language in which the
truth of Christianity is expiessed stems from Hebrew and Hellenistic
sources.The mythical language was, at the time of its original employment, the precise instrum.nt for expressing the irruptio:r of tranicendental reality, its incarnation and its operation in man. In the age
of Christ and the centuriesof early Christianity, this languagewas not
a "myth' but the exact terminology for the designation of religious
*mythtt as a consequenceof the penetraphenomena.It has become a
iioo of our world by a rationalism which destroys the transcendental
meaningsof syrnbolstaken from the world of the senses.In the course
of this "dedivinization" (Entgdtterung) of the world, sensualsymbols
have lost their transparencyfor transcendentalreality; they have become opaque and are no longer revelatory of the immersion of the
finite world in the transcendent. Christianity has become historized
in the sensethat a universe of symbols that belongs to the age of the
myth is seen in the perspectiveof categorieswhich belong to an age
of rationalism. In this perspectiveonly, when symbols and dogmas are
seenin a *literal,' disenchantedopaquenessfrom the outside, do they
acquire the "irrationality" which brings them into conflict with logic,
with biology, historlr etc. For a modern man who has grown up outside
,Christian traditions and institutions, it is extremely difficult to regain
the original meaning of ancient symbolisms,be they Hellenic or Christian, but he can gain an understanding of the problem when he observes
the symbolisms of modern spiritual perversionswhich are quite as far
beyond the sphere of rational critique as are the ancient symbolisms.
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statesmanshiP,51. Paul's identification of the three commurnityforces
of his time ( the Pagan, the Hebrew, and the Christian ) with tire three
laws ( natural law, Hebrew external law, Christian law of the heart)
,
has not been duplicated in our time. The Pauline translation of the
triad of forces into Progressivelyhigher levels of spirituality made the
historical situation for his contemporariesmeaningful and :intelligible.
If we formulate the deepestsentimentthat causesthe spiritual tensions
of the West sincethe I'Iiddle Ages somewhatdrastically, we might say:
that the bearers of Western civilization do not want io be a Jenseless
aPPendixto the history of antiquiryt they want to understand their
civilizational existenceas meaningful. If the Church is not able to see
the hand of God in the history of mankind, men will not remain
satisfied but will go out in search of gods who take some interest in
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their civilizational efforts. The Church has abandoned its spiritual
leadership insofar as it has left postmedievalman without guidance in
his endeavorsto find meaning in a complex civilization which differs
profoundly in its horizonsof reason,nature and history from the ancient
that was absorbedand penetrated by the early Church. In the face of
this abandonlnentof the magisterium it is futile when Christian thinkers accuse the superbia of modern man who will not submit to the
authority of the Church. There is always enough superbia in man to
bolster the accusation plausibly, but the complaint dodges the real
issue: that man in search of authority cannot find it in the Church,
through no fault of his own. From the dissatisfactionof being engaged
in a. civilizational process without meaning there are engendered attempts, beginning with Voltaire, at a reconstructionof meaning through
the evocation of a new "sacred history." And with Voltaire begins also
the concerted attack on Christian symbols and the attempt at evoking
an image of man in the cosmos under the guidance of intraworldly
'We
reason.
have to turn now to this highly effective attack, which advanced the apostatic movement within a generation from the deism of
Descartesand Locke to the atheism of Holbach and La Mettrie.
V oltaire's attack,
Voltaire was not a systematicthinker. He did not elaboratea system
of conceptsand axioms that would have served as the basis for his
attack on Christian symbols and particularly on the concepts of a
Christian anthropology. His attack took the ,form of pamphlets on
persecutionaffairs, of aphoristic articles, apergus,malicious witticisms,
sallies d propos, sarcasmsand satires. The principles of the attack are
implied in the critical and publicistic work and th.y have to be disengagedfrom a wealth of fiterary pieces. A comprehensivepresentation of Voltaire's position would have to take into account practically
the whole of his production. fn spite of interesting variations and
nuances,a good deal of this work, however, is repetitious. For most
of the questionsrelevant in our context one can penetrateto the core of
his position by meansof the articles in the Dictionnnire Philosophique.
The form of the attack is intimately related to its content. A systematic elaborationof problems is unnecessaryfor Voltaire becausehe
is sufficiently equipped with convictions. He inaugurates the type of
man who is at the height of an age that conceivesof itself as bding at
the height of human civilization. He surveys the horizon of mankind
not only historically and geographically; he possessesas well a surprisingly solid smattering of knowledge with regard to physics, phi-
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losophy, public affairs and even religious questions. He h:rs developed
his intellectual and moral faculties to the point where they can become
the standard for others: if Voltaire does not understand Leibniz, the
philosopherobviously has written something that he did not understand
irimself-. From the apex of his reason and humanity he can see the
evil in the world that is causedby obscurantismand malice; with the
fire of tolerance he witl attack superstition and persecution,frequently
of
with great courage and at a personal risk. The full consciousness
the
far:ed
with
humility:
his
not
however,
impair,
his superiority does
mysteriesof religion he will frankly admit that he doesnot understand
thbm and that, therefore, they have to be eliminated fronn the public
scene.The light of reason should fall into every corner of the human
mind, and if it falls on a substancethat is solid enough not to be dissolved by its rays, the obstacle should be destroyed because it is a
scandalto enlightenedman.
The Elemens de Philosophiede Newton
What is reason?and when is man enlightened?-the ans,werto these
questionscannotbe simple. The reasonof Voltaire is n9t a philosophical
idea like the reason of Kant's Critique. It is a complex of sentiments
and knowledge that has been collected from widely different sources
and we can understand it only by surveyitg the constitrrent factors.
One of the most important factors for our problem is the identification
of a rational view of the world with the philosophy of Neurton. During
his residencein England, Voltaire was profoundly impressedby the
philosophyof Locke and the physicsof Newton. He studied the LeibnizClarke controversy with great care and he wrote later, after his rehrrn
to France, a presentation of the Newtonian system for the general
reader.18The Elemens de Philosophiede N ewton is not as detailed in
the attack as the articles of the Dictionnaire Philosophiqu,eand of the
Questionssur fEncyclop1die,but it ur-akesthe foundationsof the attack
more clearly visible than the later works. Hence an analysis of the
Elemens will be the best introduction to Voltaire's position.
The problem raised by the Elemens can be formulated briefly as
follows: The Christian doctrinal symbols concerning the human soul,
the transcendental reality and the relations between them are not a
body of empirically verifiable propositions to be acceptedas true after
due examination. They receive their meaning as exPressionsof the
spiritual processin which the soul respondswith caritas to the suPer18. Voltaire, Elemens de Philosophie de Newton ( 1738), Oeutwes, vols. 38,
3 9 ( 1 7 8 5) .
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natural aid of the gratia; in this responseis constituted the fides caritate
formata which opens the possibilities of reaching out understandingly
into the supernatural; it developsthe faculties of the cognitio fidei, the
cognition by faith, concerning matters which are not accessibleto
natural reason.'nWithout the actuality of this spiritual process the
theologoumenaand the anthropologybecomeempty shells. The professional theological occupationwith them will tend to degenerate,if the
substanceis lost, in the dubious controversiesof the seventeenthcentury, both Catholic and Protestant, which have made scholasticisma
byword. When not only the substanceis lost, but when also the active
center of intellectual life has shifted to the plane of our knowledg. of
the external world, the symbols expressiveof Christian spiritual life
acquire the opaquenesswhich we discussedabove. The symbols will
either be abandonedentirely becausethey have become inelevant orr
when the sentimentsof tradition are still strong, they will be submitted
to rational simplification, psychological interpretation and utilitarian
justification. That last position, the combination of opaquenessof the
symbols with traditional reverencefor them, is the position of Newton
and Voltaire.
When we now turn to the Elemens itself, we have to observe that
the spiritual li,fe of the soul in the Christian sense has disappeared
and with it the cognitio fidei. The knowledge of the external world,
particularly in astronomy and physics, sets the standard for what can
be consideredas knowledge. Hence the discussionconcerningChristian
symbols cannot open with the analysis of a spiritual process;rather it
has to open with a formula indicating the acceptanceof God as a
biographical fact in the life of Newton: "Newton was intimately persuaded of the existence of a God.tt The source of the persuasion remains for the moment obscure and the next step is a definition: *He
understoodby this word not only an infinite, omnipotent being, eternal
and creator, but a master Who has established a relation between
Himself and His creatures.' The definition then is followed by the
ttreasonttfor the assumption
that a personal relation exists between
God and His creature: "Without that relation the knowledge of a God
is a sterile idea inviting to crime by the hope of impuniti, for every
raisonneuris born Perverse.-oThese opening sentencesof the Elemms
t.! the style for the new attitude towards Christian symbols. The
existence of God has become a human persuasion whiCh has to be
filled with a certain content in order to make it useful. The personal
relationship between God and His creatures has to be postulated be19. See St. Thomas Aquinas,
_Summa contra Gentiles, pt. 3, chs. l5l,
2O.Elernens, Oeuvres,38, p. 25.
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causeotherwise the trespasserwould not be deterred by fear of P11i+ment. The line is indicated which leads from fire-and-brin:rstoneChristianity to the utilitarian pleasurelain calculus. And the concluding
tr*"tk offers one of the occasiottalprofundities of Voltaire: that the
man who reasons ( the raisonneur) is perverse and needs the fear of
punishment becausehis life is no longer transcendentally oriented by
and love.
grace
v
Once these principles are established, the treatment of the sub*persuasionoof the
problenu is logicatly *ot. or less compuls9ry.Tht
existenceof Cla is due to a reasoning which draws from the order of
the ,universe,as revealedin physics, the conclusionthat it ought to be
due to an artificer who created it. The Christian uedo ut intelligaffi,
which presupposesthe substanceof faith, is reversedinto an intelligo
ut creio*.The existenceof God is the object of an hypothesiswith a
furtherrnore, the
high degree of probability. There has disappear_ed.,
it the possibilwith
and
entis,
analogia
the
theologl,
baiis of thristian
*Philosophl_.ul
of
God.
attributes
the
on
ity of speculation
Prove that
is,
what He
He
what
teaching
of
incapable
is
it
there iJ a God; but
supPhilosophique
Dictionnaire
in
the
does.z1The article on "God"
uselessconcerning'the
arguments
plementsthis position by pragmatic
ir.rs of mrtaphysical speculation: if I know that God is a Spirit,
trould I be more just? would I be a better husband, father, master,
citizen?t *[ do not want to be a philosopher, I want to be a man.22
The soul has to share the fate of God. The spiritual lprocess,that
is the experiential reality which is designated by the symbol "soul,'
has ceasedto exist. For Voltaire there exists no Augustinian anima
animi from which man reachesout in the intentio into the transcend.ent,
the human personality has lost the integrating spiritual center with its
phenomenaof love, iaith, hope, contrition, penitel.., rerrovation and
acquiescence.The only human faculty that is left is thought \lt
peiser) -and do we trave to assume a soul in order to expluh the
iunction of thought? Would it not be possiblethat thought is a function
*Can reason alone give you sufficient light
of matter like gravitation?
to conclude, without supernatural aid, that you have a soul?* We
cannot experience a soul, and if we had one we could not penetrate
2L. Eletnetu, pfi,.1, ch. 1.
ZZ. Article bieu in Dictionnaire Philosophiquc. T'lte edition used is the Flarnmarion reprint of the first edition of L764. The volumes bearing Jtr- title Dictioi,r*;rt irhitosophique in the Oewsres of, 1785 contain the-original- Dictionnaire
and fused'with the articles of the Encyclop€die, the Lettres Anglaises and
"ait.a
;th;;; *i"ot pi"..r. The editors have mutilated the text frequently at their discretion.
23. Article Ame in Dictionnaire Philoeophique.
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to its essence,for "God has given you und,erstand.ingin order that you
can conduct yourself well, but not in order to penetrate the essence
of the things which He has created."'n The freedom of the soul is
disposedof in the same manner. Whether the soul is free to will or
not, we do not know and it does not matter. In practice we act fft n
we were free;'u beyond that point speculation is senseless,whatever
we think: *the wheels which move the machine of the universe are
always the same.t'u
The foundation of ethics
The spiritual obscurantism of Voltaire makes it impossible for him
to center a philosophy of morals in the idea of the spiritually integrated
personality. The problems of ethics are dealt with under the title of
"natural religion": "I understand by natural religion the principles of
morals which are common to the human species.totSuch common rules
are supposedto exist becausethey have their sour€e in the biological
structure of man and serve the purpose of making possible life in
society. The fundamental rule is, therefore, a collectivized version of
the Golden Rule: that you should act towards others as you would
wish them to act toward you. The rule is not founded on the assumption of a spiritual person or of the recognition of the spiritual person
in fellowman; rather it is founded on the utility for society of a conduct
in accordancewith the rule. *fn every society one calls by the name of
virtue that which is useful to society.'28Voltaire denies expressly the
legitim acy of a personalistic ethics. "\Mhat does it mean to me that
you are temperate?It is a rule of health which you observe; you will
fare better with it and I wish you well. You have faith and hope and
I wish you well still more: they will secure for you the eternal life.
Your theological virtues are gifts from heaven; your cardinal virtues
are excellent qualities which help you in your conduct; but they are
not virtues with regard to your neighbors. The prudent will do good
to himself, the virtuous to other men.tt The saint is neither good nor
bad; he is nothing to lls. 6(Virtueamong men is a commerceof good
deeds; who has no part in this commerce should not be counted.*
These passagesgrant perhaps the clearestinsight into the intraworldly
24. Loc. cit.l see also Elemens, pt. 1, ch. 7, on Newtonts ideas.
25. Elemens, pt. l, ch. 4, in fine.
26. Ibid., pt. I, ch. 5, sec 15; see also article Libert| in Dictionnaire Phitosophique.
27. Elemens, pt. l, ch. 6.
28. Ibid., p. 63.
29. Article Vertu in Dictionnaire Philosophigue.
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relignous sentiment as well as into the ideas of man and morality detgrmined by it. The uanscendental constitution of mankind through the
pneuma of Ctrrist is replaced by faith in the intraworldly constitution
of mankind through tompassion." On this point Voltaire follows Newton closely. *Newton thought that the disposition which we have to
Iive in society is the foundation of natural law." The disposition of
sNewton has
compassionin man is as general as his other instincts.
cultivated this sentiment of humanity and he extended it even to the
animals.' 'oThis compassion which he had for animals turned" into
true charity with regard to man. Indeed, without humanity, the virtue
which comprisesall virtues, a man hardly merits the name of philosopher.t'o Elements of Stoicism and Averroism obviously have entered
the belief in humanity as a rarefied biological instinct which servesthe
.
i..* existence of the animal tribe. The chattering discourse of Voltaire,
betrays more openly than the more carefully considered
V^ , fl}#torthermore,
of later thinkers the relations between humanitarian
{1" ""-',-formulations
{hL ur'f tribalism and certain other phenomena.The attack on the saint as a
prudent person who takes care of himself and forgets the neighbor is
Jfrrnt
\
I 1 . { on principle already the Communist and National Socialist attack on
the'freedim and tire achievementsof the spirit, as well as on the
bild\.|: '
spiritual formation of personality, as socially uselessand perhaps even
dangerous private concerns. The sphere of the socially valuable is
restricted to the procurement of animal comforts and to scientific discoverieswhich may servethis purpose.s'Behind the phrase ,that a man
who is not socially useful in this restricted sense does not count looms
the virtuous terreur of Robespierre and the massacresby the later
humanitarians whose hearts are filled with compassionto the point
that they are willing to slaughter one half of mankind in order to make
the other half happy. The complacent assumptionthat charitable comis a general dispgsition of man abandons'the healthy Christian
passion
'
'wh"
r:j; ^a,i {,n^*i

3O.Elemctu,Pt. 1, ch. 6.
'\rseful arrd
31. Seethe piaise of the Royal Society,founded in 1660, for itg
(Sur les
ailmirable invCntions" in Lettres Anglaises (L734rt Lettre XXfV,
bien
letter:
suis
passage
particularly
in
this
the following
acad6mies."See
"Je
loin d'inf6rer tle Ii qu'il faille s'en tenir seulementI une pratique aveugle;mais
il serait heureux que les physicienset les g6omEtresjoignissent, autant qu'il est
possible,la pratique i la ipEculation. Faut-il que ce qui fait de plus d'honneur I
quatre
itesprit humain soit souveni ce qui est le moins utile? Un homme, avec_le_s
rEgies dtarithm6tique, et du bon s-ens,devient un Jacques Coeur, un Delmet, un
passesa vie i chercherdans les nombreg
Be"rnard;tandis qri'un pauvre atg6briste
-6tonnantes,
mais sans usage,-et qui ne lui apdes rapports et ?ks piopri6t€s
que
les erts sont i peu pr6s dans ce
que-ctest
pas
Tous
prendr'oit
le
change.
ce
^cast
sont pJusque pgur_lacuriosit€.
il y a'un poirit pass6leque_lles recherches-neCesv6rites inE6nieuieset inutiles ressemblenti des €toileg quir plac6estrop loln
de nous, oe a6us doauentpoint de clart6"t
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cynicism which is aware of the precarious ascendancyof the spirit over
the passionsand takes its precautions.The identification of the good
ryith the socially useful foreshadows the compulsory goodnessof the
social planner as well as the idea of revolutionary justice, with its assumption that right is what serves the proletariat, the nation or the
chosenrace.
The meaningof reason
We must not fall into the mistake, however, of laying the evils of
the future at the doorstep of Voltaire. Man can bend any religion,
transcendentalno less than intraworldly, to the purpose of war and
persecution, and Voltaire would have raised his voice against intraworldly religious persecutionsprobably qui'te ,asvehemently as against
the Christian of his age. We have to return to the more immediate
problemsof Voltaire. Reason,as used by Voltaire, is a symbol designating a complex of sentimentsand ideas. The fundamental sentiment is
the intraworldly faith in a society which finds its coherencethrough
compassionand humanity. Humanity is a general disposition in man
arising out of his biological structure. l.Tegatively,the reasonableattitude is characterized by the absenceof immediate spiritual experiences.As a consequenceof this deficienclr the symbolic expressionsof
spiritual experiencesbecomeopaque and are misunderstoodas depending for their validity on their resistance to rational critique. The
monopolyof legitimate orientation in the world is arrogated,on principle, to the methodsof natural science.The remnantsof Christian orientation towards the transcendenthave to be justified, like the existence
of God, in terms of a hypothesisbased on the order of nature as re*aled in physics, or like the belief in supernaturalpunishment, on its
pragmatic usefulness.The spiritual orientation and integration of personality is ignored as a problem, the principles of ethics are severed
from their spiritual roots, and the rules of conduct are determined by
the standard of social utility.
The implications of this complex designatedby the name of Reason
cannot be fully understood, however, unless one takes into account
Voltaire's opinion concerning its social function. In spite of the fact
that Voltaire was a professionalpublicist, he seemsto have been convinced that his ideaswere relevant only to a comparativelysmall social
circle and that they would not, and perhaps should not, penetrateinto
of the masses.Voltairets attitude bears some resemthe consciousness
blance to that of Averroes and the Latin Averroists: the cultivation of
Reason shquld be confined to a sect of intellectuals, while society at
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large, the people as well as the rulers, should remain in the orthodox
faith.t'He deviated,however,in his conduct from the Averroist counsel
of abstinenceinsofar as he intervened with intense aggressivenessin
public affairs involvitg the orthodox faith. His interverrtion in the
persecutionaffairs gave to his work a public resonancewhich he disclaimed for it on principle. This peculiar tension between an esoteric
sentiment and aggressive intervention pervades the whole work of
Voltaire and makes it frequently difficult to judge whether a particular
declarationin favor of revealedreligion is a political device to protect
himself against unpleasant consequencesor a sincere protestation of
his respectfor a religious spherewhich he considersnecessary,
for the
orderly functioning of society. Public effectivenesson the European
scalehas becomethe predominant characteristicof Voltaire's work but
the esotericismas an undercument,and perhapsthe original sentiment,
must not be lost sight of. The problem deservessome atterntiotr,for in
Voltaire's tension nwehave to recognize the late phase in t,he evolution
of intraworldly intellectualism of which the early phaseis represented
by the Averroist sectarianismof the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
In the Lettres Anglaises of L734 Voltaire still expressedthe opinion
that no philosophical sentiment would ever hurt the religion of a
country. The objectsof Reasonand Faith are different, and no Christian
will ceaseto respect the mysteries of his religion becausethey are in
conflict with reason. *The philosopherswill never become a religious
sect.t'sWhy? Becausethey don't write for the ,peopleand trecausethey
have no enthusiasm. The number of men who know the name of a
Locke is small, only v'ery few of thern read at all, and those who read.
prefer novelsto philosophi,calstudies.'oThenumber of those who think
is excessively small; and they have no intention of bc,therirg the
world.'* Nevertheless,he was clear about the sectarian r:haracter of
the new philosophical movement. fn the Letter on Socinianism he
speaksof the small English sect, consisting of a few cle:rgymenand
savants,who do not call themselvesArians or Sociniansbut who do
not at all agree with the Athanasian creed and who place the Father
higher than the Son. Whatever one calls them, there is a distinct revival
of Arianism in England, Holland and Poland. Newton expressedhim32. See particularly the revealing TroisiEme Entretien of th,e Catechisme
Chinois in the Dictionnaire Philosophique; see also the conclusion of sec. 3 of
the article Ame in the Dictionnaire Philosophique in the Oeuores, vol. 47, of
1785.
33. One should read this passage rather as tta successful religious sect.D That
Voltaire considered the philosophers, indeed, to be a sect will appear presently in
the text.
*Sur Locke,"
34. LeE,tres Anglaises, no. XIII,
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self favorably on it; "and the firmest advocateof Arian doctrine is the
illustrious Clarke.' The admiring characterizationof Clarke seemsto
reflect Voltaire's own preferences:"This man is of a rigid virtue and
a sweet character, more enamoredwith his beliefs than impassioned
to make proselytes,exclusively occupied with calculations and demonstrations, blind and deaf for everything else, a veritable reasonins
machine." The Arian revival, however, has chosen its time badly for
the age is preoccupiedwith sectariandisputes.The new sect is too small
to obtain the freedom of public assembly,but it will obtain it if it ever
becomesmore numerous. Still, this is not the age *to succeedwith a
new or a revived religion." "Is it not a nice qtatgyofthings that Luther,
read, have founded
Calvin and Zwingli, all writers whom one ffiot
sects rrho divide Europe among them, that'thb ignorant Mohammed
has given a religion to Asia and Africa, and that Newton, Clarke,
Locke, Leclerc, the greatest philosophers and best pens of their time,
have hardly been able to collect a small troupe of followers.t"o
These passagesillustrate the ambiguity of Voltaire's attitude. On
the one hand, the philosophersare a small group and they do not want
to bother the public; on the other hand.,he hopes that they will have
,public meetings when their sect becomes more numerous, and the
comparisonwith the Reformers and Mohammed leaveshardly a doubt
that he looks with some envy on the mass successof other religious
movements. His remarks also betray the sources of the ambiguity:
Voltaire's understanding of his own position was limited. He saw in
the philosophers' ideas a deviation from orthodox Christianity and he
classified it in dogmatic terms as a unitarian heresy, but he did not
recognize the new intraworldly religiousness as the force behind the
dogmatic innovation. He even denied the enthusiasm without which
the movement would be inexplicable. The old faith was lost and the
new faith had not yet reached the level of a conscious,responsiblewill
to order the world of man and society anew. We have observedearlier
a haziness in Voltaire's reconstruction of the historical pattern: the
esprit humain advanced somehow from rnedieval darkness to modern
enlightenment, while the motive force of the advancementremained
obscure. Voltaire did not see himself as the spiritual substance by
means of which history advances;he was not a revolutionary spiritual
founder, rather he remained in suspensebefore the revolution.
The state of prerevolutionary suspenseis perhaps the most intimate
Voltarian sentiment. From this center we can gain an understanding of
the connection between personallty traits which otherwise would ap35. Ibid., no. VII, ttSur les sociniens, ou ariens, ou anti-trinitaires.t
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pear confusingly unrelated. We have to beware in the case of Voltaire
of fuUing into the extremesof partisan judgments. Voltaire was neither
superficial nor was he a great positive or negative force. One can make
a long list of his more reprehensible qualities. He was deficient in
spiritual substanceand he was vulgarly irreverent. His surprising range
of solid knowledge was coupled with an equally surprising ignorance
concerningthe more intricate questionsof philosoPhyand religion; as
a result his judgment \Masfrequently superficial, though delivered with
authority. He has set the style for brilliantly precise misinformation,
as well as for the second-ratertssmart detraction of the better man.
He was ever ready to sacrificeintellectual solidity to a clever witticism.
He introduced to the European scenethe unhappy persuiasionthat a
good writer can talk about everythitg, that every unsound utterance
[as to be consideredan opinion, and that irresponsibility of thought is
synonymouswith freedom of thought. In short: he has done more than
anybody else to make the darkness of enlightened reason descendon
th; Wistern world. But all this does not add up to a demonic force
of evil. If we subtract Voltaire's vitality, literary qualities and intellectual temperament,there become visible in the distancr:rather the
Homard of Flaubert's Madame Boaary or the exasperatingBouvard
and Pecuchetwho have to try their hands at everything. On the positive side we are in a similar difficulty. There we find the achievements
'essayist,the conespondent,the reportgr
of the poet, the histori&D,the
on England, the excellent popularizer of Newtonian physics and the
effective publicist. They certainly make Voltaire one of the greatest
men of letters, but the range and quality of the performancecan never
quite anaesthetizethe awarenessof the ultimate defect of substance.
Still, Voltaire is not superficial. There is in him a quality which is
praised in such terms as his spirit of tolerance,his common sense,his
indignation at scholastic obscurantism.and at bigotryr his hatred of
oppressionand persecution,his advocacy of freedom of speech and
thought. The praise is merited, indeed. Voltaire's strength lies in this
twilight zone of procedural virtues which are peculiar to a man who
has lost the old faith sufficiently to seeits shortcomingsas an outsider
and. to attack them without compunction, and who has not enough
substanceof the new faith to create its law as the master but enough
to fight with skill and couragefor its establishment.This intermediate
posiiion is the soil for the style of gritiql: and attack, of prosglytizing
and defense,sarcasmand satire, which Voltaire has developedto Perfection. ft is a realm not of the spirit, but between the spirits, where
man can live for a moment in the illusion that he can, by discarding
the old spirit, free himself of the evil which inevitably arises from the
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life of the spirit in the world, and that the new one will create a world
without evil. The protest against the world and the cry for the light
are futile if we expect to find the light in the world, but even this
futility and illusion are still ennobledby the contemptusmundi, by a
glimpse of the light and a sinceredesire for deliverancefrom the evil.
The child-of-the-world's dream of a terrestrial paradise of compassion
and humanity is only a shadow of the heavenly city, but still it is a
shadowcast by the eternal light.
The paradiseof compassion
And, finally, we have to consider that Voltaire could dream of a
paradise of compassionand humanity becausehe experiencedthese
qualities as active in his person.However dubioushis anthropologymay
apPear as a systematic achievement,there can be no doubt that his
compassionwith the suffering creaturewas sincere.The religious wars
of the sixteenth and seventeenthcenturies, the innumerable individual
persecutions perpetrated by the Catholic as well as the Protestant
churches of all persuasions,were a stark reality. "Only the ignorant
will scoff at the sacredand pious ring which the words: Natural Religion, Enlightenment,Tolerance and Humanity had for the men of those
days. Th.y expressa sigh of relief in a world that was on the point of
succumbing to the oppressionof the confessions.tttu
The human situation will appear perhaps more clearly if we relate a simple case. In
1596, a'poor artisan was tried in Amsterdam becausehis struggle
with the Bible, in the two original languages,had led him to the belief
that Jesuswas a man only. Peter van Hooft, the Mayor of Amsterdam,
said in his defensespeech: *I hear that he has been excommunicated
because of his opinions. The Church should content itself with the
excommunicationand proceednot further against the poor man. It is
certain that a man who frequently visited his house, saw his wife and
his children on their knees in prayer before the meals. And that proves
that he has brought them up in the fear of the Lord according to his
36. Wilhelm Dilthey, Das natiirliche System der Geistesuisseruchaften im 77.
Jahrhundert, in GesammelteSchriften (Leipzig, Berlin, lg14), 2, p. gd. On the
proplery and the histgty of persecutions see-W. E. H. Lecky, Hist;oiy of the Rise
and Influence of -the Spirit of Rationalism in Europe, rev. ed. (New York, 1882),
*The History of Pers"",r+. I .Pt. -lr "The Antecedents of Persecution,tt pt. 2,
tion.tt ttfndeedr ,even at the close of the seventeenth century, Bossuei was able to
maintain that the right of the civil magistrate to punish ieligious error was one
of th9 p!,ints on which both churchqs
-aS.reed;and he addedlthat he knew only
two bodies of Christians who denied lt, Thry were the Socinians and th;
Anabaptists" (Lecky, p. 60).
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lights. I believe that the life of a man should not depend on the sub'
tlities of scholars.nt' The elements of the situation have not changed
by the time of Voltaire; as far as the dogmatic question is concerned,
a'Newton or Clarke might stand in the place of the artisan. There we
seeon the one side a poor fellow in his spiritual troubles, exerting lli*self to the extent of itudying Greek and Hebrew, and finerlly arriving
at a heretical christologiial view. On the other side: the institutional
machinery of church and state with its threats of excornmunication
and death penalty. And then the reaction of compassion: :it cannot be
the purpose of Christianity to persecutesuch a man, to kill him and
to inflicl infinite misery on his wife and children. The ecclesiasticswho
are responsiblefor the persecutionappear no longer as clefendersof
the spiiit but as intellectuals who bring human sacrificesto dogmatic
subleties which should be of secondaryimportance as comParedwith
the substanceof the faith. The inability of the Churches to coPe with
the problems of postmedieval history which we discurssedearlier
reaclies the breaking point when compassionturns against them and
threatens to throw the spirit overboard together with the degenerative
excrescences.The compassion with the suffering creatune which is
trampled underfoot by historical forces beyond its undersrfandingand
control is the great positive quality in Voltaire. And if his comPassion
had beenlesspassionateand more spiritual, one might almorstrecognize
a Franciscan in him. In the thirteenth century the mute creation had
to be discoveredand to be drawn into the orbit of spiritual sympathy;
in the eighteenth century, man in society and history had to be recognized as part of the God-willed creation and to be acceptedlin comPassion. It may be consideredunfortunate that the institutions of the spirit
had sunk so low at the time that a Voltaire had. to devot,ehimself to
the task and to act with authority as the defender of man in historical
society, but one cannot deny that he acted with grandeur the role of a
defensorhumanitatis against the professionalsof the faith.
37. Dilth€yr p. 101; the original source is G. Brandt, History of the Reforrnation in the Low-Countrins, 4 vols. (London, L72F23), vol. 1.

II. HELVE,TIUSAND THE GEI'{EALOGYOF
PASSIONS

It is difficult, if not impossible, even today to achieve a balanced view
of the person and work of Helvdtius. There is more than one reason
for this difficulty. Helv6tius (t215-1 77L) lived in the age of Montesquieuand Voltaire, of Hume and Rousseau.His figure, though quite
respectable,does not measure up to the stature of these dominating
his work has
figures of the Agr of Enlightenment and as a conseguence
neyer receivedthe same careful, detailed attention as the work of his
greater contemporaries.Moreover, his work is expressiveof the movement of enlightenment to such & degree that its typical features were
seenmore clearly than its far more important and peculiarly personal
ones.Helvdtius belongedintimately to the circle of the encyclopddistes
though he himself never contributed to the Encgclopddie.One may say
of his first great work, De lEspnt (1758), that it focussedin the form
of a systematictreatise the political views which, it the articles of the
Encyclopddic, appear in the form of a, wide spectrum of divergent
opinions of severalauthors. This relation of the Esprit to the Encyclop€die was strongly sensedat the time when the treatise appeared.The
Parlementde Paris, in L7 59, when it orderedthe burning of the Esprit,
ordered at the sametime an inquiry into the orthodoxy of the Encyclop6die. As a consequence,the permission for the publication of the
Encyclop1die,of which seven volumes had appearedbetween 1751
and L7 57, was withdrawn and publication could be resumedonly in
L765. Quite as much as by a too close associationwith the Encyclopddie, the personal achievementof Helv6tius has been obscured by
its being related too closely to the evolution of English utilitarianism.
What is perhaps best known today about Helvdtius is his dependence
upon Locke and his influence on Bentham. One may sey, indeed, that
Helvdtius did what Locke failed to do, that is to apply the principles
of the Essay concerning Human Understanding to the problems of
politics, and there is no doubt that certain formulations of the Esprit
suggestedthe principle of the greatesthappinessof the greatestnumber
both to Beccaria and Bentham. This historical function of Helvdtius
as the transmittor from Locke to Bentham should by no means be
slighted; nevertheless,there was more substanceto the French thinker
than can be absorbedby this view. ft was this substancethat Nietzsche
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'the last great
had in mind when he describedthe work of Helv6tius as
event in morals.ttt
The heritage of Locke
There doesexist, indeed, a relation betweenHelvdtius'smethod and
the ideas of Locke's Essay. Helvdtius insists on the point with pride.z
Nevertheless,the relationship does not have the simple form of an
adoption of certain ideas of Locke. Locke's Essay had :lppeared in
1690; sixty-fiveyears later, at the time when Helvdtiuswas writing his
Esprit, conventionalassumptionshad developedconcerningvirhatLockets
ideas were, and these assumptionsmoved sometimesat a r:onsiderable
distancefrom the original meaning of Locke's Essay. This latitude of
interpretation was inevitably causedby the fact that Locke's theory of
morals itself was an agglomeration of assumptions,hardly consistent
with each other. The attack on innate ideas in the field of morals r€sulted in the assumptionthat a desire for happinessand an aversion
to misery are the fundamental appetites determining human conduct.
"Good and evil are nothing but pleasure and pain, or that which occasionsor procures pleasureor pain to us.ttt For every mclral rule ofand the
fered to us we have to demand proof of its reasonablene,ss,
appeal lies ultimately to this principle. This crude formula, if taken
seriourly, could lead to interesting results; sorneof them can be seen
in Mandeville'sFable of the Bees (L723 ). Locke himself would not
have acceptedthis maliciousand delightful play with virtue,sand vices.
To him right and wrong were beyond doubt and morality uras"capable
But where do we find the
of demonstrationas well as mathematics.ttn
operatirg rules for this mathematics of morality? Bentharn's later
answer was the principle of the greatest happiness of the greatest
number. For Locke, the ultimate standard is the "law of God,' extending the pleasure-painprinciple into the beyond, for virtuo'us or sinful
conduct will procure for man "huppinessor misery from the hands of
1. Nietzsche, Unuer}ffentlichtes aus der Urnuterthungszeit, no. ':248 (Werhe,
13, p. I07). See also Menschliches, Allzumenschlisches, no. 2L6 (Werhe, 3, p.
316).
(Ltanalogie
2. See De l'Homme, ttConclusion G6n6raler" the first chapterr or
de mes opinions avec celles de Locker" Oeuores (Paris, L795), 4, _'.p.413ff. See,
ttBonheurrtt C'hant Second,
furthermore, the passage on Locke in the poem
(Paris,
of
the
same passage in Oeuores
26;
version
p.
another
L795
5
Oeuares
), r
(London, L776), 2, P. L26.
3. Locke, Essa.y,bk. 2, ch.28, sec. 51 see also bk. 2, ch. 2O, sec. 2, arrrdbk. 2,
ch. 2L, sec. 42.
4. Ibid., bk. 4, ch. L2, sec. 8; see also bk. 4, ch. 3, secs. 18-20, and ch. 4,
sec. 7.
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the Almighty.ttu But how can we be assured of this ttonly true touchstone of moral rectitudet'?Through revelation?This assumptionwould
lead, as it did, into the movementof theologicalutilitarianism, and ultimately to the positions of Tucker and Paley.uAgain, however, Locke
would not approve.He was convincedthat the Gospel was a true code
of morality, but he was equally convinced that the discovery of this
code did not require a revelation. How then could the true code be
found? At this point, Locke's argument petered out inconclusively, and
the field remainedwide open for the reconstructionof a philosophy of
rnorals. The net result of Lockets speculation,thus, is not a new philosophy of morals but a thorough devastationon which nobody could
build anythin'g. The assertion that the position of a moralist is influencedby Locke can be received,therefore,only with caution.?
5. Ibid., bk. 2, ch.28, sec. 8.
6. Abraham Tucker ( 1705-74), Light of Nature pursued bA Edu. Search
( 1768-78'h William Paley (L743-I805 ), Principles of Moral and Political
Philoso?hv ( 1785 ).
7. The interpretation of Locke in this paragraph follows closely Leslie Stephen,
History of English Thought in the Eighteenth Century (London, 1876), 2,
ch. 9, "The Utilitarians.tt There is one point, however, that is somewhat obscured
by the genteel, Victorian smoothness of Stephen. I hope to have brought it out
more clearly: the destructiveness of Locke's habits of philosophizitg. The point
deserves more attention than it has received, just as Voltairets irresponsibilities
and ineverences, because these habits set a style for the treatment of intellectual
problems. Locke's demolition of the assumption of innate ideas may be quite
meritorious in itself, but it becomes a somewhat dubious achievement if we consider that he has nothing to offer in its place. The pleasant game of demolishing
an opponent is relatively, but only relatively, innocuous as long as the fundamental
creed which has found an untenable expression is itself beyond doubt. The purpose of criticism is, of course, not to prove a proposition wrong and to let it go
at that, but to clarify, by means of criticism, the insight into the problem that
has found an unsatisfactory formulation. If no better insight into the problem is
offered, and Locke does not offer it, the result of criticism is the "'Waste Land"
of enlightenment. Moreover, one should observe the method used by Locke in his
attack because it has grown into a pattern for the next century and a half.
Throughout his critical analysis of innate ideas, Locke does not give a single
concrete reference to a philosopher who has maintained any of the propositions
which he criticizes. In the absence of such references it has to remain at least
doubtful whether any philosopher was ever asinine enough to maintaino without
appropriate qualifications, the propositions criticised by Locke. This technique of
pressing a theory into absurd consequences which were not intended by the
author, while ignoring the very serious problems which induced the formulation
of the theoryr becomes one of the fundamental devices of enlightened philosof intellectual
ophizing. It accounts for a good deal of the exasperating tone
'When
superiority which distinguishes so many enlightened persons.
these devices and mannerisms pass on to the lesser lights, and when with a, grave face
intellectual victories are gained over some nonsense which nobody has ever maintained or ever will maintain, the procedure, as sometimes in the case of James
Mill, acquires a touch of the burlesque. These devices and mannefs become even
more deStructive in the course of the nineteenth and trventieth centuries, when
they are transferred from the criticism of anonymous ideas to the criticism of
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What Helvdtius owes to Locke can best be gathered from his formulation of what he consideredLocke's theory: "Our ideas,' sals Locke,
"come to us from the senses;and from this principle, as from mine,
one may concludethat the espnt in us is nothing but an acquisition.tt
The esprit is an,assemblageof ideas,directly or indirectly derived from
senseimpressions.The nature of man is basically a physica,lsensibility
(sensibilitephysique). "The physical sensibility is man himself, and
the principle of all that he is.D All differencesbetweenmen are due to
the differences of the educational process to which the sensibitita
physique ( which is neutrally receptive at birth ) is submitted in the
course of life. This radical formulation of Helv6tius's position, however, is rather to be found in the later De lHomme ( published posthumouslyin L772) than in the earlier De l'Esprit. The prirrcipleseems
to have crystallized more clearly with the years and Helv6tius admits:
*fn man all is physical sensation.
Perhaps I have not developedthis
truth sufficientlyin my book De lEsprit.n'o'We seeemergirrgan image
of man of impressivesimplicity. The content of the mind is a transformation of senseimpressionsand a complicatedstructure is conceivedas
reducible to one explanatoryprinciple, to physical sensibility. And this
sensibility is not a faculty of man, but is man himself. Ob'riously, this
is not Locke'sconceptionof the mind, for Locke recognizestwo sources
of experience-sensationand reflection.The sentence:"Nil est in intellectu, quod non fuerit in sensnr' is not applicable to his conception
unless at least we qualify the word sensu by the adjectivesinterno et
externo.The experiencesgiven to the internal senseof reflection-such
as perceiving, thinkins, doubtins, believirg, knowing, willing-constitute for Locke a class of experiencesindependentof senseimpressions.
The elimination of reflection and the systematic reductiorr of the internal experiencesto senseimpressionswhich we find in Helv6tius is
rather the conceptionof the mind that was developedby (Condillacin
his Traitd des Sensations(f Z 54). To Condillac rather thirn to Locke
is due the attempt to interpret the structure of the mind genetically
and to explain the internal experiencesas sensationstransfo,,rm1es.
About the motives of this radical genetic conception there is no
doubt: a science of morals should be constnrcted "like e,xperimental
concrete political ideas of concrete persons. The atrocious polenrrical manners
which characterize the Communist and National Socialist literature are the lastof the polemical manners created by
let us hope_it is the last-transformation
Locke and Voltaire.
*Conclusion
8. De PHornme,
Gdndralern Oeuvres (f795), 4, p. 413.
9. Ibid., p. 4L7.
10, Ibid.l B€c.2, ch, L, Oeu,wes(f795), 3, p. l1O,
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physics.tll Into the moral universe, as into the physical, God has injected no more than one principle. Everything else is "necessarydevelopment." The principle of matter is force and submissionto the laws
of motion; out of initial chaos,after many miscarriages,the elements
arrange themselvesin the balanced, ordered universe that we see
today. The principle of man is his physical sensibility, submissiveto
the laws of pleasureand pain; after initial confusion and many errors,
the thoughts and actions of man will achievethe order and balance of
happinessin the moral world.t' The analogy of physics dominatesthe
construction.This desire for fashionableconstruction is stronger than
all critical thought. The reader may have wondered by what miracle
we have achievedthe transition from a sensualisttheory of knowledge
to a theory of morals. It was achievedquite simpll, through the formula
that man is under the direction of pleasureand pain: *the one and the
other guard and direct his thoughts, his actions.t"t The ttthoughtstt
(pensdes) generously include cognitive functions as well as value
judgmentsand emotions.Or, in anotherformulation: *Man is animated
by a principle of life. This principle is his physical sensibility. What
does this sensibility produce in him? a sentiment of love for pleasure,
and of hatred for pain.to4It seemsalmost unbelievablethat such c&va.,
lier piecesof verbiage should be the foundation of a system of morals
in emulation of physics.But, as a matter of fact, that is all there is.
This uncritical construction,again, is not Lockean.It is an ingredient
that has enteredthe style of speculationin the courseof the two generations after the publication of the Essay. Locke was quite explicit on
the point that we have no experienceof a causal connectionbetween
senseimpressionsand the feelings of pleasureand pain. *What certainty of knowledgecan anyonehave, that some perceptions,such ?s,
v. g. pleasureand pain, should not be in somebodiesthemselves,after
a certain manner modified and moved, &s well as that they should be
in an immaterial substance,upon the motions of the parts of body?
Bdy, as far as we can conceive,being able only to strike and affect
body; and motion, according to the utmost reach of our Ideas, being
able to produce nothing but motion; so that when we allow it to
produce pleasureor pain, or the ldea of a colour, or soundrwe are fain
to quit_our reason,So beyond our ldeas, and attribute it wholly to the
good pleasureof our Maker.t"u The ontic realms of mind and matter
11. De l'Esprit, ttPr6face.t
L2. De l'Esprit, Oeuvres (L776), 1, PP. 422ff.

13. Ibid., p. 423.
L4. De PHommersec.4, c}l.. 22, Oeuwes ( 1795 ) n 3, p. 384.
15. Essag,bk, 4, ch. 3, "Of the Extent of Human Knowledger' sec. 6.
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are carefully kept apart and any attempt to reduce the phenomenaof
the one to phenomenaof the other is rejected.And the sameholds true
when Locke introducesthe ideas of pleasureand pain. Th.y are classified as *simple' ideas, irreducible to others, and they may arise either
from sensationor reflection.Pleasureand pain can, but need not be,
the accompanimentof "bare" sensationsor reflections.They can neither
be describid nor defined,but are accessibleto knowledge bnly through
immediate experience.tu
Pleasure,pain and the passionsare for Locke
an imeducible complex of ideas. In the face of such discrepanciesbetween the actual theoriesof Locke and the theoriesof Helvdtius which
claim Lockean ancestrywe have to say that, by the time of the Esprit,
Locke had becomea venerablesymbol, lending ra certain eruthorityto
any attempt at founding a philosophy of morals on the operationsof
pleasure,pain and passions.
In Helvdtius this relationship with Locke is already strongly overlaid by physicism. Its meaning can be seenperhapsmore clearly in the
earlier referenceof Vauvenargues(I7L5-47) to Locke. fn his Intro
duction d la connaissance
de Pesprit humain (I7 46 ) , Vauvenargues
quotes Locke almost verbatim to the effect that all our passionsturn
on pleasure and pain.tt Moreover, he still preservesthe Lockean distinction betweensensationand reflection.Pleasureand pain as induced
by sensationare immediateand undefinable;the passions,which originate in reflection, are explicablebecausethey are rooted in the experiencesof perfectionand imperfectionof existence.ttThe shift away from
Locke is much slighter than in Helv6tius, and the motive of the shift
is revealed more clearly. Locke's undefinable pleasuresand pains do
not originate as senseimpressionsonly. "By pleasureand pain, I must
be und.erstoodto mean of body or mind as they are commonly distinguished; though in truth they be only different constitut:ionsof the
mind, sometimesoccasionedby disorder in the body, sornetimesby
thoughts of the mind.tot The simple, undefinablepleasuresand pains,
thus, may arise originally from operations of the mind, such as *of
rational conversationwith a friend, or of well directed study in the
searchand discoveryof truth.tt2'And eventhosewhich are t',occasionedo
by sensationbelong to the "constitution of the mind." And becausethey
belong to the "constitution of the mind" and not of the bocly they can
16. Ibid., bk. 2r,ch, 20,'10f Modes of Pleasure and Painrtt sec. l.
17, Vauvenargues, De I'Esprit Humaif,, 2, p. 22. Compare Locken .Bssag,bk. 2,
ch. 20, sec. 3: ttPleasure and paln, and that which causes them, good and evil,
are the hinges on which our passions turn.tt
18. Vauvenargues, loc. cit.
19. Locke, Essryrbk. 2, ch.2O, sec. 2.
20. Ibid., sec. 18.
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produce further experiencesof the mind, which Locke calls "internal
sensations."t These ttinternal sensationsttare the passions;they result
*!.n
-simPle pleasuresand pains are submitted to consideruiion by
reflection. Here we can luy a finger on the point where Locke himself
ceasesto be a sensualistand treats the "constitution of the mindtt as an
autonomousunit, independentof the cognitive functions of the sensations. The sensualistepistemologyhas no bearing on the internal dimensionsof human existencein which are placed the dynamic relations
between pleasures,pains, passions,good and evil. In spite of the
terminology of sensationswhich seemsto anchor the world of morals
firmly in_experiencesof the external world, the actual analysisthrows
us back into an atmosphereof internal balancesand.tensions.We do
not know of any good and evil in itself, but only call good and evil
that which we associatewith pleasuresand pains. But ih.tr is somehow an objective good and evil which has iftr peculiar character of
causing in us pleasure and pain. Is there, aftei all, a prestabilized
harmony betweenobjective good and evil and subjective pl.urnrr and
pain? Lockets.EssaA, as we have seen,does not offer an answer to the
question; Locke never elaborated a philosophy of human existence,
although he came near the problem through his conceptof the "constitution of the mind." This, question,left open by Locke, is the question
which occupiesthe French moralistesof the eighteenthcentury. Whrtt
Vauvenarguestakes uP the Lockean categories of sensatior and reflection, he narrows the meaning of sensationto the meaning of an
impression that comes through the senses-and then discarJs it as
uninteresting;and he makes reflectionthe organ by which we penetrate
the structure of human existence.From 'the expirience of o,r beingtt
we derive the ideasof ttgrandeur,pleasure,po*eittl from the experi.ni.
of *the imperfection of our being" we derive the ideas of "sriallness,
subjection,mise_ry":_"ooildtoutes nos passions."'Pleasureand pain are
no longer irreducible, s-imple ideas; they refer to something more
fundamental in the constitution of the mind: beyond pleasureuia pain
( and, incidentally, beyond good and evil ) lies tire experienceof being,
with its precariousbalanceof power and subjection, of perfection und
imperfection, of existenceunder the threat of annihilation. The shift
from Locke reveals its meaning as the attempt to penetrate
lwuy
b_tl_o"dpleasureand P{n to the foundationsof being and to rebuild a
philosophyof morals within the framework of a philosophyof existence.
The Preoccupationwith a genetic construction of the moral universe
revealsits meaning as the attempt to find the existential foundation of
21. Ibid., sec. 3.
22. Y auvenargues,loc. cit.
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morals at a time when the traditional Christian and humanistic foundations had broken down.
The neu)philosoPhAof existence
The Lockeanismof Helv6tius, thus, is a somewhatconfusedpattern
of symbols with convergent meanings. From Locke directly stems the
aveision against innate moral ideas, and consequentlythe :necessityt9
searchfor * n.w basis of morals. When the immediate spiritual experienceshave dried up, and when the tradition of faith and morals has
lost its hold, the tifo,rndation of morals is dominated by the symbol
of an inversion of direction. The orientation toward a transcendental
reality is inverted and a new foundation is sought in the direction of
the somatic basis of existence.What specificsymbols are used for this
purpose is not so very important; it is anybody" choice whether he
wisl.s to interpret Helv6tius as a materialist becauseof his insistence
on the sensibititephysique as the essenceof man, or as a sensualist
becausethe subjective senseimpressionsare declared to b,ethe basis
on which the structure of the mind is erected,or p€rhapsa$ a hedonist
becausethe pleasuresof the sensesplay an important directive role in
developingstandardsof conduct. All these symbols are present in the
work of tt.tvetius but none of them is decisivefor the concreteanalysis
of passions.They have an influence on the ideas of Helvdtius only as
dislurbing factors inasmuch as the concessionsto these symbols frequently deflect the main line of the argument. The concessionsto the
symboi of happiness as a good in itself vitiate the otherwitg _quite
admirable analysis of the operations of passions." Setting aside the
disturbing and deflecting effects, the various symbols have the common purpose of directing the analysis toward the fundamental experl
enc.Jof Lxistenceand of developingthe phenomenaof the moral world
as transformationsof elementalforces. To this isolation of the fundamental forces and the analysis of passionswe shall now turn.
Zg. The hedonistic disturbance in Helv6tius has been criticised lry Nietzsche,
Der Wille zur Macht, no, 75L, Werke, 16, p. 194. The hedonistic aspect -of
Helv6tius's ideas, important as it is, has been overemphasized because it was the
aspect that fascinatei Bentham. See for instance the presentation of Helv6tius in
Outlines of the History of Ethici ( 1886 ) , enlarged ed. by
ttJtrru SidEwick's
"Widg"ty ( London, 1931
) , pp. 267ff. On the unte-nability of this
efU"i G.
ft.Jo"istic injeciioir into the analysis of moral plrenomgna the literature is
Sel for instance Henry-Sidgwick, The Methods of Etthics, sth ed.
."o*o"r.
(London, lgg3), bk, I, ch.4, "Pleasuie and Desire'and the whole of bk. 2,
(Berlin, 1892)'
G."rs 9i*p9lr -4!"!*"fq
lf db Moralutisseruchafi
"ni"irm'i; ,,Die
I926)'
Gliickseligtiit"; Nicolai Hartrnann, Ethik (Berlin,l*ipzig,
flH.-Z
3.
pt. l, soc.
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Inertia and ennui
The constituent forces of existence,as they are given to our experience, are on the one hand the forces which make for inertness, on the
other hand the forces which counteract inertness and drive man into
action. The force which maliesfor passivity'or inertnessHelvdtius calls
paresse;we shall use for it the English term inertia. Inertness or passivity is natural to man; attention fatigues and man gravitates toward
a state of inertness like a body toward its center. And man would
remain in this state of inertia unless he were pushed out of it by the
counteractionof other forces, forces which Helv6tius calls ennui and
passionJnEnnui is defined as the uneasiness(inqui6tude) which befalls us when we do not have an active awarenessof our existence
through pleasure.*The ennui is a minor but constantpain (douleur).
The stronger pleasuresof life are necessarilyseparatedby intervals,
and we experiencethe desireto fill theseintervals by minor sensations.
By a constant stream of new impressionswe wish ttto be made aware
of every moment of our existence.'26
This desire to be agitated, and the
uneasinessproduced by the absenceof impressions,contain, in part,
"the principle of the inconstancy and perfectibility of the human
mind.n This principle compelsthe mind to agitate itself in all directions
and it is the sourceof the gradual perfectionof the arts and sciencesand
du gout."" The uneasinessof the ennui,
ultimately of the "ddcad,ence
however, is normally no more than the continuousundertone of existence. It will drive a man into activities that will procure minor pleasures, but it is not the strong passion which produces a Lycurgus, a
Homer or Milton, a Caesar or Cromwell. At best it may produce a
military figure like Charles XII. Nevertheless,its importance should
not be underrated.Whether the ennui is the driving force of action is
determined in the concrete situation to a considerableextent by the
general state of society and the form of goyernment. In times when
the great passionsare chainedby custom or a form of governmentthat
is unfavorable to their display, as for instance despotism, the ennui
has the field for itself alone and under certain social conditions it may
become the "mobile universel." The atmosphere of the French court
24, De PEsprif, sec. 3, ch. 5, Oeuv,res(L776), l, pp. 380f.
25. Exarnen des critiques du lhtres intitul| De ltEsprit,, Oeuores ( 1795 ) ,
5, pp. 245ff.: "Nous 'dprouvons continuellement le besoin d.'appercevoir notre
existence par le plaisir.'
26.De P0sprit, sec. 3, ch. 5, p. 3gl,
27.Ibid., pp. 381f.
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of.the eighteenth century i: for Helv6tius the great exampleof the situation in which ennui combined with feeble ambition are sufficient
to
explain the conduct of most men. Outside such special situations, the
combinedoperationof ennui and inertia is responsiLlefor a wide-spread
state of mind with vast social consequences.
Fo, in submissionto these
two forces, man wants to be agitated to escapethe ennui, but not too
much so as not to be fatigued: "for that reasonwe want to know everything withorlt
lh. P{ns_ of penetrating it." Men are inclined to accept
as true a traditional body of lbelief becausean independentrgxamination
would be too much trouble; hence argumentswhich might disturb the
belief are t:ld]ll rejected as insufficiint. Helv6tius, whin speaking of
,
acceptedbelief, has his eye_specifically on Christianity.r' But hiJ remarks on t!. subject
_areof $eneral importance as an approach to a
classof muclr neglectedphenomenawhich constitutethe gt.rnd-texture
of all social life: the phenomenaof conservativebelief, ciecluli y, semieducation, enlightened stupidity, resistance to knowledge, tieverty
preservedignorance' for which our awarenesshas been .i*tprned by
contemporaryevents.
The role of the passions
From inertia and ennui alone, however, there would never
arise the
moral universe as embodiedin history and society.A stronger
force is
neededto drive man into the more fatiguing u.iion, and this
force is
supplied by the passions.The passionr-are to the moral 'world
what
movement t: to the physical; they create and annihilate, conserve
and
animate and without them, there would be general death. Nl'otall
types
oj Passionwill supply such moving force e[uaily; for the g;reat
effects
there are neededthe passionswhich Helvdtius .alis the passions
ortes.
f
A passionforte "is u passionof which the object is so necerrsary
to our
happinessthat life becomesunbearablewithout its possession.,
Ooly
passionsof this strength can produce the great actionsand induce
men
to brave danger, pain and even death,
to defy heaven,,The great
"nt they
passionsare "le gerrne productif d,ePesprit";
,nt.rt"in the p.r$tr*t
fermentation of ideas and
man through tire hardships of physical
9^aTy
and intellechral adventure.2e
Great passionmakes the great man. Great
passion is the source of that active intelligence which enables
a man
28' A footnote in ibid., pp. 385- 388r brings, under the
disgjrise of a Tonkinese
;;
;i;;"i'H;;"ture.
:tlyt}' a ferocious attack bn christi""ity
Notes of this
kind, whose disguise could easily be peietrated, *.r,
'
irra .""r, of the
t"ilbry
storm aroused by the treatise,
29. Ibid., ch. 6.
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to distinguish between the extraordinary and the impossible. The
absenceof great passion,on the other hand, characterizesthe sensible
man (fhomrne sensible), that is the mediocrity. On the man of passion
dependsthe advancementof the human mind.to The sensibleman follows the beaten path, and he will do good not to leave it becausehe
would get lost. He is the man in whom inertia dominates;he does not
possessthe activenessof soul which opens new perspectivesand sows
in the present the seeds of the future. Only the man of passion is
capableof bearing the fatigue of continued meditation which enables
him to see the concatenationof causesand effects stretchitg into the
future. *It is the eagle-eyeof passionwhich penetratesthe dark abyss
of the future: indifferenceis born blind and stupid." In social practice
that the "gdnie
this differentiation of human types has the consequence
6leo6r" which discoversin the little good of the present the greater evil
of the future, is treated as a public enemy. In this treatment of the
genius virtue seems to punish vice while mediocrity sneers at the
spirit.tt
The genealogAof passions
Not all the passionsare of the same type and between the several
types there exists a genetical order; one passion is directly rooted in
the structure of existence,all others are transformations of this fundamental passion. This relation between the several passions permits
Helv6tius to develop the idea of a G1ndalogiedes Passions.t'We are
already acquaintedwith the lowermost fanks of this genealogyof passions. Th.y are the principle of physical sensibility and the sentiments
of love of pleasureand hatred.of pain engenderedby this principle. We
have now to follow the genealogybeyond these first two ranks. From
the operation of the love of pleasure and the hatred of pain arises the
arnour de soi. The &mour de soi engendersthe desire for happiness,
the desire for happinessthe desire for power, and the desire for power
gives rise to the "factitioust passionsof envy, avarice and ambitiotrr
'bhich all are, under different names, the love of power in disguise
and applied to diversemeansof obtainirg it.'*
The genealogy of passionsis Helvdtius's most fruitful systematic
idea and, at the same time, his most disappointing in execution.We
30.Ibid., ch. 7, p. 4O5.
31. Ibid., ch. 7.
32. See the chapter bearing this title in De I'Homme, sec. 4, ch. 22. Nietzsche's
title Gercalogie der Moral is perhaps more than a coincidence.
33. De lHomme, sec. 4, ch. 22, "G6ndalogie des Passionsrttpp. 384f.
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already had occasionto reflect on the flimsinessof the idea of physical
sensibility as the essenceof man; almost no elaborationis to be found
in the work of Helv6tius beyond the bare statementof the proposition.
We now have to say the samewith regard to the further ranks of the
genealogy.The causeof this unsatisfactorythinnessof the construction
ls clear: Helvdtius tried to combine a genetic construction which we
may call materialistic or sensualisticwith a genetic constnrction that
relies on the existential experiencesof inertia, ennui and prassion,and
the rungs of the two ladders simply do not coincide. The '"genealogy"
which we have just presentedrevealsthe dilemma. Helv6tius wants to
interpret the gamut of passionsas a seriesof variations of one fundamental passion, that is of the passion which he calls the desir du
pouvoir. Assuming that the idea could be carried out successfullyin
the concreteanalysis,this attempt would fit into the set of his primary
assumptionsconcerninginertia, ennui and passion.The desir du pouvoir
would be in this triad of conceptsthe basic passionwhich unfolds, in
certain social situations and under the pressureof biograph.icalcircumstances,into the severalt'factitiousttpassions.It would be ttre elemental
force which overcomesinertia and assuagesthe uneasinessof ennui
by creating through action an acuteawarenessof existence.lthis course,
of interpreting the will to power as the elementalforce of ,existencein
expansiveaction, was later taken by Nietzsche. With He,lvdtiusthis
interpretation is thwarted by the attempt to fit the senseimpressions
and the pleasure-painmechanism into the analysis of passion. Hence
we find in the g1n1alogiethe desire of happinessengenderingthe desir
du pouvoir. The passion for power loses thereby its function as the
elemental force and becomesan instrument for procurirg happiness.
This perversionof the fleeting accompanimentof action into its purpose
would bring Helvdtius face to face with the necessityof expllining what
kind of pleasureis procured by incurring death-for we rerrnemberhis
definition of the passionforte as the passionwhich braves danger and
makes man risk his life. Passion in existenceis not a mertter of life
only, it is a matter of life and death. An exploration of this problem
would have compelled Helvdtius to revise his genealogy of passions.
He escapesthis necessitysimply by not exploring it.
The amour de soi
The strangest item in the g1n1alogie,however, is the rank of the
arnour de soi.Again the amou,rde soi is placed in an instrurnentalposition with regard to pleasureand pain. The amour de soias a permanent
sentiment is the guarantee that pleasuresare procured and pains are
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avoided;we may say that the ego is integrated when the arnout de sn
is developedas the permanentcontrol which steersthe ego in the direction of pleasureand thereby keeps it in existence.This amour de soi
is the Augustinian emor sui. In Christian psychology the arnor sui is
the passionof existencewhich preventsman from realizing his creaturely
finiteness.The amor suihas to be broken by the arnof Dei which directs
man towards his divine origin and fulfiltment, but this breaking of the
alnor sui is not entirely within the power of man; it requires assistance
by the grace of God, and whether it really is broken is the mystery of
Christian existenceinaccessibleto empirical diagnosis. Helvdtius has
the conceptof the a.morszi but not of the a,morDei, and.this isolation
of the amor sui profoundlychangesits meaning as well as its systematic
function. When the amor sui is used as a category of immanent existence, without regard to its Christian implications, it is difficult to see
how it can be distinguished from the desir du pouvoir as the fundamental passion of existence.At best the term would emphasizethe
fact that human existencehas as one of its important forming elements
the ego, and that the desir du pouvoir operatesin the form of actions
of the ego. In the gdn1alogie,however, Helv6tius separatesthe a,mou,r
de soi completely from the passions.Why this strange construction?
By its very strangenessthe constructiongives us at last the k.y to the
understanding of a group of conceptswhich otherwise might appear
as an undigestedagglomerationof traditional elements.The arnor sui
is not set by Helv6tius into opposition to the arnor Dei, but it retains
from the Christian context a sector of its meaning, that is: its negative
value accent.The amour de soi which steersman toward his personal
happinessis not of itself conducive to virtue; the moral good can be
rcalizedonly by actions which go beyond the procurementof personal
pleasureand have for their aim, incidental to personal pleasure,the
achievementof a generalinterest.This moral qualificationof the amou,r
de soi introduces a new dimension into the construction, beyond the
pleasure-painpsychologyand bey,ondthe analysisof existential experiences.In a strict analysis of existence,beyond good and evil, neither
the amou,rde soi nor the desir du pouuoir should have moral accentsl
in a strict psychologyof the pleasure-painmechanism,the love of pleasure and the hatred of pain should zubstitute for all moral .onsiderations. l.[ow we are faced by standardsof good and evil, and the whole
gdndalogiedes {tassionsis moved thereby into the function of an instrument which can be used for the achievementof good or of evil, which
may be put to the service of virtue or vice. The curious interlocking
of concepts which alternately belong to the pleasure-pain-happiness
group or the inertia-ennui-passiongroup makes sense if it is under-
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stood as a manageablemeans-endconcatenationwhich can be bent to
ulterior purposesby a legislator or educator who is in possessionof
the absolute standards of value. We are not surprised, therefore, to
find that Helv6tius considersthe structure of existenceas an acquired
structure, with the exception of the sensibilitl physique and the
pleasure-painmechanism.Even the amour de soi is an ttarcquisition.tt
"One learns to love oneself; to be human or inhum&il, 'virtuous or
vicious. Moral man is altogether education and imitation.ttsn
The peculiaritiesof Helvdtius'sgdndalagiethus find their explanation
in the instrumentalizationof existence.The &mour de soi can be developed, tempered or deflected through the conditioning rcf attitudes
by educational rewards of pleasure and punishments of pain. The
desire for happinesscan be influencedwith regard to the morality of
its content by the previous formation of the ego. The desir du pouvoir
will be determined in its direction by the type of happinesswhich it
has to serve, and the factitious passionscan be developedi:n the direction of antisocial vices, or of virtues serving the general interest, in
accordancewith the rewards or punishmentsheld out by the structure
of society in which they operate. The most significant detail in this
processof instrumentalizationis the transformation of the arnor sui
from a fundamental passion of existenceinto an acquirecl character.
If we remember the Augustinian origin of the concept,we might say
that in the Christian context the breaking of the amor sui is the combined work of human effort and the grace of God, while in the context
of Helv6tius the educator takes the place of God: where the grace of
God has failed, the educatormay achieveresultsby a judicious application of the psychology of conditioned reflexes.With the :implications
of this divinization of the educational processwe shall have to deal
later on in more detail.
For the present, let us consider briefly the influence which the
instrumentalizationof the structure of existencehas on the analysis of
power. The fundamentalpassion,from which all other passiionsderive,
is the desire for power. In the concreteanalysisthe desire for power is
representedby the desire to find oneselfin a position of command, if
possiblein the role of a despot.The desire to be a despot is rooted in
the love of pleasureand consequentlyin the nature of man. Everybody
wants to be huppy, and hence everybodywants to have the power to
command other people to contribute to his happiness.The rule over
people can either be a rule accordirg to law or a rule by arbitrary
will. In the first case, the power to command is limited and in order
34. Ibid., sec. 4, ch. 22, p. 384.
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to exploit the position of cornmand most effectively for the production
of happiness,the ruler will have to study the laws and frnd the legal
means for achieving his purposes.Such study is fatiguing and inertia
makes itself felt as the counterforceto action. In order to satisfy his
inertia, everyonewill strive, if possible,for absolutepower, which will
avoid the fatigue of studying the law and put men slavishly at his will.
"Voild Far quel motif chacunaeut |tre despote.""'Sinceeverybodyis a
despot by desire, if not in fact, social power is held in high esteem.
*One hatesthe powerful, one doesnot despisehim. . . . 'Whatever we
may say: one doesnot really despise'whatone doesnot dare to despise
face to face. . . . The respectpaid to virtue is transitory, the respect
This state of things is most propitious from
paid to force is eternal."36
the point of view of the educator and legislator. If virtue were a part
of the organizationof the individual, or a consequenceof divine grace,
there would be no honest men except those who are organized honestly by nature, or predestinedto be virtuous by heaven.Good or bad
laws in this case, or forms of government, would not influence anybody. If, howev€r, virtue can be made the effect of the desire for
power, the legislator can confer the prizes of esteem, wealth and
power on virtuous conduct. Thus "under a good legislation only the
fools would be vicious."*' That all men are inspired by the love of
:poweris the most preciousgift of heaven.What doesit matter whether
men are born virtuous, if only they are born with a passion which
makes them virtuous if skilfully managed?'8
The flaw in this analysis of power as the fundamental passion is
obvious: the desire for powerr os presentedby Helvdtius, is not fundamental at all, nor is it much of a passion;it is no more than the attempt
to procure happiness,understood.in a hedonistic sense,through command over servicesand commodities.This was the flaw in Helv6tiusts
psychologyof passionsagainst which Nietzsche directed his criticism:
the idea of an Alexander or Caesarstriving for power in order to be
huppy is preposterousbeyond discussion.Helvdtius, however, was no
fool, and the flaw in his analysisrequires explanation.That Helvdtius
had a keenunderstandingof the psychologyof passionsis beyonddoubt
to the reader of the extended,brilliant discussionsof various passions
in the Esprit Behind this flaw in the analysis there is a definite will
to see the phenomenonof power in a certain light; we have indicated
this problem when we introduced the concept of instrumentalization
35, De
36, De
37. De
38. De

lEsprity s€c. 3, ch. 17, pp. 497ff.
I'Homme, sec, 4, ch. 12, p. 343,
f Esprit, sec. 3, ch. L7.
l'Homme, sec. 4, ch. 12, p. 349.
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into our interpretation. Now we have to explore a bit farther the motives
as they becomeapparent from Helv6tius's analysis.
There is one element in the motivation of Helvdtius which is typical
for the period of Enlightenment, as well as for theorists of the nineteenth century who were inspired by the pattern of enlightenedtheory:
it is the substitution of a correct empirical observation for the natura
rerurn E*pirically we find, indeed, hedonistswho strive for a position of power in order to enjoy the concomitantmaterial benefits, and
we alsofind among thosewho hold a position of power by circumstance,
without striving for it, men whose relation to their position is purely'
hedonistic. The French court of the eighteenth century crculd supply
Helv6tius with ample material in support of his analysis.The elevation
of the empirically correct observationinto a general theory of power,
however, belongs to the same class of phenomenaas the Voltairian
identification of ecclesiasticalabusesof the time with the essenceof
the Church, or the Marxian identification of the misuse of religion as
an opium for the people with the essenceof religion. In an earlier
chapter we discussedthis problem under the aspectof Voltaire's spiritual obscurantism.Now, ir Helvdtius, another aspect of the problem
becomesvisible: the willingness to mistake the abuse for the essence
in order to continuethe abuse,with the best of surface intentions,for a
different purpose.
The great temptation in recognizing the abusiveinstrurnentalization
of passionas the meaning of passionlies in the possibility :for the analyst who makes the mistake to misuse the instrument for his own purposes.In Helvdtius's analysis of power we can discern ttre origin of
phenomenawhich pervade modern politics and are still increasing in
importance,the origin of the artificiality of modern politics as engendered through propaganda,education,reeducation,and enfrorcedpolitical myth, as well as through the general treatment of humarnbeings as
functional units in private enterprise and public planning. The actual
'Western
decadenceof
society which occupied the thinkers of the
eighteenth century has becomethe model of social and political practice. The disorder which expressesitself empirically in spiritual obscurantism and the instrumentalization of the life of passionris accepted
as the nature of man by the analyst-for others. fn Helvdtius's analysis
we meet a classicalinstance of the destruction of the integral human
personby positing as normal the disorder of the person while denying
to man the remedial powers which might restore the order, The possibility of spiritual regeneration of the person, the existenceof man in
communion with God, the possibility of the renoaatio eaangelicain the
Christian sense,are denied. The function of regenerationis transferred
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to the analyst in the role of the organizing legislator who will create
externally ifte social situation which in its turn will induce the external
confor*uor. of conduct to moral standardsby . play on the psychological mechanismof disorderedman. It is the dream of escaPefrom the
mystery of iniquity that has beenexpressedby T. S. Eliot in the verses:
Thty constantlytry to escaPe
_
Frorir the darknessoutsideand within
By dreamitg of systerysso perfect that no one
will needto be good.
Helv6tius has dreamt the dream with radical perfection: in most instancesthe thinker of this type is satisfied with a Pelagian assumption
about the goodnessof man, but Helv6tius conceivesman as a morally
neutral force, neither good nor bad. Man is emptied of moral substance,
and the forces of good and evil are transferred in their entirety to the
analystJegislator.3e
Saluation a,sa social process
The attitude of Helv6tius is an early instance of political attitudes
which unfold more completelyin the nineteenthand twentieth centuries.
As always in the early cases,the spiritual processeswhich lead to the
new attilude are more clearly visible than in the later period when the
structure of sentimentshas settledinto conventionalpatterns.Today we
take it more or less for granted that our society is swarrning with
leaders, left and right, who supply substanceto the human automaton.
The enormity of the attitude can no longer be sensedso sharply as in
the caseof Helv6tius where it appearedin direct conflict with a living
'What
happensis, in brief, that the analyst-legislatorarrogates
ffadition.
of the substanceof good in societywhile denyto himself the possession
irg it to the rest of mankind. Mankind is split into the massof pleasurepain mechanismsand the One who will manipulate the mechanismsfor
itre good of society. The nature of man, by a kind of division of labor,
is disributed among massesand leadersso that only societyas a whole
is integral man. Moreover the operationsof the legislator on the rr€rlbers of society substitute, as we have seen, for grace and predestination. Society has become a totally closed universe with an immanent
processof salvatioll.
The insight into the spiritual process that occurs in Helvdtius will
shed sometight on the significanceof genetic, sensualistpsychology, &s
39. ff we translate the construction into Platonic termsr we would have to say
that Helv6tius dreams of a Politeia without Eros.
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well as on the complex of philosophical assumptionsattache:dto it, for
the political evolution of Western society. The tenacity of faith in this
complex of ideas is certainly
lot causedby its merits as an adequate
interpretation of man and society. The inadequacyof a pleasure-pain
P:y:lology, tlt poverty of utilitarian ethics, the imposrifiUty of .*plaining moral phenomenaby the pursuit of happiness,the ,rr.6.sness
of the greatesthap_piness
of the greatestnumbei us u principrleof social
ethics-all these have been demonstratedover and over again in a
voluminous literature. Nevertheless,even today this complei of ideas
holds a fascination for a not inconsiderablenumber of
1i.nrons.This
fascinationwill be more intelligible if we seethe complr* of sensualism
and utilitarianism not as number of verifiable proporitions but as the
dogma of a religion of socially immanent ialvation. Enlightened
utilitarianism is but the first in a seriesof totalitarian, sectarriaimovements to be followed later by Positivism, Communism and National
Socialism.

III. HELVE,TIUSAI\TDTHE HERITAGE OF
PASCAL
As far as the intellectual ancestry of Helvdtius is concerned,we have
dealt so far only with Locke and with the transformation which the
ideas of the Essay concerning Human Understanding underwent in the
following two generations.In Helvdtius'sanalysisof existence,however,
we encountered a group of concepts which does not stem from the
English traditiotr, forces which make for passivity or ennui which
Helv€tius calls paresse. In his ,analysis of existence in these terms
Helv6tius moves in the tradition of the French moralisles and particuIarly of Pascal.A comparisonwith the ideas of Pascal will bring into
view further aspects of the new theory of power. This comparison,
however, will be confined strictly to the few conceptsof Pascal which
have a direct bearing upon the analysis of Helv6tius.
For Helvdtius the forces of existencewhich overcomethe tendency
toward inertness are ennui and passion. This initial situation for an
analysis of existenceis taken from Pascal. The dynamic of existence
is determined,for Pascal, by the impossibility of a state of complete
quiet or rest (repos) . "Nothiog is as unbearablefor man as to be completely at rest, without passion, without business,without distraction,
without applicationto something.ofn such a state of rest man becomes
aware of "his nothingness,his forsakenness,his insufficiency,his dependence,his impotence, his emptiness.ttIncontinently there springs
from the depth of his soul "the ennui, the blackness,the tristesse,the
chagrin, the spite, the despair."' What Pascal tries to describeby this
array of terms denoting the facets of a fundamental mood is what is
(anxiety
called in modern philosophyof existencesinceKierkegaard the
The intoxication of activity becloudsthe reality of human
of existence.D
existence.When passion subsides, the experienceof a fundamental
emptinessand metaphysicalforlornness emergesunobscured,the anxiety of existence springs up crying to be assuaged,and the ordinary
method of assuaginganxiety is diversion by new activity. Pascal suggests that *we never are in search of things, but always in search of
the search,- becauseback of all specific miseries of human life lies
the fundamental misery of our t\veak and mortal state.ttThis state is
so miserable "that nothing can comfort us if we think of it closely.t
1. Pascal, Pensdes,ed. Brunschvicg (Paris, 1904), no. 131.
2. Ibid., no. 135.
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This anxiety of existence has no specific cause. If man felt safe in
every respect, still the ennui would rise on its own account from the
depth of the heart since the free-rising, causelessennui is due to the
constitutionof mants existence(par l6tat propre de sa,coimplexton).s
The ressentimentagainst this continual misery drives man away
from himself into external occupations,into the iiaertisserments,Th;
assuagingeffect, however, can never be more than temporary. There
is no such thing as a happinessin which man can t.rt fuecausethe
occuPationitself diverts, not its achievement.Nevertheless,the futility
of the effort does not deter men from its renewal. "All rrlren,without
exception, strive for happiness;whatever means they emprloy,this is
always the aim. . . This is the motive of all u.iions gf all men,
even of fut-. who go and hang themselves.oTh.y pursue happiness
in spite of the fact that nobody has ever reached i[. "W]hat a; this
avidity
Td this impotence betray if not that formerly man knew a
true hTPYess of which he has today nothing but the marks and empty
-bi
traces?" The desire for
_ahappinesswhich never can be satisfied
finite aims points toward the infinite good which alone ca:ngive true
satisfaction, toward God.o The pursuit of intramundane h.appinessis
the *diseaseof pride" which detracts man from God, a diseasewhich
can be cured_onlyby the Grace uniting man with God-ulltimately in
death.s The happiness in finite action is the shadow of the infinite
felicity in the Grace of God, and the memory of "the gran6eur of our
first naturet' transforms the finite aim of such action into the mirage of
an infinite aim which, if achieved,would give eternal rest.
frgtgh the pursuit of happinessis futile, it is part of hrumanexistence. Pascal does not roundly condemnthe diuertissementsof the life
of passion' It would be unjust to blame men: "Their fault is not that
they seek the turmoil, if only they would seek it as a dirrersion;the
evil is that the_yseek it ,asif the possessionof the things which th.y
seekwould make them truly huppy." But men do not admit the escapist
character of their divertissementsand thereby they demonstratethat
they do not know themselves.u
The fleeting consolationthat iisfurnished
by the diaertissementsthus becomesthe greatest of our miseries, for
it is Preciselythis consolationwhich hinders us from thinking about
ourselvesand hence advancesus on the road to perdition. ttWithout
it we would be in the ennui, and the ennui would drive us to seek a
more solid meansto emergefrom it. But the diversionsam'useus, and
3. Ibid.1 Do. I39.
4. Ibid.1 Do. 425.
5. Ibid.1 Do. 430.
6. Ibid., no. 139.
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carry us on insensibly to death."?In the worldly dynamic of sentiment,
man is thus caught between despair when he visualizes his corruption
and weakness,and pride of achievementwhen he visualizeshis possibilities and considershis nature uncorrupt.t The way out of this dilemma
is pointed by the realization of the supernatural status of the soul in
its relation to God. Sentimentsof this class,however, cannot be treated
in a psychology of passions.The dynamic of these sentiments is transcendental."The first thing which God inspires in the soul which He
choosesto touch truly, is a quite extraordinary knowledge and view by
virtue of which the soul considers the things and itself in an entirely
new manner.)teThis ttnew light" changes the appearanceof the diaertissements,the perishable aims appear as perishable, even as
perished, and in this light the world of passion is annihilated as a
realm of true happiness. The anxiety at the core of existence (la
crainte) also takes on a new dimension.The soul experiencesits own
ultimate nothingnessand in penetratingto the abyssof this nothingness
it finds itself in its creatureliness in relation to the infinity of God,
the Creator.'oAs a result of this rcalization the soul will 'be possessed
of a sacred humility which God lets outgrow the pride and it will
embark on the searchof the true supreme good, which is God.tt
In the perspective of the existence that has been touched by God,
the natural ego with its passionswill appear as hateful. "Le moi est
haissable"is Pascaltsdoctrine with regard to the worldly ego.* The
ego is hateful becauseit is unjust, and it is unjust to the structure of
existencebecause,under the pressure of the experienceof death, it
erects itself into a *world-all,' a total of meaning which blots out the
meaning of everything else in the world. "Everybody is an all to himself, for when he is dead, all is dead to him. And hence it comesthat
everybody considershimself all to ,all."* This fundamental injustice
can be tempered superficially through a diversion of passion into
public service. But the system of ethics and the moral conduct resultirg from such diversion is ua false image of true charity." Pride has
assumedin virtuous social conduct a new form; it is not extirpated.
At bottom, there is still the hatred with which man hates the other
7. Ibid., no. 181.
8. Ibid., no. 435.
9. Pascal, ,Szr la corwersion du p1cheur, Oewsres ComplEtes (Paris, 1904,-14),
2, p. 37.
lO. Ibid., p. 39.
11. Ibid., p. 38.
12. Pascal, Pensfias,no. 455.
13. Ibid.l Do. 457.
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man's ego as the rival to his own world-filling ego.tnOne does not hate
in the ego only its potential dangerousness,but the fundamental injustice which is only coveredby just conduct. "Every ego rernainsthe
enemy and.would like to be the tyrant of all others.Dls
The ideas of Pascal are of relevancein the present context because
they show the origin of the conceptsof Helv6tius and because,at the
same time, they contain the critique of the use which Helvdtius made
of them. Pascal's analysis is deeply embedded in the Christian tradition, but it also contains a decisive step beyond the Chrisrtiantradition
insofar as it recognizes,as a new phenomenonof mass relevance,the
man who is obsessedby the pursuit of happinessto the point of being
blind to his creaturely finiteness.The extendedanalysis of passionappears in Pascal for the same reason for which it appearerC
in the contemporary work of Hobbes: in France as in England, the mass appearanceof men who are passionatelyengagedin intramundane action
and have lost the sense of their creaturely existence engages the attention of thinkers. The Christian contemptus mundi is on the point
of being forgotten and action in the world becomesthe absorbirg passion of man. In Pascal, even more than in Hobbes, thrg analysis of
passionimplies the condemnationof the new type; but the analysis is
made nevertheless,and later thinkers who do not condemn may use
the analysis in a positive way for their own purposes.lfhis peculiar
critical position of Pascal anticipatesthe later analysis of passionand
reveals its faultiness. Pascal recognizes, as Helvdtius did later, the
uneasinessof existence,the ennui, as the mood which drives man into
djverting action. But, unlike Helv6tius, he recognizes rfhe diverting
character of action and he knows that the ennui may be overcomeby
searchingin another direction than that of the releaseof passion.Th;
return into the creaturelinessof existencein order to meet the Grace of
God is the Christian answer to the anxiety of existence;the life of
passionwhich blots out this possibility becomesthe source of misery
and is hateful. From the Christian position of Pascal, th,e analysis of
passion and of the pleasure-painmechanismin the tradition of Locke
and Condillac touches only one half of the problem of existence,and
it touchesprecisely the half which is destructive of the true self if it
is taken for the whole.
The two selves
Helv6tius was well acquaintedwith the work of Pascaland especially
with this problem. His method of coping with it will let us gain perhaps
14.Ibid.,nos.451,453.
15. Ibid.l llo. 455.
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the profoundest insight into the new type of anti-Christian religiousness
which inspires a new approachto politics. The problem becomestopical
in the Esprit when Helvdtius suddenly experiencesthe necessity of
penetrating "Jusques dans labyme du coeur humain."tu After having
explained that passionsare morally indifferent and that it depends on
the form of governmentwhether they serve virtue or vice, he finds that
there is a residual phenomenonrequiring explanation: the phenomenon
that even under the best form of government men of most reliable
virtue show flaws of conduct.Brutus and Cato are for Helv6tius models
of virtue, but even Brutus once used his political influence to gain a
favor for a member of his family, and even Cato, otr one occasiotr,
seemsto have used governmentfunds for pocket money. Even if most
properly directed toward virtuous action, the heart of man seems to
remain a battlefield for virtue and vice. In order to solve this moral
problem "we have to searchthe causeof the alternate states of unrest
and quiet of conscience,of these confused and variegated movements
of the soul, of these internal struggles which the tragic poet presents
with so much successon the stage becausethe spectatorshave experit\me have to ask what are
enced similar ones themselvesttlin brief:
thesetwo selveswhich Pascal and someHindu philosophershave recognized in man."t?
At first sight, the reader might suspect some grotesquemisunderstanding.What have the deux moi of Pascalto do with the civic honesty
of the two Roman models of virtue? And we have to ask this question
particularly becauseunder the title of "the other self" Pascal has dealt
with the problem raisedby Helvdtius. We are not satisfied,saysPascal,
with "the life that we have in us and.in our true being: we want to
live an imaginary life in the minds of others, and for that reason we
force ourselvesinto appearance.We work incessantlyto embellish and
conserveour imaginary being and we neglect the real one. If we are
of tranquillitlr or generosity,or loyalty, we endeavorto make
possessed
it known in order to attach these virtues to our other self, and we remove them even from our true self in order to join them to our other
self: we would readily commit an act of cowardice in order to acquire
the reputation of being courageous.This characterizesthe nothingness
of the true self that we are not satisfied by the one without the other,
and that frequently we even exchanEethe one for the other! For a
man who would not die to conservehis honor would be infamous.trs
The problem of virtuous action belongs to the processof building the
imaginarlr ,other self. The misdemeanorsof Brutus and Cato, which
16, De PEsprit, sec. 3, ch. 16, p. 482.
17. Ibid., p. 486.
18. Pascal, Perufleal no. L47,
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arousedthe misgivings of Helv€tius, are a problem insofar as the public
image of the self is disturbed. From the perspective of Pascal, the
misdemeanorswould quite possibly be the onlf instancesin the lives
of the two gentlemenwhen for once they had forgotten their stage-act
of Roman virtue, when for once they had been loyal to their true self.
Helvdtius, however, has not misunderstoodPascal at all. He continues his remark on the deux moi by u referenceto the parallel insight
in Hindu mysticism, and he expl'ainscarefully that he ls referriog to
the two principles of Vedanta philosophy.The-positive pri:ncipleis ihat
of the true self, the negative principle is that of tfte *oyrr, of thr veil
of appearance.Wisdom consistsin deliverancefrom the maua through
return into the infinite, divine ground of the true self.tn He does not
misunderstandthe meaning but deliberately projects the meaning into
the universe of passionateaction. Hence lft. guestion why .u.n the
most virtuous men are not without their flaws has to be unsw.red by
exploring the mechanismof passions.If man were possessred
by a solitary passion only, such as the amour de gloire, his actipns could be
directed uniformly toward virtuous aims. Since he is posisessed,
however, by u plurality of passions,a virtuous man has to be defined as a
man in whoy the passionleaditg toward virtuous results is predomin,ant
while the other passionsare comparativelyweak in their ehects.mAnd
this virtuous man is only possible concritely if the &rTto,lrr
d,egloire,
the desire for social esteem,can find its satisfaction in actions which
serve the public interest. "It is the huppy conformance between our
personal interest and the public interest, the conformanc€:which ordinarily is produced by the,.desi
, which produces tender
sentimentsfor other men an
periencestheir affection as a sufficient
reward.tot If this confo
irce is not provided for by the soc:ialstructure,
there will be no vi ous men. "The virtuous man is not the man who
sacrificeshis r
so close conform-

"ance*Wlj["_Lfrs
ith the nub,lig-iulcrc$Lthat practically ,always he is compelled
;-J:*ffi
A--,
L^--r^'- r
r
,,
il
rA
to be virtuous.to'
And
how can rthis
lucky
conformance
be proc,rted?
Again we are referred to the legislator as the s,avior.
We can now formulate the problem more clearly. Helv6tius agrees
with Pascal on
th. general principles of the interpretation of pasr-ionr.
The life of passlonbuilds, for Pascal,the imaginary self for the public
eYe;it weaves,for Helvdtius, the veil of ma,Aa,using as :its forces the
19. De fEsprif,, sec. 3, ch. 16, p. 486.
20. Ibid., p. 488.
21. Ibid., p. 489.
?z,Ibid., pp. 490f.
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amotff de soi and the arnour de glotre. For Pascal this texture of pride
can be torn only by a radical change of direction toward creaturely
nothingnessand the building of the true life, without passion, in opennessto the Grace of God. For Helv6tius, man cannot changehis course,
the life of passionis his fate, and all one can do is to provide a social
situation in which the results of passionateaction are virtuous. The
legislator has the function of entangling man in the veil of rnaVa in
such a manner that the fabric shows a surface iridescenceof virtue.
Man is left in the life of appearancebut, by meanswhich remind us of
Hegel's List der Vernunft, the appearanceis overlaid by a further appearanceof virtue. As the spider in the web of appearancessits the
managing legislator-the intramundane counterforceto God-guiding
the spectacleof the struggle which has so much successwith the auditruly
ence becauseeverybodyrecognizesin it his own struggle." This
'Western
Satanic vision reveals the extent of the catastropheof the
spirit even in the eighteenth century. Helv6tius, as we have said, did
not misunderstandPascal, h. simply was dead to the possibility of a
Christian existence.The problems of Pascal are retained, but the new
religiousness of the closed intramundane person determines a new
image of man and a new interpretation of the old problems. Helvdtius
was neither a great thinker, nor a great soul. He could advancehis
position with comparativeunawarenessof its implications. The c'atastrophic end of this new religiousnesswhich seversthe relations with
the realissimumwe shall see,a century later, in Nietzsche.
f'rom this excursioninto the Satanic depths of happinessand virtue,
let us now return to the surface problems of politics whch tempt the
children of the world.
Happinessand virtue
A spider is a purposeful little anim'al: it does not want to weave a
net only, it also wants to catch the fly. Catchirg the fly is the great
lust both of the thinker and the man of action who want to create the
23. After I had written this sentence I found that my imagination cannot outrun reality. Bentham, in the Panopticon, praises as the great advantage of his
plan for the perfect prison 'the apparent omnipresence of the inspector ( if
divines will allow me the expression) , combined with the extreme facility of his
real presence" (Panopticon: ort The Inspection House, Works, ed. Bowring
[Edinburgh, 1843], 4, p. 45). The Panopticon is one of the most fascinating
documents for the pneumapathology of the eighteenth century. It should be read
in comparison with novels of Franz Kafka: the dream-like situations which the
poet uses as his instmment for expressing the anxiety of existence have become
ieality in the life and work of Bentham. The reader of the Panopti.con is haunted
by thl suspicion that Bentham is a figure that has escaped from a novel of Kafka.
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happiness of man in society. We remember Pascalts remarks on the
false image of true charity, and on the ego that would like to be the tyrant of all others. Let us first get our bearings on this subject matter
through a famous passageof Bentham's, reflecting the influence of
Helvdtius: "If one could find a method of becoming master of ev€rything which might happen to a certain number of men, to arrange
everything around them so as to produce on them the impression that
one wishes to produce, to make sure of their actions, of their connections, and of all the circumstancesof their lives, so that nothing
could escape,nor could opposethe desired effect, it canno'!be doubted
that a method of this kind would be a yery powerful and a very useful
instrument which governmentsmight apply to various objects of the
utmost importance.tzoThe passageis so rich that it could serve as the
text for a sermonof book length. We shall only note the Gestapodream
of completephysical and mental control over a group of human beings,
the suggestiveassociationof powerful and useful, and thresuppressed
desireto lay one'shands on a governmentin order to apply the instrument *to various objects of the utmost importance.ttBentham was born
a hundred years too early-a century later, circumstanceswould prove
more favorable for the rcalization of his dream. On the eve of the Russian Revolution, Lenin evoked the vision of the huppy stertewhen the
majority of the people will rule the exploiters and operaterthe government as a vast institution of accounting and control: tTVhen the maiority of the peoplebegin everywhereto keep such accountsand maintain such control over the capitalists ( now converted into employees)
and over the intellectual gentry, who still retain capitalist habits, this
control will really become universal, general, national; and there will
be no way of getting away from it, there will be 'nowhere to go.tThe whole of societywill have becomeone office and one 1Factory,
with
equal work and equal pay.-u fn Lenin, as in Benthoh, wo see at work
the sadistic imagination devising circumstancesthat will leave to the
victim only the choice between submissionand suicide. The legislator
expectsthe victims to get "accustomed"to the conditionsand ultlmately
to feel free in their network; at the latest, the next generation,ttreared
24. Jlr6mie Bentham, Trait€s de L*gislation Ciuile et Pbnale, €d. Dumont
(Parisr_An X tI8O2l),9, p.209. Tt-t. passagequoted is the opening paragraph
of the M1moire on the Panoptique, of 1791. The-formulation iJDumont's, 6uf it
ttl,t6ducation, par exemple,
ryas approved by Bentham. Ttt" passage continues:
tl.:! que _le r6sultat de toutes les circonstances auxquelles un enfernl est expos6.
Veiller i lt6ducation dtun homme, ctest veiller i toutes ses actions: ctest le p-lacer
dans une position of on puisse influer sur lui comme on le veut, par le choix des
objets dont on I'entoure et des id6es qu'on lui fait naitre."
25. Lenin, State and Rerolution (Collected Works, 21, p. 23O; SochineniEa,
21, p. 4&).
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under new and free social conditions' ( Engels) will acquire the habit
of feeling unoppressedand huPPy in the new world.'u
The greatest happinessprinciQle
We have marked out the general path of happiness and virflre at
the beginnirg of which we find the ideasof Helvdtius. His fundamental
thesis for practical politics is the moral neutrality of man; men are
neither good nor bad, they follow their interest. "The cries of the
moralists will not change this motive force (ressort) of the moral
universe. One should not complain of the badnessof man but of the
ignoranceof legislatorswho have always put private interest into opposition to the general interest.'2tThe excellenceof laws is the condition of
virtuous conduct. And when are the laws good?\Alhen they are consistent among themselves,and they are consistent only when they are
animatedby u single, simple principle, as for instanceby the principle
of public usefulness(utilit| public) , that is of usefulness"to the greatesfnumber of men under one governmental organization.ttThis principle containsin nucleusttall morals and legislation.tt'8These ProPositions
have their practical importance becauseman by nature is made to be
virtuous. This virfuousness "by naturett is not a contradiction to the
earlier assumptionof moral neutrality since"by naturettmeansthat massive force is on the side of justice. The principle of the greatestnumber
is not to be understoodas a mathematics of happinessin the sensethat
the majority should be huppy rather than the minority. Rather, it in'the greatest number" is a political force.
volves the recognition that
"If we consider that the power essentially resides in the greatest number, and that justice consists in the practice of actions useful to the
greatest number, then it is evident that justi'ce, by nature, is always
equippedwith the necessarypower to suppressvice and to compel men
to be virtuous.tot If justice is in harmony with power, whl then is
justice not realized in the concrete society of the day? Because the
mass of the people is held in ignorance with regard to this truth by
the ruling minori y, that is by Church and Court. The critique of
contemporary society given by Helv6tius is extensivebut cautious in
the decisive formulations. He takes pains to avoid a direct attack on
King and Church, and rather concentrateson the obviously abusive
26. Ibid. (Collected Worksr 2I, p. 214; SochineniEar2l, p. 426).
27. De I'EsPrif, sec. 2, ch' 5, pp. 96ff.
28. Ibid., sec. 2, ch.. 17, p. 228. Another formulation is to be found in sec. 2,
ch.23, pp.291f.: t'the public interest, that is the interest of the greatest number,
on which always ought to be based the principles of good rnorals,"
29, Ibid.1 s€c. 2) ch, 24, PP. SOOf.
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part of the minority whom he calls the "fanatiques" and the odemipolitiques,nthe religious fanatics who indulge in persecutionsand the
parasitical hangers-onwho prevent the enlightenment of the people.to
The next questionwould have to be: how did the minority wnicfi opPosesthe interest of the people ever gain its ascendancy?The answer
to this question can only be furnished by a theory of the historical
evolution of society.
The historicalevolutionof society
Helv6tius's theory of social evolution is of considerableimportance
in the history of political ideas as well as for the understandingof
certain systematicissues in later theories of politics. As far as the
history of ideas is concerned,Helv6tius has seen clearly :for the first
time that a philosoPhyof social justice has to rely on the historical
evolutionof economicinstitutions as its basis, if and when the insight
into spiritual valuesis lost. As far as the systematicissueis con.rtnid,
we find in Helv6tius the problem of the happinessof the greatestnumber still connectedwith the concreteissuesof social r.uoiution. In the
later developmentof systematicethics the greatest-happiness
principle
lost this connectionwith the concreteissue that had gi"en it meaning
and it was advancedand criticized as an abstractprinciple of morality.
With Helv6tius, the greatestnumber whose happinessis supposedio
be the standard of social justice is not a mathematicalmaxi*,r* but
quite concretelythe "people,tthat is the middle class,the preasants
and
the workers. And the smaller number whose happinessoruy be neglected is not a group of idiosyncraticindividuals on the frirngeof mass
n9rm3li,I, but quite concretelythe ruling classof France. fn its origins,
with Helvdtius,the greatest-happiness
principle is clearly relatedto the
differentiationof economicclassesand to the problem of clarssstruegle.
English utilitarianism and Marxism are both off-shootsfro:m the original position of Helv6tius, the one stressing the middle class as the
greatest number whose happinesshas to be secured, the other the
proletariat.
In De l'Esprit and De lHomme, Helvdtius has formulated his theory
of social evolution more than once. We have to distinguish two main
variants of the theory. fn one of the accounts,the emphasislies on the
issueof nationalismor internationalism:should the Ereatestnumber be
the majority within a nation or the majority of mankind? In a second
account, the emphasis lies on the issue of the class strmggle: who
specificallyare the greatestnumber and wherein does theirrhappiness
30. Ibid., ch. 23. T'he later De l'Homme is more outspoken in the critique.
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consist?We shall deal first with the account that emphasizesthe issue
of nationalism or internationalism.
The question of social evolution arises with the problem why justice
should be definedin terms of the general interest. The physical sensibility and the pleasure-painmechanismare the only principles admissible
in the interpretation of man; we have to ask, therefore,how the general
interest can be explainedas a transformation of individual interest. As
long as this question is not answered, the demand addressedto the
legislator that he should, by his laws, produce conformancebetween
private and public interest, hangs in the air, and we may ask legitimately why there should be a conformanceof this kind. The theory of
social evolutionhas the purposeof showing that geneticallythe general
interest is an outgrowth of private interest; the state of predominant
private interest is a primitive social state and evolution toward the
general interest marks the advancementof the social state. The phases
of this evolution are the followitg: ( I ) we have to assumean initial
stage of isolated families who provide for their necessitiesof life; (2)
population increaseproducesneighborhoodrelations in which rivalries
for food and women will result in quarrels and combat; ( 3 ) life in
perpetual fear will induce agreementsand the creation of magistrates
for their enforcement;( 4 ) up to this point the developmenthas taken
place under the economic conditions of forest life, and of a hunting
and fishing civilization; further increaseof population and scarcity of
food supplieswill compel the transition to cattle-raisingand nomadism;
( 5 ) the same factors will produce in due course agriculture and the
developmentof landed property; ( 6 ) the necessitiesof a barter economy
will result in the creation of money, and with this invention the primary
equality is broken; society is on its path toward stratification into the
rich and the poor; (7 ) since wealth procures pleasure, the desire to
belong to the economic upper class produces the factitious passions
and, genera[y, the texture of sentiment which characterizescivilized
society.Societyhas becomea body of men who are bound together by
their economicinterdependence;the destruction of this body would rCsult in misery for all, hence its preservation is everybody's private
interest. LInder these circumstances,a differentiation of interests that
would result in cleavagesin the social body along class lines has to be
avoided;the pursuit of the "general interest" means therefore the creation of social attitudes, in the concretesociety of the eighteenth century,
that will forestall a revolutionary disintegration of the nation, with the
inevitably ensuing misery for all.u
The "general interestDthus is the stable balance of the private in31. Ibid., sec. 3, ch. 9, pp. 423ff.
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terestsof the membersof a society," This stable balancecan be created
only by law and its effective enforcement.If the magistrates are not
equippedwith the necessarypowers of enforcement,the gneatestnumber of men witl violate the law, and in this case it would be violated
justly by the single individuil in pursuit of his private intr:rest.A law
that is not enforced is useless,and with its uselessnessit loses its
validity." The questionsof the greatestnumber and the gerreralinterest
are closely bound up with the existenceof an organized body politic
and the economicinterdependenceof its members.The insight into this
connectiondeterminesHelv6tius's analysisof the question whether the
principle of the greatest number and their general interest can be €xtended beyondthe national state into international relationsi,This question cannot be answeredby u simple yes or no. The international community is no more a fit object for wishful thinking than is the national
community; both are stagesin the scale of evolution. The princiPle of
the general interest is applicable to the national state because the
national state exists historically. Whether it is applicable to the international community of mankind dependson whether this community
exists. As a matter of fact, it exists only in a very rudimr:ntary form,
as evidencedby the fact that acts of violencein international relations
are not considered dishonorable in the same degree as violent acts
within the national body politic. The nations have hardly reached in
their relations the stage of conventions;they have not even guaranteed
each other their possessionsas have the individuals within the state.
And they have not done it because,hitherto, they had no pressing
interest to do it; they are able to coexist without a legal order and a
rnachinery of enforcement. The Church and the kings 'permit slave
trade and the same Christian who condemnsa disturbance of family
life at home gives his blessingsto the merchant who breaks up native
families and purchasestheir members in exchange for W'estern products. These facts indicate that in public opinion the relations between
peoplesare still governedby nothing but force and cunning.Even when,
in single instances,the stageof conventionsis reached,the treatieshave
the character of a truce for they are always concluded w'ith the tacit
understanding of the clausula rebus sic stantibus. The actual state of
brigandage among nations will not ceaseuntil the majority of them
witl have entered into general conventionsand until a federal league
is concluded between them, with powers of enforcement, following
such plans as those of Henri IV and the Abbd de Saint-Pierre. Only
32. Ibid., ch. 4, p. 364: ttltintdr6t commun, ctest-d-dire, Itassernblage de tous
les int6r€ts particuliers.tt
33. Ibid., P. 363.
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when the international community exists in fact, and that means as an
organized body with enforcementof its order, can speculationconcerning the greatestnumber and their interest be extendedbeyond the
nationalscene.tn
The classstruggle
In his late work, De I'Homffil, Helv6tius has given the secondaccount of evolution, which emphasizesthe problems of class struggle.
The outline of phases,on the whole, is the same as in the Esprit The
new elementsare introducedinto the analysisat the stagewhere society
has increasedto the size of a nation on a considerableterritory, when
is highly developedthrough division of labor,
economicinterdependence
and when the differentiation of social strata is expressingitself in the
growth of towns and particularly of a capital city which overshadows
the rest of the country by its splendor;in brief : the situation in France.
At this stage, the single member of the community has ceasedto be
an active citizen, and he can participate in politics only through
orepresentativesttl
the economicman separatesfrom the political man;
politics becomesa differentiated social function and with it enters the
possibility of abuse. For the people are now divided into economic
classesand it is not possiblethat the interests of the various classes
should always be in harmony. Nothing, for instance,is more contrary
to the national interest than a great number of men without property.
They are so many secret enemieswhom a despot might arm at his
discretion against the property owners. The business community, on
the other hand, has an interest in great numbers of poor people; the
needier they are) the less a businessmanwill have to pay in wages.
The interest of the businesscommunity thus is opposedto the public
interest, and a businesscommunity (un corps de n|gocians) is frequently a power in trading nations becauseit is the great employer.
When a people thus is composedof a plurality of peopleswith conflicting interests, there will be no uniform national interest on which
all are ready to agree. The ruling "representatives"can play off the
various groups aqainst each other, and in the general confusion they
will increase their power and wealth until it equals the power and
wealth of the nation. The country is split into the rulers and the
ruled; the people have lost their power over the t'representativestand
can hardly hold their own against them. For wealth has a tendency to
accumulate in an ever smaller number of hands of the ruling class,
34.Ibid., ch. 4, pp. 365-368,
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and the number of independent proprietors, the mainstay of liberty,
will decrease.The end is an economic despotism of a srnall minority
which rules the people for its private interest. This evolution has been
the cause of the fall of many empires in history.
What can the legislator do to prevent a similar misfortune in the
concretecaseunder discussion?Helvdtius suggestsa number of measures for a solution of the problem, such as abolition of inheritance for
great fortunes and redistribution of accumulated wealth on the death
of the owner, or a progressiveland-tax which for land holdings over a
certain acreagewill be higher than the profit. These measures,however,
do not have the purposeof equalizing wealth-economic inequality carrnot and should not be abolished,only excessaccumulatio,nshould be
preyentedin order to preservethe political stability of the nation.35
The Jesuit Order
Our survey of the politics of Helvdtius is drawing to its close. At
the end, Iet us return to the beginning, to the legislator who bends men
and their passionstoward the general interest. In his capacity as the
presumptivelegislator, Helvdtius is strongly disturbed by the existence
of 'a Soup of men who have organized themselveseffectively for the
operations of bending men to their will. The previously described differentiation of society into economicclasseswith conflicting interests is
a grave danger to the general interest. This danger, ho'wever, pales
before the danger presentedby a particular interest group which has
organized itself as what we would call today "a state withiin the state,D
and which usesits efficient organizationfor the purposeof establishing
itself as a ruling class against the general interest. This efficient organization is the Jesuit Order. Helvdtius is deeply interested in the
meansby which the Jesuit Order achievesits success.This 'tnasterpiece
of politics" combines the advantages of monarchical and republican
government.It dependsequally on secrecyand promptitude of execution, and on an ardent love for the grandeur of the Order. At the head
of the organization is an enlightened despot,who at the sannetime is an
elective officer. This chief is carefully chosen from a number of
prospective,well-trained candidates. He is under the same rules as
the rank and. fiIe, has made the same vows, has renounrled,like his
brethretr, aII dignities and all bonds of love and friendship. He has
no other interest than the grandeur and power of the Chder and in
his subjects he has the perfect instrument of execution. His independ35. De PHomme, sec. 6.
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ence from temporal powers is secured through his residenceat Rome.
From his cell, "like the spider from the center of its web,t' he instructs
his sons in all Europe, and there he receivesfrom them the intelligence
of what is going on in the capitals of the world. His peculiar power and
the terror which he inspires is not due to his principles (which are, on
the whole, not different from those of the Church ) , but to the perfection
of his governmental organization.soThe members of the Order are
chosenwith equal care among fanatics. In the monastic environment,
surrounded by other fanatics, the sentimentsof the recruits are formed
in the proper direction. Enthusiasm, as Shaftesbury said, is a communicable disease.Among all religious Orders that of the Jesuits is
"at the same time the most powerful, the most enlightened and the
most enthusiastic.ttNo other Order could exert a similar fascination
over the imagination of a fanatic. The esprit de corps gives each member a feeling of security and, consequently,full freedom of the mind
to concentrateon the task at hand.tt
Helvdtius hates the Jesuit Order. He analyzesits organization because it is the most dangerousenemy to the general interest and he
rejoices in its fall. Nevertheless, throughout these chapters on the
Jesuits there is an undertone of admiration and envy. *The true crime
of the Jesuits was the excellenceof their government. Its excellence
was altogether destructive to public happiness."Still: excellencewas
the crime. And could such excellencenot be used someday for virtuous
purposes?*We must admit that the Jesuits have been the most cruel
scourgeof the nations; but without them we would never have gained
a full insight into the power which a body of laws inspired by one
purpose can have over men.tt"No legislation has ever realized with so
little means so perfectly the great object of power and wealth." Regrettably, no people has a legislation of comparableexcelleilce;and in
order to createit ttonewould have to found a new empire like Romulus.tt
Unfortunately, the legislator is rarely in this situation; "and in any
other situation it is perhapsimpossibleto give an excellentlegislation.t'u8
Helvdtius ends on a melancholy note. His dream of excellencecould
not be dreamedinto history in the eighteenthcentury. Still, he had the
right instinct: the political cadre has becomethe great instrument for
making the greatestnumber as happy as only the leadersof such cadres
can make them."n
36. Ibid., sec. 7, ch. 5.
37. Ibid., ch, lO.
38. fbid., ch. 11.
39. Comparg tlt"_p*allel attitude in Bentham. In the Panopticon, in the chapter on toSchoolsrt Bentham discusses the arguments against the merits of in
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Conclusion
The historian of ideas has to do more than to report the doctrines
advancedby a thinker or to give an account of a few great systems.
He has to explore the growth of sentimentswhich crystalliz:einto ideas,
and he has to show the connectionbetween ideas and the matrix of
sentimentsin which they are rooted. The idea has to be studied, not
as a concept, but as a symbol which draws its life from sentiments;
the idea grows and dies with the sentimentswhich engernderits formulation and, with the great thinkers, its integration into a system of
thought approximating the asymptote of rationality. Only insofar as
the idea is understoodas the approximately rational expressionof the
life of sentimentscan we understand it as a historical enttity. For the
interpretation of ideas in this processof historical growth, the minor
thinkers sometimesmay be more important than the great ones in
whose systems the motivation of ideas through sentiment is covered
by the exigenciesof immanent logical consistency.Helv6tius was a
thinker whose awarenessof systematicexigencieswas strong enough
to make him face the major problemsraised by his approachto politics,
but his desire to elaboratea systemof politics was not so strong that it
abolishedthe essentiallyaphoristic style of his work. Aphoristic style
means,os was later clarified by Nietzschewho used it deliberately,that
the author preservesin the presentationof his ideasthe connectionwith
the experiencesand sentimentswhich producethe ideas.This aphoristic
characterof the work of Helv6tius makes it unusually valuable for the
historian of ideas becausehere he will find ideas, which irr themselves
are elaboratedmore clearly and consistently in later systems, at the
point where they begin to separateas symbolsfrom the matrix of sentiments and. where the motives which animate their creation are still
visible. We now have to summarizebriefly the rich aggregateof sentiments and motivationswhich determinesa considerablesec;torof political thought in the period of Enlightenment and the subsequentcrisis
of the nineteenthand twentieth centuries.
ttinspection-school." The opponent might raise such questions as: t\rhether the
liberal spirit and energy of a free citizen would not be exchanged for the mechanical discipline of a soldier, or the austerity of a monk?-and whether the result
of this high-wrought contrivance might not be constructing a set of machines
under the similitude of men?" Bentham's answer to such questions would have to
recur to the end of education: "Would happiness be most likely to be increased
or diminished by this discipline?-Call them soldiers, call them monks, call them
machines: so they were but h"ppy ones, I should not care" (Panoltticon, Works,
ed. Bowring [Edinburgh, 1843]' 4, p. 64).
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The structure of sentimentswhich appearsin Helvdtius can be characterizedgenerally by the term of intramundanereligiousness.In the
conflict wiih the Christian tradition the new religiousnessexpressesitself through the inversion of the direction in which the realissimum of
existen.. ir to be sought. The new attitude had becomevisible by the
time of Hobbes when the orientation toward a summurn bonum was
malum of death in civil war.
replacedby the flight from the su,mrnu,rn
now
established,under the title
becomes
direction
The inversion of
interpreting the internal
for
instrument
of genealogy,as the principal
the sensualistic,
materialistic,
the
order of human nat,rri. Whether it be
are interpreted
nature
human
or the hedonistic variants-the strata of
at the
substance
genetically as derivatives of a physical or biological
longer
ordered
is
no
bottom of existence.The internal structure of man
toward a transcendentalaim but is to be explainedby the operationsof
physical sensibility or of a pleasure-painmechanism.This inversionof
direction becomesfrom now on the symbol of the anti-Christian anthropollgy in politics-whether it assumesthe form of economicmateriafilm, ol of biologism, or of psychologism.With the most important
inversion, the inversion of Hegelts idealism by Marx, we shall have to
deal in some detail in a later context.
The inversion of direction is accompaniedby the perversion of the
idea of order: the disorder of passionsis acceptedas the normal order
of the human soul. The problem of perversionas such is of long stand.ing. As far back as in the Policraticus of John of SalisburY, one can
obierve an incipient psychology of the homo politicus, the man of
secular passion, as the normal type of man. The problem is realized
in its full importancein the seventeenthcentury by Hobbes and Pascal.
To the madnessof the inflated ego Hobbes finds the practical answer
of crushing the proud by the Leviathan; Pascal tries to awaken the
insight into the life of passion as diuertissementand counselsthe r€turn to a life in communion with God. Both analysts of the disorder
of passion still recognizethe disorder as such-though in Hobbes we
already see the dangerous attempt to replace the spiritual process of
contrition by the external processof submissionto governmentalpower.
Helv6tius resumes the analysis of passion but in his treatment the
passionshave lost their character as a source of disorder in the soul
and have become the fundamental force on which all order in the
conduct of man has to rely. The return to the ground of existenceand
to the experienceof creaturely nothingnesshave lost their function in
the order of the soul.
The perversionof the idea of order is intimately connectedwith the
problem that we designatedas the instrumentalization of man. Man is
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no longer an entity that has its existential center within itself; he has
becorne a mechanism of pleasure, pain and passionswhich can be
harnessedby another man, the t'legislator,ttfor purposesof his own.
Instnrmentalizationproved to be a peculiarly rich complexof sentiments
and ideas. First of all, the ground of existencein the Pas;caliansense
is denied to man. Here we are at the kry point of the anti-Christian
attack on the existenceof man. Only when tire spiritual center of man,
through which man is open to the transcendentalrealissimum, is destroyed can the disorderly aggregate of passions be used as an instrument by the legislator. The Kantian, rational-Christian, ethical
rule, that every man must be consideredan end in himsellfand not an
instrument for ulterior purposes,is perverted into its oppositethrough
the thesis: man is no end in himself but merely an instrument to be
used by the legislator. This is the new basic thesis for collectivism in
all its variants, down to the contemporary forms of totalitarianism.
Once the disorder of the soul is establishedas the nature of man,
and order can be instilled into this blind field of psychic forces only
from an actitg center outsideof man, that aspectof instrurnentalization
comes to the fore which we designatedby the term of antificiality in
politics. The growth of the soul through an internal procBSS
which is
nourished through communication with transcendentalreality is replacedby the formation of conduct through external management.Here
is the origin of the managing and organizing interferencelvith the soul
of man which, from the position of a spiritual morality', is equally
reprehensiblein all its variants: whether it is the propagandizin$ foimation of conduct and opinion through such political movements as
the Communist or National Socialist or an educationalprocesswhich
relies on the psychology of conditioned reflexesand forms patterns of
social conformance without raising the question of the morality of
the pattern or of the morality of conformance.This procesisof general
education for the Purpose of forming the useful member of iociety,
while neglecting or even deliberatelydestroying the life oll the soul, is
acceptedas an institution of our modern societyso fully that the awareness of the demonism of such interference with the life of the soul
on a social mass scale, and of the inevitably following dr:struction of
the spiritual substanceof society, is practically dead. Only when the
instrument is used for the inculcation of patterns which rliffer widely
from the survivals of Christian traditioil, and when the successof
such use has demonstratedthe previous destruction of the soul without
which such successwould be impossible,a sudden wave of alarm and
indignation springs up. But even then ( we are speaking of the contemporary situation) the indignation is not directed against the meth-
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ods which destroy the life of the soul but against the new patterns of
conduct inculcated by political movements. The remedy against the
pattern of which we disapprove is the use of the same destnrctive
method for a different purpose, under the ominous symbol of "reeducation.tt
Artificiality in politics means that the leadership of Western political units has to rely increasingly on the mechanism of passionsand
interests of the social group as the source of power and policy; it can
no longer rely with assuranceon engaging as a sourceof power a spiritual substancethat would be living in a socially relevant stratum of
the body politic. An aggregate of passionsand interests, however, is
an ephemeralforce; it needsconstant watching and the leaders of the
moment have to beware that a skillful reshuffier of passionsand interestswill not, in a surprisingly short time, create a differently shaped
aggregate for his own purposes. Once the spiritual destruction has
achieved a certain degree of success,the structure of political sentiments in a society is in a precariousbalancethat can be destroyedby
any untoward event, as for instancean economiccrisis. The struggle
between political leaders for the shaping and for the control of the
labile aggregateof passionsand interestswill becomethe content of
politics. This aspectof the problem of leadershipappearsin Helvdtius
under the title of the t'legislator.ttThe legislator,as we have seen,Provides in his person the directive center of which the soul of the man
of passionand interesthas been deprived.The leaderbecomesthe new
center of human life when God has been abolished.The spiritual drama
of salvation which takes place in the Christian soul has become externalized in the drama of a society under the leadershipof a "leEislator." At this point we should note a certain difficulty of terminology.
The new attitude which appearsin Helv6tius is usually termed social
immanentism.There are reasonsto use the term but we must be aware
that what actually takes place is the externalizationof processesof the
soul and their enactmenton the stage of society. The religious life of
man is not abolished ( as is so fondly believed by even such a notable
figure as the author of The Future of an lllusion); rather, the life of
the soul has becomeperverted and the religious symbolswhich express
the perversiondominate the scene.
The religion of social Satanism expressesitself in certain symbols.
Some of these symbols were developedby Helv6tius at least in their
outline. Let us mention first the new aspect of the idea of equality.
The idea of equality as such has absorbed more than one component
of sentiment. In earlier contexts we have seenthe roots of equality in
the matriarchal idea of the sonswho are all born equally from the same
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mother, as well as in the patriarchal idea of the spiritual sons of the
samefather; and we have seenfurther componentsof Western equality
which stem from the aristocratic spiritualism of the high Middle Ages
with its generousextensionof the idea of the spiritually mature person
to all men. We now have to observea further componentwhich becomesof increasingpolitical importancein the nineteenthand twentieth
centuries: the idea of the equal pleasure-painmechanismswho all are
engagedequally in the pursuit of happiness.This new coxnponentof
equality is intimately connectedwith a secondsymbol, the symbol of
the elite who set the standard of the happinessthat is to be-pursued
by the mass of the equal automata.The egalitarian and elitarian ideas
of political order can be conceivedas mutually exclusiveif we concentrate our attention on those componentsof the idea of equality which
stem from the Christian and medieval aristocratic tradition. They do
not at all excludebut, on the contrary, require each other if and when
the equality of passions,interest and happinessin the senseof Helvdtius
comesto be the componentwhich is experiencedas the decisiveone in
a_socially relevant degree. Helv6tius understood this connectionvery
clearly when he warned of the dangers of accumulationof wealth and
of the correspondingimpoverishmentof the people; for in this situation the happinessof the greatest number who are all equal in their
lack of property could be satisfied by a despot who a-bolishesthe
\4/estern structure of society. The social mechanism by which NaPlleon III rose to power gave Europe the first object lessonin the possibilities of plebiscitariandictatorship which Helvdtius had seenon the
social horizon. This rise of Napoleon III releasedthe great critique
of parliamentarydemocracyand of universal suffrage in the secondhalf
of the nineteenth century and the predictions concerning the end of
liberalism and the emergenceof the age of the masses.
And, finally,
-ye have to recall the symbol of social evolution. Syrtematicllly the idea of social evolution had to supply for Helvdtius itte
standard of the happinessof the greatest number. 'ifte dangers to the
stability of French political societywhich arosefrom the dilferentiation
of classinterestswere to be avertedby the standard of a heroic middlecfary lepublic. This idea was revolutionary insofar as it implied the
abolition of the aristocraticand financial ruling class;it was c,onservative
insofar as it wanted to stabilizethe revolution on the level of the middleclassrepublic and to prevent its progresstoward a plebiscitariandictatorship. This is the conservativeFrench republican idea which was
broken by the successivewaves of Napoleonism, by the emotional
leadership in the first decades of the Third Republic, and by the
Dreyfus afrair. The structure of sentiments which animate the idea,
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however, has an importance far beyond the immediate French problems. The symbol of evolution createsa new ontology as the basis for
the meaning of human existencein society. The Christian order of the
soul as the standard of meaning is abolishedbut it is replaced by an
external order of objective evolution of civilization through population
pressure and scarcity of goods. Human existenceunder the new dispensationfinds its meaning through the conformanceof private interest
io the general interest that has evolved objectively at the time. The
meaning of life has been transformed from the internal growth of the
soul in orientation toward the transcendental realissimum, into the
external harmony of the private interest with the historically objective
fact of the general interest. Obviously this construction raises serious
questions: what will happen if evolution goes on? if a new situation of
fact arises?if the greatestnumber developsinterestsfar different from
the standard envisagedby Helvdtius?In this casedo we have to revise
our ideas of what constitutesthe happinessobligatory for everybody?
At this point Helv6tius, like every radical social Satanist after him, has
to take his leap into eschatology.One answer to these questionswould
be the relativistic drifting with evolution that has becomean important
characteristicof the movement of historicism: any situation of fact is
as acceptableas the previous one becausethe standards of value and
meaning are surrendered.A personality of the strength of Helv6tiusts
cannot be satisfied with this escape.We have seen his awarenessof
the dangers of plebiscitarian despotismand his will to stabilize evolution at an earlier point. This idea of stabilizing evolution at a given
point will inevitably occur to a man who takes seriously his function
as the social savior of his benighted fellowmen. Evolution has reached
a certain point, but now society must cease to evolve, The present
situation of fact has arisen objectively through evolution and draws its
authority from this objectivity, but no future different situation must
arise; history has to stop. The eschatologyof stopping history, of a
last historical phasethat will not be supersededby an entirely different
one, has become one of the great symbols of politics after Helvdtius.
In our time this Satanicmirage has becomeone of the great paralyzing
'Western
politics in the form of the idea that democraclr at
forces in
the phase which it has reached historically, can be stabilized and
perpetuated by sstopping" this or that-for instance, a Hitler or a
Stalin. The symbol has found its classicalformulation in the Marxist
idea that socialevolution up to the present is "prehistorfrtt and that after
the revolutionary stabilization of a situation of fact t'real history,t without further profound changes, will begin.

IV. POSITIVISM AI\TDITS AI.TTECEDEI\TTS
What is sometimesreferred to as the crisis of Western civilization is
not an eventthat occurs at a definite point in time. It is a processwhich
extends-by now over more than a century and a half una which, for
all we know, may be protracted for rnotir.r century. The crisis does
not belong to
!h. past, it is a living present. Every duy pdds to our
experienceof its extent and profoundners, and in the iigrtt of these
experienceswe are comPelled,if we want to understandit,:to revaluate
the past phases of the crisis. Events which seemedto be irrelevant
accidentsor momentary outbursts in their time appear, in the light of
contemPoraryexperiences,as prefigurationsof latei horrors. Ideas*tri.tt
seemedto be side issues,exaggerations,idiosyncrasiesor absurdities,
now reveal their full
leaning when they becomeconcretizr:din political actionsand institutions. Men who seemedto have a somelvhattimitea
importance grow into sinister giants who cast their shadc,wovei the
present and into the future. This revaluation proceeds,and will continue to proceed, with our expanding experirirrc of the r:risis itself.
Auguste Comte ( l79B-18 57 ) is the fiist great figure of the \Mestern crisis. Comte belongs to our historical piesent ir the same sense
in which Marx, Lenin and Hitler belong to it. While we cannot know
the ultimate form which the courseof t[e crisis will assume,we know
much more about it than Comte and his contemporaries
*. know
"nd,
a good deal more than even the generation which preceded
us. We
know above all that the Western crisis is not a brief episo,ilethat will
reach its end within a few decades.This belief, in *fti.fn Comte indulged in the 1840's, will hardly be entertained by anySody today.
Moreover' we know todll that the crisis is not a politicaf clist,rrbuncl,
in the restricted senseof power_p_olitics,
which .un be settled by wars
and subsequentPeacetreaties. We know that it is essentially; crisis
of the spirit and we u-tgacquaint.-dtoday with some of the atlempts at
a solution of
problem through political religions such as Naiional
_thi_s
Socialismand Marxism.
Although Comte misjudged the duration of the crisis, he neither
misjudged its scalenor its nature. While his attempt at a solution was
as abortive as the contemPoraryones, at least one important cause of
the failure was the close relationship between Comteis ideas and the
totalitarian practice of our times. After a century of misunderstanding
we are aPProaching,o_dry,on the basis of more recent experiences,a
-and
mole adequateview of Comte in his quality as an astute
perspicaciousphilosopherof history as well as in iris more sinister qruiity;s
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a spiritual dictator of mankind. The history of the misunderstanding
of Comte and of the gradual dissolution of thesemisunderstandingsis,
at the sametime, the history of our growing insight into the meaning
of the Western crisis.
Positivism, as it was formed through the person and work of Auguste
Comte, has its effectivenessas a European movement becauseit had
absorbeda rich tradition of sentimentsand ideas.The pseudo-prophetic
personality of Comte was necessaryto achievethe fusion and to penetrate it with religious enthusiasm,but the elementswhich entered into
the compositionof the systemhad accumulatedin the courseof a process
which had started more than a century before Comte shapid the
Politique Positiae as the keystone of his thought. Hence the nature of
Positivism and its broad appealcannot be properly understoodwithout
a survey of its prehistory. Without this prehistory the momentum
would be inexplicable. Such a survey, however, has its difficulties because of the volume of tradition that crystallized in the system of
Comte and it would have to encompassan appreciablesector of the
intellectualhistory of a century. fn order to reducethe problem to manageableproportions we shall endeavorto assemblesome of the more
important elementswhich have entered the Comtean edifice of ideas.
Among these elementswas the idea of the eighteenth-centuryFrench
Encyclop1dieas developedby d'Alembert in his Discours Prdliminaire.L
D' AI embertls Discours Prdliminaire
The Discour.swas originally published as the editorst preface to the
first volume of the Encyclop1diein 1751. It soon gained prominence,
independentof this functiotr, as the classic expressionof the encyclopaedist spirit as well as of the idea of the Encyclop1die.It was made
required reading in the educational institutions of France and influencedseveralgenerationsof young Frenchmen,among them Auguste
Comte.' T'he purpose of the Discours was to inform the readers of the
Encgclopddieabout the principles underltrng the great work. It was
suPPosedto be a systematiccollection of human knowledge (connaissanceshumaines) in the sciences,the liberal arts and technology.The
collectionwas not to be indiscriminatebut would embody only ielevant
and valid knowledge. The executionof this program required criteria
of relevanceand completenessand the Discoursendeavoredto furnish
l. DtAlembert, Discours Pr1liminaire de PEncEclopfidie, €d. F, Picavet (Paris,
l8g4 ).
2, See on this point Picavetts (fntroduction," ibid., p, rlvii.
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the criteria. This attempt at a theoretical clarification of the issues involved gave the Discours its importancebeyond that of a preface.
It was, as a matter of fact, the revolutionary manifesto of a new
attitude towards man and society. ft was inspired by the pathos of the
scientist,and more specifically,of the mathematicalscientist,who tries
to orient man in society and the universe by means of the methods
which have shown their value in the mathematical and physical sciences.This pathos expressedthe momentum which sciencehad gained
in the century of Descartesand Pascal, of Huyghens and Newton, of
Boyle and Locke, of Leibniz and of d'Alembert himself. In the corsciousnessof this revolutionary expansionof the horizon of knowledge,
the enterprise could be conceived as surveying systematically the
present state of knowledge, using as ordinates of relevanc,eand completenessthe methods of sciencewhich were consideredvalid at the
moment. In this perspective,the Encyclop1dieis the modern counterrnrna. The Summa of the type that was fixed by
Part of the medieval ,Ser
St. Thomas embracedsystematicallywhat appearedas relevant knowledgewithin the categoriesof the Christian view of man in tlheuniverse;
the Encyclop1die, at least in the original conception of d'Alembert
and Diderot, attempted the equivalent organization of relevant knowledge within the categories of the new anthropology that had become
fixed by the middle of the eighteenth century. Within ttre naruower
perspectiveof French intellectualhistoryr we may say that the Discours
of dtAlembert is the sequel to the Cartesian Discours de ,la m6thode.
The principles developedby Descartes have unfolded in the advancement of science,and the Discours of d'Alembert amplifiesthese principles by applying them encyclopedically to the whole body of human
knowledge.
The principles of the Encyclop6die
The principles used by dtAlembert for securing relevance and corrpletenessare, on the whole, &tr elaboration of Helv6tius's irdeasof the
genealogyof passionsand of social evolution; they reappearin d'Alembert as the genealogyof knowledge and the history of the progress of
the human mind. The genealogy of knowledge is constructed, in substance,in the same manner as the genealogyof Helvdtius. The direct
experiencesof human existenceand of the external world are the foundation; all other knowledgeis interpreted as the product of :reflectionon
their basis. The construction in the form of the genealogy is supposed
to furnish the reliably complete register of the connaissanct?s,
from the
immediate experiencesto the reflective derivatives. For the purposes of
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the Encyclopddie,the resulting table of connaissancesis rearranged,
accordiog to subject matters, as an arbre gdndalogiqueor encgclopddique. The titles in the alphabeticorder of the Encyclopddieare relerred to the arbre gdndalogique so that the reader of the resPective
article is clear about the position of the subject matter in the system of
science.The history of ttre progress of the human mind, in its turn, has
the samefunction as Helvdtius's theory of social evolution. The history
of intellectual progresscarries with it the authority of its facticity. That
a certain stage is reached at present de facta endows this stage with an
authority by which it is superior to previous phasesin the intellectual
history of mankind. When the idea of a creative,transcendentalreality
pales, the idea of the authoritative present takes its place. These two
ide*s, the genealogy and the history, determine the organization of the
Discoursin its two parts. And, by anticipatiotr,we may say that these
two cornerstonesof the Positivistic edifice will reappearin the systemof
Comte as his two great conceptionsof the hierarchy of the sciencesand
of the law of the three stagesin the progressof the rnind.
Let us now examinethe two ideasin order, first the idea of genealogy.
The actual genealogyand the resulting arbre encyclop1diqueare of no
interest to us. In the- course of their development,however, there aPpear certain problems which are symptomatic of the complex of Positivism and are relevant for the understanding of the later history of
political ideas.
The first of thesepoints concernsthe derivation of the ideas of justice
and of moral good and evil. For d'Alembert the idea of justice is Provoked through a situation of oppression.His assumptionseemsto be
that the equal somatic constitution of men induces the idea of equality
ttreasonablet
of men as a ttreasonabletidea and that the violation of a.
state of equality through the stronger arouses resentment and r€sistance.*From there stems the notion of the unjust, and consequently
of moral good and evil, of which so many philosophershave searched
the principle, and which the cry of nature, echoing in every man, makes
understoodby all people,eventhe most savage." DtAlembert makesthe
attempt to derive the idea of good and evil from the fundamental €xperience of revolt against oppressionand rejects a religious or metaphysical foundation of morals. The value of this derivation for a theory
of morals is not very great. But we find in it the expressionof a sentiment that has appearedearlier in French history of political ideas, in
La BoetietsSentitude Volontaire, a sentiment that gains considerable
popular acceptancein the later history of Anarchism and Syndicalism:
3. Ibid.r p. 2O.
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namelyr the sentiment of revolt in the senseof an immediate, violent
reactionagainsta socialstatethat is experiencedas oppressive.We have
seen that d'Alembert has no direct accessto the id.a of justice; the
primary experienceis that of oppression.The idea of an urrjust state of
things Precedesthat of a just one. The sentimentof revolt rJvershad.ows
the idea of order much more strongly than in Voltaire, whose indignation at injustice was orientedtowards a clear codeof secular,utilita;ian
morality. At the same time, the derivation is a consistent attempt to
gain an idea of justice within a philosophy of existencewhich ielies
for its construction on the symbol of the genealogy. D'Alembert certainly face_sthe problem of ethics more seriously th-an did Locke with
his inconclusive drifting in the surviving tradition of Christianity, or
Helvdtius with his transfer of the moral substanceof man to the legislator' This seriousnessof the attempt holds its appeal for later thinkers
who on the one hand adopt an anthropology b*ed on the symbol of
gengaJogy'
but who, on the other hand, are neither willing to accept a
traditional morality without foundation, nor without qualms to iubscribe to an idea of collectivist salvation which denies the, rnoral substanceof man. This sentimentof revolt has found its radical expression
in Bakunin. For Bakunin the experienceof revolt is an irredu.ibl. factor in human existence,independentof the somaticbasiswhich provides
the dynamic of revolution. This instanceis of particular interest because
Bakunin favors, side by side with the idea of revolt, the incompatible
idea of collective salvation through a revolutionary leader. Here we
find fully developedin the same person both of the principal solutions
which can be given to the problem of ethics within the framework of
the Positivistic creed.
The disappearanceof the bios theoretikos
A secondpoint that invites attention is dAlembert's Clerivationof
that tyPe of knowledge which is not of a strictly utilitariarr nature. He
differentiatesbetween knowledge which servesthe satisfaction of human needs,and knowledge which , 7t least at the time of its discoverlr
has no practicality. The acquisition of useful knowledge is considered
quite intelligible, but why should men devote their energir:sto the acquisition of uselessknowledge?The answer is to be found in a general
disquietude, expressing itself in curiosity, which casts around for
escape from a not quite satisfactory situation. The satisfaction of
curiosity is in itself a pleasure and to this pleasure we owe the discovery of uselessknowledge. Since sometimesuselessknowledge later
turns out to be useful, w€ continue to satisfy our curiosity through
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systematicscientific researchin the hope that ultimately it may serve a
useful purpose.nAgain, the derivation itself is of little value for a theory
of knowledge. But in the frankness of its statement, it reveals more
clearly than the later conventionalizedexpressionsof the sameidea the
sentimentswhich underlie the Positivist creed.D'Alernbert, apparentl],
has never experiencedeither the desirefor, or the obligation to pursue,
that life of contemplationwhich Aristotle describes as the bios theoretihos, He ignores the fact, or does not know, that the life of man
does not exhaust its meaning on the level of utilitarian desires and
needs,and that the life of contemplation,resulting in the understanding of man himself and of his place in the universe, is a fundamental
spiritual obligation quite independentof its contribution to "useful" activities.
fnsofar as the origin and the obligation of the bios theoretihos,and
with it the meaning of humanistic civilization, are unintelligible from
the pragmatic perspectiveof utilitarian values,w€ find in the attitude of
d'Alembert an indication of the profound antihumanismunderlying the
Enlightenment and the Positivist creed..This important componentof
Positivism is frequently underrated or overlookedentirely, perhapsbecausethe attempts to stabilize the remnants of tradition at the level of
disintegration which they had reached at the moment disguised the
radical incompatibility of the new attitude with the values of classical
and Christian civilization. As a result, the deceptivepicture of a progressivecivilization arosein which the advancementof scienceseemed
to compensateamply for the atrophy of other civilizational values.
When the breaking point in this process of undermining the central
values of civilization has been reached, as it has in our ag€, the impressionis widespreadthat entirely new ideas are in revolt against the
traditions of progressiveWestern civilization, but in fact the wrecking
operationsof the present only consummatea work of destruction that
has been going on for the last four centuries.It is a seriousmisunderstanding of historical forcesto believethat a handful of men can destroy
a civilization before it has committed suicide, to use the phrase of
Toynbee.
Toanardsa new pouvoir spirituel
D'Alembert's attitude towards Christianity and religious cults is the
third point which needs our attention. Since the experienceof the
bios theoretikosis missing in d'Alembert, it is not surprising that with
4. Ibid.,pp, 23f.
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regard to religious experienceshe shares the spiritual obscurantism of
Voltaire. DtAlembert accepts,like Voltaire, certain unotionspurement
intellectuellesr"such as vice and virtue, the necessity of laws, the
spirituality of the soul, the existenceof God, and the obligations of a
cult. For the rest, he refers the reader to revealed religion which instructs man concerning subject matters of which he has no natural
knowledge. This instruction, however, does not amount to much; it is
confined to "a few truths of faith,t and "a small number of practical
precepts."A spiritual penetration of the problems of faith, d'Alembert
has never attempted.s
This somewhatvague attitude of 175f crystallized, in d'Alembert's
later years, into more preciseideas.In a letter to Frederic II ( November 30, l77O), dAlembert wrote that Christianity was originally a
pure deism, and Jesus "a sort of philosopher.DJesus hated persecution
and priests, he taught goodwill and justice, and reducedthe law to the
love of fellowman and the adoration of God. This simple religion was
changedby St. Paul, the Fathers and the Councils. "One would do a
great serviceto mankind if one could make men forget the dogmas;if
one would simply preach them a God Who rewards and punishesand
\AIho frowns on superstition, Who detestsintolerance and expectsno
other cult of man than mutual love and support.ttuThe K.ing was not
quite convincedby d'Alembert's idea since he thought that the people
would want somethingmore than a merely reasonablereligion. D'Alembert answered(letter of February lst, L77L) that he would ask the
King, if the Treaty of Westphalia permitted a fourth relligion in the
Empire, to erect "a very plain templett in Berlin or Potsdam uwhere
God would be honored in a manner worthy of Him, where nothing
would be preachedbut humanity and justice.o If the masseswould not
flock to this temple in a few y.urc, onty then would he admit that the
King was right.t
These passagesfrom the letters indicate certain trends in Positivism
which later unfold prodigiously. In itself the deistic creedof d'Alembert
is rather conventionalfor its time. More unusual is the idea that deism
is not a rational progressivetransformation of Christianitl', but that it
representsa return to original Christianity before its corruption by St.
Paul, the Fathers and the Councils.This conceptionimplies that deism
is a ttreformttof Christianity, more radical than the Protestant because
it goesback to the origins even before St. Paul. Nevertheless,this "reformt doesnot imply a renotntio erangelica.It doesnot ha.veits source
21f., 35. Cf. n. 25, 26 by Picavet.
5. Ibid.,pp.(Introductionrt
6. Picavet,
7, Ibid,

ibid., p. xv,
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in a mystical experience and it implies no more than a rationalist
purification of Christian symbols, including the divinity of Christ, so
that in the end Jesus appearsas a *sort of philosophernwho counsels
mutual love and support without any intelligible authority or foundation for such counsels.We can observehere in formation the highly
important merger of spiritual obscurantismwith the apprehensionthat
a religious substitute for Christianity might be necessarlrand that the
substitute would even have to include a cult. In the suggestion to
Frederick II to build a temple in Berlin or Potsdamfor the purposesof
a worthy cult to the rationally purified God, we seeprefigured the cults
of the Revolution, and in particular Robespierre'scult of the Etre
Supr?rne;and foreshadowedin the farther distance are Saint-Simon's
Nouueau Christianisme and Comte's cult of the Grand-Etre. Side by
side with the pathos of positive scientisffi, the idea that the new Positivist civilization needsa pouvoir spirituel that will take the place of
the medieval-Christianis beginnitg to take shape. With Comte the
idea of the new pouaoir spirituel becomesthe center of the Positivist
creed,and ever sinceComte it has remainedthe kry problem of the new
political movements until the pouvoir spirituel is joined with the
temporal power of the state in the foundationsof Lenin and Hitler.
The fourth and last point on which we have to touch is d'Alembert's
attitude towards the problem of a moral code. We have seen that his
sourcefor the idea of justice, or rather injustice, was the experienceof
revolt; and we remarked that with d'Alembert this experienceis not
balanced,as with Voltaire, by a positive code of morals. Moreover, we
have seenthat an ethics of the Aristotelian type ( with a scaleof values
oriented toward the bios theoretikos), or a spiritual morality of the
Christian type ( determinedby the experienceof the common ground in
a transcendentalreality) , are beyond his reach. On the other hand,
d'Alembert took very seriously the problem that faced him: of finding sourcesfor a moral code other than the theoretical or spiritual
sources.His hope to reach this aim was supportedby a revealing misunderstanding of the foundations of Greek and Roman ethics, a misunderstandingthat has continuedon a socially relevant scaleto this d"y.
The idea of an autonomousethics, without religious or metaphysical
foundation, strikes d'Alembert as a possibility becausein his opinion
such a codeof ethics was realizedonce among the ttpug"ns.tttRules of
ethics existed before Christianity, and since religion is for him synonymous with Christianity, the dreeks had an .thi.. without religious
foundation. Explicitly or through traditioil, this misunderstandinghas
8. Picavet, ttfntroductionrtt

ibid., p. xxx.
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survived, and we can recognizethe effectivenessof this iderrtification of
Christianity-with religion even today in the widespread resistanceto
admit the character of modern political movementsas ne'w collective
religions, as well as in the difficulty of explaining to the naymanthat
radical atheismmal bt anti-Christian,but ihut it I not un untireligious
attitude, that, on the contrary, it expressesanother type of re5fiousness. InTir_ed by this misunderstanding, d'Alembert was gt.uity interestedin developingan autonomouscode of ethics.
The idea of a catdchismede morale occupied.him even in his later
yearsrbut he never wrote one and for excellentreasons.These reasons
he discussedin his correspondencewith Frederic If. In a letter to the
King on January 2L, L770, he wrote that the source of morals and
happinesswas the harmony between enlightened self-interestand the
fulfillment of duties. D'Alembert is ptagued by u question he finds difficult to answerrnamely: "There are those who have nothing, who give
everything to society and to whom society refuses rurtything, *fto
hardly_:ul feed a numerousfamily by their work and pertrapr oot feed
it at all. Can these people have another rule of conduit than the law?
and how could one persuadethem that it is their true interest to be
virtuous, if, without fear of punishment, they could not be virtuous?"
'Tf I had found a satisfactory solution
to this questioil, I would have
w_rittenmy catechism of morals long ago.t' In subsequentletters, of
March and Apqil of the same year, d'Alembert elaborateshis point.
The fear of the law and the hope for charity may restrain the indigent.
But what happenswhen there is no hope and when the ind.igentseesa
possibility to take part secretly of the abundanceof a rich man for his
own subsistence?
"I ask you: what should he do in this case?Can he, or
even should he, Iet himself and his family die from starvation?""fn the
caseof absolutenecessity,theft is permitted, and even an act of justice."
It is not wise to put such a doctrine into a catechismof morals because
greed or paressemight misuse it. "That is the reasonwhy it is impossible to make a catechismof morals that would be equally valid for all
members of society." The root of the evil is that "the dir;tribution of
wealth is monstrouslyunequal, that it is atrocious as well as absurd to
see some people gorging themselvesin abundanceand others lacking
the necessitiesof life.t*
There is only a step from d'Alembert's "theft is an act c,f justice" to
Proudhontsttproperty is theft.' We can now understand rnore clearly
the meaning of the *oppressionoagainst which dtAlembert experiences
revolt. In part it is religious intolerance and persecution, as with
g. Ibid.
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Voltaire, but more decisively it is the oppressionwhich stems from an
excessiveinequality of wealth. The principle of utilitarian ethics, in
order to be applicableconcretely,requires a certain degreeof economic
homogeneityin a society.Even if the indigent should be a minority so
that, indeed, the greatestnumber would be h"ppy, the presenceof the
indigent minority would mean that the code of utilitarian morals is not
equally applicable to all members of society. The distance from
Helv6tius is not very great, but we should note the differenceof accents.
For Helv6tius, the minority which aroused misgivings was still the
ruling class of France; once the iniquity of the minority would be
abolished,the happinessof the greatest number would be secured in
the form of a middle-class republic of small property owners. For
d'Alembert, the accenthas shifted to the indigent whose lot would not
be changed,on principle, by the abolition of the ruling minority and the
establishmentof a middle-classrepublic. The componentof utilitarianism becomesmore clearly discerniblewhich leadsto the demandsfor a
redistribution of wealth and ultimately to the idea of a socialist,planned
society in order to make society a homogeneousfield for the application
of one principle of ethics for everybody. This component becomes
dominant during the Revolution in Babeuf; we seeit continuedstrongly
in Saint-Simonand Comte and ultimately victorious in Proudhon and
the Anarchist and Syndicalist sequels.
The idea of prosress and the scauthoritatiae
presentn
The secondprincipal doctrine of d'Alembert concernsthe progress of
the human mind. We have indicated earlier why this doctrine forms an
indispensablepart of the Positivist creed. When the intellectual and
spiritual sourcesof order in human and social life dry up, there is not
much left as a sourceof order except the historically factual situation.
When, however,a situation of fact is to be used as a sourceof order,
the situation has to be surrounded by a body of doctrine which endowesit with a specificlegitimacy. Hence, one of the typically recurrent
ideas in this contingency is the assumption that the iituaiion of the
moment, or a situation which is envisagedas immediately impending, is
superior in value to any prior historical situation of fait. The idea of
progress through several phasesof history, supported by an array of
materials which show the increase in value through tt. successive
phases,furnished the basisfor this first necessaryassumption.The idea
9f ptggress' however, createslegitimacy for the presentbnly insofar as
it evokesits superiority over the past. Hence, typically in the doctrin€, B
secondidea recurs which is destinedto protect the present against in-
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validation by the future. With Helv6tius, this desire for protection
against the future took the form of "the leap into eschatologyn:the
Presentis consideredthe last phaseof human history; no situation of the
future ought to differ in substancefrom the situati.onenvisagedas the
desirablepresent.This element of ('stopping"or "freezing" history into
a PerPehralpresent is usually overlookedin the analysisof the idea of
progress beCauseit is in overt contradiction with th; idea of progress
itself. This contradiction,however,that a situation cannot be static and
'llhe
idea of
Progressiveat the same time, lies only on the surface.
progressis, indeed, the idea of a static situation insofar as it envisages
the future as *an addition to,n or "an elaboration oftt the present. The
idea that possibly the values of modern Western civilization might be
supersededin due course by a civilization with a value structure as
different from the presentWestern as is the Hellenic from the Chinese,
doesnot enter these speculationson progress.Insofar as the future can
bring nothing but a perfection of the values embodied in present
civilization, and as the openfuture of man in history is transformedinto
a present aim projected into the future, the idea of progress is static.
From this static element in the idea of progress stems the :reactionarfr
paralyzedattitude of progressivesin the face of new developments(not
envisagedin a project which, in substance,is rooted in the eighteenth
century ) as well as the wrathful impotence of the progressiveintellectual to answer with a positive, ordering will the disintegration of
Western civilization. Thus the historical situation of fact, in order to
becomea sourceof order, has to be safeguardedagainst the future as
well as against the past. The idea of progress fulfills both these functions. The peculiar character of the situation which is createdby these
doctrinal meanswe shall designateby the term *authoritati've present.D
Through this analysis and through the introduction of this term we
have gained a position from which we can see the problem of progress
in its correct perspective:the idea of progressin general doesnot imply
a scientific proposition which can be submitted to verificatiron;it is an
element in a doctrinal complex which purports to evoke the idea of an
authoritative present.This idea, in turn, is neededfor the a;dequateexpressionof intramundanereligiousnessin politics. A merely empirical
present is a brute fact without superior authority in comparison with
any past or future present.When the critical standardsof civilizational
valueswhich stem from the bios thearetikosand the life of tlhespirit are
abandoned,when the empirical processitself has to furnish the standards, then a special doctrine is neededto bestow grace on the present
and to heighten an otherwise irrelevant situation of fact into a standard
by which the past and the future can be measured, This act of grace,
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bestowed by the intellectual leaders of Enlightenment on themselves
and on their age, is the sourceof the genuine revolutionary pathos that
animatesthe idea of progress, as well as of its plight when the by no
means negligible values of utilitarian scientismhave run their course.
ttrevolutionsDare
This end seemsto have come in our time, when the
becoming"reactions' and spiritual regenerationis the burning problem
of the age.
Security against the Prct
Into this outline of the theoretical problem we now have to fill the
materials which d'Alembert uses for the construction of his doctrine.
The progress of the mind (les progrds de | €sprit) begins with the
Renaissance.toIt has moved through three distinct phases. The first
phasewas the new erudition of the humanists, the secondphasewas the
revival of the arts and the third was the advancementof philosophy.
The sequenceis determinedby historical necessity.When man emerged
from the acenturiesof ignorance,t when he was jolted out of *barbarisrn" by the fall of Constantinople and the penetration of Eastern
knowledge into the West, he found himself in a state of infancy.
Languages and facts had to be regained and ideas had to be accumulated, while the systematic organization of knowledge lagged
behind. This period of predominant erudition, without the balance of
theory, employed chiefly the faculty of memory. Next, imagination was
arousedthrough the aestheticappeal of ancient literature and art, with
the consequentWestern revival of art. And only in the end could reason
embark on the labor of organizing systematically the newly gained
knowledge.This systematicorganizationof knowledged'Alembert calls
philosophy, including under the term the sciences.PhilosophJr,in its
beginning, was severelyhamperedby the survival of prejudices.t'Scholastic philosophy, which exhaustedthe sham science (science prdtendue) of the centuriesof ignorance,still hampered the progress of true
l_0. Ibid.r p. 76. T\e reason for starting the history of progress at this particular point is given briefly by the phrase: "Pou,r ni poiit monter trop hiut.n
The reader should note._this phrase because it is characteristic of the style of
enlightened theori'l ng. Llnfortunately we do not yet possess a monograph
- 6n the
typical -phraggs of progressive intellectuals by which they dispose of those
millennia of history which do not fit into the construction of their doctrine. With
d'Al_eryle-rtr-a phras_e9f this kind can still be considered to be used in objective
good faith; he could sincerely believe that he need not bother about some 1500
ye-ars o-f Christian history ald se-veral centuries of Hellenism. Similar phrases,
yhen thgy are used in ogr time, have the less laudable function of covelring an
inexcusable illiteracy on the part of their authors.
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philosoPhyin this first century of light."ll In reflectiog on the motives
of prejudiced resistanced'Alembert achievedone of the finest, involunta-ryrevelationsof the progressivemind, by projecting it into the past,
when he r,vrote:*Many peoplewho are born and confirmed in error by
educationbelievethemselvesmost sincerelyon the path of truth because
there never has occurred to them the slightest doubt on this point."t'
The resistance,however,has been broken and with Bacon begins the
advancementof philosophy in the sciences.
Security against the future
The present, thus, is securedagainst the past. The "very imperfect
philosoPhyttof the ancients has become obsolete, the "centuries of
ignorancettcan be passedover in silence,the revival of the esprit is
culminating, today, in the systematicorganization of knowledge. But
how can this presentbe securedagainstthe future? The basic sentiment
which inspiresthis secondpart of doctrinal constructionis expressedin
the passagequoted above: there is no doubt that we are on the path of
truth. We are not in the future to which this path will lead, but we are
right on the path and we definitely know its direction. fn this spirit the
idea of the Encyclopddieis conceivedand its function unde:rstood.The
realm of the sciencesand arts is rich in discoveriesbut the:reports on
them are sometimesunreliable. The Encyclopddie has to inform the
reader reliably of the true discoveriesand to warn him of the errors; it
has to fix a starting point in order "to facilitate the searchfor what remains to be found.'* The present state of knowledge has to be ascertainedin order to gain a clear view of the means for its perfection.
When the Encyclop1die shall have attained this aim "then the bons
espritswill no longer occupy themselveswith searchingwhartone knew
before them.tttoThis sentenceis the classicformulation of the progressive dream: the state of human knowledge will be incorporated in a
textbook of gigantic proportions and nobody will have to rezrdanythirg
that was published prior to the encyclopaedictextbook. All we have to
do in the future is to make new editions which incorporate the ttcontributions" which have accumulatedsince the last one. Mankind will
have behind it the Encyclopddieand aheadof it the path determinedby
it. This determination, furthermore, is austere. To a critic of the
Encgclop1died'Alembert answered with a defiant justificartionof his
11. Ibid., p. 88.
12. Ibid.
13. Ibid., p. 1 3 9 .
14. Ibid., p. I40.
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principles of the one and only truth. If people are astonished,he wrote,
to find articles on philosophersbut none on Church Fathers, the answer
is that philosophersare creatorsof opinionswhile the Fathers,who only
preserveda tradition, had nothing to teach mankind. If nothirg is to be
found on the saints, on the genealogyof princes, or on the conquerors
who have devastatedthe earth, the Encyclop1diecompensatesby the
spacewhich it gives to the genealogyof scienceand to the immortal
geniuses who have enlightened mankind. "The Encyclop1die owes
everything to talent, nothing to titles; it is the history of the mind, not
of the vanity of man."15This highly elastic categofizationof esprit and
aanitd makes it possibleto project the future as a directed development
of the present. If anything should actually interfere with this future
course,it would not belong to the progressof the espnt but would have
to be classifiedas a disturbanceby vanity, or a relapseinto barbarism.
A passagefrom Diderot will be the best summary for this part of the
doctrine: we are, says Diderot, the spectators and historians of the
Progressof the sciencesand arts; we transmit them to posterity. Muy
posterity, in opening our Dictionarlr say that this was the state of
scienceand art in our time. Muy it add its own discoveriesto those
which we have registeredso that the history of the human mind and of
lts productions may go on and on to the most remote ages. Muy the
Encyclop1diebecome the sanctuary where the knowledge of *in is
shelteredagainst time and revolutions.What could flatter us more than
to have laid the foundation for this development?l.
The role af technologg
One detail of the doctrine has to be enlarged upon becauseit has
becomea rather persistentpart of the later Poiitivisl creed: that is the
overemphasison technology.This accentuationhas to follow inevitably
when the bios theoretikosas a standard is abandoned.In this case,th;
criteria of value have to be found on the utilitarian level. And there can
be no doubt that technical inventions are more useful to mankind than
the exPressionsof the contemplativeintellect. D'Alembert attacks forcefully the overrating of theoretical scienceand of scientists.Whatever
t_"pgtiority the liberal arts
TuI have over the mechanical by virhre of
the labors of the intellect and of the difficultiesto excelin them, is amply
compensatedby the superior utility of the latter." The discovery of inl
15. Picavet, (fntroductionrtt ibid., p. xlv.
16. Fro.!fg Prospectus of the EncEclopdd,ie, written by Diderot and incorpolujtg.
ly d'Alembert into the .Discouri Prdliminaire, ibid.,"p . Lils.
17. Ibid.r p. 53.
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comPassis not less profitable to mankind than the expla:nationof the
magnetic phenomenonwould be to physics.tsThe underrating of the
mechanicalarts has brought neglect evento the inventors. "The names
of these benefactors of mankind are almost all unknown while the
history of its destroyers,that is of the conquerors, is kno'wn by everybody.'ot Why should the inventors of the mechanismof a watch be held
in less esteemthan the thinkers who have perfected algeb,ra?^ Diderot
is even more aggressivewhen he writes that the superior:itywhich we
accord to the liberal arts is a prejudice which tends to fill the cities with
proud talkers and useless contemplators and the countryside with
ignorant, lazy and haughty petty-tyrants.u We need not; linger on a
melody which rings in our ears every duy. The breakdown of Hellenic
anthropology is as completeas that of the Christian.
The historism of Turgot
The movement of Positivism has absorbed a highlty diversified
aggregateof sentimentsand ideas.The scientisticradicalism of d'Alembert is no more than one strain in the texture of the whole. A second
strain, of equal importance, is to be found in the historisrn of Turgot.
The principal sourcesfor Turgotts ideas are the two Discourseswhich
he delivered at the opening and closing sessionsof the Sorbonne in
1750, when he was 23 years of age. To these have to be added his
fragments of the Discourseson Uniaersal History of the same period;
and, perhapsthe richest in ideas, the project of a Political GeograPhry.
The theory of knowledge which Turgot implied in these works he set
forth in a formal manner in the article Existencein the Encyclopddie."
Let us begin with that idea of Turgot's which has becornethe centerpiece of Comte's philosophy of history under the title of the law of the
three stages.Turgot was concernedabout the different rate of progress
18.Ibid.tp. 54.
19.Ibid.,p. 54.
20.Ibid.,p. 55.

21. The passage from Diderot quoted by _Picavet in n. 40' ibidt,, P. 2L4.
22. Discours sur les aaantages que Pdtablissement du christianisme a procurds
au genre humain (July 3, f 75O); Discours sur les progrEs successifsde _ltesprit
huiain (December If , fZSO); the fragments of the project on Universal History
consist of ( t ) Id6e de Plntroduction, (2) Plan du premier discours, sur Ia formation du gowentetnent et le mfllange des nations, ( 3 ) Plan du sieconddiscorl'ry,
d,ont trobiel sera les progre:s de Pesprit humain, and various minor flagmenls; th9
fragmenis on political geograpfry consist of ( r ) Iddes g1n€rales ?nd (2)
Esf,uisse d,run it*, de saosiaphte- politique. All of these piecesr_as-well as the
t.piittt of Existence, are to be found in Oeuares de TurgoL €d. Daire and Dussard, vol. 2 (Paris, 1844).
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in the various sciences,particularly of mathematics and physics. The
developmentof mathematicsbegins earlier and its advancementis more
rapid than that of physics. What is the cause of this difference?In
searchof an explanationTurgot goesback to Locke's theory of knowledge,in the radicalized,monistic form which it had assumrdin France.
All knowledge starts with sensation;all ideas are derived reflectively
from sensation.Mathematics and physics have different rates of progress becausein mathematics, reason has to operate with ideas onty,
while in physics the symbols of sciencerefer t; events in the external
world. In physics we search for the causesof events which impress
themselveson our senses.We try to ascendfrom effectsto causes,iro*
the sensesto bodies, from the present to the past, from visible to invisible bodies,from the world to the Divinity.u In this searchwe do not
combine un-dcomPareideas as in mathemaiicsrw€ try to ascertainthe
structure of corporeal existence.Emors are inevitabft and corrections
are slow. Among the various sourcesof error, one is of specificrelevance
becauseit determinesa style of hypothesiswhich stands at the beginnins of our interpretation of the extirnal world, and can only slowlli be
overcomein the history of science;that is the penchant for analogical
tfli$in$: In searching for the causesof effeas, th. first hypotfiesis
^beings,
which offers itself is the assump_tionof intelligent, invisible
similar to ourselves,who causeift. events whiih impress us. Eorbi
thing that happens and that cannot be attributed to ; human agency
must be due to a god who is conceivedanalogically to man. For thi;
first phaseoJ interpretationTurgot himself has not coined a term; it has
been termed successivelythe fetishistic, or animistic phase of thinking
but closest Turgot's meaning would be the term anthropomorphicl
The secondphase of interpretaiion is characterizedby a critical, philosophicalattitude' The anthropomorphicinterpretationof natural forces
is abandonedin favor of ttabstractexpressio^ns,tt
such as essencesor
faculties, "expressionswhich explain nothing and about which
one
speculated if tlty were beingsf nrw divinities substitutedfor the
old
T
ones'" Only in a last phasewere the mechanicalinteractions
of bodies
ProPerlygPterved uttdirrterpreted in such a manner that they could be
exPressedin mathematicalterms and verified by experience.*'
Turgot and Comte
This sequeng. phasesis in substancethe sequencewhich
appears
lf
in the systemof Comte as the progress of the human intellect
from its
23. Histoire universelle, oetnres d.e Turgot, 2,
p.649.
24.lbid., p, 656.
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theological, through its metaphysical, to its positive phase. The fact in
itself is well known, but not until quite recently have historians begun
to draw the inevitable consequencesfor the interPretation of the Positivist movement.In the older interpretation, the great achievementsof
Comte were consideredto be his ideas of the hierarchy of sciencesand
of the law of the three stages. By now we have seen that these principal doctrines go back to d'Alembert and Turgot; Comte may- be
accordedthe merit of having elaborated them, but certainly the icleas
themselves were not created by him. They are fully developed and
fixed by the middle of the eighteenth century. A firm insistenceon this
bring into focus the real significance of
is necessaryin order to
point
-Comte
'Western
crisis. This significance does not
in the hislory of the
consist in the reiteration and elaboration of the ideas of tl'Alembert ancl
Turgot but in his creativenessas a religious personality. Com19would
be alather insignificant figure in the history of political ideas if he were
not the Fonilatiur de ta riligion unhterselleand the first high priest of
the new religion. Pseudo-propheticcharisma is the strength of Comte'
and while his church was not much of a success,his religious enthusiasm was strong enough to endow a body of ideas, although of
dubious scientific value, with the glow of a revelation on whose acceptancedependsthe salvation of mankind. Comte has not addeil much
as^athinkeito the complex of Positivist ideas; he has atlded to them in
his capacity as a religious founder by shifting them to the level of a
dogmatic religion.
the law ofthe three stageswas transposedby Comte from the context of a primari$ scientific study as we find it in the Discoursesof
of a new Koran-for, indeed, that is the charTurgot, to the
"otrt"*t
of Comte, just as it was the character of the
work
main
oi
the
actei
this transposition much of the original
Through
Calvin.
of
Institutes
and the original ry"ntlq is of conlost,
idea
was
flavor of Turgot's
further history of political science
for
the
interest
siderably g"."t"t
of Comte. The misplacement of
meaning
than the riligious-dogmatic
law
of the three stages, instead of
Comte's
emphasison ih" contlnt of
the picture of Comte,
distorted
has
not
only
on it, dog-atic character,
of history that
a
philosophy
of
it also hai obscuredthe original problem
ideas-concernof
Turgot's
was raised by Turgot. A complete exposition
shall indicate
we
here,
but
ing a philosdphy of history cannot be given
at least the princiPal Problems.
Definition of Progress
First of all, the sequencedevelopedby Turgot is not a general law
of history but'rlefinitely a series of phasesthrough which our interpreta-
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tion of the external world passes.The question whether there are three
or more phasesis quite irrelevant; the crucial point is that the mathematized science of the external world disengagesitself historically
from a context of anthropomorphicalsymbolswhich in themselvesmay
be at various stagesof rationalization.The critical purification of science
from anthropomorphismsis the problem. Turgot designatesthis process
of purification as progress. This designationis valuable in various respects: ( I ) it attributes to the term progress a clear meanitrg, Q) it
fixes the empirical core of the idea of progress and ( 3 ) by this fixation
it enablesus to distinguish the political, evocativemeaningsof progress
from this by no meansunimportant but politically not very exciting core.
In particular, the clearnessof Turgot gives us a precise criterion for
the political misuse of the idea. This misuse can assume two main
forms: ( I ) when the idea of purification from anthropomorphismsis
transferred indiscriminately as a criterion of value from the realm of
mathematical physics to other spheresof intellectual and spiritual expressiox,and (2) when the evolutionof mathematicalphysiCs,however
valuable and progressivein itself, is uncritically used as the criterion of
the value or progressof a civilization.
The political, evocativeamplification of the idea is not absent from
the work of Turgot, but the amplification of the sequenceis carefully
distinguishedfrom its basic meaning. The distinction must be a grave
problem for a conscientiousthinker because,taken in itself, the emergence of mathematizedsciencehas no connectionwith the problem of
meaning in history. What are the considerationswhich wout,l ittauce a
thinker to make this specificprocessa symbol for historical meaning?
The title of the fragments: Discourssu,rl'Histoire (Jniuerselle,contains
the_\ty to Turgot's considerations,
for the title resumesconsciouslythe
problem of Bossuet's Discours. Turgot grapples with the problem of
meaning in.history
_afterthe Christian meaning is lost. In this respect
he is the rival of Voltaire, though he far surpassesVoltaire in his
penetrating,theoretical analysisof t\. problem. He knows that encyclopaediccompfeteness
is no substitutefoi the universality of the Christian
drama of fall and redemption and the profoundnessof his historical
fl"yledge does not permit him to relegate the whole history of mankind into some prehistoric abyss and to let meaning begin with the
Renaissance.The thinker who tries to fin{ meaning it himan history
from an intramundane position must, in the first plu.r, establish that
there is such a thing as mankind at all, that the Jr....rsion of human
generationsin time has a discernible structure which possibly could
lend itself to a constructionof meaning. Turgot thinks that he can see
such a structure by which the successionof rnen in time is integrated
into a whole that can be called mankind. fn nonhuman nature he finds
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the cycles of growth and decay as the fundamental structure. The successivegenerationsof vegetablesand animals reproduce ttre same state
over and over again and there is no structure overlapping the single
generations.In the successionof human generations we do not see
repetition but infinite variety by virtue of the operationsof reason,the
passionsand freedom. This infinite variety, furthermore, is not a discontinuous variety but is held together in time by the chain of cause
and effect which links every present generation to all past ones. And,
finally, the chain is not a simple continuum, for the intr:llectual and
spiritual life of previousgenerationsis preservedthrough language and
script in the life of the later generations. A "trdsor cornrnun" LCcumulates that is transmitted from one generation to the next and
passedotr, with new increments,as a heritage which grorvs from century to century. The unity of mankind, thus, is constituted through
three principles: ( I ) the historic individuality of every rnan, the substanceout of which the whole can be built; (2) continuity through the
chain of causeand effect linking the generationsand ( 3 ) :lccumulation
of substancethrough the collective memory in language and script.25
The massetotale as the Carcier of Meaning
The continuously accumulating substanceis mankind itself and this
mankind is conceivedas a carrier of meaning. But does this Processof
accumulationhave a meaning as a whole? The meaning of the whole,
however,is inaccessibleto the intraworldly thinker becausehe is living
in the finite present and the whole, extending into an infinite future, is
unknown to him. The meaning of the whole is an unsolvableproblem
from the intraworldly perspective.Hence Turgot can do no more than
search for finite lines of meaning which may have becornevisible in
the known history of the arts and sciences,of morals and politics. Such
lines of meaning can be found in great numbers-lines of growth, of
decay and of recuperation. But are there any lines which run through
the whole body of known history up to the present?Are there lines of
growth, not of decay?Turgot thinks that he can discern such lines and
[r ru*es them as the softeniog of the mores, the enlighte:nmentof the
mind, and the intensifiedcommercebetweenformerly isolatednations to
the point of global intercourse.* These lines do not run an even course
throlgh history. They suffer frequent interruptions and not all men
participate equally in this meaningful increase of human substance.
25. Second Discours en Sorbonne, Oeuvres de Turgot, 2, PP. 597fr.
26. Ibid., p. 598.
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But in spite of all retardations of the process,in spite of interruptions,
and in spite of the distribution of the processover a multitude of civilizations and nations who do not all move at the samespeed,while some
do not move at all-in spite of all this ula masse totale" of mankind
marchestowards an ever increasingperfection.2?
The considerationsof Turgot offer the rare opportunity to watch a
progressivephilosophy of history in statu nascendi.We are not faced
yet by a fina1 dogma, ns in Comte, and we can trace the motives and
the meansof construction.The decisiveinstrumentsin the construction
are the lines of meaning which run through the whole processof known
history and the idea of the rnassetotale. The processof history in its
full broadnesshas no meanins, not even a finite one; that much Turgot
admits. The lacunaein time through the interruptions in positivegrowth
of substance,and the restriction of the growth to a tiny trickle of men
as its bearerswhile the vast majority participate in progress only at a
resPectfuldistance,reducethe field of actual progressto a comparatively
small areain the total flux of human history. One has to look very hard
indeedin order to find in this rather turgid flux "le fil desprogrEs"at all.
And if we have found such a 'thread," of which the critical purification
of physics is an instance,what have we gained?Of what concerncan it
be to a man, who lives and dies in his finite present,whether mankind
has Progressedin the past or will progressin the future, if he himself
Ieads a miserable life in an unenlightened,isolated community where
the mores are restrictive? Turgotts answer is the rnassetotale. The
ffiumphant brutality of the answer is unsurpassable.History has no
meaning for man. What does it matter? It has meaning for the rncrsse
totale.
The loss of the Christian meaning of history
This answer is heavily fraught with implications. Let us first see
what has happenedto the problem of meaning in history. fn the Christian philosophy of history, &s it was still represented6y Bossuet, the
problem of meaning is solved by means of the dichoiomy between
sacredand profanehistory. Profane history has no autonomousmeaning
uld the-problem of meanjng is concentratedin sacred history. Sacrel
history has meaning insofar as it is a spiritual drama, begintrittg with
the creation of man and ending with the secondcoming of Chtisi. The
drama is known from the first to the last act and for this reasonit is a
true line of universal meaning'.The drama of salvation has a meaning
27.lbid.
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of human relevancebecauseinvolved in it is the spiritual destiny of
every single human being. Preciselybecauseit has this bearing on every
single human destiny, becauseit is not the drama of a manise
totale, ie
see certain thorny questionsof doctrine arise in the history of Christianity, such as: what happensto men who lived before Christ, what
happensto those who lived after Christ but have never heard of him,
what happensto those who have heard of him but resist the Evangel,
what happensto thosewho are called but not elected?The sacredline of
meaning which runs through history is inseparablefrom the meaning
which it has for the individual person. Without meani:ng for man,
understood as the concrete person, there is no meaning; in history.
Turgot transposesthe Christian dichotomyof sacredand profanehistory
into the context of intramundanethought through his dichotomy of the
*thread of progress" and the vast ballast
of historical uprsand downs
which have no meaning in themselves.However, he carnnotextract
from the "sacred"thread of progressa meaning for the spiritual destiny
of the concreteperson.At this point, therefore, the evocativeamplifications have to be introduced.Sincethe finite lines of meaning, which can
be found in the civilizational process,can have no meaninrgfor man as
a spiritual person,man and his concreteproblemshave to be brushed
aside.Sinceconcreteman cannotbe the subjectfor whom history has a
meaning,the subjecthas to be changed-man is replacedlby the ma,sse
totale.The rnassetotale, however,has no concreteexistence,nor is the
ma,ssegiven to human experience.It is the evocationof a carrier of
meaning, of a new divinity, into which a man who has lost his opennesstowardstranscendentalBeing has projectedhis desire:Forsalvation.
The massetotale is not a reality in the experientialsense,rather it is the
tentative evocationof a new worldly divinity. In Comte we shall see
the new god finally enthronedas the Grand-Etre, together '"vith a clergy
and a rite.
The /oss of the Christian idea of rnan
Let us now considerwhat happenedto man through the creation of
the masse totale. The reader witt have noticed that in tlhe precediog
paragraph we did not speak simply of man, but severalti:mesused the
term ttconcreteman.tt The necessityfor such usage, in order to make
clear the intended sense of the word ttman,Dillustrates best the
terminological difficulties which have been created through the Positivist dogmatism and its uncritical acceptance.It ought to be a matterof-coursethat the term 'tnan,n when used in a philosophicalor political
ttconcreteman,ttth4t is the concretehuman
discourse,should denotethe
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person in the fullness of his dimensions,including the intellectual and
ipiritual. Unfortunately, this is no longer a matterof-course. The
thinkers of the eighteinth century have mutilated the idea of man
beyond recognition. In the case of d'Alembert, for instance, we have
rritt that man was deprived of his bios theoretikos and reduced in
essenceto the utilitarian level of a homo faber.In Voltaire we have seen
the fierce attack on the life of the spirit and its elimination from the
*uselesscontemplator.tt
"true' idea of man. Diderot has spoken of the
Bentham has excluded from his political speculationthe "ascetict tyPe
as a repulsive abnormality which ought to be neglected by the philosopher.Turgot, in his capacity as Prior of the Sorbonne,delivered a
discourse on the ominous subject of the "profitsD which mankind has
derived from the establishmentof Christianity, and the editor candidly
notes that the Discours originally contained an opening paragraPh in
which the author disagreedwith those who believe that Christianity is
"useful" only for the other life.8 This reduction of man and his life to
the level of utilitarian existenceis the symptom of the critical breakdown of Western civilization through the atrophy of the intellectual and
spiritual substanceof man. In the progressive, Positivist movement
sincethe middle of the eighteenthcenturyr as well as with the followers
of the rnovement,the term man no longer designatesthe mature man
of the humanist and Christian traditioil, but only the crippled, utilitarian fragment.
The /oss of the Christian idea of mankind
A crippled.man, however, does not ceaseto be a man. Spiritual obscurantists, or antihumanistic utilitarians, are not animals; they continue to function as humans. Still, they can no longer solve human
problems rationllly, or on the basis of the spiritual experiencesthe
possessionof which characterizesmature man. Hence there appear the
curious transpositionsof the problemsof mature Western civilization to
the new level of utilitarian immaturity. There arises the necessityof
substituting for transcendentalreality an intraworldly evocationwhich
is supposed to fulfill the functions of transcendental reality for the
not only the idea of man but
immature type of man. As a consequence,
also the idea of mankind has changedits meaning. The Christian idea
of mankind is the idea of a community whose substanceconsistsof the
Spirit in which the membersparticipate; the homonoia of.the members,
their likemindednessthrough the Spirit that has becomeflesh in all and
28.Ibid.,p. 586.
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each of them, welds them into a universal community of mankind. This
bond of the spirit is timeless.The Spirit is not more present today than
it was yesterduy and it will not be more present tomorrow than it is
today. Only becausethe Spirit is transcendentallyout of time can it be
universally present in time, living in each man equally, irrespective of
the age or place in which the man lives. Only becausethe sourceof the
community is out of time is mankind a universal comm'unity within
historical time. Turgotts evocation of the mutse totale transposesthe
Christian idea of mankind into the utilitarian k.y. Man is no longer a
spiritual center but a mere link in the chain of generations.The spirit
which welds the plurality of men into the unity of mankind is no longer
a transcendentalreality to be experiencedby every individual soul but
has becomea thread of meanitg to be touched at one point by man if
"
he is fortunate but beyond the reach of the vast rnajority of mankind.
And the eternal presenceof the Spirit to every soul that winfingly opens
itself is transposedinto a precarious, fleeting meaning which can be
ascertainedonly with somedifficulty by scholarswho know a good deal
about the problems of mathematized science.At first sight, this whole
transpositionlooks so much like an infantile insult to the dignity of man
that the mass appeal, which the idea undoubtedly has to this day, is
hardly intelligible.
The appeal to utilitarian immaturitg
Let us consider therefore, finally, the conditions under which this
idea of man can appeal to men. Obviously it can have no appeal to a
mature humanist and Christian, and whenever Positivist ideas spread
in a socially menacing form, the clash with the traditions of Western
high-civilization is inevitable. With equal obviousnessthe mass appeal
exists. In quest of its conditions we have only to summarize various remarks whilh we had to make incidental to the previous analysis. The
idea of being in substancea member of a rnclssetotale can only appeal
to a man who has not much substanceof his own. His personality must
be sufficiently underdeveloped,that is to say it must be deficient in
spiritual org anizationand balanceto such a degree,that ttre anxiety of
eiistence cannot be controlled and absorbedby the normal processesof
the mature, meditative life. As a consequencehe will be plagued by
paranoicobsessionsand
insecurities,frustrations, fears, aggressiveness,
uncontrollable hatreds. The great escape for the man who cannot
extricate himself from this state through the personal solution has
always been, and will always be, to zubmerge himself in a collective
personatitywhich he either will find ready at hand in his environment,
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or which he can evokefor the occasion.Tribalism is the answer to
immaturity becauseit permits man to remain immature with the-

of hisgroup.
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A man who is not much of a personcan still be quite a useful fn:*l-' *r,,- J
,l
dividual. Hence a tribe of immature utilitarians can be a highly
efficient and very powerful community and at the sametime a very
dangerousone if its insecurities,its provincialism,its xenophobiaand
paranoiattrrn, for onereasonor another,aggressivelytowardsothers.
The tribes which emergein the crisis of a civilization can display a
considerablepolitical efrectiveness
while they last. Immaturity is no
and surargumentagainstpolitical power. The political effectiveness
not
its
make
value
of
a
tribalist
movement
only
arld
to
appeal
but
vival
possible
as a form of political existence,of appreciableduration,for
it
the massesof men who, in increasingnumbers,are set free for reorganizationin new political forms in an agewherethe institutions of a
high civilization begin to break down, as they diil in the eighteenth
century.The conditionsfor a zuccessfultribalist evocationare present:
there is given the type of man which exists at all times in large numbers; there is given the situation of a civilizational breakdownin which
massesof this type are ready to respondto a new appeal (the internal
proletariat,to useToynbee'sterm); and,finally, there is given an idea
which has the twin merit ( 1) of being closeenoughto the tradition
(becauseit is a transpositionof traclitionalideas) to deceivethe not so
discerning,anil (2) of supplyinga collectivepersonalityto thosewho
want to padcllethrough life with that minimum of efrort that goesby
nameof usefulness.
the respectable
The tribalism of mankinil
We have surveyedthe general conditions which make a tribalist
ideaattractiveto the membersof a communityand which ofrer a certain
'We
guaranteeof durable political existence.
have not yet, however,
exhaustedthe particular charmsof a tribalism of mankind. Tribalism
as such exhalesa bad odor in a civilization which is still permeatedby
traditions of Christian universalism.The various tribalist movements
which have sprung up in the period of the crisis have run into conflicts
with Western tradition. But not all of them have developedconflictsof
the sameseverity.The difrerencesin the violenceof tensionare caused
by the difrerent contentsof the tribal evocationsin the severaltotalitarian movements.
A combinationof nationalismwith racialism.of the
type in which the National Socialist movementindulged, is apt to
arouseconsiderabletensions,as it actually did, becausethe vast major-
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ity of mankind cannot acquire membership in the mcnse totale. The
universalistaspiration,combinedwith the restrictive contentof the idea,
must result in the extinction of the evocationwhen the tr:ibe that was
constitutedby the idea meetsdefeat in an armed clash. The Communist
tribal evocationis in a much more favorable position. The tribe also is
restricted in principle, but it is restricted to "toilers.' And toilers exist
in great number in every society on earth. Moreover, nontoilers can be
convertedinto toilers by the simple device of taking away their possessions. The universal aspirationsof the Communist idea can be implemented oin the fleshtt through changes in the economic structure of
society and through the application of the great clyster which purges
the rnassetotale of unassimilableelementsby their liquidation. The end
of Western civilization through diarrhoea is so much ,i,viderin its
appealthan the end through gas-chambersand incineratorsbecausethe
number of those who are made happy by the processcan lre envisaged
at some date to be coextensivewith the number of those who survive.
The progressive,Positivist evocation,finally, is obviously in the most
favorableposition becauseit can use the symbol 'tnant for the designation of membershipin the rnassetotale. The difficulty of distinguishing
betweentribalism and universalism,which is seriouseven in the caseof
the Communist idea, is practically unsurrnountablefor a progressive
intellectual (who himself belongs to the masse) when the tribe is coextensivewith mankind at any given point of time.
The appeal of the ma,ssefor the common man, in the progressive
version of Turgot, Iies in the possibility of obtaining the benefits of
mankind without incurring its obligations. All he has to do is to make
himself useful to the extent of earning a living; for the rest, he can feel
himself on top of the historical world by identifying himself with the
progress of the masse.This is the appeal for the ordinary member of
the movement.For the leaders,the idea holds the added appeal which
we studied in detail in the chapter on Helv6tius. The thinkers who
evoke the idea, and the group of men who representprogress actively,
are the measureof meaning in history, The ma,ssetotale isiin progress
as a whole becauseselect individuals and groups are actil'ely in progress. If intramundanemankind as a whole is the new real,issimum,its
standard-bearersare the god-men.The mutse totale holds g;reattemptation for the active elements since they can place themselvesat a comfortable rank in the hierarchy. Turgot does not go to the extreme of
Comte, that is of making himself the Messiah and the Pope rolled into
one; nevertheless,the clerical pride cannot be overlooked.The mass of
mankind certainly doesnot progress at an even speed.Some groups are
leading, some are lagging behind, still others are in the most primitive
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contains at the
stagesof barbarism. "The pres_entstate of the universe
at one
civilization;
and
sametime on earth all the rhud.. of barbarism
of the
steps
the
all
of
glance we can see all the monuments and traces
which
through
grades
human mind, at one glance the picture of all the
it has passed,&t one glutt.e the history of all the ages.D' By no means
in
do Turgot and the Flench nation hold the most insignificant place
of
the simultaneouspicture of the chronological stages. As a matter
of
fact, they are the iuthoritative present and consequently,q summit
the hierarchy. Bacon and Galilei, Kepler and Descartes,Newton and
Leibniz receive their due as the beareis of the torch, but the climax is
France. The second,Discoursen Sorbonnecloseswith the apotheosisof
uThy huppy peoplehas becomethe center of
the King and.the praise:
civilization (potil;s.se) ."'o Td. ida; of the rnassetotale blends with
nationalism. What might be the innocuous pastime of an exultant intellectual becomesa potitical force becauseit gains, on the international
scene,the momentum of a powerful state if it can capture the nation to
the degreethat the nationul mass identifies itself with the leader:ftip of
mankiid. In its outline we see the idea of mankind dominated by a
chosenpeoplewhich embodiesthe progressiveessenceof humanity. In
historicat aituality that would mean a totalitarian organization of mankind in which th; dominating power would beat down in the name of
mankind and freedomeverybodywho doesnot conform to its standards.
Profane history :oersussacred history
There is evil in Turgot as in every totalitarian but in him it is not
yet more than a spark. Turgot was much loo deeply imbued with the
spirit of Bossuetto fall naively into the radicalism of a new salvation.
The "thread of progress," that is the new sacred history, is certainly
totale is his obsession.ttHowever,
his dominating idea, and the rna,sse
this aspect of Turgot's historicism is balanced by a wideness of the
historiCal horizon, as well as by a surprising penetration of historical
forms, which is peculiarly his own. A good deal of this historical openness has become the precious heritage of Comte but most of it was
lost to the later developmentof progressivism,and it was not only lost
to progressivism.We must say quite generally that, setting aside such
29.Ibid.,p. 599.
30.Ibid.,P' 611.

3I. Besides the passage on the rnutse totale quoted before, the reader should
also compare the passage on the same subject, ls we]l as its context, _in the
Discours-sur lhistoire uniperselle, op. cit., p. 633, in order to appreciate that the
idea is the backbone of Turgot's philosoPhy of history.
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landmarks as Hegel, Burckhardt, Spengler and Toynbee, there is not
much in the average occupation with problems of politics and history
that can equal in breadth of conceptionor flair for problems the work
of Turgot. This richness of Turgot's historical peispective is due to
the momentum, not yet exhausted, of Bossuettstreatment of profane
history.
We have hitherto neglectedthe profane section of the Christian philosophy of history. We have dealt only with the particular line of
meaning which assumedfor Turgot the function of sacred history,
and we have not yet dealt with the problem that such a:finite line of
meaning could be found at all and that its discovery did not create a
sensation.It did not create a sensationbecausethe traditi,orsl profane
history abounded in finite lines of meaning. The problem, for Turgot
was not to discover such a line for the first time; rather, his problem
was to discover a line that would cut acrossthe plurality' of lines already known in such a manner that history could be interpreted as a
meaningful whole from its beginnings to the present, We have insistedrepeatedlythat the meaning of history as a whole is inaccessible
from the intramundane position but from this inaccessibility it does not
follow that history does not have a finite structure of meaniog, that is,
that it does not have a recognizablemeaningful articulation into the
finite histories of civilizations and peoples.This finite meaning, since it
is not a universal meaning, cannot touch the whole of human existence,
but it touches very strongly the finite existencein commu:nity, as well
as the civilizational values of which the community is the carrier. The
understanding of this finite meaning, the insight into the order which
prevails in it ( if such an order should be discoverableempirically) , is
a human concern becauseit enablesman to orient himself in his own
historical situation and by virtue of this positive orientatfionto gain
also the proper distance to the realm of civilizational values, that is:
the Christian contemptusmundi.
The structure of histofy, however, can become a human concern in
this senseonly if it is understood as the structure of profane history, as
a realm of finite meaning. As soon as any part of the profane structure
is hypostatizedinto a processof universal meaning, the finite structure
of an
is falsified and orientation becomesimpossible.This consecluence
rarely
uppreciatedin its
intramundaneconstructionof sacredhistory is
isolated
is
and endowedwith
full importance.Once a strand of history
a sacredmeaning, the tendency is irresistible to neglect all other structural elementsof history as irrelevant. The "sacred historytt becomesa
restrictive principle of selection for historical materials. Within the
Positivist movement we have to observe, therefore, a iharacteristic
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swelling and sinking of historical understanding. With Turgot, at the
beginning of the movement, the view of history is still surprisingly full
and well balanced, on the whole. The "thread of progress' is singled
out from a historical manifold which for its greater part is not progressive at all. With Comte tJre construction has already become rigid-the
wealth of materials is still considerable but the materials fit with a
suspiciouswillingness into the sweeping course of progress. With the
later Positivists the construction degeneratesinto a progressivism so
thoroughly selective that selection becomes indistinguishable from ignorance. A movement which originates as a reinterpretation of history
ends in the dogmatic destruction of history. Moreover, the tendency
towards the desEuction of contemplative history is not confinecl to the
Positivist movement. In the course of the nineteenth century it prevails
generally where ever history is written with a view to legitimate an
authoritative present. The Whiggist misconstruction of English constitutional history is a match for the nationalist misconsffuctions of
German history. The nonsense written about the medieval emperors
who betrayed the German national interest through their hankering
after Rome is the counterpart to the nonsensewritten about the Magna
Carta. And the nationalist and progressive misconstructions are even
surpassedby the nightmare of Marxist and National Socialist historical
writing. Towards the end of the nineteenth centurfr this writing of
selective history with a view to support a contemporary political interest
was even theorizecl through a logic of historiography chiefly through the
efrorts of German methodologists. In this movement, the writing of
history was considered to be a selection of materials in orientation towards a taluet (Wertausatahl) and,correspondinglyit was considered
to be the function of the historian to impose meaning on history
(Sinngebung). The immanent logic of this attitude could hardly leail
to any other conclusion than the postulate that history has to be rewritten in every generation to suit the new political developments.
The resulting anarchy of liberal and racist, of progressive and Marxist history, and, in addition, of as many nationalist histories as there
were nations, spelled the end of history as a science. Or, rather, it
would have spelled the end unless remedial forces harl been at work
which tended towards a restoration of contemplative history. The
awarenessof this problem had never died completely. Ranke helcl fast
to the principle that all periods of history are equal in their immediacy )
r
to God, and Burct:hardt knew that all civilization is not worth the death lt'1v'g
of a single human being. In the twentieth century the restorative tendencies became strongly visible, particularly through their first great
summary in Toynbee's Study of History. Nevertheless, there is not yet
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much cause to rejoice. The restorative movement is a comparatively
thin trickle of little effectiveness.In areas in which an intramundane
political religion has become institutionalized as the state church, &s
for instance in the Soviet Union, history as a contemplartivescience
cannot live in the person of even a single individual becau,sethe bodykilling governmentalterror would be immediately used against it. In a
society like the American the chancesof developmentare slim in the
face of the soul-killing social pressure of the progressive,creed, and
whether the remnants of the European national societiesciln resist the
advancingcivilizational destructionis a questionwhich only the future
can answer. Still, the restorativemovement exists for the time being
and the problem of a scienceof profane history has been reopened.As
of this curious courseof historical science,we have rea consequence
turned today to approximatelythe point where Turgot began to depart
from the classicaltreatment of profane history. To be sure, our knowledgeof historical facts has increasedgreatly in the two centurieswhich
have passed,but the categoriesof interpretation have not changed
decisively. A few reflections on Turgot's principles of historiography
have, therefore, the double function ( I ) of showing the statg of the
problem at the time when profane history begins to separatefrom its
traditional, Christian context,and (2) of showing in what respectsthe
problem has changedin the present.
Turgot's categoriesof history
Let us survey first the basic stock of categoriesemploye,lby Turgot
in the classificationof historico-politicalphenomena.This stock of categories is drawn from a number of sourceswhich are still clearly distinguishable in the analyses.The principal ones are: ( I ) the Christian
tradition, (2) the Graeco-Romantraditionr ( 3 ) the eventsof the migration period, (4) some knowledge of the origin of government
through the conquestof sedentarytribes by nomadic tribes,, ( 5 ) speculation about the stagnation of Far Eastern civilizations, ( t5) the complex of problems which arisesthrough the assumptionof a "thread of
progress.t A few exampleswill illustrate these sources.
From the tradition of Augustine-Orosiusstems the genreralview of
the ups and downs in history, that is of the rise and fall o'f empire, of
the successionof laws and forms of governmentand of the retardations
and accelerationsof the arts and sciences.t'The metathesis,the transfer
of empire from one people to the next, in such a manner ttrat the great
32, Second Discours en Sorbonrc, op. cit., P. 598.
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periods of history are characterizedby the successionof imperial peoples, is the first category determining the structure of history. In his
use of the metathesisTurgot emphasizesthe cultural dominationwhich
accompaniespolitical dominationmore strongly than doesthe tradition,
but his use of the category does not So, on the whole, beyond the
practice that had been establishedby Machiavelli's idea of a wandering
of the uirtil, from one leading nation to another. It is the pattern of
history which we still find in Hegel. fn one decisivepoint, however,
Turgot's use of the metathesisdiffers from that of Orosius or Hegel:
for him the rise and fall of empire is not the exhaustive structural
principle of profane history. History is not organized as a strict sequenceof no more than four empires like the Orosian, nor as a strict
sequenceof 'korlds" like the Hegelian. The category of empire is no
longer the focus as it was under the impressionof the world-filling
importance of the Roman Empire, and the category of the civilization
( Chinese,Hellenic, Roman, Western) which determinesthe Hegelian
speculationis not yet developed.The rise and fall of the political units
is an open movementwith an averageof progressrunning through the
ups and downs. Moreover, other structural features overlap with the
structure of dominating peoples.
One of these overlapping features is the rhythm of political form
within any of the nationswhich in successionmay characterizeone of
the great historical epochs.This category of the internal rhythm stems
from the Graeco-Romantradition, though it is possiblethat the history
of the Italian city-stateshas had some influence on its formation. The
problem of internal rhythm is formulated on one occasionin such a
manner that obviously the history of the Hellenic polis from the
primordial kingship to Alexander, or of Rome from the first kings to
*the
the principate, is the model. On this occasionTurgot speaks of
flux and reflux of power" from the prince to the multitude and back
from the multitude to the prince, with the result of a more stable situation becausein the course of flux and reflux the smaller political units
are replaced by an empire which enforces peacewithin its borders.tt
On another occasionTurgot analysesthe internal rhythm specifically
for the caseof the city-state.The sequenceof governmentalforms begins with kingship. This form is unstable becauseabuse of power in
the small confinesof a town will be easily detectedand resentedand,
in due course, will engender a revolution. The resulting aristocratic
republic again will be unstable and tend towards democracybecause
the tyranny of a republican oligarchy is even more unbearable than
33.Ibid.,p. 599.
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that of a king, and it is more unbearablebecausethe aburleof Power
through a group will always assume the disguise of virtue and thus
add insult io injury.'n The explanation of causesdifrers from the Platonic discussionol the same typical sequencebut the sequenceitself,
from kingship to democracy, and to a final despotic lroll&rchy, is
substantially the same.
The combination of the metathesiswith the internal rhrythm alone
would result in a picture of the structure of history both ri,cherin content and empirically more adequatethan the later progressivist constructions, for this tombination permits the assumptionof a thread of
progress running through the sequenceof the larger historical units
( empires or civilizations) , while it does not neglect the rhythms of
growth and decay within the units. Turgot's combination makes a
theory of progress compatiblewith a theory of civilizational cycles. A
civilization may decay,and still mankind may advance.Turgot, at least,
would not run into the emotionalimpasseof contemporaryintellectuals
who howl with anxiety that civilization is at stake when our particular
Western civilization will have reachedthe end of its course.But he adds
further factors to the combination which build the periotls of decay
into a theory of historical dynamics. We have seen that the flux and
reflux of power from the prince to the multitude and back to the prince
doesnot producea neutral sequenceof governmentalforms,,but that in
the course of the processthe smaller units are absorbedi:nto a larger
imperial unit which enforcespeace.The processis a rather bloody one'
but from the struggle of the smaller units emerges the peaceful order
of the larger unit-a progressfor Turgot, though it would not be considered one, for instance, by Burckhardt. The violent upheaval (les
bouleaersernents)becomesin Turgotts speculationthe vehicle of progress. No advanceis possiblewithout decadenceand destruction. The
forests of America are the model of the historical process: trees grow
and fall in the virgin forest and their decay fertilizes the soil for new
growth. In the samemanner, on the surface of the earth, governments
succeedeach other and empires rise on the ruins of emrpires.Only
through bloody revolution has despotism learned to moderate and
liberty to regulate itself. "And thus, by alternatives of agitation and
calm, of good and evil, the mclssetotale of mankind is marctring steadily
towards perfection.tttuHere again the rnansetotale makes its ominous
appearance-as if it were a satisfactionto the victims of an upheaval
( for instance to those who were cremated in Auschwitz ) to be the
34. Discours sur Phistoire uriaerselle, ibid., p. 635.
35. Ibid., p. 633.
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fertilizer for the progress of mankind. But the progressivist is huppy
becausettno upheaval has ever occuned which has not produced some
advantage.ttNevertheless,w€ must stress the importance of the ",rpheaval" as an empirical category for the interpretation of political history. While the upheavaldoesnot result in progress,it certainly results
in the destruction of old political forms and the growth of new ones.
And the dynamics of disintegration and growth are a problem in contemplative history quite independentof the question of whether a line
of meaning runs through the successionof political forms.
With regard to this problem, Turgot has laid foundationswhich can
be improved upon in detail but hardly in the essentials.Under the title
of.m1langedes nationshe has classifiedthe processesin which existing
communitiesbreak up and new ones are formed. The classic instance
of such formation is the growth of the Western nations from the
m1lange of the original settlers and the Germanic conquerors. Both
elementsof the symbiosislose their former identity and a new political
entity, the nation, emerges from the mixture. These processesare
noticed and rememberedonly when they occur on the level of civilized
groups with written records. The principle, though, has to be applied
generally to the dynamics of communal growth. Hence Turgot extrapolates the process from the migration case into more primitive
social relations and developsthe theory that differencesof economyare
the first incentive towards the mdlange. Nomadic and agricultural
tribes are differentiatedby their ability to move: sedentarypopulations
are by nature not conquerors;nomadic tribes are ready to move, and
compelled to move if pasture is exhausted,and are inclined to descend.
on agricultural communitiesfor plunder. Hence the permanenttensions
betweenthesetwo types in which the nomadshave the role of aggressors and conquerors.The agricultural ecorofirlr on the other hand,
createsmore wealth and gives rise to towns with their technological
and commercial civilization, so that the war potential of agricultural
communitiesis comparativelyhigh if they are pressedon the path of
defense and defensive expansion. From the clashes result conquests
with subsequentsymbiosis of the warring elements, amalgamation of
larger populationson larger territories, diffusion of culture and the incorporation of slaves and lower-classpopulations.s In brief: Turgot
outlines a complex of problemswhich later was elaboratedin Gobineauts
'Western
theory of
civilization as the symbiosis of sedentary with
conquering populations,in Franz Oppenheimer'stheory of the origin of
the state through conquest and, more recently, in Toynbeetscompre36.Ibid.,pp. 63If.
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hensive analysis of "upheavalttthrough the internal and external Proletariat.
The enlargementof the historical horizon beyond the Mediterranean
area to the Far East has introduced into the speculationon Progressa
problem for which Turgot does not find a quite satisfactory solution.
Still, he recognizedit and did not evadeit. Even under the assumption
of the *otti totale as the subject of progress, the overalll picture is
somewhat marred. by the fact that the great Asiatic civilizations, in
particular the Chineie, do not seem to participate in what we fondly
ionsider our progress.The Asiatic "stagnation,' which is the form of
existencefor a vast part of mankind, does not fit easily into a picture
of progressingmankind and at least requires someexplanation-.Turgot
rrrgg.rtr thai in China, India and Egypt the earlinessof r:ivilizational
u.ttiiuement is the very cause of stagnation. The respecr[which the
nascent philosophiescommandedtended to perpetuate thre first opinions. "Pride is nourishedby ignorance;the less one knows, the lessone
doubts; the less one has discovered,the less one seeswhat remains to
be discovered.tAs a further retardirg factor he considersthe governmental regulation of studies,particularly in China, and the integration
of an early, comparatively high state of science,into the political institutions-which inevitabty makes for mediocrity. We ma)r agree with
Turgot's excellent common sense suggestions and still not be quite
satisfied with the explanation. Neverthelesswe have to acknowledge
Turgot's merit in having tackled a problem which even today we have
not penetratedsufficiently. This is not the occasionto ofiier our own
solutlon; may we only suggestthat the first step towards a, solution of
the very real problem of differencesin civilizational structure between
East and West lies in the recognition that the "stagnation" of the East
is quite as unfounded an idea as the "progresst'of the West. If we drop
ttstagnathJ category of Western "progress,ttthe category of Eastrern
tion" will disappearautomatically.
Systematicallyof the greatest interest are, finally, thos'ecategories
of Turgot which support the assumptionof progressitself. That progress seemsto be possible only in the masse totale but not uniformly
throughout mankind is, after all, disquieting. Could this inequality of "
progress perhaps be caused by inequ-alitr:sbetween the I'arious com*nniti.r or beiween single individuals? Turgot rejects inequality between communities or races, but admits inequalities between individuals. The esprit humain is uniformly endowedwith the possibilities
of progress throughout mankind, but nature has given an abundance
of lalent to some which it has refused to others. Circur:nstancesdevelop talents or leave them in obscurity and from the inlinite variety
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of circumstances derive the differences of progress in the several
societies.This principle implies that primitive conditions put approximately the sametype of obstaclesin the way of everybody."A state of
barbarismequalizesall men."' Only when the first stepsof progressin
the face of the generalobstacleshave been taken and when the changes
wrought in the environment by these first steps have created circumstancesmore favorable to the unfolding of talents can differencesof
progress appear as the result of a more acceleratedor more retarded
accumulationof such steps.
Again we have to praise Turgot's rare honesty in facing a problem
and his skill in offering a methodologicallyclean solution. Inequality
at somepoint has to be assumedin order to explain the panoramaof
civilizational inequality which lies before our eyes. Sirrcea clear relation between natural factors and civilizational differencescannot be
found, the source of inequality must lie in man himself even if we
reduce this inequality to small initial differencesbetween men and explain major civilizational differencesas the result of retarded or ac'We
are driven back to inequalities between
celerated accumulation.
men-a formidable problem metaphysically as well as empirically.
"Genius is distributed among mankind approximately like gold in a
mine. The more mineral you take out, the more metal you have gained.
The more men you take, the more great men you will take.tttsWhat
then makes the great man? First, natural differencesmay be a factor
in human quality i a lucky arrangement of the cells in the brain,
strength or delicacyof the sensesor of memory, or differencesof blood
pressure.Beyond thesenatural factors, which are too rough-hewn to be
usedin explanationof the nuancesof human differences,lie the strength
and character of the soul. And the souls "have a real inequality the
causesof which will always be unknown to us, and can never be the
object of our reasoning.ttun
This is the finest early exposition of the problem of human inequality in civilizational action. If we make the implications explicit,
we would have to render them in the following manner: ( I ) human
civilization is not uniform throughout mankind but shows empirically
various degreesof differentiationin the severalcommunities, (2) the
natural environmentis a factor in the differentiation but the factor does
not suffice to explain exhaustively the actual differences, ( 3 ) the explanation through inequalities between human groups is inadmissible
becausethe human groups are not constants- mdlange is the principle
37. Second,Discours en Sorbonne) op. cit., p. 599.
38, Di$cours sur l'histoire univer$ellet op. cit.2 p. 645.
39. Ibid.
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of historical dynamics, ( 4 ) the source of the differencesmust lie ultimately in inequalities between single human individuals, ( 5 ) this
sourcemust not be sought in a radical inequality betweenmen which
would touch the equality of spiritual substancein the Christian sense,
( 6 ) it may be found in part in physiological inequalities-a slightly
higher reaction speed,as we would say today, may affect the course of
a human life and be the cause of differencesbetween mediocrity and
brilliance, (7 ) all this still leaves an irreducible residuum which
Turgot characterizes as tttalents, or t'strength and charactertt of the
soul. The recognition of this last factor, however insulficiently described, is the methodological masterpiece.It does not abolish the
spiritual equality of men but it recognizesas an irreducibltefactor the
stratum in the nature of man which is characterizedby such functions
as imaginatiotr, sensitivenessfor minute differencesof value, loyalty to
work, intellectual energy, ability to concentrateand to give form to an
idea, the ability to have "good ideasn and to grasp thenr when they
come. In the possessionof this stratum, of course, all men are equai,
but it is a stratum which has a considerableamplitude of degrees-and
in this amplitude is room for such difrerencesas dullness anrd6rilliance,
mediocrity and greatness.
Turgot's dilemma
fn recognizing this irreducible stratum as the sourceof aivilizational
differentiation, Turgot has gone almost to the limit of invralidatinghis
*_.!uPhysi9gof progress in history. The assumption of superior talents
which at all times are distributed
lmong mankind in approximately the
sameproportions and which, therefore, constitute the pirpetual fenrnent
of progress excludesfrom progress man himself. Howevit *uch civilization Progressesrman doesnot progress.The social environmentmay
change in such a manner that it favors the unfolding and effectiu.n.r,
of talents, but the talents do not change. (Tf Racine had been born
_amongth. Hurons in Canada,or in the Europe of the eleventh centurl,
he would never have unfolded his genius.DsBut, though he could ,rnfold it in the seventeenthcentury, his peculiar gifts ai the later point
did not differ from those which he would have had at the earlier point.
The nature of man remains constant,including its amplitude of higher
and lower endowment.Thus the locus of progress is the objiectivestructure of civilization with its works of art and science,its tei:hnology, its
mores, its organizational knowledge in economics and proliticr. T'fu.
40.Ibid., p. 646.
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problem of man is the same, whether he is placed in the civilization of
an African native tribe or in that of a modern Western nation. A higher
degree of differentiation in the objective structure does not mean that
the men who are born into it have a superior ability for grappling with
its problems. On the contrary, the differentiation may become so complicated that the "talents" in the society are no longer sufficient to
penetrate it and to develop it further. A crisis of this kind is apt to
issue in a social upheaval in the course of which the great "simplifiers"
( to use Burckhardt's term ) destroy the complicatedcivilizational struchue and make room for a fresh and simpler start. The possibility that
the complicationsof the civilizational structure might outrun the human
ability to deal with it does not seem to have occurred to Turgot although in the eighteenth century it was a concern of such thinkers as
Rousseauand Ferguson.

V. THE COI\TFLICTBETWEEb{ PROGRESS
A}.{DPOLITICAL EXISTENCEAFTE,R
TURGOT
Turgot presseshis analysisfar enough to make it clear that the central
problem of history and politics is always man in society. On the other
hand, he makes the objective content of civilization the center of his
philosophy of history. Both problems must concern the theorist of
politics but Turgot did not achievetheir integration into a system.The
emphasison civilizational contentto the neglect of the existenceof man
in societyis characteristicof progressivismin all its variants. The emphasis on political existenceto the neglect of civilizational content has
becomecharacteristicof various countermovementsto prog:ressivism.
Let us restate the problem. The "thread of progresst'is concerned
with the meaningful differentiationof a civilizational content,especially
with the rationalization of our view of the external worldl. Assuming
the description of the thread to be empirically correct, nothing would
follow from the existenceof the thread for the healthy starteof a concrete society at any period of history. A highly developedsystem of
mathematicalphysics means nothing to people who do not;understand
it and for societieswho can master it and translate it into technologyit
may becomea factor contributing to socialdisintegration.The problems
of a concretepolitical society can be strongly affected by the "thread
of progress,' favorably as well as unfavorably, but their course has,
nevertheless,a high degreeof autonomy.In the more extreme variants
of progressivism ( which command mass appeal in our tinne) this autonomy of the courseof a political society is so strongly neglectedthat
the historical processassumesthe characterof an automationwhich can
be dependedupon to deliver ever further installmentsof progress.When
the concretesocietiesfollow their own course and disturb the dream of
automatic progress,the reaction is indignant surprise, expressed,for
instance,in the formula: it is outrageousthat such things should h"ppen in the twentieth century-for the twentieth century is, of course,
better than the nineteenth as the nineteenth is better than the eighteenth. Back of this attitude lies the identification of the uthread of
progress"with the state of the concretesociety.That this identification
is inadmissibledid not remain hidden from the more discerning thinkers, not even from the progressivists.Saint-Simon and Comte understoodwell that the progressof scienceand industry is no substitute for
the order of society.To prevent the disintegration of Western society,
a danger which was felt to be imminent, it would be necessaryto devise
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new institutions with an authority equivalent to the authority of the
decaying institutions. This was the purposethey wanted to serve with
their idea of a new pouuoir spirituel. The internal coherenceof society
through leadershipand hierarchy thus becamethe absorbing problem
even within the Positivist movement itself. Later political events increasedthe awarenessof the problem, and after 1848 we have to
observean intensiveoccupationwith the questionsof political existence,
resulting in such expositionsas Mosca's and Pareto'stheory of the ruling classand of the circulation of elites, and, in our time, in Toynbee's
broad survey of the functions of a *creative minority" in the course of
a civilization.
The analysesof Mosca, Pareto and Toynbee are the principal instancesof a theoretical penetration of the problem that was neglected
by Turgot. At the sametime, however,the questionreceivedincreasing
attention on the part of political activists who sensedthe decay both of
the old institutions and of the minorities supporting them, and experiencedthe call to supply a new elite, and therewith a new coherence,to
society. Helv6tius had cast envious looks on the Jesuit Order as the
model of a new elite. Saint-Simon and Comte attempted to create a
new hierarchy and after 1815 this creation of new elites becomesa
permanent occupation among political intellectuals. There is a continuum of elitarian formations running from the political clubs of the
eighteenth century, through the clubs of the French Revolution, the
conspiratorialorganizationsof Italy, the progressivist,nationalist, and.
internationalist groupings of the nineteenth centuryr to the twentiethcentury organizationsof elites in the Communist, Fascist and National
Socialist movements.In appraising the meaning of this continuum,
however, we have to beware of the temptation to project into the beginnings the meaning which ultimately emerged and to avoid labeling
these formations indiscriminately as Fascist. In spite of the close relations between certain ideas of litanqui and Rousseau,or of Mussolini
and Mazzini, or of Hitler and Fichte, or of Lenin and the French
philosophersof Enlightenment, it will be advisable to use a neutral
term for designating this phenomenonand as such a neutral term we
shall use ttthe short-circuit evocationof elites.ttBy this term we mean
to say that the personsengagedin the evocationof elites are agreed.in
the insight that the traditional "creative minorities' ( Toynbee) can no
longer cope adequatelywith the complicationsof an industrialized
Westetrnsocietl, that they have become( to use Toynbeetsterm again)
"dominantDminorities devoid of competenceand authority, that the
Western societiesdepend for their continued existence and internal
cohesionon the formation of new creative minorities and that, moreover, in their judgment concerning the traditional social structure of
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Western society and its survival value, the political actirrists are all
pessimists. By characterizing the attempts at creating new elites
through the adjective "short-circuit,' we mean to say that, on the basis
of an analysis which in itself is fundamentally correct, rthe political
activists rush into the formation of elites with a blissful ignorance
concerningthe difficulties of the enterprise.This ignorance,of course,
has degrees.Bakunin, for instance,was acutely aware that the formation of a new elite without a profound spiritual renovationwas senseless.
Marx, at least in his younger years, knew quite well that a change of
economicorder without a change of heart was no remedy :for the evils
of the capitalist system,and evenLenin was aware of this point, though
he assumed naively that one could start on a communiist order of
society organizationally and that the spiritual reform would take care
of itself in the course of time. Nevertheless,the political activists, on
the whole, did not senseclearly that a renovation of society through a
new elite would have to rest on deeper foundations than any of them
were able to lay. The readinessto embark on the task of formitg a new
elite, without properly gauging its magnitude, is what we designateby
the t'short-circuitDcharacter of the attempts.
Emphasis an political existence
The cross pattern of civilizational progress and of the autonomous
course of political society in history, of theoretical penetration of the
problem and of political action for its practical solution, has resulted in
a curious interlocking of ideas. Today unfortunately this relationship
is rather obscuredby interpretations in partisan terminology. Let us
try to clarify the main outlines of these relations.
Turgot's analysis has led to the point where the confiLictbetween
an emphasis on progress and the autonomousproblems of political
existencebecameclearly visible. One courseto be taken in this situation
would have been to drop the emphasison progress and to cope with
the problem of political existence.This was the course taken by the
contemplative critics of Western civilization who discerned the disintegration of society behind the facade of progress. The short-circuit
evocationsby political activists,on the other hand, are characterizedby
the attempt to solve the problem of political existenceand at the same
time not to surrender the amenities of progress. It is still too little
realized that the great elitarian movementsof Communism, Fascism
and National Socialismhave a factor in commonwhich, moreover,they
share with the variants of progressivism: that is their adoration of
science,of the industrial system and of the values of technology.However widely they may difrer with regard to the solutions which they
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offer for the problem of political existence,they all agree that the industrial systemhas to be developedto the limits of its potentialities as
the basis of the welfare of the people. This is the factor through which
the modern political mass movementsare the heirs of the progressivism
and positivism of Saint-Simonand Comte.
In other respects,however,there persistsa hysterical enmity between
the various activist movements. The optimism of the progressivist
creed is in conflict with the civilizational pessimismwhich lies at the
basis of the elitarian movements.From this conflict stemsthe hatred of
progressivists,not only against the elitarian activists, but against the
thinkers who inquire into the problems of political existence.Every
political scientist or historian who recognizes that there exist such
problems as the cohesionof society through a ruling class or creative
minority, or who considersthe question that a society may be in full
decline in spite of the advancementof science,or who indulges in the
supreme insolence of recognizing that Communist Russia owes its
coherenceto an elitarian ruling class just as much as did National
Socialist Germany, becomesthe target of calumniationsas ttFascisfttwhether he be Paretor or Mosca, or Nietzsche, or Spengler.t In such
judgments we reach the point where selectivenessin historical interpretationshadesoff into plain ignorance: when progressivistsfly into
indignation at the mere mention of the name of Spengler.They simply
do not know that Spenglerhas not discoveredthe decline of the West,
but that the topic has been under continuousdiscussionfor the last two
centuries.On the other hand, we have to observethe political activists
who claim-_eagerlythat their courses of action are justified by the
critics of Western civilization. \4lhen the critics are still alive,-such
claims may lead to tensionsand disappointmentsfor the activists, such
as the National Socialists experienced with Stefan George, Ernst
Juenger and Oswald Spengler.When they are dead,the game is easier:
Renan could not defendhimself againstthe title of prefascistabestowed
on him by Mussolini, and Nietzsche is defenselessagainst National
Socialistsin searchof ancestry.
Emphasison progress
In the face of Turgotts dilemma, one course that was open, as we
said, was to drop the emphasison progress and to concentratethe inquiry on the problems of political existence.There is, however, another
course oPen: to take Turgot's "thread of progress" seriously and to
- I. Tgynbeg \"d !h9 good luck that his ,Slada of HistorE began to appear at a
time when National Socialism was well on its way to power."Oth.t*irl
h. also
would have been classified as a "cause of Fascismb likd Nietzsche and Spengler.
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explore its meaning without hypostatizing it into a total meaning of
human history or making it the dogma of a religion of the Comtean
type. At first sight this seemsto be a quite sober suggestion.The dissolution of the anthropomorphic interpretation of the external world,
and the substitution of a rational view, is a historical procesiswhich can
be observedempirically. It would be a finite line of meaning among
othersand, divestedof the progressiveemphasis,revealsitself as a line
of meaning of someimportance,&t least for Western civili:zationif not
for the history of mankind. Unfortunately, a closer inspectiondoes not
render such a comparatively innocuous result. Turgotts "thread of
progress"is not as simple a sequenceof phasesas it seemsto be in his
Discours and neither does the sequenceof phases in the Comtean
versionhave the simplicity which it seemsto have before analysis.
Let us turn to Turgot's text in order to establish'preciselythe problem involved in the "thread of progress.ttThe first phase of our interpretation of the external world, the anthropomorphic phase, is characterized by Turgot in the followirg terms: "before one knew the
interrelation of physical effects,there was nothing more na1;uralthan to
supposethat they were produced by intelligent beings, invisible and
similar to us.ttWe can omit the second,transitionalphaseas irrelevant
to our problem. In the third phase"the mechanicalinteractionsof bodies
were observed"and only then "hypotheseswere evolvedwhich could be
formulated by mathematicians.t"Comte'sformulation of the law of the
three phasesis more polished,but does not add anything to the substanceof Turgot's idea. Nevertheless,it will be good to hiavethe text
before us: "fn whatever way we study the general developmentof the
human intellect, whether according to the rational methorCor empirically, we discover, despite all seeming irregularities, a fundamental
Law to which its progressis necessarilyand invariably subjected.The
content of this Law is that the intellectual systemof man, considered
in all its aspects,had to assumesuccessivelythree distinct characters:
the theological,the metaphysicaland, finally, the positive or scientific
(physique) character.Thus man began by conceivingphenomenaof
every kind as due to the direct and continuousinfluenceof supernatural
agents; he next regarded them as products of various absitractforces,
inherent in the bodies, but distinct and heterogeneous;and, finally, he
restricts himself to viewing them as subject to a certain nurnber of invariable natural laws which are nothing but the expressionin general
terms of relations observedin their development.ttg
2. Turgot, Discours sur fhistoire universelle, Oerntres de Turgot, 2, p. 656.
3. Comte, Consid4rations philosophiques sur les sciences et les saaants ( November, 1825), reprinted in the appendix of SgsuEmede Politique Positioer 4th
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In spite of slight variants between the texts of Turgot and Comte,
there can be no doubt about the intention of the theory. The esprit
humain, or human intellect, is the subject for which a certain necessary
evolution is predicated.The title "progress" given to this evolution implies a positive evaluation but it adds nothing to the content of the
law itself, and the human intellect is not definedin any other terms but
those of the characteristicphasesthrough which it passes.Hence we
must concentratethe analysis on the description of the phasesthemselves.Vflhen, however, we try to trace the identity of the intellectual
functions through the three phases,we discoverthat the functions which
are supposedto assumethree successivecharacteristicsare not identical
in the three phases.Sincethe functions are not identical,or, sincethere
is no identical subject of which successivecharacteristicscould be &sserted,there are no three phases-progressiveor otherwise.The evolution describedby Turgot and Comte is not an evolution of the human
intellect in general at all, but rather the evolution of a very specific
problem that is well known to us, that is, the problem of phenomenalism. The transition from the anthropomorphic to the positive phase
doesnot mark a progressin our understandingof the external world;
it is the transition from speculation on substanceto the science of
phenomena.In the anthropomorphicphasethe knowledgeof phenomena
is still embeddedin the knowledge of substances;in the positive phase
the knowledgeof phenomenais differentiatedinto the critical systemof
mathematized science.This developmentin itself certainly is an advance of our knowledgeof phenomena,but it is not a progressof the
human intellect. On the contrary, insofar as the knowledge of the universe is now restricted to the knowledge of phenomena,the knowledge
of substanceis lost. As far as the developmentof the integral functions
of the intellect and spirit is concerned,the transition is distinctly a
retrogression.This was the problem of Giordano Bruno in his attack
of the accidences,tt
it was the issue in
on a scienceof the ttaccidences
the debate between Kepler and Fludd, and in the Kantian distinction
it is the problem to which Schellitg
betweennoumenaand phenotrr€n&;
gave the solution of the Potenzenlehreand the philosophy of the unconscious.
Hence a serious occupation with Turgotts and Comtets idea of
progresscan lead nowherebut to a dissolutioninto its componentparts.
On the one hand, we can isolate the advancesof our knowledge of
phenomena,and this results in the flourishing discipline of the history
ed. (Paris, 1912), 4, p. 137. For an English edition see Comte, EarlE Essags on
Social PhilosoqhA, ed. Hutton and Harrison (LondoDi r.d.), p.218.
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of science. On the other hand, we can isolate the speculation on the
substance of the universe. This isolatioil, in the wake olFSchelling,
results in the philosophy of history. This latter developme:ntdeserves
our attention becauseit forms an increasingly important strand in the
fabric of modern political ideas. In spite of its confusion, the law of
the three stagestouchesupon a very serious problem in the philosophy
of history. The constructionof Turgot-Comte was defectivebecausein
the concept of the third stage the problem of substancewas not shown
in a further phase of development, but was simply excluded from
consideration.If we do not exclude it, but conscientiouslycontinue the
line of thought initiated in the description of the first phase,the question will arise: what becomesof the problem of substanceonce it has
passed beyond the stage of anthropomorphic symbolism? We know
the answergiven by Schelling in his philosophyof the theogonicprocess
and in the new roles assignedto the protodialecticexperienc,es
and their
dialectical elaboration.But we also know Schelling'sultim'ate dissatisfaction with a type of philosophical speculationthat is a poor substitute
for the forceful imagery of mythology, a dissatisfactionthartleads him
to expoundthe necessityfor a new myth of nature. When it comesto
the symbolization of substances,the myth is a more adequatemode of
expressionthan a critical conceptwhich can only clarify our experience
but cannot incarnate the substanceitself. Through the critical disintegration of the myth, both pagan and Christian, a universe of symbols has been destroyed,the kwne in which communitiesof men could
expressthe identity of the ground in themselveswith the ground in the
universe. The weakening and destruction of the myth is at the same
time the weakening and destruction of the sacramental bond between
men who hold it in common. The answer to this destruction of the
myth, to the dedivinization (Entgdtterung) of the world, isragain twofold, as it was to the problem of political existence-it is either contemplative or activist.
The contemplativeresponseto the disintegration of the rnyth is contained in Schelling'sPhilosophieder Mythologie und der O'ffenba.rung.
The spiritual process in which the symbols of myth and dogma are
created is recoveredfrom the unconsciousthrough anamesiis(recollection ), and the symbols actually created in the course of hurmanhistory
are interpretedas meaningful phasesof the theogonicprocess,manifesting itself in history on rising levels of spiritual consciousness.
In this
contemplative attitude the myth of the past need not be atrandonedas
the abenation of an undeveloped intellect but can be understood.as
a necessarystep in the expressionof spiritual reality. ft can be superseded historically but not invalidated in its own place by subsequent
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fuller and more differentiated symbolic expressions. This was the
method already employedin principle by St. Paul when he interpreted
the Natural, the Hebrew and the New Laws as successivephasesof
divine revelation. Schellirg draws into the orbit of his interpretation a
vast historical material, includirg the pagan myth, Oriental symbolisms,
and the Catholic and Protestant Churches, and the further enlargement
of this orbit, particularly through the inclusion of primitive s)rmbolisms and of the Oriental civilizations, is the principal problem for
a philosophic history of the spirit after Schelliog. Of more recent attempts in this direction I mention only Bergson's Deux sources de la
morale et de la religion, written strongly under the influence of Schelling. Bergsontstreatisehas becomeof specialinterest becauseToynbee,
in his Study of Historg, has drawn considerablyon Bergson'sprinciples
for his own construction of historical evolution.
The activist response,as we have seen, begins in the Positivist
movementitself through the religious foundations of Saint-Simonand
Comte. The speculation on substance,which was eliminated from the
third of the Three Phases, is reintroduced in the integral system of
Comte in the form of an evocation of a new pouvoir spintuel. The
foundation of Comte, as well as the later activist attempts to solve the
spiritual problem through the foundation of political religions, are incidental to the previously surveyed attempts at solving the problem of
political elites and they share with them their "short-circuitt character.
This question of the spiritual "short-circuit" forms part of the general
problem of the pneumapathologyof the crisis.
In this context we shall touch only on the political tensions which
develop between the "short-circuit" political religions and the new philosophy of the spirit in history and politics which is representedby
Schelling. The political fronts determined by this issue differ somewhat
from the fronts determinedby the issue of political existence.Concerning this latter issue,the progressiveactivist (with the exceptionsstated
above) will not be inclined to recognize the problem of the creative
minority and he will even condemnthe mere contemplativeoccupation
with it Lecauseof its pessimisticimplications.The activist of the Fascist
or National Socialist type will be in sympathy with the thinkers who
recognize the problem-though the sympathy will not always be reciprocal. Besidesthe various types of activistswill be at odds with each
other. Concerning the spiritual issue, the political front follows a much
simpler line: the cshort-circuit" activists are all agreed on the intramundanecharacterof the new divinities-whether it be the progressivest
tribalist idea of mankind, or the nation, or the race, or the proletariat;
moreover,they are all agreed that under no circumstancecan the t'inner
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return" ( in Schelling'ssense) to the sourcesof spirituality lre tolerated.
the spiritualist is faced implacably by the united front
As a consequence
of liberal progressives,Fascists,Communistsand National Socialists.
With regard to their antispiritualism, the great activist movementsare
again in harmorrlr in the samemanner as they are with regard to their
insistenceon preserving the amenitiesof industrialism hovt'everwidely
they may differ in their elitarian solutions.
T he GdographiePolitique
We have analysedTurgot's categoriesof profane history as well as
the thread of progresswhich marks the sacredline of mearring,but we
have not yet seenhow thesevarious conceptualinstrumentsrare applied
to the concretehistorical materials in the building of an integrated view
of world history. Such a view Turgot has unfolded in his fragments
concerning a G1ographie Politique rather than in his br:tter known
Discours. We have indicated previously that these fragments are particularly rich in ideas. For our purpose we have to select only one or
two leading ideas which have a direct bearing on the 'problems of
Positivist history and politics.
The title of the fragments, with its amalgamationof geography and
politics, indicatesthe basic idea which Turgot employsin his construction of history. We have touched on this idea before, when we dealt
with Turgot's criteria of progress.The line of progressfrom anthropomorphism to scienceis only one of the strands in the "thrr:ad of progress" running through history, namely the line which Turgot called
the enlightenmentof the mind. The other two lines were the softenirg
of the mores and the intensified commercebetween formerly isolated
nationsto the point of global intercourse.This problem of global intercourse,drawitg all mankind into the actual unit of enlightenment,is
now coming to the fore in the construction of a positive plhilosophyof
history. The magnitude of the problem may easily escapethe modern
readei and that is probablythe riason why this part of Turgiot'sspeculation has receivedscant attention.Today we have becomeso thoroughly
global
accustomedto such terms as world economlrworld governrment,
politics and global warfare that the awarenessof the formidable metaphysical problem involved in this terminology is all but dead. Again
the work of Turgot has its extraordinary importance becausehere we
can catch the problem in statu nascendi.It is a problem urhich had to
emerge, like the "sacredt'line of enlightenment, at the juncture when
the Christian philosophyof history was disintegrating and the Christian
problems had to be transposedinto the secular k.y. The problem of
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geography in politics, down to its modern crystallization in geopolitics,
can becomeintelligible only when it is understoodas the secularvariation on a Christian theme that was transmitted to Turgot by Bossuet.
It is the problem of the function which the earth has in the existence
of man in society.
In the Christian view of the world, the earth is the symbol of the
substancefrom which we come and to which we return bodily. In birth
and death it binds and frees the soul, and the brief interval of earthly
life is passed in the mysteriously ordained tension between the two
duties of keeping soul and body together physically and of Preserving
the integrity of the soul against the spiritual temptations of the earth.
In the Christian hierarchy of existence,the earth is, furthermore, it
its morphological features as well as in the realms of being which it
carries, the gift of God to man as the field of his sustenanceand of his
civilizational achievement.In the eighteenth centurlr with the atrophy
of Christianity and the growth of the intramundane ideas of man and
mankind, this problem of the earth does not disappearbut assumesa
correspondingintramundane form. The substitution of the thread of
progressfor the drama of salvation is paralleled by the substitution of
political geography for the Christian mystery of the physical creation
as the sceneof the pneumatic drama. The tribe of mankind now has
the globe for its habitat, the globe understood as a physical object
among others of which we wish to give a description as it would be
given "by an observerfrom the moon with good telescopes"o-rien que
la terre. The intramundane progress of the rnassetotale means the increaseof knowledgeconcerningthis habitat and its increasedtechnological exploitation.The abysmal mystery of creation has becomethe Phenomenal rnastery of a spherical surface and its resources.The history
of mankind would have to proceed,therefore,from "the nations isolated
by their ignorancein the middle of other nations," to the contemporary
situation of generalcommercebetweenall men.sThe dogma of progress
is supplementedby the correlations of ignorance and isolatioil, of enlightenment and global intercourse.
In spite of the concentrateclform of the fragments, there is again
clearly discernibleTurgot's oscillation betweena contemplativehistory
in the tradition of Bossuet's profane history and the intramundane
meaning of the whole which correspondsto the Christian sacredhistory.
The oscillation expressesitself through a variety of suggestionsfor
the organization of the subject matter and in some hesitation concernirg the coursewhich should be taken ultimately. \Mell within the range
4. G1ographie Politiqus, op. cit., p. 614.
5. Ibid.
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of contemplativehistory is a first seriesof suggestionsconcerning the
topics to be included, such as: ( I ) the morphological features of the
earth in their relation to the distribution of peoples,the geographical
facilities for, and obstaclesto, the formation of larger political units;
(2) the natural resourcesof the various nations and the elTectof their
distribution on commercial relations; ( 3 ) the facilities of communication ( rivers, oceans) , their effect on the friendly or hostile relations
betweenpeoples,and on the type of commercethat can be carried on;
(4) geography in its relation to the national character, its genius,
courage and industry. The last point stems from the tradition of the
Ptolemaic theory of climates and from Bodin. Turgot qua,lifiesit cautiously by the suggestion that we separate the *moral causesttfrom
the physical and inquire whether and how the physical causeshave a
part in this question at all.u
Climatic conditions, natural resourcesand means of cornmunication
are factors which have to be taken into account in history and politics
as empirical sciences.Physical factors of this type have their effectson
the technologicalpossibilities, the wealth and the historical course of
political societies,but not much can follorv from them for those central
problemsof a philosophy of history that are concernedwith the human
factor. The difficulties of Turgot begin when he tries to go beyond the
analysis of physical factors and their effects and to construct the
whole of human history as a function of the geographicalfactors. For
he attempts, indeed, to establish a g1ographie politique as an independentscience.This sciencewill consistof two parts: of a theoretical
g1ographiepolitique and of a positive or historical g1ographiepolitique.
The theoretical part is supposedto deal with the relations of the art
of government to physical geography. But a misgiving arises: *Since
the earth is the theatre of all human actions, this part wrculd include
practically the whole art of government; in order not to iincludeit in
this part totally, one would often have to do violenceto the systematic
developmentof ideas." After this admission,Turgot quite rightly asks
himself why a treatise on government should be disguised under the
strangename of political geography."lVould it not be bettr:r to present
the part under the name of the whole than the whole under the name
of the part, however important the part may be?" We have to agree
with Turgot: *hy, indeed, should one resort to this strane;edevice?It
is the samequestionthat we would have to ask with regardlto the later
developmentof geopolitics.But Turgot does not answer his question
explicitly. We can only assumethat the subsequentdevelopmentof the
6. Ibid., pp. 61lf.
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Positive political geography is supposedto explain his insistenceon the
strange course.?
The positive political geography is subdivided into two parts: the
present and the past. By the present Turgot means "l'6tat actuel du
mond,epolitiqu€r" that ir, the manifold of national forces under their
physical, moral, and political aspects.A national force has to be expressedin terms of population, the wealth of a state, the character of
its inhabitants, the ease or difficulty of aggrandizementarising from
the nature of the government.In the relations betweennations we have
to observethe national commerce,the respectivepretentions,the true
or false national interests,the policies which the nations pursue at the
moment and their direction towards further progress or towards decadence.tThe political unit in the field, thus, is a national force on a given
territory and the political problem is the potential of aggrandizement.
At this point, Turgot reveals the function of his g1ographie politique
as a source of advice to governmentsconcerning the question of aggrandizement. This does not mean, however, that Turgot favored a
policy of national aggrandizement.On the contraryr his standard of
right policy was the coincidenceof territorial expansewith "nn corps
de nation." Acquisition of provinces beyond the national territory he
consideredttunnatural.DHis ttnatural ordertt is the balance of national
powers, and his criticism is directed against the principles of public
law which rely on successiontreaties for the establishmentof ord,er.
fn clarifying this point, he usesas his conceptualinstrument the distinction between state (6tat) and power (puissance). Charles V had a
power but not a state, and Spain remained a power until Philip V.
"The King of Prussia is a power; the King of France has a state.DA
power becomesa state when it reducesitself to the limits which nature
has assigned to it. Political geography has drawn the limits of the
state, public law forms the powers; but in the long run political
geographyis stronger than public law, "becausealways in the long run
nature is itronger than the laws." Political geography,thus, is a normative sciencewhich establishesthe natural law that the long-range order
of Europe is the division into national territorial states of the French
type. At least one of the reasonsfor the overemphasison the geographical aspectsof politics is Turgot's interest in the territorial reorganizationof Europe accorditg to the national principle. The political principle determining the "present" ought to be the organization of
the nation, and the nation coversa delimited area on the surface of the
7. Ibid.,p, 613.
g. Ibid.
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globe. Principles of politics which disregard,the territorial settlementof
the nation, that is principles which lead to the formation of' a puissance
without regard to territorial limitations, should be abollished.tThe
standard example for the disregard of the national principrle is the attempt of Spain and Austria to maintain the possessionof the Low
Lands. The political acumen of Turgot shows itself more clearly in
the prediction (in 1750) of the inevitabitity of American independence.toAnd he is acutely aware, as we have seen,of the peculiar Prussian problem as a puissancewhich has not yet becomea state-leaving
open the question whether the state of the Prussian puissancehas to
be achievedby reduction, like the Spanish, or by further expansion.
The political front of Turgot is turned againstthe past with. its distribution of power accordingto the dynastic principle; his "present" is dominated by the idea of the nation as determining the territo:rial division.
But in principle his argument opens the way for any colXectivistidea
which may supersedethe nation as the unit which occupiesa territory.
The absorbing interest in the geography of the "pres,ent"induces
Turgotts fascinating constructionof the ttpastDas a seriesof *presentstt
leading up to the actual present.This constructionis perhltps the most
convincing document for the devastatingconsequences
of the assumpttauthoritative
an
of
tion
present.DTurgot is aware, of cc)urse,that a
geography as the tableau du prdsent is a somewhat ephemeral affair
becausetomorrow the presentis past and the new presentwould require
a new political geography. But he is not to be deterred. "All that is
past has been a present;history, which is a recital of the past, should
consequentlybe a sequenceof the tableaux of world-history at each
moment.t' Human existencein society has two dimensionsi:space and
time. Geographyin the presenttenseis the spatial dimensic'n:historical
chronologyis the temporal dimension.Geographyand chronology place
men at their distancesin a systemof ordinates: "The one expressesthe
ordinate of space,the other the ordinate of time.t' Both together determine the *situation.t' "Voild, Phistoire untuerselle."*Each moment has
its peculiar political geography; and this title is especiallyappropriate
to the descriptionof the actual present in which terminate of necessity
the various coursesof events.ttllIn this conceptionwe see the metaphysics of t'current eventsttfully developed.The historicity of existence
is abolished-all events are "currentD in space-time,history is a film
of such events which are current in their place and the substantially
eternal presencebefore God is replaced by the phenomerrallycurrent
9. Ibid., p. 625.
10, Dis cours en Sorbonne, op. cit., p, 602.
IL, G€ogra,phiePolitiqu?r op. cit., p. 613.
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presentbefore the photographer or ttobserver.ttNot even the fine nuance
is missing in the formulation of Turgot that the actual present is a
little more present than the presents which are already relegated to
the limbo of the past.
Religion and political geography
The Esquissed'un plan de g1ographie politique itself we shall not
analyse.We shall extract from it only one idea: that of the impact of
religions on the problems of political geography. Religions, in the
opinion of Turgot, have not always had a bearing on political geography. fn the age of polytheismthe gods and their cults were compatible
with each other; the gods were different, the religion was the same.
There may have been an occasionalwar for religious reasons,like the
sacred wars of the Phoenicians,but such wars were intended to take
revenge for a particular injury done to a sacred place. "The peoples
fought for their gods like our knights for their ladies." Political problems make themselvesfelt only with the rise of exclusivereligions. If
an exclusivereligion was confinedto one people, like the Hebrew, the
political consequenceswere still not great since they would consist
mainly in separation.Only when the object of religions becomestruth,
"as in some philosophical sects,t'and when, in addition, the truth did
not remain sectarianbut was propagatedwith the intention to embrace
all men and nations,do the political problemsbegin. To claim possession of truth is "a sort of injury to the rest of mankind" and the attempt
at conversion cuts politically across the national organization. Such
religions are Christianity and fslam."
The problem presentedby the rise of the universal religions is in
itself well observed.The consensusof the faithful as a new type of
community in politics has become the topic of one of the more convincing chapters in Spengler'sDecline of the West, under the title of
the Magian nations, and the function of the universal church as the
*chrysalis" of a new civilization has been clarified by Toynbee. The
rise of the universal religions in the epoch between two "generationstt
( Toynbee) of civilizations it, indeed, one of the great morphological
featuresof world history. Though he recognizesits importance,Turgot
regards it with clear disfavor as a disturbanceof the clean geographical
affairs of history. The religions sfrould not exert an influencein political
geographybecausethey disturb the territorial political order. If several
religions with equal universal claims find adherentsin the samenation,
12.Ibid., p. 62I.
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the stronger will suppress the weaker and wars for the freedom of
consciencewill result. The persecutedsubjectsof one prince will form
alliances with neighboring princes who are their coreli;gionistsand
under such conditionsa nation cannot live in peaceon its territory. The
solution for such evils is unconditional tolerance on the part of the
state, including the freedom of worship. "Only then will religions cease
to be a factor in political geography; if for no other reason,becausea
state governedby the principle of tolerancewill be wealthier and more
populated than any other.'osThe principle of the unive,rsal Church
must be abandoned,just as the dynasticprinciple, becauseit interferes
with the existenceof the organizednation. What Christianjityhas given
to the world should not be belittled, but the best it has given was "to
inspire and propagate natural religion.t' The characteristicsof this essence of true Christianity are ttsweetnessand charity" uzhich permit
the nation to live in peace,without mutual persecutionsof its citizens.tn
And what will the nation do when it lives in peace?The lbture is full
of promise.Hitherto we have lived on the globe like savages,exploiting
the fertility of the soil. This was possible becausethere was enough
fertile soil for the comparativelysmall number of men. fn the futuie,
however,mankind will increase,and the increasedmankind.will have to
use its ingenuity on lands which have beenhitherto uncultivated. There
is no reasonto despair of this future; the technology of s;oil improvement and the technical rneans of artificial water-supply are well developed.Mankind faces a rich and meaningful existencethrroughartificial fertilizers and irrigation projects.t6
The three strandsin the thread of progress,that is ( I ) tlheenlightenment of the mind, (2) the intensificationof global intercou:rse,
and ( S )
the softenitg of the mores, thus, are intertwined in the authoritative
knot of the present. In spite of the nearnessto Bossuet,,in spite of
Turgot's conscientiousness,
and in spite of the impassesand honest
hesitations, the intramundane sentiment predominates arnd the antiChristian dogmatism outweighs the contemplative elernents. Still,
Turgot is so closeto the Christian tradition that the lines ,of derivation
through which the Positivist creed is connectedwith \trIestern high
civilization becomevisible in every detail. The creed is fully developed
as an intellectual position but it has not yet acquired the characterisiics
of a consciousreligious movement. Nevertheless,just as dtAlembertts
radical progressivisffi,the variant of Turgot representsa definite phase
in Positivism which has its historical importance independentof the
13.fbid., p. 623.
14. Lettres sur Ia tol1rance, op. cit., p. 687.
L5. Gdographie Politiqu€r op. cit., p, 626,
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Comteanadditions.In Turgot's speculation,the creed of enlightenment,
despiritualizedmorality and technologyhas enteredinto the momentous
combinationwith nationalism. The national state of the Western type
is supposedto be, and to remain, the vesselof progressivecivilization.
This particular evocativeaggregateof ideas has profoundly influenced
the courseof Western political history insofar as it has becomeone of
the great obstaclesin adjusting political forms to the necessitiesof an
industrialized society. Toynbee has given a thorough analysis of the
problem which ariseswhen democracyand industrialism, both of which
require larger political units for their functioning, have to function
within the unsuitable framework of the European national state. The
amalgamationof the Positivist aggregateof ideas with nationalismhas
an aggravating, parallel effect on the resistenceof national political
units against their blending into larger communities.
Condorcetand the gospelof progress
When we turn to an analysisof Condorcet'sEsq uissewe are getting
deeper and deeper into a class of literature which has little value as
contemplativescienceor spiritual expression,but which neverthelessis
of great historical importancebecauseit contains a naive political dogmatism of broad social effectiveness.Turgotts evocationof the masse
totale in progressdoesnot remain an ephemeralidea: the ma.ssegains
flesh through the penetration of human minds with ideas propagated
by a vast publicist literature. This, of course, does not mean that the
masse is engaged in anything which remotely resemblesa progress.
On the contrary, penetrationby the idea of progressmeansthe ideological destructionof the intellectual and spiritual personality. The actual
evocationof the ma,ssecreatesthe social state which we call the crisis
of Western civilization. CondorcettsEsquisseholds a kty position for
the understandingof this processbecause,on the one hand, it presents
a new step in the fixation of the dogma for mass coRsumption,while,
on the other hand, it takes the step deliberately, with a clear insight
into the atrocities of vulgarization. The Esquiss'eis consciouslya work
of the progressivistapostolate,a work which tries to create the rnasse
by carrying the messageinto it. It certainly is not the first work with
apostolicintentions; a good deal of the political literature of the eighteenth century servesthe apostolateof enlightenment. But it holds a
place in the Positivist movementwhich may be comparedto that of a
gospel of the Johanninetype in the Christian evangelicalliterature. It
is an authoritative summary of the creed for the community, a testament in more than one sense,for it was written by Condorcetwhile he
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was hiding as a fugitive from justicer os his last service to mankind,
in the expectationof the guillotine.tu
To carry the progressivist idea to the massesis Condorcet'sgreat
desire.The gulf has to be bridged betweenthe few who ar:tively carry
the progress of mankind and ttt. vast majority who participaie in it
only slightly. This bridging of the gulf has already begun. fn his
survey of the progressof mankind, Condorcetpays particular attention
to the decisivehistorical epochwhen progressceasesto be ttheprivilege
of an active elite and is brought within the reach of the common man.
"Hitherto we have shown the progress of philosophy only in the men
who have cultivated,deepenedand perfectedit; now we harreto observe
the effects on the opinion gdndrale.' Reasonnot only has purified our
methods of knowledge and guarded us against the error$ into which
we were led t'by respect for authority,' it also has destr,oyed,in the
massegdn1raleof men, the prejudiceswhich for so long have corrupted
the human species.At last the right has been recognizedto use onets
reasonas the sole criterion of truth and no longer to rely on the word
of another man. *The abasementof reason before the drelirium of a
from
supernaturalfaith disappearedfrom society,&s it has disap,peared
philosophy.'tr'The socialinstrument for bringing about this huppy state
was a new class of men uwho were less interestedin the discovery of
truth than in its propagation; who pursued the prejudircesinto the
recesseswhere the clergy, the schools,the governmentsand the old
corporations had amassed and protected them; who set their pride
rather in destroying popular errors than in pushing farther back the
limits of human knowledge; who developedthis indirecl; manner of
servingprogress,which was not the leastperilousnor the leastuseful.ttt*
With a few masterful strokes Condorcethas sketchedthe new type
of intellectual parasite whose zeal to teach others is stronger than his
willingness to submit to intellectualdiscipline,who thrives on the fallacy
that truth is to be found in the solutions of problems rather than in
their discovery,who believesthat truth can be dispensedia.sa body of
doctrine, who transfers the characteristicsof revealedtruth to the finite
human search for knowledge; who consequently,through vulgarizing
problematicalknowledgeinto dogmatic results, can make the innocent
16. Condorcet (L743-94) wrote the Esquisse while he was irr refuge with
Mme. Vernet. The manuscript was completed by October 1793. It was published
for the first time An III. For a brief life of Condorcet and the qurestion of MSS
and publication see the ttlntroduction" and ttAvertissementtt by C). H. Prior in
his edition of the Esquisse (Paris, 1933).
L7. Esquisse d'un Tableau Historique des Progrds de l'Espfi Humain. Outsrage
posthume de Condorcet (n.p., L795), p. 242,
18. Ibid.r p. 243,
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believe that thry enter into the truth if they accept faithfully as dogma
a proposition which no conscientiousthinker would accept without farreaching qualifications, who create in their victims the belief that
instruction is education, who destroy intellectual honesty through their
separationof results from the critical processeswhich lead up to them,
who build up in the massesthe unshakablebrutality of ignorant conviction and who, for their murderous work of destruction,want to be
applauded becauseit is "not the least perilous, nor the least usefultt
to society.
The techniquesemployed by these men are described by Condorcet
with the competenceof first-hand knowledge. They employ "all the
arrns which erudition, philosophl, brilliance and literary talent can put
at the disposition of reason; they assume all the tones, use all the
forms, from pleasantry to the touchins, from a vast and scholarly
compilation to the novel or pamphlet; they cover truth with a veil in
order not to frighten the weak, and to leave the pleasure of surmise;
they are skillful in catering to prejudices in order to deal even more
effective blows; they neither attack them all at the same time, nor one
quite thoroughly; sometimesthey give comfort to the enemiesof reason
by pretending that in religion they do not want more than semitolerance,or in politics more than semi-liberty; they are moderate towards despotismwhen they fight the absurditiesof religion, and towards
the cult when they rise againsttyranny; they attack the two scourgeson
principle when they seemto castigateonly somerevolting or ridiculous
abuses;and they strike the tree at the roots when they seem to trim
only somerank branches.ttuThe passagesoundsas if it came from an
instruction sheet,issuedto his staff by * National SocialistMinister for
the Enlightenment of the People.We should note the tone of implacable
hatred; the radical will to strike at the root of institutions, even when
the overt criticism extends only to reformable abuses;the technique of
apparent compromiseby which the propagandistwhittles down iesistance step by step until he can deal the final blow; the intentional dishonesty of "veiling," that is of half-truth which may tempt the urrcritical mind; the playing of sentiments against each other until the
institutions are equally engulfed in a social catastrophe; in brief: the
catalogueof techniques,which we all know too well, employedby the
political intellectual in undermining the authority of institutions and in
transforming bewildered individuals into a disorientedmass.ro
19. Ibid., pp. 243f.
2O. The force of hatred in Condorcet is significantly revealed in a discourse
celebrating the destruction of papers relating to the hiitory of noble families of
France: toTo-day Reason burns the innumerable volumes which attest the vanity
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The effective use of these means is conditioned by the invention of
printing. This invention marks for Condorcetone of the great epochmaking eventsin the history of mankind becauseit has placed in the
hands of the intellectual the instrument by which he can a.pproachthe
individual directly, circumventing the educational institutions which
are in the hands of the vested interests. However rigid th.e control of
the schoolsmay br, and however watchful governmental interference
with the circulation of subversiveliterature, governmentsare ultimately
powerlessagainst the disseminationof ideas through boohs and pamphlets. This observationof Condorcetis correct to the point of triviality.
Nevertheless,it should be stressedin the face of the contemporary
widespread,erroneousopinion that people get their ideasiin schools,
that, for instance, political attitudes in pre-Nazi German'y originated
in schoolsand can be eradicatedthrough *reform" of the schoolsand
the revision of school-books.The totalitarians, like Condorcet and his
rnodernsuccessors,
have a better insight into the helplessnerss
of schools
in combatingthe influenceswhich pressupon the individuallfrom much
more powerful sourcesin the environment.2lHence, when totalitarians
capture a government, quite consistently they supplement the control
of schoolsby a system of licensing writing for publication and by the
physical control of all printing establishrnentsand of the paper supply.
In order to be effective, the techniquesmust be employed with a
purpose; in the network of deceit, veilings, fake compromisesthere
must be a point of integrity. This point is for Condorcet"the independence of reison and th; freedom fo write'-here lies the .fundamental
"right and the welfare of mankind.' With indefatigable energy the
intellectual has to rise t'against all crimes of fanaticism and tyrannyrt
and uhe will take for his war{ry: reason,tolerance,huma:.nity.*'Aniof a caste. Other vestiges remain in public and private libraries. 'fhry must be
involved in a common destruction" ( I owe this quotation to F. A. von Hayek, the
ttCounter-Revolution of Science,tt Economica
[Februar]r May, Arugust, 1941J,
p. 13 ). This is not the place to go into details of this kind. But the riader should
be aware that this instance of burning documents and books is not the only point
of contact between Progressivism and more recent totalitarian movetnents. A tareful ponographic study _would reveal that there is not much in the techniques of
intellectual and moral destruction of human beings, and of mobilizring the dregs
of vulgarity and the basest of sentiments, which today we associate with National Socialism and Communism, which does not stem from the arsenal of
Progressivism.
2I. Op. cit., pp. 180ff. The argument of Condorcet has to be clualified, however, on one point. White the art of printing has greatly increased the leverage of
social influence for the intellectual, mass movements could be influenced decisively
through literature even in the time of manuscripts.
22.Ibid., p. 245.
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mated by "universal philanthropy" the intellectuals spread the knowledge of the natural rights of man, of the freedoms to think and to
write, of commerceand industry, of the welfare of the people, of the
abolition of torture and cruel punishment;they foment the indifference
to religion which at last is placed among the superstitions,the hatred
of tyranny and fanaticism and the Contemptof prejudice. Thanks to
the incessantpropagandaof the last generationsthere has been formed
by now a fairly general opinion publique in some countries, and this
public opinion has gained sufficient prestige so that even the massedu
peuple seemsto be ready to let itself be led by it and to obey it." The
for the welter of genuinesocialgrievances,
passagesare a locusclassiczrs
justified
of moral indignation and
demandsfor reform, of compassion
for human rnisery and sincere social idealism, of ressentimentand
hatred of the System ( Goebbels) , of the contradictions of universal
philanthropy and murderousintentions against the enemy, of contempt
of prejudice and fostering of still worse ones, of common sensein
details and obscurantismin fundamentals, of the fanatical attack on
fanaticism, of bigotry in the name of tolerance,of freedom of thought
through suppressingthe thought of the enemy, of independenceof
reasonthrough hammering the massedu peuPleinto a dazedobedience
to a public opinion which itself is producedby the propagandabarrage
of dubious intellectuals-that ir, for the welter from which rises the
sanguinary confusionof Condorcettstime and of our own.
Condorcetwas a mathematicianand his special interest was the recently developedcalculus of probability and its application to social
mass phenomena.'oThe problem of the progressive masse totale in
the meaning of Turgot blends for Condorcet with the problem of
society as a mathematical mass with calculable and predictable features. Hence the historical survey of the progress of mankind culminates in the tableau des esp€rancesfor the progress of future generations which seemsassuredthrough the constancyof nature. We have
to understand that nature has created an unbreakable bond between
"the progress of light and that of freedom, virtue and the respect for
the natural rights of man." Once this bond is understoodand has become a reality "in the whole class of enlightenedmen,tt then proEress
is assuredthrough the concertedand well-directedefforts of the friends
of humanity for its perfectionand happiness.'u
Progresswill no longer
be a line of meaning to be discoveredby the historistr, it will be a
23.Ibid.,pp. 25Of.
24. On this point see the works and passages of Condorcet quoted in F. A. von
Hayek'1 "Counter-Revolution of Scieneertt pp. Lzf.
25. Cond,orcet, Esquis$?r p. 14.
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direction in the process of mankind, intelligently accelerated.by the
enlightenedelite.
In the analysis of d'Alembert's DiscoursPrdliminaire we have found
the idea of the authoritative present already well developed,securing
the model value of the present against the past as well as against the
future. The attempt to secure the present against the future did not,
however, go beyond the comparatively mild form of org;anizingthe
Encyclop1die as the monumental source of obligatory kn,owledgefor
the future. The attempt certainly shows the characteristicsrof megalomaniac aggressiveness
which is typical for the enlightenedintellectual.
Nevertheless,all a healthy human being had to do in defr:nseagainst
this attempt at intellectual terrorization was to shrug his shrouldersand
ignore the Encyclopddie.In Condorcetthe idea of security against the
future has gained a new activist momenfum. We see the idea of a
directorate of mankind emerging, fixing the standards of the good
society and formulating a policy for its acceleratedrealization.
The basis for such directive action is the predictability of consequenceswhich will result from actions of the directorate.If the existenceof man in societycontainedan elementof contingencyrvhich would
frustrate the policies of long-range management,the idea of direction
would break down. Condorcet'sargument for predictability has become
the staple of the progressivist creed. We can predict in the natural
sciences-why should we not be able to predict with regard to social
phenomena?"The only basis for our faith in the natural sciencesis
the idea that the general laws, known or unknowtr, which rule the
in the universe,are necessaryand constant;by what reason
P-hengmena
should this principle be lesstrue for the developmentof the intellectual
and moral faculties of man than for the other operationsof nature?mu
On this argument rests the idea of directing the destiny ,cf mankind.
The naivet6 is breath-taking. To the question by what reasonhistory
is not a field of prediction in the samemanner as inorganic nature, th.
historian is tempted to answer on the same intellectual lerrel: because
it ain't so. It is worth noting that the idea of directing history on the
basis of a foreknowledgeof its course is fully developedin Condorcet.
The Marxist idea of direction has only changed the basis from the
natural laws to the laws of dialectical materialism.
After this brilliant foundation, Condorcet begins to develop his
progra*. ,ft consistsof three points: ( I ) the destruction of inequality
betweenthe nations, (2) the progress of eguality within each nation,
26.Ibid., pp. 309f.
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( 3 ) the substantial perfection of man (le perfectionnementrdel de
Phomme)."
Condorcet'sexposition of the first point, the destruction of inequality
among the nations, is one of the most illuminating contributions1o the
problem of equality. By equality between the nations Condorcet does
not mean that the nations should respect each other and treat each
other on a footitg of equality, and by the destruction of inequality he
does not mean that the stronger ones should leave the others alone.
Inequality means the differencesof wealth and enlightenment between
the various nations as well as betweenthe classesin each nation. And
the destructionof inequality meansthe raising of the backward peoples
to the level of the progressiveones,whether they like it or not. "Will
all the nations some duy approach the state of civilization which has
been reachedby the peopleswho are most enlightened,most free, and
most liberated from prejudice, such as the French and the AngloAmericans?Will the immensedistancedisappearwhich separatesthese
peoplesfrom the servitude of nations under kings, from the barbarism
of African tribes, from the ignorance of the savages?Should there
really be on the globe countries whose inhabitants nature has condemned never to enjoy freedom, never to use their reason?)ns
No, says
Condorcet,we have no reasonto entertain this distressingview. Spaniards, Germans and Swedes,Bantus, Patagoniansand Eskimos-ih.y
all will rise someday to the Anglo-French level. We can discern already
hopeful signs. The principles of the French revolutionary constitution
are acceptedby enlightenedPersonsall over Europe and no efforts of
tyrants and priests can prevent their rcalization on a European scale.,n
Moreoverr we can hope that soon all the European colonies in the
New World will be independent;and "then, as the European population in these immense territories increasesrapidly, will il not iiuiti".
or cause the disappearance,without conquest, of the savage nations
which still occuPyvast stretchesof lanfl2rrao
And, finally, wJ can hope
fo-t huppy solution in Africa and Asia. The presentoppressiveregime
I
of the rapacioustrading companieswill disappear,th; Europeanswill
confinethemselvesto free commerce;t'they will be too enlighiened concerning thei.- oyn rights to make_
fight of those of other peoples; they
will lespegt their independencewhich hitherto they have viotated audaciously.' The establishments will be maintained but "the offices of
27.Ibid.,p. 310.
28.Ibid.,pp. 3lof.
29.Ibid.,p. 313.
30.Ibid.,p. 314.
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brigands will becomecoloniesof citizens who will spread throughout
Africa and Asia the principles and the example of the f:reedom,the
light and the reasonof Europe.' The natives will find brothers in the
Europeansand becometheir friends and pupils. Of cours€roccasional
friction may developwith savagesand nomads;progresswill be slower
in thesecasesand accompaniedby sometrouble. "Perhaps such natives
will be reduced to a small number; and, by and by, when they see
themselvespushedback by the civilized nations,they will errdby disappearing insensibly, or they will lose themselvesin their nnidst." This
will be the inevitable consequenceof progress in Europe and of the
freedom of commercewhich the French and North American republics
have the interest and power to establish.sl
This program of Condorcetseemsto be the first systerrraticproject
elaboratedby a Western totalitarian for the radical destruction of all
civilizations of mankind, the high civilizations as well as the less differentiated native civilizations, and to transform the surface of the
globe into the habitat of a standardizedmankind which isi formed by
the ideology of a handful of megalomaniac intellectuals. There is
hardly any discernibledifferenceon this point between the totalitarian
Progressivist and his Communist and National Socialist successors.
Who will not be reminded, in reading the exposition of equality, of
Mr. Orwell's quip: All animals are equal-but some animarlsare more
equal than others?Who will not recognizein the elevationof backward
mankind to the Anglo-French level the National Socialist Gleichschaltung, or Stalin'sjudicious solution given to the problem of nationalities:
"National in form, socialist in substance"?Who will not recognize in
the alternative, advancedwith brutal equanimity, of civilize yourself
or perish, perceptibly or imperceptibly,the National Socialist slogan:
uWo gehobeltwird, da
fl,iegenSpahne?"And who would not recognize
in the coloniesof "citizens" who replace the t'brigands,ttthrgGauleiters
and Commissars?
On the secondpoint, the progress of equality within each nation,
we can be briefer. The reforms suggestedby Condorcetdo not touch
on the principles of a positivist philosophyof history and politics. They
belong rather to the general trend for the abolition of certain social
injustices, and they stem from the insight into the political instability
of a societyhaving too deep a cleavagebetweenthe rich and the poor.
Condorcetdistinguishesbetween the formal equality of citizens under
the constitutionand the real equality of economicand educationalstatus.
The disregard for this problem was the principal cause of the destruc3I. Ibid.,pp. 316-318.
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tion of freedom in the ancient republics and for their surrender to
foreign tyrants. The three points of attack are: ( I ) the inequality of
wealth, (2) the inequality betweenthe man who can operatewith an
inherited capital and the man who dependsfor his sustenanceon his
work alone, and ( 3 ) the inequality of instruction. Of the various suggestions for remedying these causesof social disturbance, we should
mention especiallythe plans for compulsorylife insurance,compulsory
savingsfor the equipment of sons coming of age with a small capital,
annuities fqr widows and children at the death of husband or father,
and the creationof banks which extendloansto the small entrepreneurs.
The basisfor the operationof such institutions would be the calculus of
probability. The institutions themselvescould be founded au norn de la
puissancesociale,but there is no reasonwhy private capital should not
engagein such enterprises,once the principles of operation are estab
lished and tested..3z
The third point of the program, however,the substantialperfectioning of man, brings an important new development.A lengthy survey
of the well-founded hopes for a general progress of mankind with
regard to science,technology,health, the arts, welfare, security, virtue
and happiness,is followed by few concluding pageson the perfectihil
"
ity of human nature itself. These
reflectionsintroduce a new element
into the system of Positivist ideas and they change fundamentally the
problem of history as it presenteditself to Turgot. Turgotts speculation on progressended, &s we have seen,in the impasseof the tension
between a progressing civilizational content and an unchanging probIem of human existence.One solution to this problem would be the
assumptionthat human nature does not remain unchanged but itself
progressesindefinitely along with progressin the civilizational content.
The assumptionis absurd to the Christian humanist but it is bound to
arise in the context of directing the destiny of mankind. If the intellectual is able to createin himself the model combinationof reasonand
virtue, if he can destroy the civilization of mankind as it has grown
historically, if he can create a new mankind in his image through
propaganda and brutality and if he can direct the calculable course
of mankind indefinitely on the path determinedby his model qualitieswhy should his directive efforts not result in the creation of a substantially new man as the bearer of the perfect society? Up to this
point Condorcethad assumedin his speculationthat his direction would
have to operate with the imperfect human raw material delivered to
him by nature. Now he envisagesthe possibility of creating a new
32.Ibid.,pp. 322-325;seealsopp. 305, 3OZ.
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substancehimself: the creation of man by God, which wari eliminated
as a superstition,now returns as the creation of the supermanthrough
Condoriet. The intramundane hubris of self-salvationculminates logically ( by the logique du coeur) in the improvement on God through
the'crruiion of a man who does not need salvation. The Spirit has become reason,the Savior has becomethe enlightened director of mankind, the Father has becomethe creator of the superman--the Trinity
has become intramundane in the intellectual'
The perfectibility of man is absolutely indefinite and can never be
retrogressive."If man can predict, almost with certainty', those aPpearancesof which he understandsthe laws; if, evenwhen the laws are
unknown to him, experienceof the past enableshim to foresee,with
considerableprobability, future appearances:whyr" Condorcet asks,
"should we supposeit a chimerical undertaking to delineate,with some
degree of truth, the picture of the future destiny of mankind from the
resultsof its history?The only foundationof faith in the natural sciences
is the principte that the generallaws, known or unknown, which regulate the phenomenaof the universe, are regular and constant; and why
should this principle, applicable to the other operationsof nature, be
lesstrue when applied to the developmentof the intellectua,land moral
faculties of man?tt*And as the human race marchesinexora.blytowards
the goal of perfection, it may not, Condorcetbelieves,be unreasonable
to expect that death itself may be postponed indefinitely. Is it unt.uronable, he asks, "to supposethat a period must one d"y arrive
when death will be nothing more than the effect either of extraordinary
accidents,or of the slow and gradual decay of the vital powers; and
that the duration of the middle space,of the interval between the birth
of man and his decay,will itself have no assignablelimits?"o
It is this dream of mankind marching towards wisdom and immortality like gods, this picture of mankind liberated llrom all its
chains, beyond the reach of accident and chance,beyond the reach of
the enemiesof progress, that consolesthe philosopher for the errors,
the crimes, the injustices that still disfigure the earth and of which he
himself is often the victim.
It is in the contemplation of this picture . . that he finds his
'picture is
true recompensefor virtue. The contemplation of this
an asylum in which the memory of his persecutors does not follow him, an asylum in which, living in imagination with mankind
reestablishedin its rights and in its true nature, he can forget
33. Ibid., p. 358.
34. Ibid., p. 361.
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mankind corrupted and tormented by greed, fear, envy. It is in
this asylum that he truly lives with his fellows, in a heavenwhich
his reasonhas created,and which his love of humanity embellishes
with the purest joyt.tu
A note of melancholycreepsinto the idea of progressas the philosopher
seeksthe consolationof a vision that will obscurethe reality of a "mankind corrupted and tormented by greed, fear, envy.tt
35.Ibid.,irP.369ff.

VI. THE APOCALYPSEOF MAN: COMTE
After a century of misunderstandingwe are approachingtoday, on the
basis of more recent experiences,a more adequateunderstanding of
Comte both in his quality as an astute philosopher of hirstory and in
his more sinister quality as a spiritual dictator of mankind. The history
of the misunderstandingof Comte and of the gradual dissolution of
thesemisunderstandingsis, at the same time, the history of our growing insight into the Western crisis. Auguste Comte ( 17g8.-I 857) *ut
well aware of the fact that Western civilization faced a crisis and while
he misjudged the duration of the crisis he neither misjudigedits scale
nor its nature. While his attempt at a solution was as ab,crtiveas the
contemPoraryones,at least one important causeof the failure was the
close relationship between Comte's ideas and the totalitarian practice
of our times. We might say that our historical understandingG catchtoday with the insight of Comte and our political praitice with
il$ up
his projected solution.
The split in the life of Comte
If we set aside for a moment the important monographic studies on
Comte which have been published in recent years, we may say that
the picture of Comte is still determinedbv the incision in his fife that
yu. d!9p enough to make Comte himself speak of his "firstD and
t'second"life. The
crowning achievementof the ttfirstttlife is the Cours
de PhilosophiePositiae (0 vols., l8 SA-AD; in his "secondiu
life Comte
institutes the Religion of Humanity through his Systdmed,ePolitique
Positiue, ou Trait| de Sociologieinstituant la Religion de lHumanit7
(+ vols', 1851-54). Betweenthe two periods lies the
"incomparable
year" of his relation with Clotilde de Vaux in 1845. In the firsf period
he was the theorist of Positivism and the founder of the scienceto
which he gave the name, sociology; in the secondperiod he was the
Fondateur and Grand-Prltre of the new religion. Until quriterecently,
this articulation of Comte's life and work has remained the guiding
princiPle for the critical interpretation of the thinker. Comte the poritivist and founder of sociologywas acceptedwhile Comte the founder
of the Religion of Humanity was rejected. For England irn particular
this pattern was set by John Stuart Mill's study on Comte, hrst published in the Westminster Reaiew.l Part f of this study de,alswittr the
1. John Stuart.Villr Auguste Comte and Positivisnts Reprinted from the Westminster Retieu, (London 1865).
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Cours and, within the limits of Mill's abilities, gives a fair, critical
appreciationof the work; Part II dealswith "The Later Speculationsof
M, Comte" and gives a somewhatindignant account of the curiosities
that are to be found in this later work and which, we agree, do not
make sense to common sense. Mill concludes his account with the
sentence:"Others may laugh, but we would far rather weeP at this
melancholy decadenceof a great intellect.tt"
Mill's cbncluding sentenceconveystwo implications. First, it implies
that there was a deep incision in the life and thought of Comte and that
Comte's t'two livest' self-interpretationshould be acceptedas correct;
of
second,it implies that the incision has the nature of a "decadence,tt
point
second
this
somethinglilie a mental disturbance.Let us consider
first, for this assumptionof a mental disturbance and decadencehas
beenfor more than one critic the reasonwhich justified his rejection of
Comte. The assumptionof the mental disturbance origthe t'second.tt
inated in 185I when Comte greetedwith satisfactionthe coup d'6tat
of Louis Napoleonas a step toward the establishmentof the Occidental
Republic in which the Positivists would function as the pouvoir spirilu;|. A note, entitled Essor empirique du rlpublicanisme frangais and
dated June L7, Lg 52, gives a fairly clear idea of Comte'spolitical conception at this time; it outlines the phasesof developmenttoward the
final Republic:
( l ) The French Government should be republican and not
monarchial.(Crisis of February 1848 ).
(2) The French republic should be social and not political.
( Crisis of June 1848 ) .
( g ) The social republic should be dictatorial and not parliamentary. (Crisis of Decemberl85I ).
(4) The dictatorial republic should be temporal and not spiritual, in the senseof a completefreedom of exposition,and even of
discussion.
( 5 ) Decisive arrival of the systematictriumvirate, characterizing the temporal dictatorship which Positivism has announced
since LB47, as the preparatory governmentthat will facilitate the
organic transition.t
This conceptionof the coup d'6tat as the step that would lead to the
'.systematicDrepublic, which in its turn would prepare the
dictatorial
2. Ibid., p. 199.
3. This note is embodied in the text of Comte's letter to Tsar Nicolas f, of
December 2O, 1852. The letter is reprinted in the preface to vol. 3 of the SUstEme
( 1 8 5 3) .
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final Occidental Republic of all Europe with Positivism as its statereligion and with Comte and his successorsas the new High Priestsall that was too much for the liberals among Comte's followers. From
this time datesthe distinction between the unconditional Po,sitivistsand.
the others whom Comte styled the "intellectual Positivists.?'Among the
liberals who left the Soci1td Positiaistein December, IB5I. was Emile
Littr6. ft seemsthat to him is due more than to others the new attihrde
of loyally accepting the first part of Comte'swork and of justifying the
rejection of the secondpart by the charge of mental derangement.fn
his biography of Comte, Littr6 undertook to *split" his subject, and in
a later work he suggestedthat "the absurdities ( in Comte's late work )
are more pathological than philosophical."nIn support of the thesis, he
recalled Comtets"crise cdrdbrale"of L826, which incapacitatedhim for
two years, and the charge received publicity when Mme. Comte demanded the annulment of the testament of the Grand-Pr|tre *because
of insanity of mind."
As a matter of fact, Comte was about as sane as anybody. The famous ucrise cdr1brale" of 1826, as far as one can deterrrrineon the
basis of insufficient reports, seemsto have been what today we would
call a *nervous breakdownrttcausedby the unfortunate coincidenceof
ruthless overwork and domestic troubles; the recovery seems to have
been complete.The secedingliberals did not find any insan:ityin Comte
before the "incomparableyear." Considering this situation, it will be
worthwhile to examine the diagnosis and to see at precisely what point
a man becomesinsanein the eyesof a liberal, intellectualPositivist. We
find the answer to this question in Littr6's biography of Comte, ir the
chapter on "Retour d l6tat th6ologique." Littr6 first describes the
unormalttstate of mind which is the t'positive'
state. In this state the
human mind conceivesof phenomenaas governed by immanent laws.
There is no sensein addressingprayers to them or in adoring them.
Man must approachthem by intelligence;he must get acquaintedwith
them and submit to them in order to achieve by these means an increasingdominion over nature and over himself, ucequi est le tout de la
cioilization.l'uThis state of mind is the essential,mature state which is
reachedhistorically after the mind has passedthrough the nonessential,
transitory, theologicaland metaphysicalstates.In his first period, Comte
has developedthis theory of the mind and Littr6 acceptsit fully. In his
4. See the preface of Emile Littr6, Augwte Cotnte et Io Pilosophie Positive
(Pa4s' 1863), as well as his Auguste Comte et Stuart Mill, published first in
the Revue des deuc mondes ( 1866 ); later in book foryr, together with WyrouboPs Stuart Mill et la philosophie positioe (Paris, 1867).
5. Littr6, Auguste Comte, 2nd ed. ( 1864), p. 57O.
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secondphase,however,Comte reverts to the theologicaltype; he creates
new divinities and, what is worse, he createsa trinity of supremegods.
This leadsus to suspectthe Catholic influencesof his early youth, and
we know that such influences,however quiescent they seem to have
become,*sometimeswill reawaken,not without force, &t the decline of
life.'* Moreover, this relapse into theologl, as into a kind of second
childhood, is not an inconsequentialweakness.The return to the theological state is a matter of principle for Comte. When the mind has
reachedthe height of its evolution,'whenits attitude toward phenomena
has becomepositive, then on Comtetsview it must return to its fetishistic beginnings and superimposeon the universe of laws a, world of
"fictions" which give free expressionto the affective and volitional part
of the human soul. This part of Comte's philosophy is for the liberal
Littr6 the great fall. The order of the mind can be preservedonly if the
affectivepart is under the guidance of reason,for the "hearttt and ttlovet'
can generate heat but no light. And if it is acceptedthat the mind
cannot do without the belief in divine entities, endowedwith will and
sentiments,then the whole system of positive philosophy comescrashing down. Positivism rests on the assumption that the theological and
metaphysicalphasesof the mind are transitory and not necessary.If,
however, the return to the theological state is consideredthe end of
evolution and progress,if the mind is necessarilytheological,then the
struggle against this necessity would be as foolish as the struggle
against the laws which govern the phenomenaof the external world.
If the end is the return to the theological state, then we might as well
stay in the theological state in which we were before the advent of
Positivism. Moreover, if that is the end, how can such dty fictions as
those of Comte enter into competition "with the theology which emanatesfrom the depth of history and is enhancedby the grandeur of its
institutions and rituals?ttt
The criterion of integral sanity is the acceptanceof Positivism in its
first stage. The criteria of decadenceor decline are ( I ) a faith in
transcendentalreality, whether it expressesitself in the Christian form
or in that of a substitute religion, (2) the assumptionthat all human
faculties have a legitimate urge for public expressionin a civilization,
and ( 3 ) the assumptionthat love can be a legitimate guiding principle
of action, taking precedencebefore reason. This diagnosis of mental
deficiencyis of an importance which can hardly be exaggerated.It is
not the isolated diagnosis of Littr6; it is rather the tfpical attitude
6. Ibid.r p. 576.
7. Ibid., p. 578,
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toward the values of Western civilization which has conti:nuedamong
"intellectual positivists' from the time of Mill and Littr6 down to the
neo-Positivisticschoolsof the Viennesetype. Moreover, it; has not remained confined to the schools but has found popular acceptanceto
such a degreethat this variant of Positivism is today one of the most
important mass movements.It is impossibleto understand the gravenessof the Western crisis unlesswe realizethat the cultivation of values
beyond Littr6's formula of civilization as the dominion of man over
nature and himself by means of scienceis consideredby broad sectors
of Western societyto be a kind of mental deficiency.
As far as the interpretation of Comte is concerned,it took a considerabletime until the fable of his mental derangementwas overcome
outside the restricted circle of Comteansectarians.The decisivepublication is the monographby George Dumas on the Psycholagiede Deux
Messies.sDumas doesnot burden himself with the problern of the two
lives of Comte; Saint-Simon has only one, but in this one life he is
quite capableof developingthe samemessianiccharacteristicsas Comte.
Dumas, furthermore, dispells the atmosphereof strangeness,which
disturbed Littr6 and Mill, by placing the two prophetsinto the spiritual
situation of their time. The critique of the eighteenth century had
mined the prestige of Catholicism and monarchy; the Revolution had
marked the end of a religious as well as of a political :r6gime.The
contemporarieswere too near to the catastropheto seehow much was
left standing of the old civilization in spite of the general destruction.
Thty believed that nothing survived, that the future had to be made
anew, and enthusiasts in great numbers felt the call tor preach the
moral and political gospel for the new age. Saint-Simonwas only the
first of them, through his Lettres ilun habitant de GenEaeof 1803,
but he was soonfollowed by Fourier, Comte, d'Enfantin, Bazard and a
host of minor Saint-Simonians.*They took themselvesseriouslyfor men
of destiny, marked by a fatal sign on their forehead.roSaint-Simonertitles himself the scientificpope of humanity and vicar of Clod on earth;
he acts as the successorto Moses, Socrates and Christ and he ad,monishesthe princes to listen to the voice of God that speaksthrough
his mouth. Enfantin divinizes Saint-Simonand seeshimsetf in the role
of the new fsaac, new Jesus and new Gregory VII. Inr a letter to
Duveyrier he writes: *When you believeto speakto Moses, Jesus and
Saint-Simon,Bazard and I shall receive your words. Have you well
consideredthat Bazard and I have nobody above ourselvesiexcept Him
8. George flumas, Psgchologie de Deucc lllessies Positivilstes Saint-Simon et
Auguste Comte (Paris, 1905).
9. Dumas, p. 2.
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who is always tranquil becauseHe is eternal love.' Comte released
in 1851 the "decisive"Proclamationby which he "took over" the leadership of the Western world: 'Tn the name of the past and the future, the
theoretical servants and the practical servants of Humanity assume
befittingly the general leadership of the affairs of the earth in order to
construct, at last, the true providence,moral, intellectual and material;
they irrevocably exclude from political supremacyall the various slaves
of God, Catholics,Protestants,or Deists, since th.y are retrogradesas
well as perturbators."o Dumas, finally, draws attention to the great
model of the messianic figures on the historical scene as well as in
contemporaryliterature, that is to Napoleon.His influenceis visible, in
various degrees,in most of the historical and literary figures of this
type, and it is visible in particular in Comte. Not that Comte was his
follower; on the contrary, he execratedhim as the "retrograde genius.t
But Napoleon was neverthelessfor Comte the concretization of the
messiah,though of a rival messiah. The sentiment of rivalry was so
intense that Comte consideredit one of the foremost symbolic acts of
the coming OccidentalRepublic to destroy the monument on the Place
Vend0me and to replace it by a monument for the true founder of the
Occident whose work Comte wanted to continu€, that is of Charlemagne.tt Saint-Simon and Comte, thus, were no more extravagant or
strange than any number of their contemporaries.Thty were two
instancesof a species"that was rather widespreadbetween 1800 and
1848 and of which one cannot say that it ever disappearscompletely,
although in the great social revolutions it will without doubt find the
occasionand the specialreasonsfor its development.t*
The work of Dumas has disposedof Comte's mental derangement.
The disposalleads us back to the problem of Littr6. If there was no
decline in Comte'slater years, if as a messiahhe was a typical figure,
one of many in his ege, the question arises: What actually did h"ppen? Did anything happen at all? Or did not perhaps the nsecond"life,
in spite of the "incomparable year,' quite intelligibly continue the
"first" one?And is not the great break perhaps an invention of Littr6's?
IO. T'he text of the Comtean Proclamation is reprinted on the first page of the
Catdchisme Positiaiste (Paris, 1852), as well as in the Systdme, 4, pp. 532f,.
For the other sources see the preface of Dumas.
11. For Comte's evaluation of Napoleon see his long characteristic in the
Coursr 6, pp. 315ff. (All page references to the Cours are to the third edition.)
The passage on the destruction of Napoleon's monument is in SystEme, 4, pp.
397ff. The suggestion in Dumas, p. 5, that Comte wanted to replace the monument of Napoleon by his own, must be due to a misreading of Comtets text.
12. Dumas, p. 6. See also J. L. Talmon, Palitical Messi,anisrn: The Romantic
Pha^se(New York, 1960).
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We shall have to deal with the problem of continuity in Comte's life
presently but for the moment we shall anticipate the result and state
that there was no break in continuity. The messianismof Comte is not
a secondphasein his life; it is presentfrom the beginnitg, that is from
approximately 1820. The idea of the new pouuoir spirituel of which
he will be the founder is fully developedby L822. If anything is characteristic of Comte's life it is the peculiar "plan" which it :followsfrom
the mid-twentiesto his death in 1857. Moreover, this "plan,t'as we
shall see,was no secret,since severaltimes in the courseof its gradual
realization it was published in print for everybody to read. The great
theoretical work, the Cours, was never intended as anything but the
basis for the later religious work, and anyone who cared to inform
himself could know it.
If we realize this situation clearly, the withdrawal of Littr6, as well
as the indignation of Mill, appearin a new light. For the interpretation
of this phenomenon,Dumas has given the clue. The contemporariesof
the great revolutionary upheavalwere too near to the catastropheto see
how much of the old structure of sentiments and institutironswas left
standing. Hence the crowdirg of the prophets and messiahisof the new
age. By the middle of the century, in spite of unpleasantremindersthat
all might not be well (such as the revolutionsof fB30 arrd IB48 and
the coup d1tat of Louis Napoldon) , the structure of the liberal bourgeois societybegins to emergewith the appearanceof stability. Comte
is a late comer. His messianism reaches in its origins into the unsettlement of the Revolution and it comesto its full flowering precisely
at the opening of the temporary stabilization of the Western crisis in
the secondhalf of the nineteenth century.tt That part of Comtetstheoretical work that servesthe destruction of the ancien r|gime, that attacks Christianity and establishesthe scientisticcreed, is ilcceptableto
the generation of the mid-century; th€i part that servesthe foundation
of the new religion and the institutionalization of a new srocietyis unacceptableto the liberals who feel comfortable precisely in the fragmentary civilization which Littr6 has so succinctly formullted as to its
substanceand which he calls "le tout de la civilization.'We have heard,
furtherrnore, Littr6's heart-felt complaint: for what purpose have we
destroyed the unreasonable,nonpragmatic values of Western civilization, if now we must cultivate the same type of values ag;ainin a not
so glorious imitation?
13. This is the thesis which Henri Gouhier develops in his La Jeunesse
d'Augwte Comte et Ia Formation du Positivisrnet in the introduction to vol. 1:
Soas le signe de la libertd (Paris, 1933).
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A diagnosisof Littr€s liberalism
In this conflict betweenComte and Littr6, we can luy our finger on
the principal structural problem of the Western crisis. Its structure is
that of a gradual decompositionof civilizational values, consummated
historically by repeatedupheavalswhich destroy, or intend to destroy,
the social bearersof the condemnedvalues. Between the upheavalswe
find periods of stabilization at the respectivelevels of destruction. The
attitudes toward this structure of the crisis may differ. In the case of
Comte we see the great, intramundane eschatologistwho underestimatesthe length of time which such a processof destructionneeds,who
anticipatesits end, and who t'plansttthe new age. On the other side we
see the liberal Littr6 who is satisfied by the amount of destruction
worked up to this point and who is ready to settle down in the ruins.
The two types are brothers under the skin though the virtues and vices
are variously distributed among them. The Comteantype is vitiated by
the megalomania that an individual man can grasp and "plano the
course of history and impose his *plantt on mankind. He is distinguished,however, from the other type by his profound insight into the
nature and dimensionsof the crisis. He knows that destruction is not
an end in itself but the prelude to regeneration,and when he attacks
the spiritual authority of the Church he doesit in order to replace it by
the church that lives by his own spiritual authority. Littr6's type
represents the peculiar mixture of destructiveness and. conservatism
that is an important componentin the complex of sentimentsand ideas
which we call "liberal." He is willing to participate in revolution until
civilization is destroyed to the point which correspondsto his own
fragmentary personuiity. He is not literate enough io understand that
Christianity is one thing, and the corruption of a Church quite another;
hence,he is ready to eliminate Christianity from history because,quite
understandably,he does not like the state of the Church. He is not
intelligent enough to understandthe problem of the institutionalization
of the_spirit. Sincehe lives in the illusion that one can ruin the prestige
of a Church or abolish it, and that then matters will be settled, he 1s
greatly surprised and frightened when a new variant of the spirit raises
its head, one that he likes even less than Christianity, and clamors
for institutionalizationin place of the Church of which he has just got
rid. He cannotunderstandtheseproblemS,becauseas a man he has not
substanceenough to be sensitiveto spiritual problems and to cope with
them adgguatelY.On the other hand, he is only a mild megalomaniac;
he certainly believesthat this is the best of all worlds when it is ruined
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enough to correspondto his limitations, but at least he doesnot believe
that he is a demiurge who can form men in his image. On the contrary,
there is left in him from the Christian and humanistic periods a certain
self+espectand respectfor the personality of others, a sturdy senseof
independencewhich distinguishes French republicanism in its good
period, before it was finally broken by the mob hystericsrduring the
Dreyfus affair. By virtue of these qualities, the liberal of this type is
highly sensitive to movementswhich are apt to endanger his independenceeconomicallyor politically. Sincethe processof decomposition
position,
doesnot stop, he is pressedmore and more into a conservaltive
until, in our time, the few survivirg specimens of ther genus are
labelled as reactionary. The break of Littr6 with Comte is due to his
fright in face of the dictatorial spectre,though he was blind to the inner
logic of Comtetsmovementfrom t'intellectualPositivism" to its religious
form. In spite of our weighirg of virtues and vices there is not much
to choose6etweenthem. Tft. Iiberal Positivist red.ucesthe meaning of
humanity to the dominion, by science, over nature ancl man, and
thereby deprives man of his spiritual life and freedom; thredictatorial
eschatologistcollects the castratesand grafts his own spirit on them.
The one plays into the hands of the other and through their interplry
the crisis goesits acceleratingcourse.
We have stressedthat Comte never made a secretof his plan. If a
contemporary did not have enough imagination to visualize the end
toward which theoreticalPositivism must lead, he could inl[orm himself
about the continuity of Comte's intention and about the aim toward
which it was moving from the ample expositionsof Comte lhimself.The
enigmatic elementin this situation receivessome light from a passage
in Gouhiertstreatiseon Comte,where the author dealswith the strange
blindness.As Gouhier points out: "ft is easy for the independenthistorian to believe in the unity of Comte'sthought; that does not oblige
him to anything. He must place himself, however, in thr: position of
Littr6 and Professor Ch. Robin, before he says that they have not
understoodor, as certain positivistshave suggested,that they were not
interestedto understand.For them, let us not forget, it was a question
of concedingto a high priest the right to marry them and to baptize
their infants; they ran the risk of being appointed triumvirs and, on
occasionof their funeral, to be judged in public with an outspokenness
of which the unfortunate Blainville had experiencedthe severity,though
he was associatedwith Lamarck in the new calendar. 'lfhat the tintellectual positivists', as Comte said, have mutilated tl[e authentic
doctrine, is certain; our historical reconstructionof the system,however
correct it may b., does not authorize us, however, to neg;lectthe fact
that, beginning from a certain moment, eminent and since,remen have
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no longer recognized the philosophy which study and their life had
rendered them familiar.t"n Gouhier has touched the decisive point: the
"eminent and sincerementtare willing to acceptPositivism as long as it
is an irresponsibleintellectual attitude but they no longer recognizeit
when the necessityfor order in their lives obliges them to practice its
principles in every d*y life. Gouhier's book was published in 1933.
A few years later, he might have recognwed in the "eminent and
sinceremen" the forerunnersof the good Germanswho got emotionally
drunk on the haranguesof the savior as long as their intellectual stupor
did not oblige them to anythin$, and who shrank back in horror when
the program, about which they were perfectly well informed, was
translated into political action. Littr6 and his contemporarieshad the
good fortune to live at a time when they could withdraw when the
crucial moment came; their modern successorscould barely murrnur
"so haben wir es nicht gemeint" before they were caught and silenced
by the machinery of the new Golden Age.
The continuity in the life of Comte
The questionof continuity in Comte'sideas, thus, has dissolvedinto
the question of the split between integral Positivists and intellectual
Positivists. A generation later, when the animositiesamong the living
had died, agreementon the continuity is achieved..The work of L6vyBruhl on Comte is representativeof the new atmosphere.tu
Nevertheless,
with this agreementwe have not reached the end of the affair. We
rememberthat the secedingintellectualscould support their chargesby
Comte's own insistenceon the great incision of 1845. Hence the love
for Clotilde de Vaux and the bearing which it had on the development
of Comte needs some clarification. Moreover, the word *continuity't
raises a question rather than answering one. As a matter of fact, the
questionof what preciselythe continuouselementin the various phases
of Comtetswork consiststurns out to be rather thorny. fn endeavoring
to answer this question we receive considerablehelp from the studies
on Comte by Gouhier and Ducass6,but even these studies, rnasterful
as they are, can hardly be the last word, for they are inclined to neglect
what is most important, that it, the character of Comte as an intramundaneeschatologist.tu
14. Henri Gouhier, op. cit., I, p. 26.
15. L. L6vy-Bruhl, La Philosaphie dtAuguste Comte (Paris, lgOO ) . For
further literature that represents the new attitude see Gouhier, op. cit., l, p. ZO.
16. Henri Gouhier, La Jeunesse ilAuguste Comte et la Forhation d,u' Positivisme, 3 vols.: vol. 1, op: cit., vol. 2, Saint-Simon jusqu'd Ia restauration (Paris,
1936 ) r vol 3r Auguste Camte et Saint-Simon ( Paris, 1941 ) . Pierre Ducass6,
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We shall approach the problem through the intellec:tual autobiography which Comte has given, under the title Prdface Pe'rsonnelle,in
the last volume of the Cours. The story is somewhatstylised but substantially correct. Comte came from a family of southern France,
strongly Catholic and monarchical. He received his first education in
one of the lyc1eswhich Napoleonhad createdfor the restorationof the
old "theologico-metaphysical'educationalr6gime. At the age of fourteen he had already gone through the essentialphasesoli the revolutionary spirit and had experiencedthe need for a'trniversal regeneration" that would be both philosophical and political,, The later
educationat the Ecole Polytechniquemade him seethe only intellectual
path that would lead to this '6greatrenovation": the metho,ilsof science
which are used in mathematicsand physics must be applied not only
to inorganic phenomenabut to organic and social phenomenaas well.
During the period in which he acquired a knowledge of biology and
history, the idea of the true "encyclopedichierar.hy" of the sciences
began to develop.And at the same time there was growin,g in him the
instinct of a "final harmonyt' between his intellectual ilnd political
tendencies.These beginnings, which were influenced by Condorcet,
were thrown into some confusion, on leaving the Ecole, through his
associationwith Saint-Simon.The older man had also unrderstoodthe
and
need for a ttsocial regenerationttbased on a *mental rerlrov&tiontt
coincidence
had
influence
it
interrupted
because
the
a disturbing
this
philosophicalwork of Comte and turned his intereststowarrila regeneration through "futile attemptsat direct political action.' By' L822, however, he had recoveredhis equilibrium, and at the age ol' twenty-four
he made the fundamental discovery of the law of the three phases
which produced in him the "true mental and even social unity." Such
a ttphilosophicalharmoilI,tt however, could not be truly '(constitutedtt
before the actual elaborationof the new positive philosophy. In 1842,
this task is finished and the reader now has in his hands the "final
systematization" of this philosophy that had been in formation since
Descartesand Bacon.
In the closing pagesof the PrEface Personnelle,Comte revealssome
details of the techniquewhich he employedin the conscious"operation"
of producing his own *unity.' He reflects that the phlilosophersof
antiquity were in a more favorable position than the moderns because
their 'tneditation" was not disturbed by reading vast quantities of
literature; perrnanentirritation through reading affects the "originality"
M*thode et intuition chez Augwte Comte (Paris, 1939); Essai sur les origines
intuitives du positivisme (Paris, 1939); La m4thode positive et llintuition comtienne, Bibliogra.Phie ( Paris, 1939 ) .
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of a meditation as well as its "homogeneity."Comte protected himself
against this disturbancein the following manner. In his early youth he
amassedthe materials which seemedto him necessaryfor his great
plan of founding the final positive philosophy and "for the last twenty
years" ( this date would carry us back to the great discoveryof L822)
he had imposedon himself a hygiine c1r|brale. In order not to confuse
the "esprit fondamenta|' of his work, he denied himself the reading of
any literature which had a bearirg on the subject-matter on which he
was working. When he approachedthe secondpart of the Cours, that
is the volumes on sociology,he went further and stoppedreading any
philosophicaland political periodicals,dailies or monthlies.With regard
to the sociologicalvolumes,moreover,he reducedhis preparatory reading and he prides himself on never having read Vico, Kant, Herder or
Hegel in any language, though he is willing now to learn German in
order to compare his "new mental unitytt with the German systematic
efforts. To this hygiEne he attributes the "precision, energy and consistencyttof his conceptions.
At the end of volume 6 of the Cours, finally, Comte views in retrospect what has happened during the "operationDof writing the six
volumes. The Cours resumes"the philosophicalimpulse of Bacon and
Descartes."This impulse was exhaustedwith the preliminaries of creating the inorganic sciencesin the spirit of '(rational positivity." Through
the Revolution, the human mind was compelled to face the problem of
*final renovation"in this spirit. At first this problem was only seenin a
confusedmanner but now we know that a ttsituationwithout precedentD
required "philosophical intervention" in order to dispel imminent anarchy and to transform the revolutionary agitation into organic activity.
The Cours is this philosophicintervention in the troubles of the age. It
is not, however,*direct actiont'in the Saint-Simoniansense;rather, it is
the concreteprocessin which a mants intelligence reproduces"personally" the principal successivephasesof modern mental evolution. As a
the intelligenceof Comte has disengageditself at the end
consequence,
of this work completelyfrom metaphysicsand theology and arrived at
the "full positive state."And by virtue of this substantialtransformation
it will now hopefully exert such a fascination on all energeticthinkers
as will induce them to collaboratewith him in the syst?matisationfinale
de la raison moderne.The ttspontaneous
reproduction,Din the senseof
Descartes,of modern evolution in the Cours which has elevated the
reader and himself to the "positive state," must now be followed by
the detailed elaboration of the various sciencesin the spirit of the *new
philosophical unity.' This explanation is followed by the enumeration
of the works through which he will participate in the systematization.
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The most important of these works will be the PhilosophiePolitique,
projected as a treatise of four volumes. Since the present Cours has
culminated in the "universal mental preponderance"of the social point
of view, conceived logically and scientifically, one cannot cooperate
better toward. the "final installationDof the new philosophy than by
elaborating the *normal statettof the correspondingpolitir:al science.tt
The phasesin Comte)sworh
The self-interpretationof L842 can be corroboratedb)r later utterances of Comte; we shall confine ourselves,however, to the present
summary as the basis for further discussionbecausethe autobiography
of the Cours lies before the critical year 1845 and hence cannot be
suspectedof hindsight with regard to the problem of conrtinuity.The
foregoirg passagescast light on several aspectsof this prroblem.We
shall considerthem successively.The first will be the sequenceof the
phasesof Comtetswork that emergesfrom his own account.
The first phaseis the period of the initial intuition, centering in the
*great discovery" of 1822. The works of this period vi'hich in the
opinion of Comte merited permanentattention were republishedby him
as the Appendice Gdndral of Volume 4 of the Systdme. Besides two
minor works, this appendix contains the Plan de travaux scientifiques
ndcessairespour reorgeniser la soci6t6. This is the work of L822 in
which Comte developedthe law of the three phases.It wasirepublished
in L824 under the title Sgstdmede politique positive. Connteappropriated this title later for his secondmain work, and assignedto the minor
work the new title in the appendix. The Plan is followed by the Considdrationsphilosophiquessu,r les scienceset les sm:ants (1825) and
the Considdrationssur le powoir spirituel (1826). These three works
together contain, indeed, &s Comte maintained, the subsitanceof his
Iater elaboration. The second phase is the period in v,'hich Comte
elaborateshis positive theory, first orally, then in literary form. The
result is the Cours de Philosophie Positiae, published IESO-4?. The
third phase is that of the Occidental Republic and the writings which
institute its religion and its spiritual power. The main work is the
SystEmede Politique Positive, 1851-54. Other writings which are of
specific importance for the history of political ideas are the Discours
du positraisme(1848), later incorporatedas Discours
sur Pensemble
Prdliminaire in Volume I of the Systdme; the Appel au, public occidental (f 8AB); the manifestofor the Positivist Society (1848): Le
L7.Coursr6, pp. 6-9, 34-35, 765-77L.
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Fondateur de la Socieft positiuiste, d.quiconque ddsire s'A incorporerls
the Calendrier positiaiste of 1849;1ethe Cat1chisme Positiuiste, ou
Sommaire exposition de la religion uniaerselle en onze entretiens
syst1matiquesentre une femme et un pr?tre de PHumanitd (1852);
and, finally, the Appel au conseruateurs(1S55), destinedto fulfill for
the Occidental statesmenthe function which the Cathdchismefulfills
for "proletarians and women.ttThe fourth and last phase we may call
that of the Global Republic. The main work of this period is the
SynthEseSubiective, ou Systdme untaersel des conceptionspropres A
l'6tat norrnal de fHumanit|. Of this work only the first volume,,systEme
de Logique Positiae,ou Trait| de philosophiemathdmatique( 1856 ),
was published. In L857 Comte died. This last work is written already
within the new age and it is destined for use by the educational authorities of the new republic.* The work was planned in three parts.
The first part, the only one published, contains the philosophy of
mathematics,the secondpart was to contain the Systdme de Morale
Positive, the last part was to be the SystEmedlndustrie Positiae.We
have designatedthis last phase as that of the Global Republic because
in the 1850's Comte'simagination beganto range beyondthe Occidental
Republic and to include the non-Western civilizations into his gteat
plan. The documents for this final development are the letter A Sa
Majestd le tzar Nicolas (December 2O, 1852) and the letter A Son
Excellence Reschid-Pascha,ancien grand vizir de l'Empire Ottoman
(February 4, 1853), which must be consideredas diplomatic approaches for a federation of Russia and the Islamic world with the
OccidentalRepublic.o In the Sgnthdse,finally, w€ find indications that
the religious system of the Republic was to be enlarged in such a manner that it could absorbAfrican and Chineseforms of religiousness.
Meditation and personalrenouation
The phasesof Comte's work are no more than the skeleton of his
mental development.Even the brief characterization of this skeletotr,
18. Reprinted in Robinet, Notice sur l'oeunre et srrr la pie d'|Auguste Comte
(Paris, 1860), pp. 44L448.
19. The Calendrier experienced several editions and revisions; the final form
published by Comte is to be found in vol. 4 of the Sgstdme; a last form, incorporatitg- ms. corrections of Comte, is attached to the No tice of Robineto p. 448.
2O. Sgnthdse, t?r6face du tome premierrtt p. vii: ttsuivant cette destination, ce
tome est directement ecrit pour -dgt maitrei synthEtiques dirigeant des 6lives
"ao*
temples de
.sJnth6tiq"9:, dans les 6colei positives normalement annex6"s
ItHumanitd.tt
21. The texts of these letters are reprinted in the preface of vol. 3 of the
Sgst}me.
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however, confirms the interpretation which Comte himself has put on
the processof his meditation.Let us turn now to this proce$sitself. The
works of Comte are not simply a seriesof treatiseson various subject
of an
tnatters. They are connectedwith each other as the ttelabonationtt
initial "intuition." Moreover, elaborationis not the systemal;icamplification of a "good idea,t'or the carrying out of a "project.t While the term
t'elaborationttcertainly containsthe elementof consciousdirection or of
a oplan,ttthis *operationttis conceivedas the ttrenovationttof a person,
ur its substantiai transformation to the point where it has reachedthe
state of "positive rationality.t' The initial intuition is the '"risionaryanticipation of this final state and the meditative process ( which precipitates in the literary work ) is the means by which this state is reached.
The insight into the characterof the work as a precipitate of a meditation is the first requirement for understanding Comte'sper:uliar modus
operandi. The encyclopedicsurvey of the sciencesfrom mathematics
to sociologyin the Cours is not meant as an introduction to these sciences.It is meant, first, as the disengagementof the positive method
from the actual state of the sciencesin which it was previously €firployed, secondly,as the extensionof this method to the scienceof man
in society ( which for this purpose had to be ueated ) and thirdly, by
means of this extensionto clarify the true place of man in society in
such a manner that in the thinker who has engagedin this meditation
there will be createdthe dispositiontoward *a way of life' in conformity
with this insight. Since the meditation is a spiritual practic,e,and not at
all primarily a scientific exploration of the world, the quesrtionwhether
Comtets Cours renders faithfully the actual state of science, or the
question of obsolescence,
cannot legitimately be raised. Comte defends
himself in the Pr1face Personnelle against criticisms of tlhis kind precisely by the argument that the changing state of sciencehas no bearing
on the spirit which characterizes the positive method. The famous
hygi1ne cdr€brale,which arousedMill is therefore entirel'f appropriate
to Comtetsttoperationtt:oncethe initial orientation and vision are given,
the accumulationof new materials and the opinions of others can only
disturb a processof which the end is known at the beginning.'
22. Tbe problem is well formulated by Pierre Ducass6 in hris Mdthode et
intuition chez Auguste Comte (Paris, 1939), p. 2L: "L'ascEse encyclop6dique
ne consiste pas e juxtaposer des faits ni m6me des proc6d6s de raisonnement.
C'est la contr6le, par la filitsre des contraintes rationnelles, d'une intuition directement unifiante. L'appel aux m6thodes de la science ne sarurait donc pas
simuler, pil leur appareil objectif, une unit6 fictive; cacher, sours I'impartialit6
apparente des attitudes abstraites, une determinante prdoccupation subjective
indiff6rente aux contradictions exp6rimentales. Car I'unit6 v6ritable, celle qui
impose la loi de sa sinc6rit6, est ant6rieure et d'un autre ordre. C'est essentiefiement la volont6 d'objectiver complErnent un sch6ma de liason."
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Intensentionand socialregeneration
Thus far we have consideredthe meditative process only in the
solitary existence of the thinker. The Comtean operation, however,
gains a further dimensionthrough the relation betweenpersonalttrenovationt and social ttregeneration.ttWe have seen that Comte characterizedthe state which the "great discovery" produced in him as a
state of 'tnental and even social unity." The personalintuition has the
consequenceof integrating the thinker into society becausethe law of
the three phasesis a law of personalevolution as well as of social evolution. If we use a later biological terminology, we may say that the law
is valid for the ontogenesisas well as for the phylogenesis.Comte
passesfrom the early Catholicism of his home, through the revolutionary spirit of eighteenth century metaphysics,to the positive intuitiotr,
and correspondinglymankind passesfrom the theological, through the
metaphysiial, to the positivisiic stage. The conver[.n.. of th; two
evolutions, however, is not automatic. Mankind does not pass from
contemporary anarchy to the positive order without a personal effort.
The socialregenerationrequires an active,personalintervention.A man
of vision must come and realize the meaning of the critical epoch. He
must produce in himself the transition to the positive state and through
the fascination of his personal renovation inspire the regeneration of
mankind. Correspondingly,his spiritual authority in this social operation will derive from the fact that the transformationwhich he produces
in himself personallyis the very transformation which it is the destiny
of mankind to undergo at this crucial hour of its history. The man who
initiates the socialregenerationthrough his personalrenovationthus becomes the chosen instrument by means of which the esprit humain
operatesits own progressto the new and final level of positive order.
The interlocking of the personaland the social processesin the one
historical movement of mankind sometimesassumescurious forrns in
the routine of daily life. In the PrdfacePersonnelle,Comte explains the
reasonswhy volume 2 of the Cours appearedonly in 1834, that is four
years after the publication of the first volume, though it had been projected for a much earlier date. The reasonwas the upheaval of 1830
which compelledComte to find a new publisher. The point is that the
delay was not due to the fact that a finished manuscript could not go to
press but that Comte would not even start to write the secondvolume
before he had the guaranteethat it would be printed as soon as he had
finished the last sentence.*My nature and my habits,' he tells us, made
it impossibleever to write a book *unless it is written in view of im-
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mediate publication.tt The personal meditative process ha.s to stream
over immediately into the social processof regeneration.This is not
an accidentaltrait in Comte'scharacter;it is a fundarnentaltrait in his
style of communication. It accounts for the interminable length of
sentences,paragraphs,chapters and volumes which is not necessitated
by the requirement of clear presentationof the subject matter, but by
the desire for relentlesscommunicationof every intellectual shade of
the precious meditation. It accounts in particular for the monomanic
use of adjectives and adverbs which characterizeand quarlify nothing
but incessantlyconvey the senseof fatality of the urgent operation in
which the author is engaged and in which the reader through his
perusal is supposedto participate. These are "les adaerbes,les innombrables, les assonmantsadaerbesl|23
such as assurdment,r,adicalement,
ddcisivement, sQontandment,pleinement, directement, suffisament,
n€cessairement,irc?aocablement,certainement, exclusivement,principalement, irresistiblement, and so forth. These adverbs ( of which we
have gr'venthe crop of two pages) , a correspondingseriesof adjectives,
and the deadly host of adverbial appositions, swamp the nucleus of
meaning so effectively that only with a continuous effort can it be
disengagedfrom the steady stream of words. This does not mean that
Comte's writing is confused;on the contrary, the construrctionof the
sentencesis logically and grammatically impeccable,and the organization of the subject matter is superbly clear. Comte's style is a phenomenon sui generis for which Ducass6 has found the formula of a
completeexplicitation of the meditative existenceof the thinker. Nothitg remains unsaid.;every nook and corner of Comtetsthought, every
swerve and every side path of this priceless operation must be communicated to the public.
Comte seemsto have been a man without privacy. His style is only
one symptom of the consciousand radical transformationof his personal
life into a part of the public, historical life of mankind. Nrcthing is too
intimate to escapethis monumentalization.The details of his relation
with Clotilde de Vaux, the most intimate movementsof h:is soul, have
been spread before the public in a manner that could not be called
anything but tactlessand repulsive, unless this publicity is understood
as the eternal embodimentinto the memory of mankind of a spiritual
event that is of greater importance than the birth of Christ. The
principle of "Vivre au grand iour" doesnot respecteven the dignity of
death. Those who have entered into the body of positive mankind live
23. Alphonse Aulard, Etudes et legons sur la Reaolution Francaise, Seconde
Sdrie ( Paris, 1902 ) , p. 11 in the study "Auguste Comte et la Rdvolution
frangaise.tt
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in it forever "subjectively't in commemoration. This memory of mankind must be both public and just; hence it is incumbent on the High
Priest of Humanity to fix the just image of the deceasedforever, ana
what occasioncould be more fit for fixing this image than a speechat
the grave?In fulfillment of this obligation, Comte delivered a host insulting appreciationof Blainville on the occasionof his funeral. He was
not in the least abashedby the scandalwhich he created.He reprinted
the speechin the apPendixto volume I of the Systdme and he even
{de{ a postscript in which he reports how various public dignitaries
left the ceremony when Comte disturbed it by his outrageous performance: t'fn order to understandthis discoursebetter, one must note
that its opening determined the brusque departure of all the official
rePresentativesof the various decadent classes,both theological and
academic.That the field was left in this manner to the espriis positifs
indicates sufficiently where the reputation of Blainville will find its
permanenthome.'nn
Let us, findly, record the monumentalizationof troubles and trivialities of his personallife. A man of this character,as one can imagine,
does not fit too well into social institutions and public functions. The
professorshipwhich he expectedas his due never materialized and he
was finally dischargedeven of his secondaryfunctions. The details of
this struggle with the educationalauthorities again were communicated
to the public in long hagiographic accounts. And when Comte was
ultimately without an income, he solved the problem by public subscriptions from Positivists sectarians.He issued annual itbudget messages"to the subscribersin which he formulated his requirernentsfor
the coming year and accountedfor the expenditures of the revenue
receivedduring the last year. These Circulaireswere also communicated
in qlnt becausethey were public documentsin which the High Priest,
besidesthe _budgetof the sacerdotalpower, also reported tht progress
-*d
which the Church had made in the spreading of membership
adrninistration of sacramentsduring the past year as well as ttte projects
for the future.'EThe monumentalizing,hagiographic obsessiongoes to
such extremes that we are informed about the relation betwJen the
meditative Progressof Comte and his consumption of stimulants. On
the occasionof the crisis of I 826 he gave up to6acco,on the occasionof
aminor crisis in 1838 he gaveup coffee,and on the occasionof Clotilde
24. SgstEme, l, p. 746.
25. Some of the Circulaires can be found in the volumes of the SEstEme.A
-Th;t
cSmpleje .collection is. Siven b;r R-obinet in his Notice, pp. 4OL-526.
;;
the -prin-cipal source foi the development of the Comieii cult to the de"th of
its founder.
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de Var.rx he gave up wine-a sacrifice which reduced materially his
personalexpenditures,as he assuredthe subscribersin the Circulaires.
If he had survived his death, he certainly would have informed mankind that now he had given up everything. As a matter of :[act,even in
death he did not give up everything for through his Testarnenthe took
care at least of his "subjective' survival. His apartment ( 10, rue
Monsieur-le-Prince) wilt be the Holy Seeof the Religion of Humanity.
It will belong to the successorin the pontificateon the sarneconditions
as it belongedto Comte: that its content, and everything that will be
addedto it, will belong to the future pontiffs in the succession.Only one
exceptionis made.The successormust respectall the reliquesof Clotilde
de Vaux as belongirg to the sacred treasure of the universal Church.
*the red chair, envelopedin a green
Particular veneration is due to
cover, and marked on its front board with *y initials in recl wax." This
is the chair on which Clotilde de Vaux has sat during her sacredvisits
on Wednesdays.ttl have erectedit, even during her life-time, and still
more so after her death, into a domestic altar; I have ne\rer sat on it
It must serveno other fun,ctionso long
exceptfor religious ceremonies.tt
as it lasts.'u
The diuinizntion of utoman
What influence did the relation with Clotilde de Vaux have on the
developmentof Comte'sideas?While the relationship did not influence
the theoretical content of Comte's philosophy it strongly affected
Comte's aie sentimentale.The daily prayers which Comte ofrered to
Clotilde are illustrative. In the Pridre du Matin we find Comte saying:
"It is only you, my saint Clotilde, to whom I am obliged t"hatI do not
leave this life without having experiencedthe best emotionsof human
nature. An incomparableyear made spontaneouslysurge up the only
love, pure and profound, that was destined for me. The excellenceof
the adored being allows me in my maturi,y, more favored than my
youth, to glimpse in all its fullness true human felicity ", Vivre pour
In the CommdmorationGdndrale,which comprisesa Repue
a.ntrtr,i."'7
Chronologique de tous nos souvenirs essentielsd'aprEs les passages
correspondantsde nos lettres, w€ find, under the hea,iling Union
d|finitn,e, the quotation: "In order to become a perfect philosopher I
neededa passion,profound and pure, that would make me aPpreciate
the affective part of human nature.t' The letter from which this Passage
is taken continues: "fts explicit consideration,no more than implied in
26.Testament ilAuguste Comter 2nd ed. (Paris, 1896)' P. 19"
27. PriEres Quotidiennes, reprinted in the Testament, 2nd, ed., pp. 8lff.
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my first great work, will now dominate my second one. This final
evolution,evenmore indispensablefor me today than eight or ten years
ago, was the decisiveupsurge of my aesthetictastes.tzsThe PriEre du
Soir continuesthis reflectiont "By virtue of your powerful invocation,
the most painful crisis of my intimate life has finally improved me in
every respect,for I was able, though I was alone,to developthe sacred
seedsof which the belatedbut decisiveevolution I owe to you. The age
of private passionshad terminated for me. . . . From then on I surrendered myself exclusively to the eminent passion which, since my
adolescence,has consecratedmy life to the fundamental service of
Humanity. . . The systematic preponderance of universal love,
gradually emanatingfrom my philosophl, would not have becomesufficiently familiar to me without you, in spite of the hupPy preparation
which resulted from the spontaneousupsurge of my aesthetictastes.tt
"LInder your various images,in spite of the catastrophe,yol will always
recall to me that my final situation surpasseseverythitg I could have
hoped for, or evendreamt of, before you. The more this harmony without example between my private and my public life develops (which
I owe to you ) , the more you incorporateyourself, in the eyesof my true
disciples,into every mode of my existence.t'
Without the transformation of the affective life of Comte through
Clotilde there would have been a positive political theory which would
have even postulated the preponderanceof sentiment over intellect, but
the faith would have lacked its existential concreteness.The religiousness of Comte that was releasedthrough the experienceof f 845 has
certain characteristicswhich merit attention. The concrete unity of
Comte'sexistenceis reachedthrough the incorporationof Clotilde Snto
every mode of his existence.ttComtetslove, for which he has invented
the term altruism, is not an arnor Dei that would orient the soul toward
transcendentalreality. The place of God has been taken by social entities ( by family, country and mankind ) and more particularly by
woman as the integrating, harmonizing principle. Woman in general
and Clotilde concretelyas the representativeof the principle has become
the unifying power for the soul of man; hencethe cult of Clotilde is an
essentialpart of the Comtean religious foundation. In the PriEres we
find a sectionA genouxdeuantlautel recouaert(that is, the famous red
chair ) , with the followitg litany:
(A mon €ternelle comPagne)
. .
Amem te plus quam ffi€, nec me nisi propter te!
28.Letter of March 11, 1846' Testament, p- 551.
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(A fHumanitd dans son temple, devant son.grand autel)
Amem te plus quam h€, nec me nisi propter te!
(A ma noble patronne, comme personnifiant ltHumarritd)
Vergine-madre, Figlia del tuo figli.o,
Amem te plus quam ffi€, nec me nisi propter te!
Tre dolci nome hat in te raccolti
Sposa,madre, e figliuola!

( Petrarca)

To the new uergine-madreis transferred the Christian A'mern te plus
qua.rnffi€t nec me nisi propter te!
The historicity of the mind
The pages of the Discours Prdliminaire reveal Comte's conception
of the historicity of the mind. The mind has a constant intellectualaffective structure. The possibility and necessityof historical evolution
enters this structure becausethe two componentfactors rc&r stand in
various relations to each other. The history of the mind begins with
an excessivepreponderanceof the affective and volitional life. This
preponderant experience is projected into the environment and the
eventsin nature are interpreted as actionswhich emanatefrom entities
endowedwith a will and affects. The evolution of the intellect is secondary. It has an ttinsunectionalttaspectbecauseits function is to dissolve the false interpretation of the world that has been created by the
affective component. Nevertheless,the volitional and afl:ectiveinterpretation is not altogether false. Once the domain of the intellect has
been extendedfar enough to bring the order of the universe, and the
place of man in it, into full view, the "insurrectional" furrction of the
intellect must come to an end. The terminal point for the expansionof
the intellect is reachedwhen all sciencesof the world content, that is
the inorganic, organic and social sciences,are fully del'eloped.The
laws which govern this world are all that man can knorv and ought
to know. Once he has become acquainted with this ordler, he must
submit to it. He must fit his life into it and embraceit with affection.
The advancementof scienceabolishesthe excessesof the theological
state but it doesnot abolish religiousnessand the affective,life. On the
contraryr without the guidance of the affectionsthe worl< of intellect
would be aimless. The supreme affection of altruism :must be the
guiding principle of social life, providitg the aims; the function of
sciencecan only be the increasing knowledge of the means by which
the aims can be realized. Ducass6 remarks rightly: *W,e must completely reverse the pejorative appreciationthat is sometinnesextended
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to the utilitarianism of Comte. If we charge the word 'utility' with its
true affective, spirituallst and charitable intentions, we must say: Precisely becauseof the immediate connectionwhich it institutes between
the experienceof mathematical invention and the exigenciesof charity
( that is of the desire of spiritual utility among men ) , is the Comtean
form of inspiration new and superior.DeComte has compressedthese
uL'Amour
principles of the constitution of the mind in the formula:
pour principe et l'Ordre pour base, le Progres pour bu,t.nIn his last
work, the Synthiserheexpressesthe subordinationof the intellect to the
heart in the Christian formula: "Omnis ratio, et naturalis inaestigatio
fidem sequi,debet, non precedere,nec infringere.n
the magic of zuch words as
Nevertheless,the Christian assonances,
ttcharityrttt'loverttttspiritualitytt and ufaith" must not deceiveus. When
Ducassdstressesthe spirituality of Comte'sutilitarianism, ht certainly
is right; but such spirituality is not at all reassuring. A consistent
utilitarian who believes that the problems of life are solved when the
standard of living is rising is a comparatively innocuous fellow. A
spiritual utilitarian is a much more dangerous person for he speaks
with the authority of spirit and for this reason his claims may gain a
semblanceof legitimacy. He does not merely insist that you make
yourself "useful" (which would be bad enough in itself), he demands
that you conform your personality to his faith-and the nature of his
faith may not be to your liking. That there is such a thing as an evil
spirit has never occurred to Comte, nor does it seem to have occurred
to Ducass6,who is a convinced Comtean sectarian. Once such terms
as *lovett or "faith' can be used at all, no further problems of the
spirit seem to exist. We also must beware of such formulations as
Thomas Huxley's that Positivism is "Catholicism minus Christianity.'
The formula is brilliant but senseless.That the Comtean Religion of
Humanity is not Christian, we may agree. That Comte has been inspired in his dogmatic formulations as well as in his ecclesiastical
projects by Catholic forhs, we may also agree. What Huxley's formula
doesnot conveyis the positive substanceof Comte'sreligiousnesswhich
has to be expressedin such terms as the apocalypseof man, as intramundaneeschatology,as divinization of world-immanent entities.
Hence Littr6's complaint about Comte's r1tour A Pdtat th1ologique
must be taken with a grain of salt. Comte returns, indeed, to the 6tat
th1ologiqueof his conceptionbut he doesnot return to the religiousness
of Christianity as it has existed, and still does exist, historically. And
he cannot return to a Christian religiousnessbecausehe never had an
29. Piene Ducass6, Mlthode et intuition chez Auguste Cornte (Paris, 1939),
p. 9.
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adequateconceptionof it in the first place. Comte's conceptionof the
mental constitution of man is monadic. To be sure, the Enind evolves
historically; but the historical evolution of the mind is immanent to
its constitution; the componentfactors of the mind are the only forces
which determinethis evolution.The mind is a monad with an immanent
for Comte,
history; at no point can this prison be broken. Religiousnessi,
is not a participation in transcendentalreality) a communication in
which the spirituality of man is constitutedas the autonomous,organizing centerof his personality;rather, religiousnessis a movementof the
aie sentimentalewhich results in a more or less true intenpretationof
the world. The fallacy of Comtetsposition can be put in on€ sentencel
Religion is theology, and theology is an interpretation of rtheworld in
competition with science.This demonic closure of the monad is the
basis of Comtetsspeculation.The historical world of Conntedoes not
begin with an 6tat th1ologique;it begins with Comte's"intuition." fnsofar as this intuition has absorbeda certain amount of historical knowledge, this knowledge can be projected on a time scale arndbe called
the evolutionof the esprit humain, and since Comte'shistorical knowledge was considerable,the projection will even have a certain degree
of empirical adequacy.Nevertheless,&il adequatephilosophy of history
can never result from an ttintuitiontt which is itself notJhringbut an
event in history, for the problem of hurnan history is precisely the
tensionbetweenthe historiial existenceof man and t ir transcendental
destination.The speculationof Comte begins with a comparct"intuitiono
and is followed by its t'explication,ttttelaborationrttand *concretizationtt
quite legitimately supportedby the hygidne cdr|brale. The elaboration,
therefore,can follow a "plan' and it can be directed from the beginning
to the foreknown end. We should pay attention in particulerrto Comtets
favorite word for this process,nam.ly, the word "operation.DThe word
awakensthe associationof the alchemysticopus operatuffi, of the successful liberation of the spirit from matter through a hurnan agency.
The personal ttrenovationttof Comte merges with social "regenerationtt into the one process of progressing mankind. The life of the
Grand Etre, of Divine Humanity, streams through the tilte of Comte.
Every phaseof this life is a divine manifestationsince in this life is
revealedthe new, positivist phase of the Grand Etre. Thris revelation
is not a personaleventbut the public, historical coming of the new a.g€,
overflowing from the focal point of the revelation into e'ver-widening
circles of humanity. The life of Comte is a true apocalypsein the religious senseof the word. Only if we recognizethe apocalyprtic
character
of Comte can we understand his actions in the political phase after
L845. The Third Realm of the positive spirit has come?its spiritual
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power institutionalized in the Pontifex Maximus who functions and administers sacraments.The OccidentalRepublic is founded in substance
and in a few years it will have createdinstitutions devisedby the man
who signs himself as Fondateur de la Religion de l'Humanit6. By his
authority as the High Priest of the OccidentalRepublic he sendsdiplomatic notes to the non-Western powers. And finally he sends an ambassadorto the Generalof the Jesuit Order suggestingthat he associate
himself with Comte in a demandto the Pope that the ecclesiasticbudgets
be abolished.The abolition of state support for the Catholic Church
would advance the free coming of the new spirituality, while the old
spiritual power "would gain the independenceand morality that is
necessaryfor its positive transformation or its dignified extinction.tts0
In the present state of the crisis, we cannot know whether Comte is
a forerunner of the apocalyptic founders of new realms whom we have
witnessedin our time and of more formidable oneswho will appear in
the future, or whether the contemporary apocalyptic figures are the
last ones of a breed of which Comte is by intellect and personal style
the most grandiosespecimen.\Mhatever the answer of the future will
be, there can be no doubt even now that Comte belongs, with Marx,
Lenin, and Hitler, to the series of men who would save mankind and
themselves by diviniziog their particular existence and impositg its
law as the new order of society.The satanicApocalypseof Man begins
with Comte and has becomethe signature of the Western crisis.
30. Robinet, Notice, p. 276,

VII. THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY AND
THE FRENCH REVOLUTION

Comte's intuition, which culminated in the foundation of the Religion
of Humanity, was so strange and scandalousto the liberals of the midnineteenth century that it appearedto them as a mental derangement.
One causeof this appearanceof strangenesswas the fact that by this
time the continuum of politico-religious movements to w,hich Comte's
religion of humanity belongshad already been pressedbelow the level
This continuum, however, should not have been
of socialconsciousness.
obscure, for Comte had been explicit about it in his intellectual biography.
We have seenthat Comte derives his ancestry,as far arsthe positive
method is concerned,from Bacon and Descartes,and that he mentions
Condorcetrepeatedlyas the forerunner whoseconceptionhe is resuming
and completing. Moreover, he has expressedhimself literally in whole
volumes on the problem of the positive era and of his place in it. The
great event that marks the beginning of the epoch is the storming of
the Bastille. With this event begins the "provisional" positivist era,
the era of transition to the final, positive realm. The completeestablishment of this realm Comte expects a century after the epochal events,
i.e. in 1889. This "siEcle exceptionelle"(in the history of mankind
the equivalent to his personal annde scrnspareille) connprisesthree
generationsand the third of them is going to see the foundation of the
new spiritual power and the transition to the final realm. The year of
the foundation Comte has fixed at 1855, exactly two generations,of
33 years each, after 1789 (it is the year following the c,ompletionof
his religious institutes, that is of the Systdme). Once the transition is
completed, the government of the Occidental Republic will change the
"provisional" era that Comte had let begin with 1789 into the "definite"
era that will begin with the year 1855.1
Comte was never shy in fixing his true importance in the history of
mankind. As the author of the Cours he saw himself in the role of the
Aristotle of the new ege, as the author of the SystEmehe was the new
Saint Paul, organizing the Church; and in his relations with Clotilde,
l. On the question of the era see the various editions of the Calendrier
Positiuiste, and-the SgstEme, vol. 4, chs. 2, 5,
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inevitably he was Dante with his Beatri ce.2The construction of the
new era is his most unabashedstroke. The "provisionalt era in itself
would not be so surprising; it is simply a reiumption of the French
revolutionaryera, shifting only its beginning, with iome historical justification, from L792 to 1789. What is breathtaking, however, i; the
articulation of the sidcleexceptionelleand the fixation of the "definite'
era with 1855. This is the first time in Western history that a man
arrogated to himself personally the place of Christ as the epochal
lut
figure which divides the ages. Comte goes even farther. His Catindrier
commemoratesthe great men who belong to the Prdparation Humaine
that leads up to the positive age. The religious founders are accorded,
their places in it: Zorcaster, Buddha, Confucius, Moses, Abraham,
Saint-Paul, Mohammed; only one name is omitted, that of Jesus. His
name shall not be remembered in the age of Comte. The attitude is
particularly_curious because,at the sametime, the Calendrier provides
for an ample commemorationof Christianity through the Evangelists,
Fathers and medieval Saints, and becausein his catalogueof positivist
books Comte has included such items as the Bible, the Civitas Dei, the
Divina Commediaand the Imitatio Christi.s Christianity as a *sociologicalDphase in the history of mankind is not suppressedat all; on the
contrary, Comte has an acute und.erstandingof the civilizational and
institutional achievementsof medieval Christianity. The rejection of
Jesus is a personal affair.
The Grand-Etre and the fiction of Christ
The problem is fundamental for the understanding of Comte'spolitics
as the culmination of a developmentwhichr Quite correctly, he traces
back to the French Revolution. In the person and work of Comte we
find the first, consideredcreation of an immanent, sociologicalGod and
Comte was intelligent enough to understandthe inevitabl; conflict with
the God who has becomeflesh. Simple prophets, like Mohammed, are
bearable for Comte; they- speak in the name of God, and nothing is
simpler than to interpret their symbolic language*sociologicallyt
"r "n
immature ttrypothesiitt concerning the world. Tfr. God that has become
2. Comte seems to have had no awareness at all of the possibility that Dante's
s-1'nrbglizationof the ecclesia spiritualis through Beatric.'i, th; ;bportir of his
divinization of a woman.
3. See the Btbliot_equq Positiviste, a list of l5O volumes for the education of
the Positivist. The list is attached io vol. 4 of the Systdme, It ir
to
h. nto"igional; later it should be reduced to Io0 voluines. This tur*r
"onsiaered
L be the
origin of the fad of the one hundred great books,
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flesh posesa problem of a different kind, for in this casethe reality of
God is historically present. The conflict between Comte's Grand-Etre
and Christ is a struggle betweentwo historical Gods. A transcendental
reality has to remain in its transcendenceso that the faith can be interpreted as a human illusion; the transcendentalGod whc, walks Personally on earth breaks the rules of the game.
Comte has dealt with this awkward affair on various occasions.In
volume I of the SystEmehe elaboratesthe dogma of the Grand-Etre.
He comparesthe new divinity with the Christian idea of God ( or at
least what he believesit to be ) . The Christian conceptionof God is
t'contradictoryand consequentlyonly temporary." The ideerof an absolute, omnipotent God is incompatiblewith the attributes of infinite intelligence and infinite goodness.It is incompatiblewith the assumption
of infinite intelligencebecause*our true meditations are no more than
the prolongation of our observations."Only where observationis insufficient to supply the required information, do we stzrrt to think;
thought supplies the insufficiency of observation. "If we could place
ourselvesalways under the most favorable circumstances:for research,
we would have no use for intelligence, and we could appreciatethings
by simple inspection.tt*Hence omnipotenceexcludesomniscience.oStilt
more obvious is the incompatibility with infinite goodness.All our
sentimentsand plans refer to obstacles,either in order t,o adapt ourselvesto them or to remove them. The plans of an omnipotent being
could, therefore, be nothing but pure caprices;they woulcl not involve
any true wisdom, which is always the submissionto an external necessity in appropriating means to an end.aThe Grand-Etre as devisedby
Comte has none of these drawbacks,for the Grand-Etre isrmankind as
it comes gradually into existencewith every succeedinggeneration.
The advantageof this conception is the coincidenceof divinity with
the real extent of our sociological knowledge. We are parts of this
Grand-Etre and insofar dependenton it, but its supremacy is strictly
relative to our researchand our needs.We could indulge, perhaps, in
the fantasy that on some other planet an even more glo:rious GrandEtre than our mankind exists. *But, in view of the fact that we cannot
know anything about it, this question will remain forever meaningless
4. SEstdrne, l, pp. 408f. I should like to stress that the summary in the text
is exhaustive, The arenrment is so insolently superficial and stupid that it is
almost unbelievable. The reader is invited to verify it. Nevertheless, the arpment contains formulations of the greatest importance for the understanding of
certain puzzling phenomena in the intellectual life of our time. In particular the
formula that ttrnder the most favorable circumstances for resea.rch we would
have no use for intelligence" has become an ideal to which reality is closely
conformiog.
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and unapproachable,becausesuch a being would in no way affect our
destinies."We can be satisfiedwith the Grand-Etre that is known to
us, and only on its existenceas it is known to us empirically do we feel
our destinies dependent.This ttrestriction of powert' is the true source
of superiority of the rule of Humanity over the rule of God. The harmony of this supremeexistencewith the men over whom it rules does
not require any explanation, for it results from its very composition.
Moreover, its preponderancein this harmonious relation will reveal itself to the reflectionof eventhe proudestsubjects.Physically and morally
man dependson the existenceof this Grand-Etre. Personal forces can
prevail against it only within the narrowest limits. Still more impressive
is its intellectual and moral superiority. For Humanity doesnot consist
of the indifferent agglomerationof all individuals and grouPs who ever
have lived, live and will live. A true whole can only result from associable elements. Hence the Grand-Etre forms itself, in time and
space, through those human existenceswhich are assimilable, while
if excludesthose who would be nothing but a burden for the species.
Hence in its vast majority it is composedof the dead who are the only
ones who can be truly judged. The living are admitted on probation
only and the whole of their lives will prove whether lhl will be
permanentlyincorporatedinto it or rejected.Hencethe Positivist dogma
of u divine being provides"the indispensablecombinationof homogeneity and Frepondeiance"which the Catholic dogma attempted clumsily
through "the insufficient fiction of Christ.ttu
Th; topic of the "fiction of Christ" is continued in volume 2 of the
Syst1mr.r'C,diain mddiateurnwas a symptomof the growing tendency
of humanity to draw out of itself its supremeprovidence.This tendency
has expresied itself in the followirg phases.The human type has furnished the basis even of fetishiSffir though on this level only the volitional and affective constitution of man was projected into the outside
world, without personifying it. The type asserteditself more clearly in
polytheism when imagination endowed the directing forces with the
attributes of an idealized human nature. Catholicism goes still farther
when it concentratesthe attributes in one supreme unit in which the
two natures are combinedthough not confused.Now we are approaching the final phase: "Such a progressionmust finally lead to the complete elimination of the fictitious being; in this state the real being will
have acquired sufficient grandeur and consistenceto replace entirely
its necessarypredecessor.ffi
5. Ibid., pp. 409-41I.
6. Ibid., 2, p. IO8.
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have assembledthe essentialsof the issue. The $enerous etcplicitation of Comte reveals a good deal of his religious motivation.
Above all, we get a glimpse of his profound anxiety as well as of his
special fears. Comte is afraid of God-of his omnipotence, of his
omniscienceand of his goodness.The phrase t'restriction ,of powert is
a betrayal. He wants a God, if a God it has to br, who at least is not
an ttabsoluteunitytt but rather ttrelative and composite.t'tHe grows
historically and he consists of individuals with who* one .un deal
singly. Even so the aggregate of the Grand-Etre has a growing and
rather overpowering effect, but the effect of this power is, red,t..d by
the consciousnessthat the individual, to the exient of his p.tronul
existence,is part of this power and consubstantialwith it. Th; result
of these various reducing measuresis a transformation of God into an
oPenfield of social relations,both intellectual and affective.
The secondquestionwould concern the means by which this reduction is achieved.An indication of the means is given in Comtetstreatment of the possibility of other Grand-Etres on lther planets. The reaction to this Problem is of admirable simplicity; Comie arlvises: don,t
ask idle questionslThis brilliant handling^of th. questionswhich arise
spontaneouslyin the soul of man with regard to the nature and meanin$ of the whole of existenceis a principle with Comte. fn the first
lecture of the Cours Comte describes"the fundamental character of
the positive.phitosoPhy."Its principle is: "to regard all phenomenaas
subject to invariable natural laws." The discovery of tliese laws and
their reduction to the smallest possible number is its sole aim. ,,It
considersit absolutely inaccessibleand senselessfor us t,0 search for
what is called the cau,ses,be they primary or final causers.rt
Man has
passed through the theological and metaphysical phases in order to
arrive at the Presentstate in which he "consiirrc nothing lrut the facts
themselvestas well as tttheir normal relations of succesriottand similitude.DThe establishrnentof facts and laws is what we call the explanation-of phenomelli questionswith regard to causesdo not belong in
positive science.The kty to this whole exposition is contained in the
sentence:"Our intellectual activity is suffiliently excited by the hop.
of discovering the laws of phenomena,by the simple de,sireof confirming or invalidating a
!h9ory.DIn brief: the ptobh*r of the spirit
and of the interpretation of the universethrough i metaph),sicalsystem
yill disapp:*t- if you forget about them. Comie's positive irhilosophy is
in its most intimate essencean invitation, and ru.i a demand,to iorget
the life of the spirit and the bios theoretikos.And why should we for[et
to:|, experiencesas
f"lq and grace, as contrition and prenitence,as
guilt and redemption?Why should we forget such questionsas those
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of Leibniz: *V[Ihy is there something, why not nothing?" and "Vlrhy is
this somethitg as it is?" We should forget them becauseComte is a
man whose intellectual desires do not go beyond confirmation or invalidation of a theory, and more profoundly, becausehe is afraid of
having desiresbeyond this restricted field. If he ventured beyond the
small circle of a theory of phenomena,he would have to face the \AIhy
of existenceand he could no longer hide himself before the mystery in
the prison of his meditative operation. A deep-seatedimpotence compels him to enclosehimself within the walls of phenomenaand to deny
himself the' least curiosity with regard to the freedom beyond the
walls of this prison.
If Comte had done nothing but lock himself up in his own existence
as in a prison, he would not have becomea figure of historical importance. His impotence, however, was accompaniedby a tremendous
will to power. He did not want to leave his prison, but he wanted to
dominate the world outside. The two desires apparently cannot both
be satisfiedat the same time. Nevertheless,Comte found the solution:
mankind itself must be locked up in the prison, too, and since a normal
growth would not fit into such confinement,man must cripple himself
in the samemanner as Comte, and when he has acquired the impotence
of Comte but not his will to power, he will be fit to enter the positive
,age as his follower. It ir, on principle, the type of fantasy that began
to raise its head in the middle of the eighteenth century and in this
respect,the speculationof Comte lies on a line with the prison fantasies
from Helv6tius and Bentham to Lenin. We could observethe law of
the three stagesin its double function as the order in the biography of
Comte and as the order of mankind in history. We have discussedthe
monadic character of Comte's meditation and the enlargement of the
monadic process to reduce the history of mankind to an immanent
evolution of the monad of Humanity. Once Humanity is caught in this
prison, we see Comte further at work in judging mankind and determining who belongs truly in it and who has to be cast out into the
limbo of eternal oblivion; and we seehim creating the institutions that
will for all time prevent religious and metaphysical miscreants from
disturbing the anxietiesand opposing the will to power of Comte and
his clergy.
This boundlessressentimentculminates, finally, in the abolition of
Christ. We can understand now the mechanismof the operation. The
horizon of man is strictly walled in by the facts and laws of the phenomena; the course of history itself is the immanent evolution of the
monadicmind. If gods exist, they certainly are not permitted to participate in history or society.The gods who seemto appearare figments of
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the mind and only the figments have reality and a history. Hence
Christianity has existed, but not Jesus. Christianity is a s)rstemof figments which characterizesan important phase in the developmentof
the mind and as such a system it has historical reality. Jesus, the incarnation of the spirit, however, cannot have existed; the Christ is a
fiction of Christianity. Comte is therefore quite consistent when he
excludesJesusfrom the commemorationof the Calmdrier,, Only Saint
Paul, the Fathers and the Saints can be included, for they are the men
who have producedthe fiction. Moreover, this fiction is the symptom of
a trend; the mind is moving toward the complete elirnination of the
fictional elementsuntil the one and exclusivereality, that is the mind of
man, has becomevisible in its grandeur, and this great event-man
visiblein his fullness-has cometo passin lB55 in Comte.
On the surface, this operation is a consistentbut neverthelesssome'We
what superficialtheory.
must remember,however,the abyssunder'We
neath-the impotence,the ressentiment,the will to power.
would
miss the demoniccharacterof the constructionif we forget that Comte
knows that there is a reality outside the prison, a reality' behind the
t'fictions."ft is becausehe knoarsthat there is such a reality
that he so
fervently prohibits the question of the Why. The whole theory of the
fictions would be pointlessif it did not servethe purpose of cutting off
the quest for reality. Comte declaresas illegitimate all questionsthat
cannot be answeredby the sciencesof the phenomena.He can refuse
the answers,but sincehe cannot abolish the questionshe must let them
fall flat against his wall of phenomena.If we considerthis structure of
the Comtean situatioil, we arrive at the core of his attempt: it is the
murder of God. This is the great problem which in the ne:rt generation
occupied Nietzsche. The Nietzscheanformula "God is deadt is not a
simple statementconcerningthe historical fact that in the age of crisis
the Christian faith is suffering from social atrophy. It implies that God
has lived and that now he is dead becausehe was murde:redby man.
Nietzsche, who was a thinker of a different stature, knelv what huppened; he probed the motivations and he suffered under the fate that
made him participate in the assassination.But he neithe:r planned it
nor committed it. In the ttoperationttof Comter we see tnre murderer
himself committing the deed, and installirg himself as thre successor.
France and the OccidentolRepublic
The murder of God and the institution of the sociolatrie is for Comte
the epochal event that opens the age of Positivism. At the $ame time,
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however, it is the culmination of a preparatory period which Comte
dates from the "provisionalt era of 1789. Through Charlemagnet
France is the original founder of the OccidentalRepublic, cornPrising
the five nations; after the disintegration of the medieval unit, France
has again taken the lead, through the Revolution, in the spiritual and
temporal unification of the West into the final, positivistic Occidental
Republic. The degreeto which the primacy of France, and in particular
of Paris, was an obsessionwith Comte can be gleaned from his worries about Ih. dangers which threatenedit in the future. He observed
that his Positivism found less recognition in France than in foreign
countries,as for instancein England or Holland. There was the danger
that other countriesmight pressaheadin the Positivistic movementand
impair the supremacyof Paris. He counselledrestraint in the foreign
movement in order to prevent this disaster. This concern of Comte is
developedin the revoluthe direct continuation of an attitude which
'Western
world should be €rtionary and Napoleonic period. The
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of the Paris intellectual. This element of destruction is inevitably inherent in the program of an imperialistic generalization of a local,
historical development.It is, on the level of power politics, the locking
up of the world in a prison, that we could observe, on the level of
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provinces.The revolutionary, so-calledrationalism is deeply rooted in
the eschatologicalfuror of establishing the final realm on earth.s
Napoleonand the OccidentalRepublic
More specifically, the political program of Comte is related to the
ideas of Napoleon. This is a question on which Comte isr reticent, for
Napoleon appearsin his work only in order to be condemnedas the
"gdnie rdtrograde," Nevertheless, the relation exists. In particular
Comte's conception of the Occident is hardly conceivablebefore the
consolidationof the Occidental idea through Napoleon'sstruggle with
the new Orient, that is with Russia. Let us recall a few utterancesof
'llhe
Napoleon: "There are only two nations in the world.
one lives
in the Orient, the other occupiesthe Occident. The Eng;lish, French,
Germans, Italians, and so oD, are governedby the same civil law, the
same mores, the same habits and almost the same religion. Thry are
all members of one family; and the men who want to start war among
them, want a civil war.ro The means for abolishing this rstateof Occidental civil war would be the political unification of the West. "There
will be no peacein Europe exceptunder a sole chief, under an emperor
who has liings as his officers and distributes kingdoms to his lieutenants.'ooThe political should be followed by the institutional and
civilizational unification. "All the united countries must be like France;
and if you unite them to the Pillars of Hercules and to Karnchatka, the
laws of France must extend everywhere.nt And in retrospect: tTllhy
did my Code Napol1on not serve as the basis for a Code europden,and
why my Uniaersitd imperiale not as the model for an Uniaersit|
europ'6enne.
In this manner we would have formed in Europe one and
the same family. Everybody, when travellirg, would have found himself at home.w This Occident is a unit becauseof its internal history
and coherence,but it is forced toward a still more intense unification
becauseof its defensiveposition vis e vis Russia. Nupoleon elaborates
this problem on the occasion of the Russian plans wiith regard to
Turkey. The ideas of the Tsar revolved around the conquestof Turkey.
8. The readiness to carv€ up the map of Europ€, however, is not peculiar to
Comte; we find the same inclination in Fichte and Mazzini.
9. This and the following quotations are taken from the collection Napoleon,
Vues Politiques, Avant-Propos de Adrien Dansette, in the edition of Amdrii-Edit.
(Rio de Janeiro, n.d.). The original edition is Paris, 1839. The passage quoted
is from September, 1802, p. 340.
lO. L Miot de MAlito, 1803, ibid., p. 340.
LL. Au Conseil d'Etat, Juillet 1805, ibid., p, 34L.
L2. A Las Cases, Sainte Hdldne, ibid.
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*We discussedseveraltimes
the possibility and eventuality of its partition, and the effect on Europe. At first sight the proposiiion attracted
me. I considered that the partition would extend the progress of
civilization. However, when I consideredthe consequences
more coolly,
when I saw the immense power that Russia would gain, the great
number of Greeks in the provincesnow subject to the Sultan who then
would join a Power which is already colossal,I refused roundly to have
a part in it." The principal difficulty was Russia's design on Constantinople for "Constantinople,c'est l'Empire du rnonde! It was obvious that France, "even if she possessed
Egypt, Syria and India, would
be nothing in comparisonto what these new possessionswould make
of Russia. The barbarians of the North were already much too powerful; after this partition they could overrun all Europe. I believe this
still."lu fn anothermood he seesthis danger presenteven now. "If Russia finds an Emperor who is courageous,impetuous, capable,in brief:
a tsar who has beard on the chin, then Europe is his. He can begin
his operationson German soil itself, at a hundred leaguesfrom Berlin
and Vienna whose sovereignsare the only obstacles.He enforcesthe
alliance of the one, and.with his help he will defeat the other. From
this moment he is in the heart of Germany." At this junction, Napoleon
puts himself in the place of the conqueror, and continues: "Certainly,
if I were in this situation, I would arrive at Calais according to timetable in moderate marches; and there I would find myself master and
arbiter of Europe.tt Then, in the conversation,the dream of the conquest of the Occident separatesfrom the Russian problem. He is now
himself the conqueror who is master and arbiter of Europe. And he
addresseshis interlocutor: ttPerhaps,my friend, Iou are tempted to
ask il€, like the minister of Pyrrhus asked his master: And what is
all this good for? I answer you: For founding a new society and for
the prevention of great disasters.Europe waits for this relieving deed
and solicits it: the old system is finished, and the new one is not yet
established,and it will not be establishedwithout long and violent
convulsions.tttnLet us, finally, recall that Napoleon also dreamed of
making Paris the seat of the spiritual power of the Occident as well
as of its temporal power. With the Pope in Paris, the city would have
become"the capital of the Christian world, and I would have directed
both the religious _worldand the political. . . . I would have had my
religious sessionslike my legislative sessions;my councils would have
beenthe representationof Christianity; the popeswould have been only
L3. A O'Meara, Sainte HdlEne, ibid., pp. gggf.
14. A Las Cases, Saint HdlEnq ibid., Fp. gSZf.
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its presidents;I would have opened and closed these assemblies,approved and publishedtheir decisions,as it had beendoneby Constantine
and Charlernagne.ttls
The heritage of the French Reaolution
In spite of Comte'semphasison the continuity of his ideas with those
of the Revolution and in spite of their obvious relation lvith those of
Napoleon, the problem of this continuity has remained obscure until
il Auguste
quiie recently. The great treatiseby Gouhier on the J eune,s'se
context:
in
proPer
its
Comte is the first attempt to place this problem
"Positivism is the religious answer to a religious problem that was
posed by the Revolution."u Comte was well acquainted with the religious problems of the Revolution, he knew and distingurishedclearly
the various attempts at their solution, and he expressedhis opinions
on the Culte de la Raisonand the cult of the Etre suprlm,e, as well as
on Theophilanthropism and the Napoleonic solution of the Concordat.
The Culte de la Raison held his particular attention. In the SystEme
he writes: "It was necessaryto found the true religion by rallying our
sentiments,thoughts and actions toward a unique center,,both public
and private.t' Danton and his followers were the only group who had
truly understood this need. Their attempt offers "a notable progress
insofar as it ceasesto adore the external world in order to make the
tApe humain prevail." This substitution, however, was still too metaphysical. They "were incapableof elevating themselvesto the spectacle
of society, and were compelledto inaugurate the human attribute that
is most individual ( that is: reason) .t" Positivism is a movementwhich
renewsthe Dantonianproblem but gives it a new socialsolution.tsComte
has receivedthe heritage of the Revolution as a living tradition through
Saint-Simon.This transmissionforms the secondpart of the thesis of
Gouhier: 6(A son of the anticlerical and liberal Revolution, Auguste
Comte has received,through the medium of Saint-Simon,,an impulse
which stems from the religious and Jacobin Revolution.tue
What is the reason for the earlier suppressionof this relation in
historical consciousnessand for its recent recognition? fhe reason is
that in the era of secularistic historiography the history of the spirit
15. Ibid., pp. 18lf,
16. Op. cit., l, p. 10.
17. Sgstdrne,3, pp. 6OIf.
18. On the relation between Comte and Danton see also the e$say by Aulard
on Auguste Cornte et la Rhtolution frangaise.
19. Gouhier, op. cit., p. 18.
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was taboo. In this period, the French Revolution was *antireligious.t
That "politics" and "religiont are not an antithesis,that the Revolution
was more than a series of constitutionsor of factional phases in a
struggle for power, that it was not exhaustedby such forms as constitutional monar.hy, republic, directory, consulateand empire, that it was
a movement which struggled with spiritual and intellectual problems
in continuity with the preceding and successiveperiods and that
precisely the spiritual and intellectual aspectsof this politico-religious
movementwere the essentialones-all this could not be acknowledged
as long as the religious aspectsof the Revolution were consideredirrelevant incidentsin a processof secularpolitics. Only toward the end
of the nineteenthcentury is a more seriousstudy of the French Revolution undertaken and, as a consequence,our picture of the intellectual
history of the Revolution has changedcompletely. The historians who
have contributed most to this change are Aulard and Mathi ez.N
The present context is not the place for a survey, however brief, of
the religious history of the Revolution. The reader who is interested
may refer to the monographs just cited. We must confine ourselves
to a statement of the issues which emerge from these richly documented studies. In the first place, the misconceptionhas been cleared
up that the spirit of the French Revolution was antireligious in the
sensethat it inclined toward a separation of church and state. The
secular state was not an ideal of the Revolution. The Revolution was
anti-Christian and tendedtoward the establishmentof a caesaro-papistic
r6gime of a non-Christian religion. This tendency, moreover, did not
arise within the Revolution itself but was present already in the works
of the philosophesbefore 1789. Rousseau'sidea of the r1ligion ciuile
is perhaps the most famous expressionof this tendency. Less famous
but even more symptomatic of the trend is the attitude of Raynal. In
the Histoire philosophique des Deux-Indes, the Abb6 Raynal writes:
The state is not made for religion, but religion is made for the
state. First principle.
The general interest is the rule governirg everything that
should exist in the state. Secondprinciple.
20. F. -A. Aulard, Le Culte de la Raison et le culte de Pdtre su?rEme
(1793-94') (Paris, 1892). Aulard incorporated the results of his study in the
Histoire Politique de la R?aolution frangaise (Paris, lgol). The principai studies
by Albert Mathiez are La Theophilanthropie et Ia Culte Dficadaire 1796-1801
( Paris, 1903 ) ; Les Origines des Cultes R€volutionnaires ( Paris, 19O4) ; C ontributions A I'histoire religieuse de Ia R?polution frangaise ( Paris, f 9O7 ) ; La
Rhtolution et f6glise, Etudes critiques et docurnenta,tres (Paris, I91O); Autour
de Robespiene (Paris, 1925).
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The people, or its representative authoritf, has the exclusive
right of judging the conformance of any institution whatever
with the general interest. Third principle.
This authority of the people has the right to examine the dogma and
discipline of the churches. The dogma in particular must be examined
with regard to its compatibility with common sense, frlr dangerous
troubles might arise "if the ideas of a future felicity are complicatedby
the zeal for the glory of God and the submission to a truth which is
regarded as revealed.tt
This authority, and this authority alone, can therefore proscribe
an establishedcult, adopt a new one, or do without one if that is
more convenient.
There is no other council than the assembtyof the ministers of
the sovereigr. When the administrators of the state are assembled, the church is assembled.When the state has pronounced
itself, the church has nothing more to say.
No other apostlesthan the legislator and his magistrates.
No other sacred books than those which they have recognized
as such.
No divine right but that of the weal of the Republic.*
The idea of the state as a theocraclr with the legislators as the
ecclesiasticalauthority, with the law as the divine manifestation, and
with the commonwealas the substance,thus, is fully developedbefore
the Revolution. The religious attempts of the Revolution pursued a
torhrous path toward the realization of totalitarian theocracy. The
transformation of the Catholic Church in France into a national church
was the first attempt to bolster the events in the sphere of the struggle
for power with a spiritual authority. When the attempt began to show
unmistakable signs of failure, the non-Christian substitute attempts
'We
have enumerated them already: the Culte de
pressedto the fore.
Ia Raison of the Dantonists, the cult of the Etre SuprEmeof'Robespierre,
and finally the establishmentof the Culte ddcadaire,that iis of the state
religion of the Directoire, under the pontificate of La RdvelliBre. Of
many such attempts the Theophilanthropy of Chemin-DupontEswas the
only one successfulat founding a new religious sect, which by its €xpansion seriously worried the Catholic Church and which rivalled with
the Culte ddcadaireto becomethe state religion.
We can be briefer on the secondpoint. The spiritual history of the
21. Raynal , Histoire philosophique des Deu-r-Indes, bk. 4, pp. 533fr. (Qpoted
in Aulard, Le Culte de la Raisonr pp. 8-1O.)
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Revolution had been neglected for the further reason that the various
movementsand establishmentswhich we have identified were considered
ephemeral extravaganciesof a few fanatics. Our contemporary experienceswith political mass religions have shown us convincingly that the
problem is of a different magnitude. The studies of Aulard and Mathiez
have brought the rich documentary evidence that even at the time of
the French Revolution one could not found state-religionsby the decree
of a few fanatics. The disposition to accept these state religions had to
be presentin the people.As a matter of fact, there was even more than
a mere disposition to accept the religious ideas of the intellectuals. The
studies of Mathiez show that in a spontaneousupsurge of the people
a new state religion was created before any governmental authority
started the first proddings in this direction. The establishmentsthat
were directed from the revolutionary upper-stratum could have the
successwhich they had becausethey could harness the spontaneous
emotions of the people toward a cult of the revolutionary-republican
spirit. And this religious upsurge did not stop at the borders of France.
The French Revolution, while starting with the chosen people, was
consideredthe Revolution of Humanity. The religious sentimentsoriginated in the experience of a national collectivity, but they were €xpanded immediately into the vision of a church of mankind. We find
completely preformed the Comtean "operationDof expanding the particular existential upsurge universally over mankind and history by
submitting mankind and history to the law of this upsurge. A symptom
of this basic universalism are the decreesof the Legislative Assembly
which extended French citizenship to foreigners in order to reward
them for "having labored outside of France at the work of regeneration.rozRecipients of this dignity were, among others, Paine, Joseph
Priestly, Bentham,'Washington,Klopstock, and Schiller."
Revolution,restorationand crisis
We have traced the continuum between Comte's foundation of the
Religion of Humanity and the religious foundations of the French
Revolution. Important as the line of this continuum is, we must be
aware that it is no more than one thread that runs through a rich
22. AJfurt M_athiez, \es- Origines des cultes rdvolutionnaires, p. 25.
23. For the details of the.popular movement we must refer ihe reader again
to the monogtaphs, in particular to Albert Mathiez, Les Origines des ciltes
r*oolutionnaires, In the qst part of this study, Mathiez gives a careful account
of the movement of the Fflddratioru in the siisle towns ana of the ritual forms
developed for the festivals' _commemorationsr- and religious ceremonies before
the *alters of the fatherlandrt etc.
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historical fabric. The ideas of Comte certainly continue the ideas of
the Revolution, in their liberal as well as in their Jacobin and Napoleonic aspects,but they certainly also go far beyond the Revolution and
belong to the general movementof Restoration which intends to terminate'the Revolution. The meaning of neither Revolution nor Restoration is exhausted by their functions as a movement and its counter
movement, for both blend into each other in the enveloping movement
of the Crisis. In approaching this larger context, into which the ideas
of Comte must be placed, we encounter even greater difficulties than
we met in the analysis of the preceding problem. The interpretation of the French Revolution is far from complete, but at least considerable advanceshave been made in recent years. The interpretation
of the Restoration, however, is still at a stage where we cannot even
be sure of the categories that have to be used in the undertaking.
The situation is illuminated by the fact that Gouhier, the author of the
Jeunessede Comte, has seen his problem unfolding, in the course of
the eight years that lie between the first and the third volumes of his
great work, in a manner that he had probably not anticipated at the
beginning; for the third volume is precededby an introduction which
deals precisely with the methodological problem of Revolution and
Restoration, an introduction which might as well have preceded the
first volume. Moreover, this introduction is entitled Programme pour
une 6tude historique d.ela Restauration cornrneproblErnephilosophique,
a title which seems to indicate that the author intends to elaborate
this program in further studies, independentof the specifically Comtean
problems. Our remarks in this section are based on the Prograrnme of.
Gouhier, in particular with regard to the selection of materials and
their classification. With regard to the principles of interpretation we
are following the suggestionsof Gouhier, but we venture to go somewhat beyond his explicit propositionsin an attempt to clarify further the
relation between the problems of Revolution and Restoration on the
one side, and of the Crisis on the other side.u
The relation betweenRevolution and Restorationbecomesproblematical as soon as we realize that this pcriodization refers conventionally
to events on the level of pragmatic history but not necessarilyto events
on the level of the history of political ideas. By Revolution we mean
primarily the period which extendsfrom the convocationof the General
Estates of France in 1789 to the abdicationof Napoleonin 1814; by
Restoration we mean correspondingly the period of the restored.mon24. For Gouhierts Prograrnme see hls Jeunesse ilAuguste
Auguste Cornte et Saint'Simon (Paris, 1941)' PP. 5-60.

(iornte, vol.
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archy from l8l4 to the July Revolution of 1830. The meaning of
Restorationon this level is determinedprimarily by the reinstatement
of the Bourbon dynasty after the revolutionary interlude. Insofar as
the dynastic principle is through centuries one of the great factors in
Western political history, the periodization doubtless has its importance. Precis.ly, however, when we approach the period of the crisis
the importance diminishes, for one of the characteristic traits of the
crisis is the weakening and gradual elimination of the dynasties as a
factor in politics. The mere fact that the Revolution occurred and that
the Restorationwas brief indicates that the great determinantsof the
historical processhave to be sought elsewhere.Hence, in a first approach to the problem, Gouhier shifts the meaning of Restorationfrom
the reinstitution of the Bourbons to the larger problem of terminating
the Revolution. The restorationof the monarchy is not the first attempt
at such a termination. The series of these attempts begins with the
Thermidor, and the sequenceof Directory, Consulate, Empire, Constitutional Monarchy of 1814, and the liberal Bonapartism of the
Hundred Days marks so many abortive restorations. The return of
Louis XVIII in 1815 would be the sixth attempt in this series, and
Gouhier seemsto be content that it is the last one. Whether it was the
last one, indeed, seemsto us doubtful, but we shall defer the consideration of this question until we have reflected on another aspect of the
problem of Restoration.
When the meaning of Restoration has shifted from the restoration
of a dynasty to the termination of the Revolution, the question arises:
what doesthe Restorationrestore?The answer would have to be that
it restores the order of the polity that has been disrupted by the
revolutionary events with their culmination in the Terror. Inevitably,
this answer raises the further question: what kind of an order should
be the object of restoration?Should it be the order of the ancien rdgime
before 1789, should it be the order of the liberal constitutionalmonarchy from 1789-1 792, or should it be the republicanorder of L7921793? The Restorationof 1BI4 and the following years contains all
three of the tendenciesindicated by these questions.The ultras, with
their tendency to return to the prerevolutionary order, made themselves felt in the Restoration of 18 14 to such a degree that they
wrecked the attempt and prepared the return of Napoleon from Elba,
and the ultra ministries of Charles X sealedthe fate of the Bourbon
dynasty. The liberal tendency manifested itself in the policy of
Louis XVIII, in the Charte constitutionnelleof.1814, and in the timely
essayof Benjamin Constant on constitutional principles which maneuvered the interpretation of the Charte in the direction of Bnglish
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constitutionalism.'u The antiroyalist tendency revealed iitself in the
episodeof the Hundred Days as well as in the abortive attempt at a
republic under the presidencyof Lafayette in 1830.
When we survey these tendencies, we see that Re''irolution and
Restoration are not two periods which follow each other in time, but
two processeswhich interlock and overlap chronologically. We may
distinguish in the revolutionary processitself ( I ) the anlliclerical and
antifeudal liberal phase, (2) the antimonarchical,republican phase,
and ( 3 ) the phase of the sectarian church-state culminating in the
Terror. If we relate the restorativeprocessto these phases,its various
tendenciesand attempts will appear as ambivalent-with the exception
of the ultra tendenci.s. The piebiscitarian emperorship of Napoieon,
for instance, belongs as much to the Restoration as it belongs to the
Revolution. The constitutional liberalism of Louis XVIII resumesthe
Revolution approximately at its phase of L7 gL-92; hence it is as
revolutionary with regard to the ancien r€gime as it is restorativewith
regard to the later phasesof the Revolution. The Second and Third
Republics resume the antimonarchical phase of the Revolution, but
they are still restorative with regard to the revolutionary church-state;
and so forth. This fundamental ambivalencewhich besets;French history from the Thermidor to the present is due to the l[act that the
Revolution has run within four years the coursefrom the ancien rdgime
to the totalitarian church-stateand terror. The meaning oJ[the Revolution cannot be elicited by any partial political formula, such as the
issues of feudalism and democreclr of monarchy and republic, of
parliamentarism and dictatorship, of bourgeois society and proletarian
movement. All these issuesare contained in the Revolution and their
periodical reappearancemarks the oscillations of Frenchrpolitics between ( I ) radical populist revolution, (2) dictatorial order and ( g )
moderate repubJic, which have been so excellently analysed by
Seignobos.All these partial issues,however, are overshadlowed
by th.
fundamental spiritual issue which the Revolution has revealedfor the
first time in full clearness,namely, that the apocalypseof man is drivitg, by the logic of sentiment,toward the deification of intramundane
society. The Revolution has been carried by its momentum beyond
the peripheral questions of governmental form to the very heait of
the crisis, that is to the destruction of Western Christian civilization
and to the tentative creationof a non-Christiansociety.AnrI the restorative attempts consequentlyare affected by the necessityof grappling
25. Benjamin Constant, R*flertons sur les Constitutions, lo diistribution des
pouvoirs et les garanties dans une monarchie constitutionnelle (Paris, l8l4 ) .
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with the spiritual problem of the crisis that had been posed by the
Revolution.
Hence Revolution and Restoration, in the French case, cannot be
distinguished as a political and social upheaval which overshootsthe
aim that can be realized at the moment, and a counter movementwhich
terminates the Revolution and stabilizes its results at a level that correspondsto the actual strength of the contendingpolitical forces. Such
an interpretation would rather fit the English upheaval of the seventeenth century with its termination by the Glorious Revolution and the
Act of Settlement.In the French case Revolution and Restoration are
interlocked to the point of becoming indistinguishable becauseboth
movementspenetrateto the spiritual core of the crisis. The situation
is illuminated by the struggle betweenRobespierreand the H6bertists.
On the level of power politics, it is a struggle between the Committee
of Public Safety ( representedby Robespierre) and the Commune of
Paris ( representedby Hdbert ) ; on the level of the spiritual crisis it is
the struggle between H6bert's Culte de Ia Raison and Robespierre's
cult of the Etre Supr?me.Here, in the very heart of the Revolution, we
are faced by Robespierre'sattempt to stabilizethe Revolution spiritually
somewherenear the Deism of the philosophesand his attack on the
Culte de la Raison as an atheistic ad.venturethat goes too far. Does
this attempt of Robespierrer&s somehistorians have suggested,already
belong to the history of the Restoration?The question is of importance
for the interpretation of Comtetsposition, for Comte, &s we have seen,
recognizesin the Culte de la Raison a step in the right directiotr, that
is in the direction of his own cult of the Grand-Etre. According to this
self-interpretation,Comte'spolitical religion would continuethe Revolution and lead it to the logical conclusion that was forestalled by
Robespierre;on the other hand, Comte is clear on the point that his
Religion of Humanity will terminate the disorder of the Revolution,
that it will be a restoration of order. Restoration becomesidentical
with completionof the Revolution.
The contradiction can be solved if we acknowledgethat Revolution
and Restoration meet in the problem of the Crisis. If we define the
two conceptson the level of depositionand reinstitution of a dynasty,
they will signify two successiveperiods in pragmatic history. If we define them as a movementof political forces and the reestablishmentof
order in accordancewith a new balanceof forces, then they will signify
processeswhich overlap in time. If we extend their meaning to include
the problem of spiritual order in society, then they will merge in the
processof the Crisis. The question at which level we should fix the
meaning is not one for arbitrary decision.The inclusion of the spiritual
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problem is a theoretical postulate, for man as a whole is engaged in
itte historical process,and we have no right to define our conceptson
the basis of a fragmentary anthropology.If we neglect this postulate,
the historical process becomesunintelligible and we ar(3 reduced to
acceptirg the self-interpretations of the political movements at their
face-valu1.Since the course of the crisis consists in the conflicts and
spiritual failures of these movements,we could not overcomethe disolder of the crisis through its interpretation by the order of the spirit
but would permit the disorder to invade the historiographic attempt
at finding its meaning. Our interpretation of Comte would have to sink,
in this case,to the level of Littrd and John Stuart Mill, while our interpretation of intellectual history would sink to the level of Comte's
d.monic monadism; our interpretation of Marx would sink to the level
of thosewho seein him nothing but the threat of proletarian revolution
and communism,while our conceptionof "ideology" would sink to the
level of Marx. Our interpretation of constitutionalismand liberty would
sink to the Fascist level, while our conception of }.{ational Socialism
would sink to the level of progressiveintellectualswho seein it nothing
but a reactionary political movement.
The inclusion of the spiritual problem of the crisis into the concepts
of Revolution and Restoration does not mean, however, that the conceptshave becomesuperfluous.Within the generalprocessof the crisis,
Revolution, Restoration and their international ramifications remain a
distinguishablephase.The movementof 1789 with its rarpidevolution
into the terroristic church-stateis still its well marked beginning, and
the reassertionof the forces that survived the furor of this outburst still
mark the Restoration.A problem of delimitation will arise only with
regard to the formal end that should be assignedto the: Restoration.
As a matter of fact, the Restorationpeters out with the generation of
men who lived through the Revolution and tried to establishthe postNapoleonicorder with the political forces and ideas that emergedfrom
it. Whether one wishes to attribute a special symbolic significanceto
the year 1830 when the last brother of Louis XVI disa;ppearedfrom
the sceneand Lafayette made his last appearance,or to tlheyear 1832
which marks the end of the ancien rdgime in England, or to the year
1848 which removedMetternich-is a matter of choice and it will be
decided differently by the historians of the various nations. Certain
is that with the 1840's, that is with the generation of Bakunin and.
Marx, we have entered a new intellectual climate. The pnoblemof the
crisis has not changed,but the dimensionsof the catastrophehave behas sharpened,and the
come clearer, the eschatologicalconsciousness
a stable order had been
Revolution
after
the
that
illusion has dissolved
remedies.
contemPorary
restored by the arsenal of
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Comte and his work have a peculiar place with regard to this periodization. The ultimate elaborationof Comte'sideasthrough the institution
of the Religion of Humanity falls in the 1850's. His Sgstdmeis written
and published after the Communist Manifesto. The original intuitiotr,
on the other hand, occurs in the 1820's; it draws its inspiration from
an intellectual environmentthat is determinedby Condorcetand SaintSimon, by Danton and Robespierre,by Napoleon and Louis XVIU, by
Jean-BaptistSuy and Lafitte, by Bonald and de Maistre. The elaboration and publication of his ideas coincides with Victorian liberalism
and the openingdecadesof Communismand Anarchism; the intellectual
means with which he meets the crisis belong to the Restoration. We
shall now briefly survey the principal elementsof the intellectual environment in which Comte formed his intuitioll.
The permanentreaolution of the liberals
A first answer to the problem of the crisis is given by the liberals
who wish to transform the violent rhythm of Revolution and Restoration into a gentle undulation of progressivereform. This idea was developedin the liberal periodicalLe Censeu,rby its editors CharlesComte
and CharlesDunoyer, in 1815. Revolutionis recognizedas a necessity
insofar as it is required by the light of reason,but there are other revolutions which are motivated by pride and ambition. The revolution
which resulted in the liberal *otiutchy of 1791 was commandedby
reason while the Republic, the Consulate, as well as the movements
which tend to restore the ancien r6gime, belonged to the secondtype.
There are two states which are equally bad for a society: complete
stagnation and prolonged, anarchical disorder. "The one clings too
strongly even to its most puerile customs,and to its most superstitious
practices;the other indulges in the disorderly movementof passions.t
Besides, the one state produces the other. Anarchical revolution is
inevitable when a regime insists on its continuation against reason and
history, while the reactionary despotismof a Bonaparte will rise fom
anarchy. "There is only one means for nations to prevent the great
revolutions; that is, to put themselvesinto a state of perrnanent and
wisely regulated revolution." When a nation is guided intelligently it
is protected against all revolution, or rather its revolution is (tpermanent, but slorv and progressive, so that it follows without jolts the
progress of reason.tt'6
26. Charles Dunoyer, *Des r6volutions en g6n6ral et des r6volutionnairestt;
Charles Comte, ttDu systBme r6presentatiflt; Charles Comte, ttDe ltautorit6
l6gislatif." lfhese articles were published in Le Censeur, vols. g, 4, Quotations
from Gouhier, op. cit., p. L7.
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The articles of Charles Comte and Dunoyer have their importance
becausethe Censeurrepresentsthe liberal restoration at it;s intellectual
best. We see here developing an attitude toward the crirsiswhich remains typical in later liberalism and we can observein its origins the
growth of an escapistclich6. The rhythm of Revolution and Restoration is considereda stupid exaggerationof the processof siocialreform,
the violent swings of the pendulum ought to be toned d.own-under
the title of "permanentrevolutiontt-to the gentle processthat today is
called "peaceful change.DThe problem of the crisis itself disappears
and is swallowedup by the categoryof progressunder the guidance of
reason.We have characterizedthis attitude as escapistbe'causeit skillfully dodges the real issuesof the crisis. A society is by definition in
a state of crisis when its remedial forces, while perhaps present, are
socially ineffective.The social problems which urgently require a solution cannot be solved becausethe spiritual and moral strength for the
task is lacking in the ruling group. In this situationr the counsel to
do what is not done becauseit cannot be done is obviousrlyvain. And
the counselis not only vain, it even adds to the gravity of the crisis
becauseit detracts attention from a true alternative. The progressive
counsel of Charles Comte and Dunoyer ( and this has remained a
constant factor in the aggravation of the Western crisis) poses the
alternative of stagnation in the solution of social probtemi and intelligent gradual reform. This alternative does not exist concretely;
the fact of the tardiness in the solution of explosive sor:ial problems
is proof that on the level of pragmatic politics the alternative of intelligent gradualism does not exist. The true alternative would be the
restoration of spiritual substancein the ruling groups of a society,
with the consequentrestoration of the moral strength iin creating a
just social order. The problem of the crisis must be state:din the ptatonic terms of spirit and power. The pragmatic value of this alternative,
as exPeriencehas shown, is not very high. The appearanceof Plato did
not change the course of the Hellenic crisis, the caseof lt[ietzschedid
not serve as a warning example for Germany nor did the appearance
of Dostoievskymake a dent in the tsarist system. NevertlLreleis,
this is
the true alternative; and we must be clear on the point that a propaganda for gradualism which ignores and obscuresthe brue issue fias
becomea seriousfactor in the aggravationof the crisis.
The idea which emergesfrom the articles of the Censtturis so particularly glave in its consequences
becauseit implies the frurtherfaliacy
that the abolition of a social injustice will automaticall.yresult in a
satisfactory stable order. The revolutionary abolition of j, regime that
is experienced as oPPressiveby a powerful stratum of so.irtv will
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certainly satisfy the successful revolutionary group, but it is not at
all a guarantee that the new group will be more fit than the old one
to discharge the obligations of rulership competently. Spiritual disorder is not the privilege of a ruling class;the revolutionary class which
displacesit may be quite as deficient in this point, and even more so.
The spiritual and moral incompetenceof the bourgeoisie in handling
problems posed by the industrial proletariat and the growing lower
middle class was certainly a match for the incompetenceof the prerevolutionary aristocracy in handling the problem posed by the rising
bourgeoisie.The record of the German lower middle class in the National Socialist revolution is no more edifying. The worst problem in
the dynamic of the Western crisis is the fact that the resistanceof the
ruling class of the moment against t'peaceful changett can derive a
degree of spiritual legitimacy from the qualities of the revolutionary
groups. The liberal and progressiveidea of the t'permanentrevolutiontt
of the editors of the Censeurignores this whole class of problems, and
it must ignore them because the spiritual problem of the crisis is
obscured for them by the enlightenment clich6 of "reason.' But the
light of reasonis a dubious guide in the night of the spirit.
Intemationalism

The profounder problems of the crisis, however, did not escapethe
thinkers of the Restoration. Th.y were forced upon them inevitably
by the international aspects of the Revolution. The Napoleonic wars
from Spain to Russia would bring home to everybody that the Revolution was more than a problem of French constitutional reform. And
the Act of the Congressof Vienna, of 1815, was more than a simple
peace treaty between former belligerents; it was a settlement of
European order, comparableto the Treaties of Munster and Osnabruck
which had concluded the international upheaval of the Thirty Years
'War.
The events on the pragmatic level alone would make clear the
European scale of the problem. The actual internationalism of the
period, however, was nourished from a considerablenumber of other
sources.We have already noted the international pathos of the Revolution itself, in the enlargement of the French upsurge into the idea of a
Western civilization in conformancewith the French spirit, as well as
in the ideas of Napoleon. This revolutionary pathos even appears in
America; in a letter to Lafayette, Washington writes: *We have sown
a seed of Liberty and Union that will germinate by and by over the
whole earth. Somed"y the United Statesof Europe will be constituted,
modelledafter the United Statesof America. The United Stateswill be
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the legislator of all nations.tt2T
And this pathos is no fii,or€ than the
culmination of the internationalism of thr eighteenth century which
crystallizedin the projects for perpetualpeaceof the Abbd Saint-Pierre,
of Rousseauand of Kant, and which crystallized in such formulations
as the "European Republictt (Rousseau) or the "Assembleedes nationsn(Volnay).
The internationalismof the enlightened,humanitarian type precedes
the Revolution and becomesonly intensified in its early years. With
the Revolution itself new sourcesof internationalism are openedby the
courseof events.The French emigration played an important role. The
court society,like every closedgroup of this type, had a comparatively
narrow horizon; the emigration was the discoveryof the w,crld, through
the acquaintancewith foreign national civilizations, and in particular
through the discoveryof the living medieval tradition of t;heEuropean
culture.'* The horizon is enlarged beyond the period of the absolute
national state and the commonfoundation of Western Christian civilization through Charlemagnecomesinto view. The experienceof the Revolution had a similar effect on the French clergy. fn the sitrugglewith
the revolutionary government,Gallicanism receivesa blour from which
it has neverrecovered,the international,Europeancharactrerof Catholicism gains a new weight, and the importance of the sp:iritualpower
which must not be too closely allied with a national g()vernmentis
rediscovered.Beyond these concrete occasionsfor remembering the
temporal and spiritual sources of Western unity, the g,en€rallesson
of this second conflagration following the first one of the religious
wars was not lost on the contemporaries.The Revolution was understood as the second act in the drama of Western decompositionof
which the Reforrnationhad been the first act. And the quest for unity
inevjtably turned toward Christianity as the spiritual foice which had
producedthe unity that now was vi'sibly going to pieces.This awareness of the Christian unity of the past, and of the spiritual problem
which it posesfor the present,finds expressionin a considterable
literature. Let us mention only the works of de Bonald: the Th1orie du
pouaoir politique dans la sociltd ciuile (L796 ) , and thre subsequent
Essai analytique s?tr les lois naturelles de lordre social ( 1800) and
Ldgislation primitiae considdrdedans les dernier temps F,ar les seules
lumiEres de la raison ( t A02); Novalis's Christenheit ,oder Europa
( 1799); and the works of de Maistre: Considdrationssur la France
(L7 96 ) , the Essai su,rle principe gdndrateur des corwtitutionspoti27. Quoted, by Gouhier, op. cit., p. 22,
28. Fernand Baldensperger, Le mouaement des i"d€esdans Pdmi.gration frangaise (1789-1815 ) (Paris, L924), vol. 2, pp. l5l-L52. Gouhier, op. cit., p. 24.
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tiques (1809), the systematicmain work Du Pape ( 1819), and the
work which he left incomplete at the time of his death in 182I, Les
Soir€esde Saint-P1tersbourg.
De Maistre
A few formulations taken from these works will illuminate the intellechral climate in which Comte grew up. According to de Bonald,
Europe could be considereda "single family" up to the sixteenth cerltury; its foundation goes back to Charlemagne, "le f ondateur et le
hdros de la soci*t| ciuile"; this huppy family was troubled on occasion
by the passionsof its members, but always reunited "po, la m?me
religion publiquen; the Reformation has torn apart this Christian
Europe and by this blow has also "divided the political Europe."' In
his Considdrationssur Ia France, de Maistre resumesthis problem on
principle. "All imaginable institutions rest on a religious idea. . . .
They are strong and durable in the measurein which they are divinized.
. . . Human reason ( or what one calls philosophy without knowing
what one does) is no substitute for this basis ( which one has called
superstitious,again without knowing what one does) ; philosophy, on
the contrary is an essentiallydisorganizing force.ttoThis sentencecould
have been written by Comter &s well as the followitg: "It seemsto me
that every true philosopher should make his choice between two hypotheses:either a new religion is about to be formed, or Christianity
will rejuvenate itself in an extraordinary manner. We have to make
our choice between these two suppositions,according to our stand on
the truth of Christianity."" De Maistre decidesfor Christianity, Comte
for the new religion, but on the principle they are in agreement.
The area of agreementbetweende Maistre and Comte is even larger
than their alternative choices of Christianity and the Religion of Humanity would suggest, for the Christian solution of de Maistre strongly
partakes of the organizational, projective character which is peculiar
to Comte. Let us consider, for instance, a passagefrom a letter of
de Maistre to Blacas ( f g L4): "Recall frequently this chain of reasonirg: No public morality or national character without religion, no
Europeanreligion without Christianity, no Christianity without Catholicism, no Catholicism without the Pope, no Pope without the supremacy
that is due to him."32This type of argumentationwhich leadsde Maistre
29. The passagesare from the Thdorie du pouaoir; Gouhierr op. cit., p. 26.
30. De Maistre, Considflrati,onssur lo France (1855), p. 67.
31. Ibid., p. 73.
32. Quoted by Gouhier, op. cit., p. 25.
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to the supremacy of the Pope, is the same type which leads Comte to
create himself the High Pontiff of the new religion of thre Occidental
Republic. Both thinkers are right insofar as they have diagnosedthe
problem of spiritual unity in Western civilization, and both are right
insofar as they take the problem of an institutionalization of the spirit
seriously. Both in common are astonishingly blind to the magnitude
of the problem. If we assume that de Maistre did not consider his
literary work a vain exercise,we must also assumethat he seriously
believed he could change the course of Western history by a clear
analysisof the problem of the crisis and by suggestingthe only organizational solution that seemedto make sense.That the crit,ical situation
of a whole civilization, which had been in the making I'or centuries,
cannotbe transformedinto a harmoniousorder over night by an act of
insight and by an agreementbetween intelligent people, or that something might be profoundly wrong not only outside Catholicism but
within the Church itself, was not sufficiently clear to him, just as it
was inconceivableto Comte that he could not restore th,e order of a
civilization by his personalrenovationor that anything could be wrong
with his Religion of Humanity. In de Maistre as in Comte we sense
the touch of enlightened reason that blinds the working of the spirit.
Moreover this impressionis strengthenedwhen we see de Maistre, in
Du Pape, indulgitg in the'same far-reaching projectiornsas Comte
and including Russia and the orthodox Church in his rellections on a
restoredEurope under Papal supremacy.*
In the last work of de Maistre, the Soir1esde Saint-P1tersbourg,a
strong apocalyptic tone makes itself felt that is even closer to the
temper of Comte. *We must keep prepared for an immense event in
the divine order toward which we are marchirg with an accelerating
speedthat should strike every observer.There is no longer any religion
on earth: mankind cannot remain in this state.t' Catholiic as well as
Protestant writers find in the Retelation of Saint John the announcement of the impending event. Some even believe that iit has begun
already "and that the French nation will be the great instrument of the
greatestof revolutions.tt*There is perhapsnot one truly religious man
in Europe ( t am speaking of the educatedclass) who does not, at
this moment, expect somethiog extraordinary. And, do you believe
that this agreementof all men can be mistaken?ttFor eviclenceobserve
the march of scienceand seewhere it leads us. From Nernrtonthe way
goes to Pythagoras. Once the natural affinity between religion and
33. See in Du PaPe, in bk. 3, the chapters on Russia; and the lvhole of bk. 4z
ttDu Pape son rapport avec les dglises nomm6es schismatiques.tt
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sciencewill have become concrete *in the head of one single man of
genius,' then the eighteenth century will truly have come to its end.
The apparition of this man is not far off; "perhaps he lives already.t
De Maistre concludesthese reflectionswith a speculationon the function of the mystical number Three in history. "God has spoken the
first time to man on Mount Sinai; and this revelation was restricted
for reasons,which we do not know, to the narrow limits of a single
people and a single country.tt ttAfter fifteen centuries, a secondrevelation addresseditself to all men without distinction . . . i but still the
universalrty of its action was infinitely restricted by circumstancesof
time and space."Fifteen centuries uguin have lapsed and America was
discovered;the whole earth and all mankind now is drawn into a unity
and we must expect "a third explosion of the omnipotent goodnessin
favor of mankind.tt ttEverything announces. . . I do not know what
great unity toward which we are marching rapidly."*
The vision of a third revelation, the expectationof a new messianic
figure, the unity of scienceand religion-all this is so close to Comte
that further elaborationis unnecessary.How closeit is can be gathered
from the fact that the rival movementto Comte's Positivism, that is the
Saint-Simonismof Enfantin and Bazard, appropriated the prophetic
expectation of de Maistre as an announcementof the Savior who had
come in Saint-Simon: t'Let us keep prepared, as says de Maistre, for
an immense event in the divine order toward which we march with an
acceleratingspeedthat ought to strike all observers;there is no longer
any religion on earth, mankind cannot remain in this state; but, huppier than de Maistre, we no longer wait for the man of genius whom
he announcedand who, according to him, should imminently reveal to
the world the natural affinity of religion and science: SAINT-SIMON
has appeared.ttt5
The Holy Alliance
"ft is impossible that mundane forces balance each other; only a
third element, which is mundane and transmund.aneat the same time,
can solvethis task."tuThis sentiment-that the postrevolutionaryorder
cannotbe achievedas a balanceof secularpowers-pervades the Resto34. De Maistre, Les Soirdes de Saint-P1tersbourg, llth ed. (1854), pp. Z7U
285.
35. Doctrine de Saint-Simon, Exposition, PremiEre ann4e, 1829, edition by
Bougl6 _and Hal6vy (Paris, L924), pp. 418f.
36. Novalis, Die Christenheit odei Europa ( ITgg ) , Schrtften, ed. J. Minor
(Jena, 1923), 3, p. 42,
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ration; it has found its public, political e{pressionin the documentthat
sprang from the curious relationship between Tsar Alexander I and
the Baronessvon Kruedener,that is the Holy Allinnce of September26,
1815. The popular misunderstandingsconcerningthis dc,cumenthave
been dispelled by now; neverthelessit may be worthwhile repeating
that the Holy Alliance must not be confused with the Quadruple Alliance and that its intentionsmust not be identified with the reactionary
policies of the era Metternich. The Holy Alliance seemsto have had
its origin in the more or less accidentalintersectionof the two life-lines
of Mme. de Kruedener and the Tsar. The Livonian Baroness(L7 64L824) experienceda conversionin 1804 and from then on her life was
a colorful seriesof associationswith the various pietistic groups of the
age: with the Moravians at Herrenhut, with the circle of Heinrich
Jung-Stilling at Karlsruhe, with Fontainesin the Alsace, rvith Wegelin
in Strassburg, and with Jean Fr6d6ric Oberlin ( after whom Oberlin
College is named) in Waldbach. Of special interest for us is the associationwith Jung-Stilling and the Court of Baden becausethe EmPressElizabeth of Russia, as well as the wife of GustavusAdolphus IV
of Sweden,were Princessesof Baden,belonging to this pietistic groupi
here we touch on the international social basis for the pietistic elem.nt
in the Restorationin Russia and Germanl, as well as for the fact that
Mme. de Kruedener could find accessto the Tsar. Through the medium
of parsonsand other mystical personalities,Pietism had c:reateda commylity of sentimentsand ideas which linked, socially, the peasantry
with the courts and, geographically,West Germany with Russia. Politically this community was strongly imbued wittr, chilirasticideas in
whichNapoleon figured as the Anti-Christ and the hopes were directed
toward a savior from the North, otr the basis of the piophecy of Isaiah
4L:25: "Here is one I have raised from the north, I tia''itecalled him
by name from the east; he shall trample rulers down like mortar, like
a potter treading clay.tttzAlexander I, who seemedmost eminently a
37. Cf. E. Muhlenbeck, Etude sur lesorigines de Ia Sainte-tllliance Cpurir,
1909 ) . The-full weight of these chiliastic expectations, however, can be understood only if qe_ seParate the chiliastic symbolism from its acciclental historical
content. That
.{apoleon and Alexander I would seem to fill threse symbols is
historically.accidental to the first decades of the nineteenth centurl'. The chiliastic
movement itself goes back to the period of the Reformation. It jis based on the
Piblic_al_propfrecleg of !h" Isaiah passage quoted in the text, as well as on
Daniel lI (the king of the northJ, Jerbmiih 4:5 (the lion from the north),
Jeremiah 5O:9, 4L44 (the people from the north). This complex of Biblicai
luggestions crysfl-lized into a firm symbolisln in the so-called Prophecy of
Paracelsus' probably to be dated l54l: The Prophecy announces the'"Loi-en
Ton Mittemacht" who after a great -struggle will lemove the cla'ws of the eagle
from the Empire. fn the seventeenth cenfury this Prophecy had a great career
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savior from the north, was a soul in anguish, burdened with the guilt
of patricide; his search for the peace of his soul, which induced his
contacts with representativesof various sectarian movements, did not
come to an end before his strange disappearancefrom the throne in
L825 and (which seemsat present the most probable assumption) his
withdrawal to Siberia. In 18 15 he had used the opportunity of the
campaigr for seeking this peacein an interview with Jung-Stilling in
Karlsruhe; the attempt failed. In June, l8I5 he had his headquarters
at Heilbronn, not far from a village where Mme. de Kruedener was
engagedin persuading some peasantsto sell their property and to flee
from the impending eschatologicalcatastrophe.This was the chanceof
her lifetime for the lady; she obtained an interview with the Tsar, and
in severalhours of preaching she broke the sobbing man to the point
that he "found peace"-at least for a while. At his requestshe followed
the Tsar to Paris and they were in daily contact at prayer-meetings.
Overnight the lady had become a political force of European importance, and at her religious sdancesassembledsuch personsas Chateaubriand, Benjamin Constant and Mme. R6camier. From this association
emerged,in September18I5, the Holy Alliance.
The Holy Alliance was published in the names of the sovereignsof
Austria, Prussia and Russia.usThe three monarchs confessto being
impressedby the eventsof the last three years. Divine Providencehas
showeredits blessings on the states which have placed their confidence
on it alone.And the monarchs are convincedthat the mutual relations
of the powers must be based on the sublime truths which are taught
by the eternal religion of the Savior God. Hence they declarenow, "d la
face de fUnhters," that they will adopt as their rule of conduct the
principles of Justice, Charity and Peace, in domestic as well as in
foreign relations. These principles are not applicable to private life
only, but must exert a direct influence on the actions of princes. Only
when these principles guide all their steps will human institutions be
consolidatedand their imperfectionsremedied.Scripture commandsall
men to considereachother as brethren. The three monarchswill remain
when it was applied to Gustavus Adolphus, as the "Lion from the North," in his
struggle against the Emperor. The consciousnessof this symbolism never died,
but was continued in a rich mystical, Rosicrucian and alchemystic literature.
The history of this symbolism is finely treated in Johan Nordstriim, Lejonet fran
norden ( Upsala, 1934 ) . The Prophecy of Paracelsus is reprinted in the appendix to Nordstriim's study. A reprint in modern German is found in Hans
Kayser's edition of Schriften Theophrast's ron Hohenheim (Leipzig, L924), no.
297.
38. The text of the HolE Alliance is to be found in Recueil Martensr 2 (Goettingen, 1818), tro. 6O, pp. 630ff.
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united by the bond of a true and indissoluble fraternity. Thry will
considereach other as compatriots.They will considerthemselvesand
their peoples as members of one Christian nation; the three princes
regard themselvesas delegatedby Providenceto govern three branches
of one and the samefamily and they recognizeas their cornmonSovereign no other than Him, to Whom all power truly belongs,that is God,
our divine Savior JesusChrist, the Word of the Most High, the Word
of Life. In relation to their subjects and armies they will regard themselvesas fathers of families and will guide them, in the spirit of brotherhood, to protect Religiotr, Peaceand Justice. Force betwergnthem will
be used only for the purposeof rendering reciprocal service.The monarchs recommend to their peoples that they fortify themselvesdaily
more and more in the principles and duties which the Savior has
taught, for this will be the only means to enjoy the durable peacethat
arises from good conscience.And the other Powers are invited to join
in this agreementfor the happinessof nations who have been agitated
too long, so that from now on these truths will exercisertheir due influenceover the destiniesof men.
The interpretation of this document has been obscuredby the fact
that it is couchedin the form of an international treaty. I[f it is taken
at the face value of its legal form, then it can be discarded as "innocuousttor ttirrelevant,ttas is done by pragmatic historiarns.The contemporarieswho were invited to sign it, and actually did sign it out
of deferencefor the Tsar, were under no illusion about itsrimelevance.
The monarchsof Austria and Prussia did not sign it willing;ly. Francis I
remarked that, when it came to its implementation,he would have to
consult with his chancellor with regard to temporal matters and with
his confessorwith regard to spiritual matters. The prin,cs regent of
England assured the monarchs that he would always endeavor to
regulate his conduct by these sacred maxims, but refuseclto sign becausehis signature was without value without the countersignatureof
a minister. Metternich spoke of it contemptuouslyas a loud-sounding
nothing. Nevertheless,in the history of ideasone cannot disposeof ru.f,
documentswith Castlereagh'sdictum z "a piece of sublime mysticism
and nonsense.tt
We have experiencedin our own time two statesmen,
who were otherwise quite intelligent, promising *freedom from want
and fear" to the world at large, also in the form of an international
agreement.In spite of its legal irrelevance the phenomernonrequires
attention,
Once we have discountedthe legal form, and have reduc:edthe document to its proper statusby referring it to the encounterbetweenMme.
de Kruedener and the Tsar, we have no difficulty in its characteriza-
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tion. We have to seein it the protestant-chiliasticresponseto the problem of the crisis, just as we have to seein de Maistre's work a catholicchiliastic response.In the pietistic program of spiritual restoration we
must, of course,not expect projects for an institutional organizationof
the spiritual power with a de Maistrean Pope or a ComteanHigh Priest
at itJ apex; we must expectthe transfer of the spirit of brotherhood that
anima6d the pietist communitiesto the international scale,and that is
preciselywhaf we do find. All men are brethren, and the monarchswill
be brethren, too. The nations in their separatepolitical existencewill
be abolishedand transformedinto membersof the one Christian nation.
The rulers themselveswill ceaseto be sovereignsand be transformed
into family heads under the sovereigntyof Christ, and so forth. Over
night we have entered the millennium of Peace, Charity and Justice
,tnder Divine Providence. Such force as may still be necessarywill
serve only purposes of reciprocal assistanceagainst miscreants; and,
quite coniistenlly, the document is not submitted to such unbrotherly
inndek as the Sultan and the Pope. In this projection of the pietistic
community on the European scale,we recognizethe sameprocedureas
in the enlargement of ttre French revolutionary humanitarianism into
the new order of mankind, or in Comtetsenlargementof his personal
intgition into the order of the Occidental Republic. Under this aspect
the legal form of an international agreementfinds its place in the p-u!tern, lhr public formalization partakesof the magic operationby which
Comte brings salvation to a society in crisis through the publication of
a book. It G a type of magic that survives today in certain intellectual
'high resolvest
circles where political problems are approached by
and.declarationsof "lofty principles." For the rest, the Holy Alliance
in the environment in which
was not without pragmatic consequences
it originated.The interventionof Nicholas I, in 1849, in breaking lhe
*reciprocal assistHungarian revolution, was inspired by the idea of
ttbroth€r,ttand the rescript of Nicholas II, in
anceti to the Austrian
f 898, which initiated the First Hague Peace Conference,drew part
of its inspiration from this source-though another part has to be
sought rather in the financial difficulties of keeping up the arrnament
race.
Saint-Simon
The intellectual climate of the Restoration exerted its influence on
Comte most strongly through the medium of Saint-Simon ( 17601825 ) , during the years of associationbetween the two men, that is
in the years I8f7-24. For the details of this relationship the reader
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should refer to the monographic literature, in particular the volumes
of Gouhier. The associationwas so close that even now iit is difficult
to decideconcretelywhat belongsto Comte and what to Saint-Simonin
a complex of ideas that was formed in the years of collaboration.
Fortunately, the question is not as important as the task of separation
is delicate and complicated.Neither Saint-Simonnor Comrfehave their
place in history becauseof the originality of their ideasor tlheprofoundnessof their systematicthought; their ideas were a common possession
of the age, and their achievementin systematicpenetration is at best
dilettantic. They hold their distinguishedplace becauseof their keen
sensitivity to the critical character of the epoch and becauseof their
ability for embodyingthe apocalypticatmospherein blazing symbolsof
doom and salvation. While it is certain that Saint-Sirrronwas for
Comte a most important mediator of ideas, it would be di:fficult to say
with precision what ideas Comte has received from Saintl-Simonthat
he could not have receivedfrom elsewhere.Once the details of this relationship have been cleared up completely and the debatr:has settled
down, we shall probably amive at the conclusionthat most important
in the relationship between the two men was the fact that there were
two of them. The assurancewhich springs from the mutual confirmation of minds which move in the same direction was perhapsthe most
precious gift of Saint-Simon to Comte. Nevertheless,the very likemindednessof their intellectualmovementpermits us to name at least
two great complexesin which the mutual confirmation or influence
must havebeenstrongest,that is ( I ) the scientisticcreed,and (2) the
insight into the socialconsequences
of the Industrial Revolrution.In the
folfowing remarks on Saint-Simon,we shall concentrateon 1lhese
aspects
of his ideas.*n
A few months before his death, in a conversation urith Olinde
Rodrigues,Saint-Simonsummarizedthe intentions of his profuse work:
"Like all the world, I wanted to systematize the philosoptryof God. I
wanted to descendsuccessivelyfrom the phenomenaof the universeto
the phenomenaof the solar system, further on to the terrestrial phenomena' and finally to the study of the speciesconsideredas a iubdivision of sublunar phenomena;from this study I wantredto derive
the laws o{ sgcial org anization,the original and essentialobject of my
enquiry.t' Saint-Simon confessesa dream that was inspired by Newtonian physics, the dream of expandirg the type of sciencethat had
39. For the materials of this section we rely mostly on the prresentation of
Saint-Simon in vols. 2 and 3 of Gouhier. For iracing ihe line oi the scientistic
creed we draw mostly on the study of F. A. von Hayeko ttThe Counter-Revolutjon
of SciencerttEconomica (Februarl, May, August, l94t;,
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evolved in mathematical physics to embrace systematically the whole
world, including human society. It is the dream that uiro inspired
Comtets Cours de Phitosophie Positiue. The dream came to nought
becauseit proved impossible to extend Newton's fundamental taw to
the other fields of enquiry
Td thus to realize the aim which today goes
by the name of funified science.ttSaint-Simon continues his summary,
as rePortedby Rodrigues: ttBut I becameaware, in due course,of the
impossibility-of e19r establishing the positive and coordinating law of
this philosoPhy."He abandonedthe idea about 1813. But th; hw of
gravitation still haunts the first lecture of Comte's Cours, and Comte
exchangedthe name of physique socialefor the name of sociologieonly
at the beginning of volume 4 of the Cours-not without a nasty remurk
about Queteletwho had appropriatedthe name physique sociaiefor his
statistical work. Comte's solution for Saint-Simon'sproblem was the
substitution of the positive method as the unifying agen.y for the unifying substantineprinciple of gravitation.
The failure in realizing a unified Newtonian science of society induced Saint-Simonto changehis approach.In his remarks to Rodtign.t
he continues: t'I turned toward the general scienceof man; here one
does not consider the sciencesdirectly, but rather the scientists; not
philosoPhY,but rather the philosophers, under the positive aspect of
their functions in human society." Saint-Simonhas not aband.onedthe
"original and essentialaim" of ttit inquiry-his aim is still the exploration of the "organizntion sociale." But he will no longer p,rrru. this
by se3rching for a social law of gravitation, rather, n. will pursue
{m
it by the developmento! blueprints for a society in the age of Newtonian
science,technology
Ttd industry. Scientistsand philosophershave the
function
of
developinsithe systematicU6ay of knowledge that
"positive'
*lll guaranteehuman domination over nature. The social otg"niration
will abolish the old domination of man over man and. rephle it by a
government of scientists,engineersand industrialists whb secure and
increasethe domination of man over nature for the benefit of society at
large. Politically, the advancementof scienceturns into the ,,counterrevolution of science' ( as Bonald has called this d,evelopment with
),
the vision of a totalitarian societydominatedby theoreticafand practical
technocrats. It is importTt! d isolate this iactor in the thought of
Saint-Simonr&s von Hayek has done it in the above quoted stud'y, because this factor can amalgarnatewith widely differing political'ideas
and movements.Indeed, it has remained one of the great constantsin
political thinkTq- to this d"y. We find it as a component in the managerial t'industrialismt'of Saint-Simonand Comte, in the conceptionof
the cr1dit mobilier banking institutes for the purpose of financirg in-
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dustrial expansion,ir the socialismof Marx and Engels, in the modern
conceptionsof governmentby management,&s well as in the Progressive interventionism of the welfare state.s
enter here into the details of the voluminous work of
We cannot'We
shall restrict ourselvesto the bare enumerationof the
Saint-Simon.
in its course and remained efprincipat political symbols that emer_ged
in later history. The earliest
as
as
well
iective in the work of Comte
A ses contemporains
de
GenEae
habitant
work is the Lettres ilun
as transitional from
g
its
atmosphere
( I O2). We may characterize
eightetoq century
the
From
century.
the eighteenth to ine nineteenth
to tlne nineteenth
of
Newton;
it retains in full vigor the Voltairian cult
of society.
organization
century belongs ttre project of a totalitarian
for the
bar:kers
Saint-Sittton,itt the Letires, is in search of financial
nominate
project of a Council of Newton for which the subscriberswill
in. members from the mathematicians,physicists, chemists, physiologists, writers, painters and musicians of the age. Thr: Council of
twenty-one, elected thus by "*ankind,tt will meet under the chairmanship of th; mathematician who has received the highest number of
which
votls. It wilt represent God on earth; it will abolish the _Il-apacy
the
create
wiill
duy
one
that
science
the
divine
has not undersiood
local
regions
with
into
world
the
subdivide
terrestrial paradise.It will
Councils oi Newton, with worship, research and instruction centered
in the Temples of Newton. The revelation comes from the Lord Himself, who has Newton by His side as the logas that will enlighten the
world and Saint-Simonis his prophet. In brief : here we have the third
typr of apocalyptic vision, that is the scientistic by thr: side of the
Catholic and the Pietistic.
The project contains certain details which unfold lglly o$y in the
later works of Saint-Simon. The social structure which he implies at
this stageinvolvesa stratificationinto scientists( and liberal intellectuals
workers.
genera y I , property-owning industrialists and proPertyless_
of a
avoidance
the
things,
among
other
its
pntpose,
lor
has
[fir projlct
wit!
new
society
The
inevitable.
be
would
otherwise
that
class stiuggle
of
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work;
will
Alt
men
of
work.
ethos
the
"the
be permeutia by
ordered
be
rich
will
the
rich,
but
the
sustain
to
the poor will continue
to let their brain work; and if their brains are not fit to work, they will
soonbe obliged to work with their arrns; for Newton will certainly not
leave on thG planet ( which is so close to the sun) workers who are
as
voluntarily orihs in the shops." All men will regard rLhemselves
40. The summary of Saint-Simon is to be found in Otin{e Rodrigues' De
61.
Henri Saint-.Sirnonift Producteur, vol. 3 ) , 1826; quoted in Gouhier, 3, P.
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laborers attachedto one workshop, and their work will be directed by
the Council of Newton. It is hardly necessaryto expatiate on the importanceof this concentrateof ideas.Here we can luy our finger on the
point where the enlightenedutilitarianism and scieniism of d'Alembert
and Condorcet acquires the industrial society as its institutional body
and blossomsout into the vision of the totalitarian workshop withoul
escape.Even the ferociousnessof branding and treating the dissrtrters
as subhumansis already developed,for anybody who does not obey
orders '\Mill be treated by the others as a quadruped.'n'
The Lettres containsin germinal form the substanceof Saint-Simonts
later thought, as far as it is of interest in this context. Let us mention
only a few variants and developments.In the Introduction au,x travartx
scientifiquesdu XIXe siicle (1807-8) he envisages,in place of the
former Council of Newton, an editorial committee for a new Encyclopddie that will unify all sciencefrom the point of view of physicism.
This physicism is a new phase of human religiousness,following the
earlier phasesof polytheism and monotheism. The new encyclopedic
work is necessarybecausethe work of the eighteenth-centuryintellectuals was merely destructive and not yet positive. We can discern
in these reflections the germ of Comtets later charactefization of the
ttnetaphysical" stage as merely transitory
and critical, as well as the
development of physicism into the new religion with a "physicist
clergy.tt We find in the Introduction, furthermore, the typical categories of Restoration politics: the "soci€td europ1enne"founded by
Charlemagne,broken in its spiritual unity by "le d7froqudLuther," but
neverthelessstill forming a civilizational unit of the five nations, lacking today nothing but a federative religious bond. This stock of conceptions of the Restoration, however, is now combined with the idea
that the solution will come through the formation of a new temporal
power, consisting of the proprietary class, and a new spiritual power,
consistingof scientistsand intellectuals.a2
The Memoire sur la science
de Phomme ( 18 t 3 ) again stressesthe necessityof a unified, positive
41. For the Lettres see Gouhier, Jeunesse, vol. 2, and von Hayek, op. cit., pp.
26ff.
42. See von Hayekr-op. 9it., pp. 29fr.; Gouhier, 3, pp. 67ff. The conceptions of
Saint-Simon were at this time stlongly influenced by-Napoleon's corporalive constitution for the Kingdom of Italy. In- this constitutibn the electorate was divided
into the three g'roups of landowners, merchants and scientists, and clerics. SaintSimon expected a reconstruction of Europe through a reorganization of all
nations along these lines, and a union under the d-mpetor. The working class
-in
did not receive any rePresentation; this feature has iemained constant
the
work of Saint-Simo!; his cglception of the industrial society was that of a
welfare state with industriaf ists and scientists as the temporal and spiritual
ruling class.
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scienceof society, and brings, ir this connection,a new variant of the
three phases: the first or preliminary epoch ended with $ocrates, the
s..ood. or conjectural lastJ to the present, and the third and positive
is about to begin.
Let us, finally, select two ideas from the late work of Saint-Simon
which indicate the transition to the post-Restorationphase of the crisis.
In the SystdmeInd,ustriel ( 1820-22) , Saint-Simongives a new pregision to the class structure of society. The new society will not only
have to disposeof the old feudal and clerical aristocracy, it also will
have to eliminate the "second class,' consisting of people living on
their rents, of the military, the magistratesand all personsroccupiedin
Industriel (1823-24) tre assignsto
uselesswork. In the Cat;1chisme
this class the name "bourgeois" and includes in it all property owners
who are not industrialists; the temporal ruling class thus is circumscribed preciselyas consistingof personswho combine ownership with
managerialwork. The French Revolution is the work of the bourgeois,
not of the industrialists. The second idea, also contafined in the
CatdchismeIndustnel, is that of the new freedom: the exploitation of
man by man will be succeededby the exploitation of nature by mlnl
the military or governmental regime will be replaced by the industrial
or administrative regime. At this point, we may salr occ,ursthe split
between the Restoration proper and the later revolutionary socialism.
In the Doctrine de Saint-Simon, Bazard and Enfantin still follow their
master in this point.€ In the Saint-SimonianGlobe of 1831, however
'Tt is not a questiononly of administerthe position is alreadyreversed:
ing things, but of governing men, a difficult, immenseand saintly task."
The revolutionary idea of Saint-Simonthat governmentwill disappear,
and the administration of things will take its place, on the other hand,
is resumedby Engels in the Anti-Diihring ( 1877): "The government
over personsis replacedby the administration of things. The state will
not be abolished, it withers away.t The Saint-Simonians and Comte
still have an appreciation of the historical governmental order; with the
generation of Bakunin and Marx the eschatologicalfever has corroded
this element of the traditiotr, too.#
43. Doctrine de Saint-Simonr P. 162.
44. On the formula of the "administration of thingsrt its origin and fate, see
the illuminating note of Bougld and llal6vy in ibid., PP. 162ff.

VIII. REVOLUTIONARYEXISTENCE:
BAKUNIN
In the life of Michael Bakunin (1814-76) depths of Satanism and
nihilism becomevisible which in the lile and work of other great figures
of the Western crisis are covered over by remnants of traditional order
and by veils of futuristic planning. Comte wanted to extirpate Chris'Western
tianity and metaphysics from
civilization but his will to
destruction was buried und.er the program of scientism anrl the dream
of the Occidental Republic. In the case of Bakunin all traditional and
futuristic scaffolds are consumed by the lust of destruction: in the
present the past must be destroyedto its very roots and the future must
not even be imagined by men who are still tainted by the past. In
Bakunin the destructive existence of the revolutionary appears in its
nakedness.
Reaction and,retsolution
We gain some accessto the operations of the revolutionary mind
through Bakunints early article on sReaction in Germany," a study on
the nature of freedom and democracy and on the obstacles to their
realization in history.l
The great enemy of the principles of democratic revolution is for
Bakunin the reactionary party which began to form in the period of
Restorationall over Europe. He seesit manifesting itself in conservatism
in politics, in the historical school in law, and in the positive philosophy
in speculation.This reactionary party he does not consider a historical *
accident. History is not a field of contingencies;it is a free and, there- ,r
fore, necessaryevolution of the spirit. The democratic creed, founded
as it is in the freedom of the spirit, would be served badly if the assumption of contingencieswere admitted in explaining the course of
history. The democratic party can be victorious only, if and when it
transforms its enthusiasm and the vaguenessof its fantasies into an
existential insight into the process of history. Its difficulties are not
l. 6Die Reaktioa in Deutschland: Ein Fragment von einem Franzosen.t' published in Arnold_Ruge's Deutsche Jahrbuzchei fiir wissenschaft und Kzasf, nos.
247-251 (Dresden, October 17-21, 1842), pp. 98&-lo0l. pseudoaym: Jules
Elysard. we quote from tbe reprint h Michazl-Bakunin, zuei schriftin aus den
4oer Jahren des xIX Jalvhunderts (Internationale Bibliotheh fiir philosophic,
vol. 2, no. 1rl12 [Prague, 1936]). T\e Bibliothe,[ and thesetwo publicationsof
Bakunin are edited, with valuable notes, by Boris Jakoweoko.
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causedby the opposition of obscurantismbut arise "from the fullness
of the toiality of hn*un nature which cannot be exhaustedby.lbstract,
theoreticalptopo*itions." There will be no hope of victory until democracy .*.tgfuu iro* its present difficulties through the understanding
thai the erimy is not outsidebut within, and that first it has to conquel
The revolutionarieswill first have to understand
the internal *.*y.
that democracydoes not consist only in opposing the gorvernmentof
the hour, nor in a particular constitutional reorganization, nor in a
*but that it announcesa total reversal of the'
politico-economicchange,
state of the world," that it is an "original, new life that has not existed
in history before.' They will have to understand that "detmocracyis a
religion,; and by this knowledge they will have to become religious
themselves;they will have to be penetratedby their principles, so that
they expressthem not in thought and reasoning only "but truthfully in
their concretelife, into its minutest manifestations.tt'
Bakunin, thus, is concernedwith the metanoia of the person: intellectual propositionsconcerningdemocracyare meaninglessunless ,h9y
'We
are rooted in the truly transformedpersonalityof the revolutionary.
are moving in the iension between a phenomenal realm of political
theorizing and acting and a substantial "truth" in the ground of existence.Hence the contestbetweenreaction and revolution is not primarily
concernedwith forms of government.As a matter of fact, :revolutionary
democraclr as we shall seelater, will have to resort to dictatorial means
of government, while a bourgeois republic cannot be considered a
democracy simply becauseit has universal suffrage. If rlemocracyis
to be realized truly, it must be born from true existence.lfhe princiPle
of democracyis historically stilt at the stageof oppositiontrothe existing
*it
political state.As a mere negation necessarilyhas the rarholefullness
of life outside itself"; it exists only as a party which, &s a partlr presupposesthe existenceof its reaction; it doesnot yet exist affirmatively.
In this "bad form' it will have to perish together with threreaction in
order to be reborn "from its free ground.tt And this change of the
democraticparty will not occur as a quantitative increaseof its present
*bad existence,ttbut as a qualitative transformation, as "iv.new, living
3(A mere
and vivifying revelation, a new heaven and a new earth.D
expansionwould mean a flattening out of the whole w<lrld, and the
result of the whole story would be absolute worthlessness(Nichtig'
heit) .tt

It is not necessary to dwell at length on the fact that B,akunin's idea
of revolutionaryr democratic existence clearly bears the traces of the
2. Ibid., p. 5.
3. Ibid.r p. 6.
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Christian past from which it emerges.The *total reversal of the state
of the world" stems from the Old Testament *turning of the tables";
the "living and vivifying revelation which brings a new heaven and a
new earth" belongs to the complex of messianic annunciations; the
distinction between intellectual lip-service to an idea and its truthful
rcalization in "concrete life" reflects the Christian change of heart; the
ttoriginal, new lifett we know as the renovatio Eaangelica. The whole
atmosphereof an impending new dispensationis strongly reminiscent
of English sectarian expectationsthat "God. will come skipping over
the mountains' and establishHis kingdom on earth.
Beyond this formal structure of Christian eschatology, however,
there is noticeablein Bakunin's ideas a continuity with the Christian
past. The "freedom of the spirit" which he evokesis supposedto be an
ultimate rcalization of Christian spirit. Bakunin seesthe struggle for
freedom inherent in Catholic Christianity from its beginnings. The
principle of freedom is "the sourceof all heresies';without it, Catholicism would have been immovable and, hence, "it was the principle of
its alivenessas long as it was containedas a mere moment in its totality." Freedom is the source of the victorious heresy of Protestantism
which also was inherent in Catholicism from its Pauline beginnings
until it becamean independentprinciple.nAnd, in general, liberation of
the essentiallyfree spirit from its fetters of unfreedom is the meaning
of history. At present we have arrived at a new, critical epoch that
opensa future beyond Catholicism and Protestantism."The opposition
of freedom and unfreedom has been driven to its last and highest
culmination in our present which is so similar to the periods of dissolution of the pagan world.' "The mysterious and terrible wordst
Libert6, Egalit/ and Fraternit| suggest *the complete annihilation' of
the existing political and social world. Has not Napoleon, this supposed tamer of democraclr spread the levelling principles victoriously
through Europe? Do not Kant, Fichte, Schelling and Hegel represent
the samelevellins, revolutionaryprinciple in the intellectual world? The
autonomy of the spirit is the new principle of order, and it stands in
highest oppositionto all past religions and churches.u
If his opponentsshould answer that the conflicts have been solved
and appeasedpolitically in the France of Louis Philippe, and intellectually through Schellitg, he would have to refer them to the spectacle
of the present. What is still living of the old Catholic and Protestant
worlds? And where is intellectual harmony in the face of the works of
4. Ibid., pp. L7f,
5. Ibid., pp. 18f.
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Strauss,Feuerbachand Bruno Bauer?There is a stateof utter confusion
and disharmonyand such a state cannot last. "You knowrt Bakunin addressesthe reader, "that mankind in accordancewith its ultimate destiny
can only find peace and quiet in a universal-practicalprinciple which
powerfulty forces together the thousandfold manifestations of spiritual
life-and where is this principle?" Is it to be found in Protestantism?
But the world of Protestantism is a prey to the anarchy of its sects.
Schellirg had said that without a great enthusiasm only sects can
exist, no public opinion. And the Protestantworld is not penetratedby
a great enthusiasm, it is the soberestworld one can itnagine. And
Catholicism?Its old glory is gone; from its rule over the world it has
sunk to the level of an instrument for a foreign, immoral. policy. And
the State?The stateis involvedin the profoundestinternal contradictions
because a state without religion, without a strong public sentiment
(allgemeine Gesinnung) is impossible."Look into yourself and tell me
truthfully: are you satisfiedwith yourself and can you be satisfied?are you not all sad and bedraggled manifestations of a sad and bedraggled time?-are you not full of contradictions?-are you whole
men?-do you believe in anything really?-do you know what you
want, and can you want anything at all?-has modern reflection, the
epidemic of our time, left a single living part in you; and are you not
penetratedby reflection through and through, paralyzed and broken?
Indeed you will have to confessthat ours is a sad eg€, &nd that we all
are its still sadder children." "All peoples,all men, are filled with a
certain premonition, and everybody whose vital organs are not completely paralysedlooks with shudderingapprehensioninto the approaching future that will speakthe word of salvation.D(That isrwhy we call
to our blinded brethren: Repent! Repent! The Kingdom of the Lord is
near!" "Let us trust the eternal spirit which destroys and annihilates
only becauseit is the unfathomableand eternally creative sourceof all
life. The joyful passion (Lust) of destructionis a creative passion.ft
Bakunin's historical perspectiveleavesno doubt about his role as a
new St. John the Baptist who announces,after Catholicism and
Protestantism, the Third Realm of the ultimately free spirit. As far
as the dialectical technique of the perspectiveis concerned,there is
hardly a differencebetweenBakunin's speculationand Hegel's dialectical unfolding of freedom in history, or Schelling's specurlationon the
three Christianities. Under this aspect, his eschatologyappears as a
late derivation of Christian experiences,mediated through the German
metaphysic of freedom and reason, and by virtue of this rnediation con6. Ibid., pp. 2O-2L,
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nected with European mystical traditioll. At this point, however, a
break occurs betweenthe derivative Christianity of Hegel and Schelliog
on the one side, and the revolutionary speculationof Bakunin. Hegel's
and Schelling's interpretations of history were contemplative in the
sensethat the understanding of history was for them the most important
cathartic exercise in clarifyins and solidifyitg their own existence.
However far their ideas diverged from orthodox, dogmatic Christianity'
however far they went in the direction of Gnosis, they still remained
substantially Ctrristian thinkers and were concernedabout the order
of their souls. Bakunints pronunciamentabreathes an entirely difrerent
of crisis is strongly alive in him, and he uses
spirit. The consciousness
sensibly, though not impeccably, f9t its exhistorical
perspective
the
is now more than the cathartic means
history
pression.I{evertheless,
iot clarifyiog a man's position in his world; under the influence of
Feuerbach,il has becomethe legitimating basis for action. The consciousnessof crisis moved Schellirg to his "inner refitrn,D toward the
ground in the soul in which the identity of freedom and necessityis to
movesBakunin toward revolutionary
be found. The sameconsciousness
action, &tr action which like Schelling'sinner return is supposedto produce the identity of freedom and necessity-but freedom understoodas
political and eionomic freedom, and necessity understood as the inixorable revolutionary pressureof the masses.
t'the poor
Bakunin, indeed, ud*onishes us to direct our attention to
class which, without doubt, is the vast majority of mankind" in order
At present,
to identify, if possible, our freedom with their necesst_ry..
iqnorance
ip
through
slavery
factual
to
condemned
is
this poor'class'\rhich is the real peopleobecomes
class
This
and.iack of property.
menacins uri blgins to demand the enjoyment of the righ'ts which
everybody grants them theoretically.' The social Pry:otditions are
gro*ing ioithe realization of the new realm througt "direct action' in
i"fti.n h.t*ur freedom does not find its identity with God's necessiry,
but with the material power that can be supplied by an enraged mass
of people.Such action iannot form the soul, but will be directed against
th; pfesent political institutions as the vessels of the old spirit. No
*The revolutionary
.o*ptomise is possible with them.
Propaganda is
in iG deepestnature the negation of the existing conditions of government; foi in its innermost nature it has no other program than the
destruction of what exists.o8"And how could possibly that of which the
p. 2O'
7. Ibid.r 'p.
6. This sentence seems to be a quotation from Die europiiische
8. Ibid.; '(Leipzig,
pentarchie
1839 ) , pubtished anonFnously-, - attributed to Goldmann
( 1798-1863 ). On ihis point see n. 2 by Jakowenko, ibid., p. 46,
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whole life is destruction come to an external compromisiewith that
which, according to its innermost nature, it must destroy?"t
We have assembledthe elementsfrom Bakunin's article that wilt
permit us now to appraisethe new phasewhich the Western crisis has
reached in him. His revolutionary politics is eschatologicalin nature;
it belongs to the type of speculationson the Third Realm that we find
establishedin the medieval sectarianmovements.Within this general
tyPe, it belongs to the variety of activist mysticism which produces
Paracletesas the foundersof the Realm of the Spirit. Within the activist
type, it must be distinguished from the genuine, Christian Paracletic
type ( as instancedby Jan van Leyden) through the humanization and
immanentizationof the spirit. Bakunin is not a Paracletein whom the
logos has become flesh-all traces of Christian transcend,entalism
are
gone.His spirit is immanentto history and to man who makeshistory;
in this respect,Bakunints ideas are founded on Feuerbach''santhropolo_gy.Not tle_spirit of God, but the spirit of man, and quitr: specificatty
the spirit of Bakunin, wilt bring salvationin immanent historiial action.
In this respect,the eschatologicalpolitics of Bakunin is closelyrelated
to the Apocalypseof Man which we noted in the caseof Comte. These
determinationsenable us, finally, to isolate the elementsin Bakunints
complex of ideas which are specificallyhis own; we find them ( I ) in
the radical absenceof a positiveidea of order, (2) in the identification
of freedomwith the 'Joyful passionof destruction"-which in Bakunin's
existenceseemsto be as much the causefor the absenceo,f an idea of
order, as its- consequence-and ( 3 ) in the discovery of the *masses"
as the historical agent that will provide the brute force for the work of
destruction.
The isolation of thesethree elementswhich we may conrsiderspecifically B_akunin'swill permit us to clarify the relationrftip between him
and Marx. The publication in 1932 of Marx's m"n,i.cript on Nationaliikonomieund Philosophie ( 1844 ) has put it practi,,rily beyond
doubt that the formation of Marx's ideas was strongly irrfluln..i by
Bakunin's article on Die Reaktion in Deutschland ( t gag ) . We muy
formulate the relation betweenthe ideas of the two men irr the following terms: the fundamental position of Marx is the same as Bakunin's.
We find the same consciousnessof crisis, as well as the same background of Feuerbachiananthropologyand immanentizationof the spirit.
Moreover' we find Marx in agreementwith Bakunin on the metanoia
as the essenceof revolution, and consequentlyin agreemenrtconcerning
the externality of mere political and economic revolution. For Marx-,
9. Ibid.,p. 6.
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no more than for Bakunin, would the abolition of capitalism and the
establishmentof a communist property order without a changeof heart
result in the creation of a free society. And, finally, we find Marx in
agreementwith Bakunin in the discovery of the "masses"as the massiu., historical force that will lead to a successfulrevolution which
otherwisewould be confinedto the ineffectual rantings of intellectuals.
Again, the determinationof this areaof agreementwill permit us to
fix the point at which Marx departs from Bakunin. Marx does not
share the primordial lust of destructionwith his rival, nor the absence
of any idea of order. He is willing to guide the revolution by providing
it wiin a "scientific" system of social theory and a "philosophy" of history. In this respect, the organizing will of Marx, his dictatorial inteliectualism, ir ielated to that of Comte. Bakunin, on the other hand,
detestsboth Marx and Comte becausetheir "authoritarianism"
heartily
-limit
his lusty passionfor destructionby visions of responsible,
would
ordering action. Moreover, Marx goes beyond Bakunin in defining the
,,proletariatttas the specific agent of the revolution instead of the vague
ttmasses'andttrealpeople.ttIn the 1860ts,when Marx is
"ioor classesrtt
.trguged in taying the groundwork for an international organization of
th; pioletariai, Bakunin still indulges in romantic pamqhl-etqglorifyils
the hussian robber. Nevertheless,while at the end of their lives the
scientistic, authoritarian socialism of Marx and the anarchistic revolutionary existenceof Bakunin have moved far apart, we should be aware
of the commonbeginnings.The Marxian line of revolution was successful becauseof the elementsthat were missing in Bakunin, but the system of Marx would never have been written and never exerted its influenceunless it had originated in the genuine pathos of revolutionary
existencethat we find in its purity in Bakunin.
l

Bakunin's Confession
In 1849 Bakunin was arrestedand tried by the Saxonauthoritiesfor
his participation in the uprising of Dresden and in 1850 he was sentencedto death. The sentence,however, was not executedbecausethe
Saxonauthoritiesagreedto surrenderhim to the Austrians, who sought
him for his participation in the Czech revolt of 1848. Again he was
tried, and in 1851 sentencedto death.This time the sentencewas commuted to imprisonment for life. The commutation was a formality for
it had been decidedin advancethat on the duy of the sentencehe would
be transported to the Russian border and handed over to the Russian
authorities. In Russia, it L844, Bakunin had already been sentenced
in absentiato loss of the privileges of nobility and to hard labor for life
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in Siberia when he refused to obey an order to return to Russia. Hence
in t85I Bakunin was not tried by the Russian authorities but simply
imprisoned in the Peter-Paul's fortress in execution of the eatli.i
sentence.
In the fortress at first nothing happened.and Bakunin waited in vain
for his deportation to Siberia. After two months the doon of his cell
opened to admit Count Orlov, aidede-camp to the Tsar ilnd chief of
the Third Section. The caller informed Bakunin that he was sent by
the Tsar Personally,and was orderedto invite him to write a confession
of his sins to the Tsar. uTell him," the Tsar had orderr:d.,"that he
shall write to me like a spiritual son to his spiritual fathe,r." Bakunin
acceptedthe invitation and the result is the Confession.to
To write a confessionof onetssins to the Tsar is not consid,ered
good
form among revolutionaries. The biographers of Bakunin, whJ are
either revolutionariesthemselvesor at least have sufficient sympathy
-their
for the revolutionary code dhonneur to feel apologetic about
hero, have worked hard to minimize the horror. Sorrp of their arguments point quite aptly to the circumstancesof the confessi,on.
Bakunin
yut a pioneer and the code of conduct for revolutionarieshad not yet
become standardized. Moreover, Bakunin was a noblenran and an
officer, and for a man in his social position it was not exlLravagantto
communicatewith men of his own ilass. Beyond this point, however,
there is not much to go on. What some of thl biograplt.tr have to say
about the psychological motivations of Bakunin una the still *orl
fascin*inS occurrencesin the soul of Nicholas I is mostly literary
fancy.tt
Besidesthe Confessionitself, there are only two immedliatesources
which could be of help in understanding it. The first sourceis the letter
to Herzen q"gltg above.Bakunin tellr ln this letter that in an ordinary
trial he would have pursued the same course as in his Saxon and
Austrian hearings where he confessedto his principles but did not
reveal any information whatsoever."But within fbur *illr, i,n the power
lO. The source for the visit of Count Orlov is a letter from Bakunin to Herzen,
in Michail Bakunin's sozial-politischer Briefwechsel mit Alexand,er Iw. Herzen
und Ogariout,
Dragomanov (Stuttgart, 1895), p. ss. The confession was
the Archives of the Thfid Section iri V. A. poto"rty io oot. I of
pybt-ighedJrom "q.
his Materiali dlEa biografii M. A. Bahunino (Mosc"ow, lg2i). Th; text used
is
Michael Bakunins Beichte aeat der Peter-Parlt-Ftttuis
sn-Zar Nikolarrc I, ed.
Kurt Kersten, *it! a_prefacg by w. polonski (Berli"r-rgeo).
11. On Bakunin's Confession see Polonski in the pt.fu.. to Michael Bahunints
Beichte; H6lEne Iswolski, La pie de Bakounine (Plris, rg3o); E. yaroslavski,
History of Anarchism in Russia (New York, lgsTj;
and"G"y A. Aldred,
Bokunin (ClPqoY, 1940). The excellent work by E. H. Carr, Metinae:lBahunin
(London, 1937), is adequate, but brief in its account.
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of the bear,tthe might relax and write a sort of confession,in the manner of Dichtung und Wahrheit. Besides, his actions had been quite
open anyway and he had nothing to hide. He only took care not to mention any names of persons who might be compromisedby him. "In
of my apparently helplesssituation and considering
the consciousness
the energetic character of Nicholas, my letter was very decided and
bold-and that is why he liked it."o
The other sourceis a secretletter which he smuggled into the hands
of members of his family when they were permitted to visit him. Here
he details his physical decay as well as his fear of approachingmental
deterioration brought on by solitary confinementfor a period of two
years. He assureshis relatives that his former convictions have not
changedbut have becomemore burning and unconditioned.Atl that is
left to him is comprised in the one word "Freedom!" This is not a
desirefor freedom from imprisonment only, but the desire to act again
as a revolutionary."Give mi the possibility to act. It seemsto me that I
have never had so many ideas, never sensedsuch a burning urge for
movementand action. I am not yet quite dead; and preciselythis life of
the soul which has through concentrationbecomeprofounder and more
powerful, now demandsmore than ever to expressitself, now has beiome for me the inexhaustible source of sufferings which I do not even
attempt to describe. You will never understand what it means to be
buried alive, to say to oneselfevery minute of the duy and nighl: I am a
slave, I am annihilated, I have becomehelplessthe body still living.'
To hear the echo of the great struggle, and to be condemnedto silence!
Rich in ideas, and unable to realize a single one! "To feel love in the
heart, yes, love in spite of the walls around, and not to be able to give
it away for something or somebody.To feel oneself full of selfdenial,
and.rubo heroism, to iervr a thousandfoldholy idea-and to seeall this
striving broken by the four naked walls, my only witnesses,my only
confidants.tffi
The two sources, together with a few other indications which we
shall introduce presently, provide an understanding for Bakunin's
situation which makes all speculationsuperfluous.There is, first of all,
the plain, vital horror of physical and mental decay; any step that
would bring relief in this respect,such as the hard labor requestedas
an act of grace by Bakunin, would seemjustified as long as other Per12. Letter to Herzen from Irkutsk, December 8, 1860; in Sozh.l-?olitischer
Briefatechsel, pp. 35f. In weighing the vdue_ of this letter one will have to
consider that ii was written almost ten years after the Confession.
*Introduction" by Kurt
13. Text of the letter in Michael Bakunins Beichte,
Kersten, pp. xiiif. This letter is approximately contemporary with the Confession.
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sons are not endangeredby the Confession.On the spirituerllevel, however, the situation is more complex. There seemsto be a contradiction
between the secret letter and iertain formulations of the Confession.
In the secretletter Bakunin admits freely that still there is firm in his
heart the hope"to begin anewwhere I had to stop the work that brought
me here, only with greater tenacity, perhaps with greater circumspection.tt The Confession,on the other hand, concludeswith the formula:
ttthe sincerelyrepentant
sinner M. B.tt
The contradiction is obvious but not simple, for the formula is not
a straight lie. The formula of repentancein its turn is contradictedby
the whole content of the Confessionitself in which Bakunjin frequently
exPresseshis repentancein such terms that his nonrepent:lnceis clear.
Towards the beginning Bakunin begs the Tsar not to arik of him to
becomea traitor and to confessthe sins of others. "Even in your own
eyesrEmperor, I would rather appearas a political crimirral deservirg
the severestpunishment than as a rascal.tttaThe Tsar, who was of the
stuff of which inquisitors are made, noted on the margirr: "By these
words already he destroysall confidence;if he feels the full weight of
his sins, only a complete confession,not a conditioned one can be
considereda confession.ttA few pages later Bakunin speaks of his
philosophical and political disease which has brought him into his
present condition, ttand I do not know even now whethen I am completely healed.ttNote of the Tsar: ttN.B.ltt15Further on Bakunin addressesthe Tsar: "Emperor, I shall not talk to you of my' late repentalce: Repentancein my situation is as uselessas the repentanceof a
sinner after death." The Tsar did not fall for the trickl; he noted:
uWrong; repentanceof
eve_rysinner can bring salvationif only it comes
floAa Pule heart.Dtu
The Confessionthus is not an attempt at deceiving
the Tsar. What then do the assurancesof repentanc. *rurr, if by their
very formulation
lhty defeat the purpose of moving the Tsar bf u sincere repentance?There seemsto be only one answer to the question:
the moods of Bakunin are complex, and while the secretletter rftows the
rebellious mood, in the ConfessionBakunin worked himself into such
a state of sincerity and repentanceas is revealedin his words that he
could stand before the Tsar to a degree at Ieast as a repe:ntantsinner.
How was that possible?A k.y is perhaps offered by certain reflections of Bakunin in his early article on Reaction in Geiman7. In L842
Bakunin distinguished between two types of reactionarir:s: the consistent and the mediating. The mediating type has his full contempt,
L4. Michael Bahunins Beichte, pp. Zff.
15. Ibid., p. 5.
16. Ibid.r p. 16.
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aS€,when so
but not so the consistent."In our bad and conscienceless
many try to hide before themselvesthe strict consequencesof their own
principles out of sheercowardice, in order to escapethe danger of being disturbed in the artificial and weak shell of their supposedconvictions, we are greatly obliged to these men. They are sincere and
honest;they want to be whole men. . . Thry are honest and whole
men, or rather they want to be honest and whole men; and they hate
every halfheartedness,just as we do, becausethey know that only a
whole man can be good and that halfheartednessis the foul source of
all wickedness.t"t *The source of their striving is almost always
honest.tosThere is more in common betweenBakunin and a consistent
reactionary than between him and a man who wants to compromise
betweentraditions and the necessitiesof reform. The Tsar was a corlsistent reactionary in this sense,and the letter to Herzen referring to
the energeticcharacter of Nicholas I seemsto indicate a genuine respect
for the enemy. Imponderables may have intensified this attitude, such
as the fact that the Tsar was not the secular nrler only, but indeed
Bakunin's spiritual head, as well as memories of the officer school and
the enthusiasm of the young cadet for the Tsar on which the Confession dwells at length. To measure himself with this intimate and
respectedenemy was certainly a temptation.
A further stratum of the soul is touched in the passagesof the secret
letter in which Bakunin expresseshis despair that his self-denying and
heroic love breaks in vain against the walls of the prison. This love of
'holy idea" of the
Bakunin, his political eros, doesnot only embracethe
revolution in a partisan fashion. It embracesalso the opposingactors in
the drama of freedom. The article of L842 is again revealing. Bakunin
asks himself whether the revolutionary should return in kind the hatred
of the reactionaries.His answer: ttNo, that would not be wotthy of the
good causeof which we are the organs.' By its very existencea partisan
onesidednesspresupposesthe existenceof another onesidedness.The
revolutionary as a human being will be filled in the struggle with "evil
passiors," he will be partial and hateful. But that cannot be the last
word, for in this case the revolution would not be any better than the
reaction.To be a revolutionary partisan in politics can be justified only
if othe onesided, merely political existence is perpetually overcome
(auf gehoben) in the religion of the comprehensiveand allsided principle.tt The revolutionary has to recognize in his reactionary opponent
that his opponent really wills the good and that only "by an incompre17. Bakunin, Die Reaktion in Deutschland,, p. 7.
18. Ibid., p. 9.
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hensible misfortune' has he been distracted from his true destiny. "To
us alone, who are called the enemiesof the Christian religion, is it reservedand even made our highest duty to practice love concretelyeven
in the hottest struggle, this highest commandof Christ and.this only essenceof true Christianity.-e The love that recognizesin the enemy a
brother who also wills the good, and is perhaps even a secretpartner in
the common struggle, is a strong trait running throughout Bakunints
life. In the Russian legend Christ kissesJudas for his betrayal: before
the face of God both have their roles in the drama of salvation;the one
has to betray so that the other can redeemas the victim of the betrayal.
That kiss is given again by Christ to the Great Inquisitor in the Brothers Kara,mazw.
Finally, we have to consider another t'confessionttof Bakunin, made
few
years earlier in a letter to Annenkov.* Bakunin tenb his friend
a
that his life had been determined by almost involuntary turns, independentof his own plans. "God knows where it wilt lead nxe.I only feel
that I shall never retracemy stepsand never shall be disloyal to my convictions. In this lies the whole strength and dignity; in this lies the
whole reality and the whole truth of my life; in this lies my faith and my
duty; for the rest I care little. This is my confession."If this should
sound like mysticism, he continues-well, who is not a mystic? Is there
any life without mysticism?"Life is only where there is a s,ev€r€,unlimited and therefore somewhatmystical horizon. Indeed we know almost
nothing; we live in a living sphere, surrounded by miracles and vital
forces; and everyoneof our steps can bring them 1o light without our
knowledge and frequently even without our will.tt The ttsevereand unlimited horizon" is the perfect symbol of a force that feels direction but
seesno aim. The most unexpectedcontingenciesin the sers€ of the fortuna secundaet ad:uersamay arise to a force which can acknowledgeno
other standardbut loyalty to its demonicurge. And who could say what
might happen when the Tsar reads the Confession?The demonic adventure of throwittg the Confessioninto time, as a potential crystallizirg
point for unknowable happenings,has to be taken into accountin understandingBakunints act of confession.
The Confessionitself is one of the best literary piecerswritten by
Bakunin. It surveys his life from his youth in the officer school, and
dwells at length on his revolutionary activities in the fortir:s in France,
Prussia, Saxonyand Austria. Becauseof this content it is, together with
his other writings of the late forties, &tr important source for under19.Ibid.,p. 8.
2O. Letter to Annenkov, Brussels, December 28, 1847; in Sozial-politischer
Briefuechsel, p. 7.
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standingthe revolutionaryeventsof 1848 and 1849. The problemsof
political history, however, are not our primary concern.We have to explore rather the elementsof the Confessionwhich contribute to the understanding of Bakunin's revolutionary existencein the amplitude of
crime and repentance.We have to ask, therefore,of what precisely did
Bakunin repent and what were the motives of his repentance?
Disillusionmentand rep entance
Bakunin did not repent for a moment his revolutionary existenceas
such. He repentedits futility. And he repentedbecausehis observation
of the revolutionary events in Paris and Berlin, in Frankfurt, Baden,
Dresden and Prague had filled him with a disgust for the freedomloving republicans who betrayed their revolution as soon as they felt
their property interests at stake and were only too glad to rehrn to the
fold of conservativepower. His revolutionary experiencesproduced in
Bakunin a profound contempt for the West, especially of Germany.
Correspondinglyhis Russian national sentimentsbecamewarmer than
they were before, and, while he was not at all blind to the Russianevils,
he discoveredthat Russia was not quite so bad as the West. He recognized the consistentlyreactionaryTsar as a figure of quality compared
with the European monarchswho trembled abjectly in the face of the
revolts of f 848. "In spite of my democratic convictions, I have worshippedyou profoundly in the last year, as it were against my will. Not
I alone but many others, Poles and Europeansin general, have understood like myself that you are the only one among the ruling heads of
the time who has preservedhis faith in his imperial calling.%
The disillusionmentand repentanceof Bakunin are closelyconnected
with his attitude towards communism and the communist sectsand secret societiesof the forties. From the point of view of his revolutionary
existence,Bakunin doesnot envisagea communistproperty order as the
direct aim of a revolution determined to abolish the evils of society. A
mere change of property order without a *real,t democratic revolution
would not interest him. Communism would inevitably be incidental to
the revolution but it would not be its purpose. Hence the communist
movementis a symptom of socialdecay;it doesnot open a road to salvation. Bakunin insists in the Confessionthat he never was a communist,
though he followed the movementwith great interest becausehe saw in
it "the natural, necessaryand inevitable result of the economicand political developmentof Western Europe.t The socialorder of the West is
21, Michael Bakuniru Beichter p. 25,
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corrupt and can be maintained only with the greatest effo:rt.This state
is the only explanationfor "the panic terror" which in I84B gripped the
Western countrieswith the exceptionof England. "Wherever one turns
in Western Europe one seesdecadence,unbelief and conuption, a corruption which has its roots in unbelief. From the uppermost social leveG down, no person,ro privileged class,has the faith in its calling uld
right.t' Privileges are maintained by egoism and habit only. "This is in
my opinion the essenceand.the strength of communism . . . ! communism had and has its starting point at least as much fr<lm the toP as
from below; below in the massesit grows and lives as an unclear but
energeticdemand,as the instinct of revolt; in the upper classesit appears
as the instinct of a threateningand deserveddisaster,as an iindeterminate
and helplessanxiety caused.by their own weaknessand baclconscience.tt
This anxiety has contributed more to its spreadingthan th,eproPaganda
of the communists."I believethat this indeterminate,invisible, intangible, but omnipresentcommunism,which under various fot'ms but without exceptionis alive everywhere,is a thousand times rrl0r€ dangerous
than the exact, systematizedvariety which is preachedonly in a few seIn 1848, these societieshave revealedtheir
cret and public societies.tt
impotencein England, Franceand Belgium; moreover,their program is
so impractical that they could not survive three days of success.For
onceBakunin and the Tsar are in hearty agreement,and tlheanalysisof
a Western societythat is plagued by its bad conscienceis annotatedby
Nicholas I with such remarks as t'Righttt and *A pertinent truth.tt"
The change of the economicorder would interest Bakunin only as
the inevitable accompanimentof a genuineWestern revolution. But for
a real revolution the West is not ripe, as the events of 1848 have
shown. With this disillusionmentand with the despair causedby a futile life, we touch the core of Bakunin's revolutionary attitude, and not
of Bakunin's only but generally of the Russian revolutio,nariesof the
nineteenthcentury. Bakunin was forced into revolutionary existencebecause only in a revolutionizedRussia could a man of his energy and
quality find an adequatefield of action. The revolution in the West was
of vital importancefor him becausehe hoped that it would be the signal
for the revolution in Russia, and the Russian revolution would enable
him to go home and play an active role in the politics of his country.
The Russian intelligentsia of the nineteenthcentury grows into a class
outsidethe classesbecausethe social and political order ( in which even
) does
praise of the governmentwas considereda subversiveinrsolence
not leave room for constructiveaction within the order to men of intel22. Tbid.,pp. 7f.
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ligence,temperament,education,mature personality and the moral will
to reform. It has becomea commonplacein the analysis of revolution
that a governmentis in danger when the intellectualsare in opposition
to it. As a surface descriptionthe commonplacecontainsa truth. But it
doesnot bring out the underlying problem that intellectualsopposethe
government becausein their society they can find nothing better and
more dignified to do. A social order reachesits critical phasewhen men
of intellectual and moral integrity have to debasethemselvesif they
want to participate in public life. The gravest insult to human personality is the denial of opportunity to let qualities of high value becomean
active force in society.When a societyhas reachedthe stage of corruption where its most valuable membersare simply shovedaside the consequencewill b., according to personality types, the withdrawal into
contemplationor the active resistanceto the point of revolutionary destruction and criminality.
The Russian socialorder of the time of Bakunin had d.evelopeda degree of repressionwhich producedas its counterpartthe extremeforms
of nihilism. In his time, &il educatedRussianin his social position had
the choiceof sitting on his property and exploiting serfs, or of entering
an administrativeservicein which he would have to submit to the rules
of conductof a depravedbureaucracy,or of becomingan officer in the
army with a life of dull routine in out-of-theworld places in the company of uninspiring comrades." In the generationafter Bakunin when
the problem of an intellectually mature and active life had spreadto the
middle class,the situation becameaggravatedbecausethe lower-class
intellectualsdid not even have the career chancesof a Bakunin. In a
country without a public life of the people,wedged in betweenthe governmental organization of an upper class which they despisedand a
peasantpeoplewith whom they had no contact, the intellectualsstood
23. A forceful outbreak of the sentiment of repression is to be found in
Bakunin's speech on the anniversary of the Polish- revolution in L847: "Nous
aussi nous sommes gouvern6s pg une main 6trangEre, par un souverain dtorigine
allemande -qui ne comprendra jamais ni les besoins ni le caractEre du -pe[ple
-de
russe, et dont le- gouvernernent, mdlange singulier de brutalit6 mongole et
p6dantisme prussien, exclut complEtement l'6lement national. De sorte {ue, priv6s
de tous droits politiques, nous n'avons pas -m6me cette libert6, patriartale, pour
ainsi dire, dont jouissent les pe_uplesles moins civilis6s et qui peimet du moins e
lhomme de reposer son coeur dans un milieu indigdne_et de sLbandonner pleinement aux instincts de sa race. Nous ntavons rien de tout cela: aucun geste
naturelr aucun mouvement libre ne nous est permis. Il nous est presque
-ne d6f[ndu
de viwe, car toute vie implique une certaine ind6pendance,
et nous
sommes
que lgt rouages inanim6s de cette monstrueuse machine d'oppression et de
conqu6te qu'on appelle I'empire russe." (The speech was published
in La Ri.-in
forme, December L4, L847; we quote from fhe reprint
Sozial-politischer
Briefwechsel, pp. 279f ,)
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before a blank wall of nothingnessand nihilism to the point where terroristic murder becamea sensiblemeansof expressionbeczrusefor some
of them it was the only one at their disposal.The prison walls against
which the love of Bakunin broke were only the ultimate physical embodiment of the prison walls of society against which an active intelligence hammered until it was exhaustedand broken. In this light we
have to read the touching confessionof Bakunin: ..I would have subordinated myself to anybody if I had recognized in him ttre ability, the
meansand the firm will to servethe principles which I held as absolute
truths. I would have followed him joyfully and would have subordinated myself to him with pleasure,becauseI have always respectedand
loued discipline that rests on conaiction and fatth." And then he turns
his great problem even into a personalvicet "My nature had always a
deep-rootedvice: my love for phantastical,for unusual, unheard-of adventureswhich openunlimited horizons.In an everydayand quiet circle
I felt I had to suffocate.Usually men are in searchof quiet and seein it
the highest good. But to me quiet brought despair; my soul was in incessantexcitement; it demandedaction, movement and .life. I should
have been born somewhereamong western colonists in the American
woods, where civilization is only about to blossom forth, where life is
still an incessantstruggle against wild men and against a wild nature,
not in a wellordered bourgeoissociety.tt%
Faith under wiU
The pu{pose of Bakunin's revolutionary activity is the hope of returning to Russia,to a Russiathat will hav-eroom fbr him in public life.
*To my life in Russia I could return only on a revolutionaryr criminal
path.ts But how could such a revolution be effected?The answer of the
Confessiongoes in its implications far beyond the immediate occasion:
it reveals a characteristicof Bakunin's life that breaks through again
and again in the enterprisesof his later years; it goesfar to explain the
personal fascination which Bakunin had for everybody 'who met him
and it goes even beyond Bakunin's personal existenceilnd reveals a
sourceof strength which carries the revolution to success.The answer:
"I had only one confederate:Faith! I told myself that faith movesmountains, overcomesobstacles,defeatsthe invincible and makespossiblethe
irnpossible;faith alone is one half of victorlr one half of success;complementedby powerful will it createscircumstances,makes men ripe,
collects and unites them. . . . In one word: I wanted to believe, I
24. Beichte, pp. 47f.
95. Ibid.r p. L4.
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wanted others to believe.ttThis is perhaps the most perfect description
e-vergiven of the magic of evil, of creating a reality out of nothing. It is
the opposition of the demonic faith under will to ihe Christian *itt urrder faith. This "faith under will" manifests itself later in Bakunin in
th: prodigious invention of nonexisting revolutionary societiesand the
injection of such figments of imagination into reality with quite tangible
results. The faith and imagination of an isolated will bieak into the
courseof historY,createindeedthe circumstances,and producethe most
incredible effectsamong bewilderedcontemporari.swho cannot believe
that such things can happen. It is the first appearanceof the black
magic of the isolated will which later recurs in-Nietzsche's"rnagic of
the extremerDin Lenin's persistencethrough hopelessyears ,rniil he
grasPedhis kairos, and in Hitler's staying power and "ViCtory of Faith.D
In the mood of the Confession,however, Bakunin is sensitive to the
forced character of the "faith under will." He admits that it was not
without great effort that he "achievedthis hypocritical, artificial, violent
faith," that he was tormented by doubts "about the morality and possibility of his enterprise" and that he "heard.voices of inner ,.prduch,t
etc.%The experientialsourceof the doubt seemsto have been Bakunints
revolutionary activity itself. In political practice a man is likety to encounterananke,thefate of being caught in a network of obligationsand
necessitieswhich determine the course of action so narrowly that not
much room is left for choice.Bakunin confessesthat he has understood
"one truth fully and thoroughly": that the businessof ruling is difficult
and requires exPerience,"that in the life of statesand peoplesthere are
higher conditionsand laws, not to be measuredby everydaystandards,
and that in politics much is determinedby u necessitythat in private life
seems unjust, oPPressiveand cruel.tt ttHistory has its own, secret
course,ttand rarely has a private individual, thowever sincere, honest
and sacredhis convictionsmay be,' the vocation "to raise his rebellious
thought and his impotent hand against the inscrutable forces of destiny.w
The tension betweenfaith and repentancein the Confessionis only
$e strongestmanifestationof a tensionwhich is permanentlypresentin
Bakunints existence.We have noted the earlier manifestationln the respect for the consistentreactionary and the love of the enemy. Even in
his most destructivemoods Bakunin always preservesthe awarenessof
mystery in the historical drama and of an inscrutable fate that has &ssigned their roles to the actors. We never find in Bakunin the Marxian
26.Ibid.,p. 38.
27.Ibid.,p. 43.
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confusion of attributing to the individual enemy as a personal guilt the
role which is determinedby biographical accidentsand social and economic circumstances.There is evil in Bakunin, and in his later years
criminality and open Satanisffi,but there is at no time in h,im the mean
streak of the little beast that coopsitself up in righteouslressand spits
poison at the enemy. We have to stressthis trait in Bakunintsexistence
becausein contrastwith it we gain a clearerunderstandingof the forces
which determine the politically successfulline of Western revolution
and crisis: of the forces of spite, hatred and defamation. In this main
of the
line we have to observethe crescendoin the moral decomp,osition
West: from the Voltairean vulgarities of enlightenment through the
hatred, moral hypocrisy and techniqueof defamationof the middle-class
intellectual Marx ( which becomesa force in history through the movement of Marxism ) to the final decompositionof Western r;ocietyin the
twentieth century with the mutual defamations of the Western middle
classes.The most important factor shaping the political and civilizational destiny of the West in this period is hatred of the middle classes.
Pan-Slanic imp ertalism
Bakunin envisagesthe Russian revolution as part of a pan-Slavic
revolution. The first aim is the destructionof tsaristic power. The abolition of the monarchicalform of government,however, should not be
more than the opening of the great Slavic liberation. A. free Russia
should take the lead of the Slavic peoplesin wars againstltustria, Prussia and Turkey, and if necessaryagainst Germany and }Iungary, for
the liberation of the Slavs from foreign domination. "HaL[ of Prussian
Silesia,the greatestpart of West and East Prussia,that is all Slavic and
Polish speaking territories, should be separatedfrom Ge:rmany.t'In a
further sweep also Hungary, the Moldavians, Rumaniansiand Greeks
should be induced to join the Slavic Federation so that a united, free,
Eastern Empire would emerge, as a new Eastern world power against
the \4/est, with the capital in Constantinople." The revolutionary re28. Ibid., p. 45. For details of the Slavic Federation, with atrtonomy of the
member nations and a common military and foreign policy, see Bakunin's
Statuten der neuen slaaischen Politih, and the Grundziige der sla,uischenFdderation, of 1848, in Sozial-politi,scherBriefwechsel, pp. 285-289, For an even further extension of the revolution see the ABBeI aulc peuples slaves par un patriote
russe: ttEn ddclarant la guerre aux oppresseurs, la r6volution pror:lamait donc Ie
remaniement, le bouleversement de tout le Nord, de tout la partie Oriental de
ItEurope, Itemancipation de ltltalie, et, comme but final: la f6deration universelle
des rdpubliques Europ6enes!" The Appel was published for the first time in
Josef Pfitzner, Bahuninstudien (Prague, 1932 ). The Appel is the first draft,
considerably more radical in content, of the Aufruf an die Slan,en, Von einem
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public would not be built upon the foundationsof Western liberalism.
It would not be representative,constitutional,or parliamentarianand it
would have no balance of powers. Democracy cannot be realized
through parliamentary representationin a country where the vast mass
of the peopleis not politically articulate and cannot form its own representation.A parliament of aristocratsand bourgeoisie,however, would
only continue the oppression."For Russia, there is necessarya strong
dictatorial power which concernsitself exclusively with the elevation
and enlightenment of the masses;a power which is free in tendency
and spirit but without parliamentary form; a power which prints books
of a free content without introducing the freedom of the press; a
power which is surrounded, advised, supported by the free cooperation
of likeminded men but which is not limited by anybody or anything.'
The only difference between dictatorial and monarchical power would
be the tendency of the former to make itself superfluous as rapidly as
possiblethrough educationof the people,while the monarchical tries to
perpetuateits existenceby keeping the peoplein unchangedchildhood.'n
Rep'oltof the soul aersusMarxian necessity
It is unnecessaryto elaboratethe significance of Bakunints program
in the light of the twentieth century. The developmentthat leads from
Bakunin to Lenin and Stalin is clear. It is more important to accentuate
the difference between his conception of revolution and that of Marx.
The difference becomesacute over the question: how should such a
revolution be made and by whom? On this point Bakunin reveals the
absenceof concreteideas. He assuresthe Tsar that he certainly had no
personal ambition to becomethe dictator of Russia. On the contrary, he
is convinced that he would perish in the struggle. His generation is
called to destroy,not to build; "the building will be done by others who
russischen Patrioten. Published in December, 1848, by E. K. Keil in Leipzig,
Lgaring on the title page the designation, "Koethen, Selbstverlag des Verfasiersl'
The Aufruf is reprinted and annotated by Boris Jakowenko in Michael Bakunin,
Zanei Schriften au{t den 4Oer Jahren des XIX Jahrhunderts (Internati,onale
Bibliotheh, fiir Philosophie, vol. 2, no. LL/L?, Prague, 1936).
29. Ibid:' P. 76: Tb" idea of the_bgnevolent, 'fr_rovisional, iron dictatorship"
recurs in Bakunin's Siberian years. Bakunin formed a close friendship with the
governor of East Siberia, a cousin on his motherts side, the General-MuraviovAmurski. The -empire-builder and the revolutionary apparently found much common ground, for in the letter to Herzen from Irkutsk, November L7, 1860,
Bakunin praises at length the merits of Muraviov, the true democrat and '\rnc-onditiol4ly one of us.tt He seems to have contemplated with some seriousness
the _possibilities of a Russian revolution and a pan-Slavic liberation under the
leadership of a liberal dictator like Muraviov. (The letter to Herzen in Sozialpolitischer Briefutechsel, pp. l1-29. )
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are better, cleverer and fresher than we are.* And if one should ask
how he could plan the horror of a Russian revolution without having a
clear idea of what should becomeof the enterprise,he would. have to
admit that he himself was trembling when he envisaged the consequences.Revolutionary Russian peasantsare bestial in their cruelty,
and he rememberedPushkin's word: "Deliver us, oh Lord, from the
Russian revolt which knows no sensenor mercy!" Partly hrehad hoped
that the drunken wildness of the massescould be restrained,partly he
comforted himself with the thought that at certain times a t,erribledisaster is necessary.tt
This attitude towards the processof revolution is not a passitg mood
with Bakunin. The willingness to start the revolt, in the trope that out
of terror wholesomeforces witl emerge and build the nevr society, r€mains throughout his lifetime. fn a pamphlet of 1871, Bahunin formulates the questionon principle. He insists that human digniity in nations
and peoplesmanifests.itselfonly in "the instinct of freedom, in the hatred of oppression,and by the force of revolting against evr:rythingthat
has the character of exploitation and domination in the world."" With
this "firm conviction" that the instinct of freedom is the source of revolt
and the essenceof human dignity, that the revolt of the soul is the primary moving factor of history, and that the realm of freedom somehow
will emerge,without botherirg too much about techniques,,oncethe revolt has started, Bakunin puts himself into opposition to the Marxian
idea of revolution. The school of ttGerman authoritarian communists,tt
he continues,has developedthe materialistic principle that human history *even in the ideal manifestationsof the collective arrd individual
life of mankind, in its intellectual and moral, religious, rnetaphysical,
scientific, artistic, political, juridical and social developments"is nothing but the reflex of economicfacts. "This principle is profoundly true
if consideredfrom a relative point of view; but if it is take,nabsolutely,
as the only basis and first sourceof all'other principles, it trecomescompletely wrong.t33The materialistic conception of history contains for
Bakunin a relative truth insofar as he too assumesthat the socialworld,
and the specificallyhuman manifestationsof the spirit, rest on the animal basis of man, and the animal basis in its turn on ma:fter.Spirit is
the culmination of the evolution of matter. But it can be the culmination
30. Ibid., p. 48.
31. Ibid., p. 49.
32. Bakunin, L'Empire Knouto-Germanique et la Revolution ss6:iale,in Michel
BakouninC, Oeunres, ed. James Guillaume (Paris, 1907), 2, P. 4t15.
33. Sop hismes historiques de PEcole doctrinaire des cotnrnuni;stesallemands,
Oeupres (Paris, I9O8)' 3, PP. 9-18.
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of matter only becausematter is not inorganic but contains spirit. The
rise of matter to humanity means the releasefrom matter of the independentprinciples of thought and revolt. The negation of mere animaliry, the blossomingout of matter into the revolt of tfte soul, is the new
independentfactor forming history.'n The oppositionbetweenthe principles of the free, independentsoul in revott ana of the determinati6nof
thought through the economicsituation, as well as the ensuing opposition betweenthe two revolutionary tactics, has remained the iss"e between Bakuninists and Marxists to this duy. On the one side there is the
faith in personality and the ability of free men to produce order out of
revolutionary likemindednesswithout authoritarian leadership, on the
other side the belief in the necessarymarch of history that progresses
through the action of not too revolutionarysoulsunder the urrihoritarian
leadershipof the executorsof the historical will.'u
The revolutionary will, untrammeled by doctrinaire conceptionsof
historical necessi,y,allowed Bakunin a considerablelatitude of potitical
imagination. In the Confessionhe revealsthat at one time, il 1848,
when the pan-Slavichatred against everything German was roused to
ilt !?ght by the Frankfurt Parliament, he had thought of appealingto
the Tsar himself to assumethe leadershipof the pan-SlaviCliberation.
Not only the Poles,but all the Slavs of Prussia and Austria would have
followed at this time, in Bakunin's opinion, a call of the Tsar to a war
against Germany and all Western Europe. He had drafted the appeal
but destroyedit becausehe consideredthe attempt futile. The Tsar, indeed, was not enthusiasticabout the idea. Bakunints assurancethat all
Slavs would have followed his call for liberation, he annotatedon the
(T
margin:
do not doubt it; and I would have stood at the head of a
revolutionof a Slavic Masaniello;tro, thank you!"'6
As far as Bakunints fate was concerned,the immediate effect of the
Confessionwas nil. He remainedin the Peter-Paultsfortress. Over his
later life, the Confessionseemsto have hung like a shadow.During the
Polish resurrectionof 1863, Bakunin was in Stockholm participating
in the movement.The Third Sectionprepared at this time a pamphlet
containing the Confessionand a few other documents.This pumpfttet
was never printed. Bakunin, however,suddenlybroke his relationswith
the Poles and left Stockholm. In I B70 Bakunin participated in the uprising of Lyons; again a similar pamphlet was prepared and uguit
34. Bakunin, Dieu et fEtat, Oeuaresr S, pp. I8ff.
35. For a. good. comParison of the tryo_ positions see a modern Bakuninist,
Erwin Rholfs, in the preface to vol. I of Bikunin, Gesammelte Werke (nerfin,
lg2r).
36. Beichte, p. 53.
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Bakunin withdrew from the scene.Authors who wish to pile all nefariousnesson the tsarist regime assumea connection between the threatened publication and Bakunints withdrawals. There is, however, no
and there were other reasonssuffici,entto justify
proof of such pressure
'Whatever
went on behind the scenes,the Russian gova withdrawal."t
ernment never made public use of the Confessionalthough its publication would have discreditedBakunin in revolutionary circ.les.
32. On these events in Bakunin's life see Kurt Kersten in the introduction to
ibid., p. xvi.

IX. BAKUNII{: THE ANARCHIST
In 1861 Bakunin escapedfrom Siberia and came,by way of America,
to England. The years betweenhis escapeand his death in tBZ6 are
filled with a mazeof events of such compticationthat even a short account cannot be attemptedhere. For the biographical details the reader
should refer to the excellent presentationof Bakunin's life by E. H.
Carr.l In the Presentcontext we shall confineourselvesto an analysisof
the transformation which Bakunin's revolutionary existenceundirwent
in his later years.
The revolutionary existence of Bakunin crystallized, in his later
years' into what is cgmmonly called his anarchism. Today, unfortunalely, the term anarchismis obscuredby its applicationto a variety of
s_ubphenomena.
Before turning to an analysisbf Bakunints anarchir*,
therefore' it may be helpful to clarify the meaning of the term.
9losely associatedwith anarchism in the popular usage of the term
is the use of terroristic tactics such as bomb-ihrowing und.assasination,
that is the so-calledpropagandaof deed. But the 6J of violenceis not
specificallyanarchistic. Some anarchistshave used violent acts for the
Promotion of revolutionary ends and some have not. Some anarchists
have condemnedsuch tactics and such methodshave been used.by revolutionary groups who were not anarchists.On a deeper level than the
Pragmatic,however,the problem of terrorism is of relevancebecauseit
revealsa dimensionof revolutionary existencewhich is found in Bakunin although he never himself resortedto acts of terror.
The reader will recall our earlier discussionconcerning the impasse
in which an active intelligencefinds itself in a social ordei when legitimate channels for constructive action are barred. The experirn.r of
guilt for the misery and evil in a society, coupled with thi will to r€forming action and with the experienceof impotence, can issue in a
person of high moral sensitivity the desire foi self-sacrifice.The terioristic act ohers the
_gppottuniiyfor sacrificein a double sense: first,
the terrorist risks his life physically for he will be executedwhen he is
caught; second,and more important, in committing murder the terrorist
sacrificeshis moral personality. To overcomethe profound abhorrence
of murder and to annihilate oneselfmorally in committing murder, perhaps of innocent people, is the supreme sacrifice. To the man who
breaks under the consciousness
of social guilt becausehe is frustrated
in actiotrrthis sacrificeremains the only pioof that he is indeed capable
1. E. H. Carr, Michael Bahunin (London, I9ST).
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of ,,doiogt somethingt it is his ultimate justification. This suPremeact,
howevrt, r.ueals thJ pneumapathologicalstate of the Personwho comby
mits it. It is not an u.t of love but rather an act of sellF-assertion
which the man who brings the sacrifice claims for himself an excePtional status in comparison with other men and the rr€nr to whom he
brings the sacrifice ur. misused as the audiencefor his own justification.z Moreover the sacrifice is spiritually vain becausethe sacrificial
act, if understoodas a model of ionduct, would implicitly deny moral
personality to the men for whom it is brought. A man has no right to
nor has he a right
r,rgg.st
-placethe sacrificeof moral personality to others,
moral personality
of
sacrifice
own
them in a position whJre his
to
terroristic act
The
benefit.
their
**ta appearas requestedby them for
evil assumes
in
which
as a *oiutistic model is a symptom of the disease
the form of spirituality.u
Kropothin
A secondaspectof anarchism appearsin the work of' Prince Peter
Kropotkin (.}}LZ-L921 ). The generalpattern of a revolution, followed
by u realm of freedom,is sharedby Kropgtkin with Bakurnin.The presrtrt institutions, economicas well as political and ecclesiastical,have to
be destroyedin order to releasethe inherent forces of cooperlltujnessin
man for itt. building of a new societythat will be free of evil. Political
and economic instiiutions have created the dependenceof man and
thereby have becomethe sourceof evil; only their^destructionin a social
upheavalwill make possiblethe rebuilding of societythrough volultary
activity. While the gen.tul pattern of the courseof eventsis similar to
Bakunir's, the sentiments,rnderlying the ideas are very dirfferent.There
is much more of Rousseau'scritique of civilization in Kropotkin than of
Bakunints dialectic of reaction and revolution. The revolutionary conception showsthe impact of Bakunin as well as of the Marxist analysis
of economicinstitutions, but there is nothing left in Kropotkin of the
mysticism of freedom in history. The "leap" into the nerv realm is not
conditionedby an internal renovation of man, he does not have to be
penetratedby a new "principle," all that will happen is the external
smashingof existing inJtitutions and by this act the good nature of man
(exceptional mantt returns asi a fundamental
2. The pneumapatholog'y of the
problem in Nietzsche.
'-;-i;
terrorism we follow the excellent- prese*."t1-".1 by Karl
ttrl
on Die soziale Bewegung in Russland. Ein Ei'nfiihrungsuertreatise "f
Niitzel in his """iyrir
Grund, der russischen Gesellschifrcfehre ( Stuttgart, 1923) , PP. 2]4ff.,
iitli
""f
and passim.
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which is present even now will have the opportunity of unfolding, urwarped by the evil of compulsion. This aito is a theology of history,
though not Bakunin's; it is rather the reversal of the Christian idea of
the necessityof institutions. In the Christian idea the Fall has coruPted
the nature of man and in the corrupt state he is unfit to govern himself
and to live with others at peacewithout external control. In Kropotkin's
idea the institutions are the Fall and with the elimination of the FalI the
life without sin will be restored.In the Christian idea the necessityof
institutions is explainedby the Fall; in Kropotkin's idea the Fall is explained by the institutions. Both ideasare concernedwith evil in society
and the necessityof institutions but in the Christian interpretation a
realistic anthropology is used which recognizesthe reality of evil in
man, while Kropotkin, in the phraseof Schelling, "is not suflficientlyacquaintedwith man in himself and outsidehimself" and operateswith an
anthropologywhich commits the cardinal mistake of projecting the evil
in man into his environment. In spite of the relation to Bakunin, we
have to understand, therefore, Kropotkints anarchism as the extreme
consequenceof ideas which are to be found as a pervasivetendency in
the age of enlightenment and crisis, of the anti-Christian idea of the
fundamental goodnessof man and of the denial of radical evil. It is a
trend of ideas which manifests itself in such variegatedphenomenaas
Rousseautsreturn to nature, the praise of the innocent savagewho has
preservedhis natural goodnessuntainted by civilization, in the liberal
Protestant theology of the nineteenthcentury which abolishesoriginal
sin and therewith Christ as the Redeemer,and in that strain in the idea
of democracywhich assumesthat what the peoplewills is always good.
In Kropotkin's anarchism this idea has been radically isolated and
made the basisof an interpretation of politics. If the goodnessof man is
taken seriourly, evil must have a source external to man and with the
revolutionary removal of the external source mankind. can enter the
paradiseof its own good nature.
Tolstoi
A third perspectiveon anarchismis found in the work of Count Leo
Tolstoi ( 1B2B-I910). What Tolstoi has in commonwith Bakunin and
Kropotkin is the assumptionthat the state and property are the sources
of evil in society.What separateshim from both is the condemnationof
force as the instrument for removitg the present state of evil and
creating the good society.He founded his anarchism on an evangelical
Christian ethics, and he was clear on the point that salvation cannot
comefrom a changeof institutions. For Tolstoi the devising of new in-
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stitutions is no substitute for the metanoia,for the change of heart. Reform cannot be brought about by conspiratorial activities and by revolts; it has to be effectedby enlightenmentand persuasion,by arousing
the conscience,by model conduct of life, and if necessaryby pussive
"
resistanceto un-Christian
commandsof the state. On the surface, his
attitude strongly resemblesthe Christian call to repentanceand inner
return and.Tolstoi understoodhis position as a return to Christian ethics
baseddirectly on the Gospel. His followers understand him in the same
senseand his interpreters are frequently inclined to accept the thesis
and to classify his ideas as Christian anarchism.But substantially Tolstoi's attitude is quite as anti-Christian as that of Bakunin or Kropotkin
'Western
and as a phenomenonin the history of the
crisis it is an &rarchistic form of the pneumatic disease.The anti-Christianity of Tolstoi consistsprecisely in what he considershis Christianity, that is in
the acceptanceof a Christian code of ethics. The problem of Tolstoi in
this respect is similar to that of Kropotkin. Accepting the ethics of
Christianity and rejecting the spiritual substanceis a trend that has becomeincreasinglymarked sincethe Ag. of Enlightenment. Tolstoi does
no more than radicalize and isolate an idea which is present as an ingredient in previous attempts at establishing an autonomoussystem of
ethics without founding it on the spiritual experiencethat is its source.
For Kropotkin we stressedthe ancestryof Rousseau'scritique of civilization; for Tolstoi we now must stressthe roots of his idea in the ethics
of enlightenmentand particularly in the commonsense
morality of Voltaire. The conceptionof Christ as a "progressive"moral thinker, the
secularizationof Christianity and its reduction to a code o:f ethics, is a
generalWestern movementthat has deeplycorrodedChristian sectarian
life. The typical consequences
of such despiritualizationare to be found
in Tolstoi. Christian ethics without Christian love is prone to produce
righteousnessand critique of the sinner. We have to recall that the
Sermon on the Mounr is not a code for the life in the "wor:ldt; it is addressedto men who live betweenthe worlds in eschatologicalexpectation. In historical existence,entangled in the network of srocialobligations, man has to pay his debt to nature and is obliged to commit acts
in violationof the Serman.If he is struck on the right cheeh,he will not
turn his left, but hit back in defenseof his life, his family and his community. But in hitting back, he will do good, as a Christian, to remember the Sermon, and to be aware that in defensehe is involved in guilt
and that the man who struck him may have had quite as excellent
*worldly' reasonsfor the attack as he has for the defense.
Both are involved in a common guilt, both are engulfed in the inscrutablemystery
of evil in the world, and in their enmity both have to respect in each
other the secretof the heart that is known only to God.
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This Christian attitude is not the attitude of Tolstoi. He falls into the
seriesof fallacies which a revolutionary of the nineteenthcentury does
not seemable to avoid: ( 1 ) the concreteevil in social relations and institutions is not acceptedas emanating from the nature of man, to be
remediedas far as possiblein concreteinstancesbut not to be abolished
on principle, (2) the concreteevil is generalized,in a next step, into an
abstractevil that attachesto institutions, not to man, and,,in a last stepr
( 3 ) the abstractevil attaching to institutions is attributed as a personal
guilt to those men who by biographical circumstancehappen to be the
bearers of the institutions. In his political tracts Tolstoi points his &ccusing finger at the evil of governmental institutions and at the men
who are responsiblefor it and he presentsthe evils so vividly that his
accusationscould be taken over by the radical, violent anarchist groups
for their propaganda-pamphletsinciting to revolt. Tolstoi's admonitions
to practice upardoninglove" are in vain in face of the unpardoning, critical content of his writings, and in vain are his assertionsthat the use of
his writings for revolutionary purposeswould be like setting a village
on fire by meansof a gospel-book.As Ntitzel in his fine analysisremarks
aptly: the difference between the gospel-bookand Tolstoi's writings is
that the gospel-book contains nothing that would justify incendiary
action.a
His Christianity is in substancean extremeform of enlightenedPuritanism. Tolstoi occupiesa most conveniently situated island of righteousness:it is close enough to the '\rorldtt to hurl his accusationsof
guilt at it, but far enough from the *world" to deny responsibility for
his acts as acts in the t\uorld.t He is no St. Francis who conformedwith
Christ and left the institutions alone, rather he despiritualizesthe Serrnon by transforming it into a codeof Christian ethics governing human
conduct in the world and createsfor himself an "exceptionaloposition,
like the terrorists, that permits him to indulge in action in the world
without the responsibility of the world. If we comparehis position with
Bakunin's, we would have to say that the latter, in his spiritual striving,
has deeply penetratedthe mystery of evil in spite of the fact that his diseasedexistenceendedin the willing recognitionof its Sataniccharacter,
while Tolstoi, though not less diseased,escapedthe consequencesof
Bakunin by virtue of his enlightened superficiality.
Gandhi
A word has to be added on certain phenomenawhich are closely reIated with the anarchism of the nineteenth century, that is on the non4. Karl Niitzel,op. cit., pp. 180fr.
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resistancetrends in English politics. Towards the end of the century
the spreading of Russian anarchistic literature, particularly of the
works of Tolstoi, had created in the West an atmosphereof general
knowledgeof civil disobedience
and passiveresistanceas political weapons in the struggle against governmental authorities. Out of this atmosphereemerge at the beginning of the twentieth century the suffragette incidents in England with their civil disobedienceand their hunger strikes, and in their wake the fateful incorporationof theseweapons
into the political arsenalof Gandhi ( 1869-1948 ).u The techniqueof
passive resistancewas practiced by Gandhi first in the 'Iransvaal in
1907 in protest against the Asiatic registration bill of ttre Transvaal
government,and after the generalwar it was continuedin India beginning with the noncooperationcampaign of 1920. fn the courseof this
campaignthe sameproblemsarosefor Gandhi that had worried Tolstoi.
Gandhi insisted on nonviolent action, and the result was tlhe temoristic
outbreaksand peasantuprisings of 1921. Faced with such incendiary
violence as a consequenceof his nonviolent propaganda,Gandhi resortedto vigorousdenunciationof violencetowards the end of I92L and
the result was the Chauri Chaura affair of L922, where a mob of insurgent peasantsstormed the police station and killed the policemen.
The affair compelledhim to order the immediatesuspensionof civil disobedienceand noncooperation.
The experienceof violent outbreakswas
repeatedin the secondcivil disobediencecampaigr of 1930. The position of Gandhi is on principle the same as that of Tolstoi: an eschatological ethic is introduced as a political weapon into the struggle of the
world. The not so important differenceis that Tolstoi coulclrest his anarchism on the prestige of the Gospel, while Gandhi successfullydevelopeda halo of Eastern saintliness.
Founding the neu) realm
If we comparethe later period of Bakunints revolutionilry existence
with his earlier one, before his imprisonment,we might say that in the
1840's he participatedin various revolts as the opportunity offered itself, while after Siberia he embarkedon his own work of revolutionary
organization.fn the earlier years he was drawn into revolutions,in the
later years he was active in preparing the revolutionary siituationthat
ultimately would issuein the foundation of a new realm. In theseyears
he organized and influenced groups of revolutionary worliers in Switzerland, Italy and Spain, and in theseyears he engagedin the struggle
5. On the personal relations between Tolstoi and Gandhi see Ernest J. Simmons?Leo Tolstoy (Boston, 1946), pp. 722f ,
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with Marx for the International Workingmen's Association ( the First
International) . His organizational activities left their imprint on the
workers' movement in Italy and Spain until they were obliterated, at
least for the time being, by the Fascist and Falangist revolutionsof the
twentieth century. To a minor degreehis influenceextendedover all of
Europe and into anarchist circles in America. His struggle with Marx
for the control of the International was not successfulbut it compelled
Marx, after the Congressin The Hague, of L872, to transfer the General Council from London to New York in order to withdraw it from
Bakuninist influence, and it ended in the demise of the First International.
The activity of Bakunin expresseditself in the prodigious creation of
revolutionary societies.To what extent these organizationsexisted in
social reality or only in Bakunin's imagination cannot always be clearly
determined.This point, however, is of less importance for us than the
principle on which they were conceived.An insight into Bakunin's organizational ideas is offered by the most effective of his creations, the
Alliance of 1868.
InternationalSocial-Democratic
T he International Social-DemocraticAlliance
Bakunin founded the Alliance as an instrument for wedging his way
into a leading position in Marx's International Workingments Association and it existed after a fashion. But the questionmight be asked,for
what purposeshould an organizationbe founded which seemedmerely
to duplicate Marx's organization with unlikely revolutionary success?
In his Rapport sur PAlliance, of I8 71, Bakunin revealedpart of his anIt should be the policy of the Alliance to form a
swer to this question.G
smaller nucleus of ardent revolutionaries within the International of
Marx. The operation through the general assembliesof the sections
seemedto defeatthe purposeof the International and Bakunin preferred
smaller meetings of 20 to 40 members selectedfrom the various sections with an eye to their devotionto the principles of the International.
The Alliance should not develop principles and programs but rather
"character,unity, solidary action and mutual confidenceamong serious
wills; in brief, it wanted to form propagandists,apostlesand ultimately
organizers.tttThe general assemblieswere to be used for formal occasions and for representativesupport but preparation for the public
meetingswould be the responsibilityof the smaller meetings;the select
members would have to influence the majorities of the assembliesand
6. Bakunin, Rapport sur l'Alliance, Oeuvres, vol. 6 (Paris, 1913).
7. Ibid., pp. 245f..
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make them understandthe meaning of the questionssubmitted for their
decision.sThe larger assemblieswould be restricted in their discussion
sincemany questiotrscannot be aired in public and more senious-minded
memb*s tunnot participate in debates which are conduct,edon a low
level. Hence the usr.mbiies are not sufficient for the triumph of revolutionary principles and for a serious organization of the International.e
Up- to a certain point there is nothing extraordinary |" Bakunin's
idea. One cannot operate an organization through general assemblies'
Democracy needsthe gradation by which the will of the ptlople, for the
pu{pose oi action, is filtered down to a. small executive by means of
p"t[i.r, conventions,caucuses,steering committees,etc. T'he problems
arise rather from the nature of revolutionary foundation. Above all
there was the conflict with the International: Bakunin warrted the Alliance to become,under his leadership,the general staff of the International. Naturally Marx and his friends of the General Council in London were of the opinion that they were quite capable of being the
general staff themselves.Beyond this conflict opensthe genuine revoluiionary problem which Bakunin had in common with Marx. It is one
thing io filter down the wilt of an existing people, ns for instance the
English, from the millions to a Cabinet through the processesof elections, caucuses,party seniori,y, etc.l it is quite anotherthing to perform
this filtering operationin a vacuum. The workers are not rl people,and
to org anizean international workerst revolution implies the creation of
a peopleoutsidethe Western nations. We have to distinguish between
the problem of political articulation for the vast infra-bourgeoismasses
for {tre purpose of integration into the national body politic and of participation in constitutional governmert-a purpose which is served by
the self-organizationof workers in trade unions, syndicates,labor Parties, etc.-and the idea of an international revolution which envisages
the destruction of the nations as determining forces in history and the
creation of a new, supra-national community. Neither Bakunin nor
Marx wanted to form national labor parties. They wanted rather to inspire a revolutionary movement for men without a country and by
meansof revolutionary org anizationthey wanted to create a country for
thesehomelessPeople.
The rnan without a country
The creation of a new community through a movement, however,
raises delicate problems. The leadership cannot rise from the people be8. Ibid., P. 246.
9. Ibid., p. 247.
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causethe people doesnot exist, and the human raw material that could
be molded into a new community has some difficulty in molding itself
in the absenceof an articulated existencewhich producesnututul leaders. In this peculiar situation are rooted the traits of the international
revolution which beset it into the period of its contemporarysuccesses.
The idea of the man without a country who finds his latheiland in the
revolution does not arise among the workers, it is rather a projection
into the workers of the attitude of the homeless intellectual *ho becomesthe leader of masseswhich for various reasonsare ready to be
formed.toAs a matter of fact, workers are not quite as much without a
country as the homelessintellectualswho try to persuadethem that they
are. The discrepancybetweenthe intellectuals'idea of an international
revolution and the social reality of the workers-and still more of the
peasants-results in various ttsurprises,ttsuch as the national alignment
of the workers of the Secondfnternational in 1914 and the drift into
nationalism of the Russian revolution of 1917. The secondfeature
originating in this situation is the impossibility of organizing the revolution democratically.An international revolution is not a party in which
an existing community organizesitself for action; it is a movement in
which a nonexistingcommunity is createdfrom the top. It requires inevitably u concentrationof leadershipin the hands of a few revolutionary activists who rarely are workers themselves.As a social form, the
movementis centralizedin a nucleusof leadershipfrom which emanate
the founditg influences in their two modes of apostolate and institgtionalization. The insight into this problem is common to all the great
figures of the revolution but the accentsshift with personal abilities and
inclinations and with the requirements of the unfolding revolutionary
drama. The historic function of Marx was the creation of a formidable
system of doctrine that could serve as the SacredWriting for the apos10. On the situation of Central European intellectuals at the time of Marx see
the s^urv9l io Karl Ldwith's Von-Hegel-bi$ Nietzsche (Zurich, New York, lg4l),
PP.: ?l:98. Most of the men who led the critique of society were socially ,derailed" in one Yay or another: Feuerblch,
RrS., Bruno Bau6r, Stirner, Diihriig,
Marx, Sglropenfrauel, I(ierkega_ard, Nietzsche.- The self-expatriation of the Ruisian intellectuals of the peribd
is well known. On the ievolution as the new
-Progra,rnrne
fatherland see Bakunin's
et objet de I'Organisation R7volutionnaire
des FrEres Internationau,ccrsec, 8: ttl,a rdvolution devant se faire partout par le
peuPlgr et la s-qPrem-9direction devant en rester
_toujoury dans le piuple orfu"ire
en f6d6ration libre d'associations agricoles et industrielles-l'Etat'r6volutioinaire
et nouveau s'organisant de bas en haut par voie de d6l6gation r6volutionnaire et
embrassant
lous lgt puys insurg6s au ndm des m€mes piincipes sans 6gard pour
les vieilles frontiEres et pour-les diffdrences de natiinafitis, aura
6Ui.t
$*
I'administration de services publics et qon_le gouvernement des peupfes. Il
stitnera Ia rcqoelle patrie, fAthance de la Rduitution (Jniuerselle iontte I'Alliance
"dode toutes les RdactioDg.'
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tolate and this function overshadowsby far his performancesas an organizer. Lenin was able to evolve the doctrine still further, but his
peculiar achievementis the ruthlessnessof centralizing organization,
Moreleading to the uncompromising breaks with former assoc:iates.
over he is the great statesmanwho saw his moment and 'usedit decisively, though in order to use it he had to graft the international workerst revolution onto the strength of a Russian peasantrebelliotl. With
Stalin emergesthe General Secretaryof the movementas the organizer
who builds the international revolution into the body of a people-a
processwhich is sometimesinterpreted in a mistaken an,alogyas the
ttThermidort' of the Russian revolution. As an international movement
this branch of the revolution has come to its end and the, Communist
parties in the Western countriesare no longer the ferments of an international revolution but instruments of Russian state politic,s.What has
survived in Russia is the apostolicand organizationalcenbralismof the
original movement,now built into the Soviet Constitution. The line of
political successfrom Marx to Stalin is the line away fromr the original
revolutionary impulse towards a dictatorial organization of power with
an inflexible doctrine. The movementbegan as a revolt against the nation, against the state, against the church and bourgeois ideologies;it
ended.in Russian imperialism, in the power of the Soviet state and in
the monopoly of indoctrination. This end was sensedby Bakunin even
in Marx. Beyond the conflict of personal ambitions lies the profound.
antagonismbetweenthe authoritarianism of Marx and Bakunin's truly
revolutionaryexistence.The importanceof Bakunin for the understanding of the revolution lies precisely in those elementsof his existence
which preventeda durable political success.The insight inrtothe necessities of apostolateand organizatian is present, but in the execution
Bakunin relies primarily on the contagiousnessof the charrismawhich
he possessed
in the highest degree.His action, even when in conception
is
it dictatorial and centralistic, operatesalways through a:rousingrevolutionary sentimentsin his fellowmen, through the intendecltransformation of personality. Moreover the organizationsconceived.by him are
never envisagedas a (state within the statet' destined to, become the
nucleusof state power after a successfulcoup; they are strictly meant
as instruments for the destruction of existing institutions and would
have to give way when successis obtainedto the free federal life that is
supposedto rise from the new revolutionary people.
ln the absenceof a will to createpermun.nt institutions, the activities
of Bakunin move in an atmosphereof the fantastic. This has sometimes
aroused the senseof humor of his biographers, sometimestheir scorn
at his political naivet6, and it has led to the characterization of Bakunin as the Poet of the Revolution. Such sentiments and phraseologyr
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pardonable as they are considering the facts, do not contribute much to
understanding.
The element of the fantastic is rooted deeply in the diseaseof the
spirit which constitutesthe revolutionary crisis and it is related to the
earlier discussed"magic of the extreme." In healthy spiritual existence
the action on others receivesits limits and its style through the spiritual
substancethat is to be communicatedand, by such communication,to
be transformedfrom a potentially to an actually common substance.In
Plato's Republic the idea of the polis rests on assumptionswith regard
of men for a mystical insight and in Plato's attempts
to the receptiveness
at actual foundation the limits of action dwindle rapidly from the unsuccessfulsearch for a philosopher-kingto the narrow confinesof the
Academy. In Bakunin's state of pneumatic diseasethe style is determined by the striving of the radical, particular will to exist as if it were
spiritual. Since,however,the communicable,limiting substanceis missing, the attempts of the as if existencecan be piled tP without responsibitity into a fantastic pyramid of foundationswithout substance.
The A[iance of 1868 was such an attempt, piling a further organization on top of the International without its distinctive purpose ever becoming particularly clear. But this excrescencewas not all. In the fall
of 1868 Bakunin invited the French socialist CharlesPerron, whom he
scarcelyknew, to join the Alliance, and when Perron agreedhe told him
that even the Alliance might be contaminatedby men who were not
genuine revolutionaries and that there should be formed back of the
Alliance a more restrictedcircle, the International Brothers. Perron was
willing to becomean International Brother if it had to be. But a few
days later Bakunin suggestedto him that even the International Brothers were too large a group and that back of them should be formed a
Directorate of Three, of whom Perron should be one. And, of courset
back of the Directorate there would rise into the revolutionary stratospherethe personof Bakunin himself." The style of fantastic pyramiding is most clearly visible in Bakunin becausethere is lacking in him
the limiting effect of the striving for a stable power org anizationwhich
characterizesthe revolutionary line from Marx to Stalin. Nevertheless
the element of piling is a componentin the successfulline, too, stemming from the initial revolutionary situatiolr. We can recognizeit still
in the pyramid of : ( I ) the mass of reactionarymankind which is good
for nothing; (2\ the selectpart of mankind, the "toilers,o who are the
salt of the earth; ( 3 ) the industrial workers who are the most advanced
group of the toilers; (4) the Communist Party which is the vanguard
of the proletariat; ( 5 ) the inner circle of leaderswithin the partfr culI I. E. H. Cart, Michacl Bakunin, PP, 348f.
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minating in the Polit Bureau; ( 6 ) the stratosphereof the fathers and
founders, that is of Marx and Lenin. The fantastic elenrent deserves
serious attention becausethe categories of the phantasma have on the
onehand becomethe great obstacleto an adequateunderstandingof the
real processof the revolution, particularly in Russia,while on the other
hand their style is a formative force in the course of events.
The Nechaieuafair
The phantasma of foundation reached its climax in the Nechaiev
affair.t' Sergei Nechaievwas a Russian student who came to Genevain
1869, at the age of 2L. He presentedhimself to Bakunin as the leader
and delegateof a revolutionary movement of students, with a Central
Committee in Petersburg and affiliations throughout the country. The
rnovement was imaginary. Bakunin took an immediate )liking to the
young man. Here was the young generationof Russia, representedby u
man who resembledhimself much in type, with an ardent :revolutionary
will and with the iron resolve to perform the work of destruction.tt
Bakunin matched Nechaiev's imagin ary movement by creating for his
benefit the World Revolutionarv Alliance, consisting of a seal, and issued to Nechaiev a membership card for the Russian section, bearing
the No. 277L, while Bakunin himself acted as the Central Committee
of the European Revolutionary Alliance. Having thus establishedand
allied their respectivemovements,the two men proceededto produce
some literature for them. The results were Some Words to the Toung
Brethren in Russia,Hoat the Reuolutionary Question Presentsltself,
the Principles of Rnolution, An Appeal to the Officers of the Russian
Army, &tr Appeal to the RussianNobility, and the Cate,ehismof the
Reaolutionarg.ta
The Principles of Revolution
Of special importance for us are the Principles of Reaol'"utionIn the
Principles the authors advance the thesis that revolution means the
12. Concerning the Nechaiev affair, see ibid., ch, ZB,
13. Bakunin characterized Nechaiev in a letter of April 13, 1869, to James
Guillaume in the following terms: "J'ai maintenant ici un spdcimen de ces
jeunes fanatiques qui ne doutent de rien et qui ne craignent rieni et qui ont pos6
Pour principe. qu'{ en doit p6rir sous la- main du- gouvernement^ beaucoup,
be.aucolPr
flralt q,t'ol n:- se repo_serapas un instant juslu'n ce que le peuple ;;
soit soulev6n'1James Guillaume, L'Internationale, Dociments et Simenifs ( igOa78 ) (Paris, l9O5 ), 1, p. L47.
L4. Michael Bakunin's Sozial-politischer Briefutechsel ( Stuttgart, l8g5 ), pp.
3441 349, 359, 364, 369, 371.
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radical substihrtion of new forms for all contemporary forms of European life. Orly from complete "amorphism" can healthy forms arise. If
elements of old forms are retained, they would poison the new life; a
partial revolution is no revolution ,8.tall, as the events of 1848 have
shown. *No genuine revolution has happenedas yet; and if it happens
it can only start in one state, but then it will have to spread to all
countries.ttThe personnelof the revolution is not to be found among
those who are in leadirg positions in the present institutions. The new
men have to live among the people and they have to be the mediating
link between the massesso that the movement is given uniform direction, spirit and character.uThis is the one and only meaning of leading
a secret,preparatory organization.ttThe leadersof a real popular revolution show themselvesin action as soon as life has preparedthem and
they close their ranks in the course of the revolution itself. The long,
subterraneanwork, devoid of real action, has brought an infiltration of
men who fall back under the pressureof circumstances,but when the
real popular movementcomesnearer ttthe schism betweenthought and
action becomesrarer.tt As the critical time approachessome revolutionarieswill not be able to restrain their destructiverage and resort to
individual action. High-placed persons who are representativeof the
governmental and economiccorruption will be "annihilated.HttThis is
the natural way": from individual action to an epidemicof violence,and
finally to the great revolt. *We have to finish with that idealism which
prevents action according to deserts; it has to be replaced by cruel,
cold, ruthless consistency.tt
The revolution has a beginning and an end, that is it unfolds in the
two phasesof destruction and reconstruction.The true revolutionary
has no plans for reconstruction."All noble and holy men who were
animated by the idea of a new life and who attempted to give the
existing institutions a better form in a peaceful *uy, were persecuted
and banned." Now the time for the cold, embittered fight has come;
*our aim is the complete destruction of all fettering bonds.ttSince the
present generation is itself under the influence of the abominableconditions which it has to destrolr reconstruction is not its task; this task is
reservedfor purer forces which will rise in the days of renovation. *The
abominationsof contemporary civilization in which we have grown up
have deprived us of the ability to erect the paradisical structure of
future life; of this future life we can form only nebulous ideas by
imagining the opposite of the existing, revolting shrff.DTo the revolutionary, atl contemplation of the nebulous future is criminal; it would
only put obstaclesin the course of destruction, and thereby make the
future more remote. ttfn a practical cause this would be a uselesg
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desecrationof the spirit.' We have to submit to necessityand justice,
and to dedicate ourselvesto permanent, relentlessdestruc;tionup to a
crescendoin which no existing social form is left to be destroyed.
Conspiracy is not the task of the present generation but actual fight
from the first step. "They will call it terrorism!- But we must remain
indifferent to all this howling and not enter into compromiseswith
those who are destinedto perish!"
These pages of the Principles are perhapsthe most important document for understanding the explosivenessof a pneumatically diseased
existence.They are revealing becausethe description is sufficiently
close to traditional philosophical language to make the cause of the
explosiveness
intelligible. The contractionof existenceinto an explosive
shell of destructionis due to the diminution and ultimate disappearance
of the tensionbetweencontemplationand action. The biostthearetikos,
as well as the life of the spirit, have vanished to the point that the
planning of action and its ultimate orientation by the order of spirit
becomeimpossible.The particular will without orientation cannot expressitself in purposeful action;it can expressitself only in the negation
of order without positive imagination of new order. The contraction of
existencemoreoveris linked historically with the decadenceof civilization, its destructiveness
results from the concreteexperienceof the negative civilization against which it directs its action and it is not a negativism for its own sake. It is clearly understoodas a criprpledtype of
existence,which, nevertheless,has its historic function in p,roducingthe
transition from the old world to the future paradise.Again the conscious
sacrificeof personalityappearsthat we noted earlier as an ingredient in
terrorism. Hence the man who submits to the contraction is not a
criminal but a "noble
holy man,' the contraction is it feat of the
.und
spirit, and any expansiontowards contemplationwould irr its turn be
criminal and a desecrationof the spiritual act. This consistencyand
clearnessabout the structure of revolutionary existenceis peculiar to
Bakunin and Nechaiev and it constitutestheir genuine supreriorityover
other revolutionaries-for even in evil there are degreesof profoundness.
Self-annihilation- the my stical uleap'
Bakunin has soundedthe depth of negativeexistenceand understood
the mystical leap from the world into paradise.The total destructionto
the point of amorphismis the intramundanecounterpartto the spiritual
"death to the world" and to the sanctification of life in preparation for
the redeeminggrace in death, The intramundane annihilation, however,
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does not do away only with the world that is to be destroyed;it also
engulfs the personality of the revolutionary himself. For the revolutionary his action means his death to the life in the old world, but,
unlike the Christian, he will not see the paradiseof the future. Hence
the question imposes itself : to what purpose does the revolutionary
bring the sacrificeof his existence,if it doesnot serve,like the Christian
sanctification,the catharsis and salvation of the soul? The answer will
have to be: that in the revolutionary contraction we must recognize
the self-defeatingclimax of the intramundane search for immortality
through survival in posterity. The radical revolutionary doesnot simply
live in posterity through his fame like a Renaissancestatesmanor man
of letters; he rather moves into the role of the Savior who reversesthe
Fall and redeemsof evil. And he doesnot assumethe role of the Son only
but eventhat of the Father. For Bakunin doesnot promisethe Kingdom
of God in the beyond,he promisesthe earthly paradise:God has driven
man from paradise,Bakunin through his action will lead him back.
The mysticism of the contractedexistencereappearsin diluted form
in revolutionary movements generally. Bakunin's prohibition, for instance,to contemplatethe future life follows consistentlyfrom the insight into the nature of the "leap." But we find it also, in the Marxist
movement, in the prohibition of discussionconcerning the postrevolutionary society,although neither Marx nor Lenin envisagedtheir revolutionary action as the sacrificeof their personality.And we find the same
hesitationto describethe future statein the National Socialistmovement
ttseizureof power,' although the ttseizure
with its concentrationon the
of powert contradictsthe nihilism of a radical revolutionary existence.
In both movementsthe hesitationwith regard to a program stems from
the initial mystical impulse; but this impulse is diluted by the compromise with the exigenciesof establishing a permanent power structure. The intersection of the mystical with the worldly plane results,
in Russia, in the conflict between a social reality that is bound to go
the way of all institutionalization, and the idea of a classlessand
statelesssocietlr an idea which inevitably has to evaporate;in National
Socialismthere resultedfrom the sameinteraction the catastrophicconflict betweenthe unlimited expansivenessof the mystical will and the
opposingpower-reality of the surrounding world.
Bakunin the mystic has understoodclearly that the revolutionary belongs to the world which he intends to destroy and that he will not see
the paradise;he cannot even imagine it, and the place of such imagination is taken by the indulgencein oppositesto the existing institutions.
This insight into the character of radical revolutionary imagination is
again peculiar to Bakunin. If the mysticism of imaginitg oppositesis
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misunderstood, and if the attempt is made to elaborate positively the
nature of future man and society, the results are grotesque. This attempt was made by Nietzsche. The sector is Nietzsche's work which
projects the mysticism of the will to power into the syrnbool of the
suPermancorrespondsfunctionally to the "nebulous futuret of Bakunin.
The symbol of the superman is the opposite of the despiritualized
middle-classsociety which Nietzsche despised;it is the &s xt creation
of a new order without spiritual substance.In this respect-but not in
others-Bakunin is superiorto Nietzsche;the self-sacrificein destructive
action is evil but it is profound; the rivalry with God in negative contemplation is mer.ly absurd.
The mysterAof evil in historical existence
Finally, these pages open a general insight into the nature and
function of destructivenessin society.The life of mankind in historical
existenceis not a life of sweet reason and sensibleadjustment. In the
lives of nations and civilizations,situationsarise in which through delay
of adjustment to changedcircumstancesthe ruling groups become.vil
to the point that the accumulatedhatreds of the victims b:reakthe impassethrough violence.We are faced by the mystery of evi,lin history:
by--themy_sterythat evil sometimescan be remedied only by opposing
evil; that destructiveoutbreak of evil suppliesthe force for breakittg at
unjust order and substituting an order of superior justice. It is with an
awarenessof this mystery that we have to read Bakunints praise of
criminality and of the Russian "robberdom.t'* The Russian robber is a
peasantwho escaPesgovernmentaloppressionby taking tg t'the life of
the woods.tt*The robberdom is one of the most honorable forms of
Russian political life." It is the desperateprotest of the people against
the social order. Who does not sympathize with robberdom has no
heart for the immeasurablesuffering of the people.Robberdomis cruel
and merciless,t'but it is not more mercilessand cruel than the governmental power which by its nefariousnesshas produced robberdom."
The end of robberdom in Russia would mean either the final death of
the people or its total liberation. *The robber is the only genuine
revolutionary in Russia.ttWhen the robber and the peasantunite, the
result will be the people'srevolution. And Bakunin cbncludeswith the
appeal: t'Let us throw ourselvesinto the people, into the rnovementof
the people,into the revolt of the robbers and peasants.Let us unite the
L5. How the Reaolutionory Question Presents ltself, pp. s49ff.
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isolatedexplosionsof the peasantsinto a well-considered,but merciless
revolution!t
With the progressof civilization the revolutionary symbolism changes
and the industrial worker takes the place of the robber as the vanguard
of the suffering people, but the principle of mobilizing the hatreds of
the oppressedfor the establishmentof the new order remains a constant
in the dynamics of revolution. In order to gain an adequateperspective
of the problem we have to distinguish betweenthe permanentproblem
of evil in revolution and the nelv factor that has entered the situation
through Bakunin. Ignoble sentimentsand interests are the firm cement
of every order of man in the world, even of the most sublime; and a
revolution which has to break the ignoble cement of an established
order and. supply new cement for the establishmentof its own order
needsa particularly strong doseof this ingredient. Man cannot escape
nature, and one can discern the component of cruelty in the spiritual
hardnesseven of Jesus and St. Francis. The storm of revolution, with
its horrors and moral confusion, is by an inscrutable fate the darkness
through which man has to wander in order to find the light of a new
justice. We have to face the problem that on the level of historical
existenceon which the life of mankind in community is enacted, the
man who assumesconsciouslythe responsibilityfor releasingthe storm
is perhaps moved deeper by the senseof justice than the man who
resistsit becausehe wishes to preservethe values of the existing order;
and that even the rascal who uses the upheaval for his personalprofit,
and who is dull to its moral and spiritual issues,may have a positive
function in the establishmentof the new order which is denied to the
man who has to stand aside becausehe cannot sacrifice his integrity.
The new factor that becomesmanifest in Bakunin is the contraction of
existenceinto a spiritual will to destrof, without the guidance of a
spiritual will to order. This new absolutenessof evil, however, is not
introduced into the situation by the revolutionary; it is the reflex of the
actual despiritualization of the society from which the revolutionary
emerges. The revolutionary crisis of our age is distinguished from
earlier revolutions by the fact that the spiritual substanceof \Mestern
societyhas diminished to the vanishing point, and that the vacuum does
not show any signs of refilling from new sources.Bakunin understood
his own situation thoroughly; in his anarchism he consciouslyrealized
one half of the revolution, the half which he called the "beginning"; he
knew that with successthe other half would claim its rights. This other
half has not been forthcoming yet in the successfulline of the revolution, and the crisis of the spirit which manifested itself in Bakunin's
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mysticism of evil lingers on. It lingers on in Russia in spite of the fact
that an element of Western enlightenedhumanism is preservedin the
Marxian conceptionof the worker as the true man.
The late utork of Bakunin
In the decadeof 1863-73, Bakunin produceda considerablebody of
written work which in one way or another contributes to the clarification of his late anarchistic ideas.tuThe fraction of the corpus that is
of systematicrelevanceis suprisingly small, however. The discrepancy
between quantity and substanceis due partly to the occasionalcharacter of the writings, partly to certain peculiarities of exposition. We
have to indicate, therefore,the principles of elimination rather than of
selectionwhich will permit us to isolate the relevant nucleus.
A first sectionof the work of this period can be eliminated because
its consists of memoranda and lectures for congressesand workerst
audiences;the author is restricted in these piecesto a dog;maticstatement of his position and cannot enter into a critical elaboration of his
ideas. Other pieces of this section have the form of polernics against
political opponentsand again do not lend themselvesto systematicexposition. And the more voluminous writings of this class trave the disconcertinghabit of starting as a letter to a friend, then growing into an
article on some question which arrested Bakunints attent:lon,and expanding finally into a volume of which the unit is created.rather by a
chain of associationsthan by the organization of problems. This circumstantial and associationalcharacter of Bakunints writi:ng produces
a vast amount of repetition without an increaseof penetration.A second
section of the work can be eliminated becauseBakunin had acquired
the stylistic idiosyncrasiesof a positivistic dogmatist. He was in possessionof the truth and did not have to worry too much about the
critical foundation of his problems. As in the case of Comte, a large
proportion of Bakunin's writing is elaborationof detail which standsor
falls with the validity of the fundamental assumptions.The foundations
of a social sciencewere laid for Bakunin by Auguste Comte and his
philosophie positiue; all Bakunin had to do was to draw the consequences,or at best to expungesomeof the obscurantistelementsof the
great thinker." This profuse application again can be neglected.
Not entirely to be eliminated are the referencesto the future state of
16, Michel Bakounine, Oeuvre,s,6 vols. (Paris, 1907-13).
L7, L'Antith€ologisme, Oeuvres, Ir P. 7L,
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society, though we can disposeof them briefly. Bakunin knew, as we
of perspectivesinto the future, and
have seen,about the t'nebulousnesstt
he understoodthat a futuristic imagination would have to proceed by
the creation of oppositesto the presentstate. Nevertheless,he indulged
occasionallyin the enunciation of such negations-much to the fright
of a not too large bourgeois public. Religion is an instrument of dtgradation-therefore away with religion; private property is the instrument of exploitation-therefore away with private property in the
instruments of production; bureaucracyis an instrument of oPPression
-therefore away with the salariaf,' the state is the source of evil compulsion-therefore away with the state; all authority in general is a
iestraint on liberty-therefore away with theology, with institutionalized,science ( against Comte) , and with any form of institutionalized
political leadership ( against Mazzini )
In these futuriJtic indulgencesthere appear only a few points which
merit attention becausethey are related to concreteexperiencesof the
presentstate.One of them is Bakunintsinsistenceon federalizationfrom
ift. bottom to the top as the structural law of future society. Federalization is again an oppositeto the centralized state, but it is not a mere
negation; it has a-positive content insofar as this pair of oppositesis
*od.tled on the contrast between American federalism and French
revolutionary centralism: "It should be clear to all who really wish the
emancipationof Europe that we have to reject the politics of the French
revolution ( while preserving our sympathiesfor its great socialist and
humanitarian ideai ) and to adopt resolutely the politics of freedom of
the North Americans."'8It may be doubted that Bakunints insight into
the nature and problems of American federalism was profound; nevertheless, the imige of the American federal democracyhas exerted a
vague guiding influence not only on Bakunin, but generally on the
federalisticvisions of anti-staterevolutionaries.
A secondtouch of reality makes itself felt in a passagewhich reveals
what is perhaps the profoundest experiential reasonfor Bakunints antistatism. In tha courseof his polemic against Mazzini, Bakunin reflects
on the nature of man: if you give man the possibility of doing evil, that
is if you nourish his vanity, his ambitiotr, his cupidity at the exPenseof
*We certainly are sincere socialistsand revoluotheis, he will do evil.
tionaries, but: if we would be given power and could preserveit only a
few months, we would not be what we are today. As socialistswe are
LB. Proposition Motiv1e au Comit€ Qentral de la Ligue de la Paix et de la
Libert6, Oeuores, I, p. I3.
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convinced, you and I, that the social environment, the position, the
conditions of existenceare stronger than the will and the intelligence of
the strongest and most energetic individual. And precisely for this
reasonwe do not demand natural but social equality of all men as the
condition of justice and the basis of morality. And that is why we detest Power, all Power, &s the people detests it.'ot This passageis of
importance for the understanding of the revolutionary mirrd becauseit
shows in operationthe fallacy which assumesthe "social r:nvironmenttt
as an independentfactor and neglectsthe interaction betureenenvironment and man. Bakunin is aware that the opportunities of the environment can be a temptation; he seemsnot to be aware that the fundamental structure of any social environment has something to do with
the nature of man which creates it. In this passage,if rye take it in
isolatiotr,Bakunin gives the appearanceof having never thought of the
possibility that on the morning of the revolution human nature will set
to work to create a new environmentwith opportunitiesfor doing evil,
which perhapswill not be preciselythe sameas the onesjrust abolished
but still will be a comparablesubstitute. For many revolurdonaries
this
f-altacyit, indeed, the fundamental dogma which inspires and justifies
their attack on the shortcomings of society. As far as Bakunin is concerned, the irnpasse_
is brokenln the main line of his thought by the
faith in a mystically renovated human nature which produces the
cataclysmof destruction.Nevertheless,the passageitself iJ not qualified
in the context by a reminder of the mystical renora,tio;ancl it tfierefore
shows instructively_the transition from a mystical revolutionary existence as rePrese_nted
by Bakunin in his clearer moments to the vulgar
revolutionary d9g*1 that the nature of man changes automatica'lly
with a changeof institutions. In the total evolutionof ihe dogma we can
distinguish, therefore, the followirg three phases: ( I ) at ihe mystical
center is the radical eschatologicalsentiment which expressesitself
consistentlyin the demand of the renovatio as the primatyiondition for
state of society, (2) a transitional ptrur. ir marked by
1 gerfgc!
Bakunints assumptionin the passageunder discussion: that the nature
of man will not change and that, therefore, compulsory institutions
with their temptations have to be abolished; ( 3 ) tfie final form is the
rmlgarian dogma which animatesthe successfulline of revolution: that
with the deposing of a ruling group the new rulers will have a
changed nature so that with the successfulttseizureof powert the new
society can move towards perfection without a radicat revolution involving the eschatologicalchange of heart.
L9. Circulaire a rnes amis tltalie,

oeuores, 6, pp. 343ff.
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Satanism and materialism
What remains after these eliminations and corollaries are a few
systematicideas, best formulated in the study on Dieu et l0tat and in
the appendix on the Fantime Diain.'o
The first idea to be disengaged from this body of writing is the
Satanic inversion of the Fall. Bakunin narrates the story of Genesis
with the prohibition to eat from the Tree of Knowledge: "God wanted
to deprive man of the consciousness
of self; He wanted him eternally
to remain an animal, on its four paws before the eternal God, his
Creator and Master. But then comesSatan, the eternally revolted, the
first libre penseur and emancipatorof the world. He shamesman for
his ignoranceand his bestial obedience;he emancipateshim and presses
on his forehead the seal of freedom and humanity by persuading him
to disobry and to eat from the fruit of knowledge (science).noBakunin
then continues to explain what he considersto be the true meaning of
the myth: 'Man is emancipated,he has left his animality and has
constituted himself as man. He has begun his history; the specifically
human development started from disobedienceand knowledge ( science), that is from revolt and thought."'z In this act of emancipation
originates the historical nahrre of man with its three strata of animality,
thought and revolt; and the three strata of human nature manifest themselvessocially in the creation of the three realms of social and private
economy,of science,and of freedom.
Having used the myth as a starting point, Bakunin drops its symbolism and proceedsto give to his conceptionof the nature of man a basis
of materialistic metaphysic. The materialism of Bakunin is "genuinet'
in the senseof Lucretian materialism as opposedto a phenomenalistmaterialism. In its development Bakunin displays considerable critical
acumen. He is careful not to deny the autonomy of moral and intellectual phenomena; he does not attempt to explain them as epiphenomena of matter. He distinguishes between the aile matiEre of the
idealists who project the most important content of matter into God so
that nothing remains but a caput mortuurn deprived of its spiritual
content, and the matter of the materialist who conceives matter as
20. T'he sludy o"_Pitu et Pdtat forms part _of the long manuscript which bears
the title L'EmByg Knouto-Germanique ei la Rdaolutioi sociale; it was -published
has the title
-Ii
*paralely by Eligge Rgclus and Cafiero in 1882; the appendix
Consid€rotions philosophiques sur le Fantdme Dioin, sur
Monde r1el et snr
fHomme. Both manuscripts are unfinished. Oetnres, vol. z.
21. Ibid., pp. 2off.
22.Ibid.r p. 23.
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containing the forces of life and intelligence, to be manifested in the
course of progressiveevolution. Bakunints matter is not matter in oPposition to mind; it is not the matter of inorganic nature; it is rather the
fundamental force of the universe which manifests itself in the differentiated realms of being-in the inorganic as well as in the organic
and in the moral and intellectual realms. As a consequenceof these
assumptions,the materialism of Bakunin would appear to be rather
close to the metaphysical conceptions of Nietzsche, of Val6ry and
Santayana.
The genuine rnaterialistic construction in Bakunin is broken, horvever, by a line of thought which announcesitself in the designationof
the specifically human element as "revolt.tt Existence in the mode of
revolt precludes existencein the inner dimension in wtlich the soul
opensitself towards its own ground. Freedom cannot be for Bakunin,
as it is for Schelling, the identity with inner necessity. Freedom is
t'dominationover external things, founded on the respectful observation
of the laws of nature.D'3The scienceof phenomena,not the cognitio
fidei, is the road to freedom.There is submissionin Bakunin, too, but a
submissionto the experienceof the senses,not of the soul. *Wherein
consists everybodytsexperience?In the experienceof his senses,directed by his intelligence.I, for my part, do not acceptanything that I
have not encounteredmaterially, that I have not seen, hreardand, if
necessarlrtouchedwith my fingers. For me personallyittut is the only
alone,
meansof assuringmyself of a thing.n* Experienceof phen,omena
however,doessupply knowledge of means;it doesnot supply guidance
'What
for action.
then is the source of guiding principles? Quite consistently, Bakunin again appeals to the laws of nature. Freedom is
domination over nature, founded on submissionto nature. [t is domination over nature insofar as the knowledge of naturetslaws provides us
with the knowledgeof meansfor the realizationof ends;it is submission
to nature insofar as the ends themselvesare to be found in nature. But
where in nature do we find the ends?
At this point the problem of freedom merges for Bakunin with the
problem of social organization.Even if we know the ends of nature and
are willing to submit to them, the submissionbecomesirmpossibleif
conflicting ends are imposed on man by social authority. The will to
submit to nature has to be securedin its freedom against social intervention. Bakunin proclaims, therefore, as the negative criterion of freedom, t'the independencefrom pretentious and despotic acts of other
23.Ibid., p. 246,
24.lbid., pp. 318ff.
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men.ttBut how do we know whether an act is pretentiousand despotic
or not? This questionhas to be decidedultimately by the authority of
"political revolt." What arousesrevolt is despotism.Freedom can be
securedonly by the creation of a social environmentwhich does not
incite to revolt, and such an environment can be created only by the
organizationor societyin conformity with the laws of nature *which are
inherent in all soicety."" This seemsto be a circle insofar as society,
in order to provide the conditionsof freedom, will have to be organized
in accordancewith the laws of nature which are inherent in all society
anyway.And setting asidethe problem that societyshouldbe organized
in accordancewith its own laws, we still do not know what precisely
theseinherent laws are. As a solution for both probleffis,Bakunin offers
the practical advice"to model onetsspirit and heart as often as possible
after the spirit and the real interests of the masses.tt'uTo the end,
Bakunin shrinks back from an articulated idea of society;the laws are
never defined. The right order is determined dynamically through a
permanentlyrenewedaccordanceof the individual soul in revolt with
the sentimentsof the masses.Freedom remains an existentialtension
betweenrevolt against authority and immersion into the people.fn the
late work, Bakunin frequently has recourseto the flux of nature as the
image most adequatelyexpressinghis existentialfeelings: mankind in
history is a seain movement,and man is a wave crest, curling up for a
moment, to be dissolvedforever. In the mysticism of the flux, in this
ultimate balanceof revolt by immersion in the natural stream of humani,y, it is perhaps permitted to recognizethe specifically Russian component in Bakunin-though one should always be cautious with such
surmises.This last word of Bakunin, assumingthe form of systematic
materialism, is substantially the same as his first in L842: the inner
return is to be replacedby the political revolt; the spiritual orientation
by the orientation towards the t'real interests" of the masses;and the
renovation of the soul by the immersion into the revolution of the
people.
25. Ibid., p. 246.
26. R1porrsed. l'UnhA ltulinna, Oeuures, 6, p. 299.

X. MARX: INVERTED DIALECTICS
In discussing Comte we reflected on the difficulties that beset the interpretation of a thinker whose ideas form part of the contemporary
crisis. A good deal of what we had to say there is also valid in the case
of Karl Marx (1818-83). All major works of Comte were published
during his lifetime and in the struggle betweenintegral and intellectual
Positivists it was at least possibleto appeal to Comte hirnself. In the
caseof Marx, however, the struggle of the partisans has even affected
the accessibilityof his work. Since the Marxists consideredthem unimportant, a considerablebody of manuscripts remained unpublished
until the volumesof the Marx-Engels Gesamtausgabebegan to appear
in the years L927-32. Within the Marxist movementof the first generation there had arisenthe legendof an early, philosophic:rlMarx who,
circa 1845,'broke through to his true insights in economiics,
sociology
and philosophy of history. Hence, accordirg to this lege:ndthe early
work was not worth reading. As a consequence,for the wider public
Marx becamethe author of the Communist Manifesto and Das Kapital,
the founder of the First International and, in a wider sense,of the
Communist movement; he becamethe Marx of the Mar:rists and the
Father of the Russian Revolution. Practically in his lifetime the historical Marx disappearedbehind the mythical ancestorof the movement
that bears his name. The transfiguration was so thorough that the
question of the t'realt Marx becamethe question whethen he was the
Marx of Bernstein and Karl Kautsky, or the Marx of Rosa Luxemburg
and Lenin. The question whether the claims of diadochi and epigoni
'This
were not altogetherdoubtful was never raised seriously.'
impasse
openedonly when, after the First World War and the RussianRevolution, the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute in Moscow began publishing the
works of the patres as a matter of ecclesiasticalduty, and when, at the
sametime, German Social Democratsbeganto take someinterest in the
manuscript treasuresin their party archives.As a consequenceof this
I' I am giving 1845 as the approximate legendary date because Lenin (in his
encyclopedia article of 1914 on*The Teachings of Karl Marx") assumesthat by
this time the 'tnaterialism" of Marx had found its definite shape.
2. Even today the situation is so heated and confused that it w:ill not be quite
unnecessary to stress that we do not raise this question in order to establish a
ttealt or tttrue' Marx in our turn. It is a question that arises as a matter of
historical analysis. Our attempt at presenting the ideas of Marx does neither
intend to save him from the Marxists, nor to create a "truett Marx in rivalry with
others; our analysis has the purpose of establishing a critically tenable picture of
Marxts ideas and, at the same time, of explaining how Marxism cotrld develop out
of them.
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curious development, a serious interpretation of Marxian ideas got
under way only after I932.3
Behind this story of misinterpretation and rediscoverylies the tragedy
of an activist mystic. fn the fundamental structure of his activist mysticism, Marx conforms to the well-known pattern. He was aware of the
crisis of his age and his awarenesswas intense to the degree of an
acute consciousnessof epoch. He experiencedthe age as "a parting
asunder of the times," the old world of corruption and iniquity to be
followed by a new world of freedom. The contemporary bourgeois
society "closed the prehistory of human society" and after an epochal
upheavalthe real history of societywill begin.* The transition from the
old to the new world will not be achieved by a simple change of institutions, but like Bakunin, Marx assumesa metanoia,a change of
heart, as 'the decisive event that will inaugurate the new epoch. For
its production, Marx relies on the experienceof the revolution itself.
t'For the mass creation of communist consciousness,
as well as for the
achievementof the object itself, a mass change of man is necessary
which can occur only during a practical movement, that is during a
revolution Hence, the t.uolr.rtion is necessarynot only because the
ruling class cannot be overthrown in any other walr but also because
only through a revolution can the oaerthrowing class reach the point
where it gets rid of the old filth (Dreck) and becomescapable of a
new foundation of society.ttuThe revolution, thus, is conceivedas an
intramundaneProcesswith two main functions: ( I ) the function of an
institutional overthrow, and (2) the function of purification.
The fundamental structure is conventional and the tragedy of the
idea is foreknown: if the predictedrevolution should ever take place,the
heart of man will not changeand the new world will be exactly as prehistorical and iniquitous as the otd world. Nevertheless,even on this
level of general structure the idea contains a peculiarity that was apt
3. One of the _best,tho-ugh brie{,
1na-lysesof the early thought of Marx is the
introduction
-!y S.. Landshut and J. P. Mayer to their "iition 6f Kutl Marx , Der
Historische Materiali.smus. Die Fruehschriften, 2 vols. (Leiprig, IgS2). Of great
value are the sections on Marx in Karl Loewith, Von Heiel 7'X Nieizschr"(Zurich, New York, I94f ). Of. special interest for the philosophical anthropology ;f
Marx is the section "Feuerbach et I'illusion religeuiett in Henri de Lubacr"$.J.,
Le Drame de l'Humanisme Ath€e,Srd ed. (Paiis, t94t): Th; Edlirlt readei
will find a repo-r! ol t\g content of Marx's writings up to L847 in H] P. Adams,
Karl Marx in his Earlier Writings (London, l9Z0). Unfortunately ttre author,
whillleqol$ng
tle co_ntents,has refrained from analysing the probllms of Marx.
4. Karl Marx, Zur Kritih der Politischen Oekonomib ( rbsg ),'.d. 11";i K"J;[t;
2nd, enlarged ed. (Stuttgart, lgOT), p. lvi.
5- Deutsche ldeologie ( f845-46)r- 5, p. 60. (All references, unless marked
otherwise, are to the respective volumel of the Marx-Engels-Geswrntausgabe.
Erste Abteilung.)
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beto have, and actually did have, far-reaching political con$equences
fore the misery had run its course. We are speaking of the double
function of the revolution. Marx did not, like earlier sectarians,first
create a '?eople of God" with changedhearts and then lead the People
into a revolution. He wanted the revolution to happen first and then let
the '?eople of God" spring from the experienceof the revolution. While
for Marx personally the overthrow of the bourgeoisie was senseless
unlessthe revolution producedthe change of heart, the historical proof
that the overthrow was not the proper method for producing such a'
change would only come after the revolution had occurred. The
pneumapathologicalnonsenseof the idea could not break on the rock
of reality before the damage had been done. In the meantime a tremendous amount of disturbance and destruction could be engineered,
animated by the pathos of eschatologicalheroism and inspired by the
vision of a terrestialparadise.
Even this peculiarity of the Marxian idea, however, might not have
had the historical consequences
which we already know unlessa further
factor had enteredthe structure of the idea. The Marxian double function of the revolution in itself does not differ substantially from Bakunints idea. Nevertheless,Bakunin's conceptionof a total destruction
out of which mysteriously a young and beautiful world would be born
was a bit too vague for the averageman, who wants to have at least
sorne idea where the revolution will lead him. The factorrthat makes
the Marxian idea effective to a degree which Bakunirr's ineffectual
anarchism could never have achievedis the content whiclh Marx gives
to his vision of the new world. We must therefore examine the background and nature of Marxts vision.
The vision-the realms of necessityand freedom
Marx is distinguishedamong the revolutionariesof his generationby
his superior intellectual powers. As a mystic he could evoke a new
world, but as a shrewd thinker he would not fall into the various traps
which beset the path of eschatologicalspeculation.Frotn his insight
into the evils of the industrial system he would not jrr*p to the conclusion that the industrial system ought to be abolishednor would he
indulge in the type of socialist fantasieswhich he stigmatized as "utopian.t' In particular, he would never countenancethe idea that the
remedy for industrialized society could be found in a return to more
primitive forms of production. Whatever the new world would bring, it
certainly would have an industrialized society like the ol,il world, only
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more so. Moreover, not for a moment would he entertain the Comtean
metamorphosisof French-Catholictraditions with its priesthoodof po_si:
tivistic inteltectualsand its temporal power consistingof the managerial
class. Through Hegel and the young Hegelians he was steepedin the
traditions of intellectualized Lutheran Protestantism, hence his new
world. would have to be a "true democracf,t'that is a society in which
the new spirit would be realizedin the concreteexistenceof every single
man. Marx, thus, envisagesa new world in which mankind operatesan
elaborate industrial apparatus for the satisfaction of its wants, while
spiritually men have entered a new realm of freedom through the
t'emancipating"e*perienceof the revolution.
We liave drawn the general outline of his vision and we shall now
turn to the accountthat Marx himself gives of it. For this Purposewe
shall not use the formulations of the early works but rather the last
accountin order to put it beyond doubt that the vision of Marx was not
a peculiarity of his "philosophical"youth, but was the motivation of his
thought to the end of his life.
In volume 3 of the Kapital, Marx reflects on the advantagesof the
capitalist systemof production. As comparedwith more primitive forms
of production, the capitalist system permits a more rapid expansionof
productivity so that, with a minimum of sacrifice,an increasingpopulaiiott can be provided with an increasing amount of goods. This excellentsystemmust be maintainedafter the revolution for it alonemakes
possiblethe reduction of the workday and the correspondingcreation of
ieisure time for the broad massesof mankind. "The shortening of the
working-day is the fundamental condition." "The realm of freedom begins only where work that is determined by need and external aims
ends; in the nature of the case, it lies beyond the sphere of material
production in the strict sense.ttCivilized man, just as primitive man,
must struggle with nature in order to satisfy his wants; no form of
production and no revolution can abolish the human condition. This
&realmof natural necessity"will even expand with advancing civilization for wants will multiply and increase.As far as there is any freedom
in this realm at all, it will consist in the "rational regulation of this
metabolism with nature.tt "socialized mantt (der aergesellschaftete
Mensch), that is "the associatedproducers"will bring the metabolism
under their "communal control" instead of being dominatedby it as by
a blind power; they will disposeof it with a minimum of effort and
under conditionsthat will satisfy the dignity of human nature. fn spite
of all such improvements,it "still will be a realm of necessity.' Only
beyond such necessity"begins the unfolditg of human forces that can
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be consideredan end in itself"; only here "begins the true realm of
freedom-which however can only blossomout ol the realm of necessity
as its basis.t8
These Passagesare probably the clearest formulation which Marx
has ever given of his vision. He distinguishes between ttre realms of
natural necessityand human freedorn.The realm of necessitycomprises
thg system of economicproduction in which the dependrn.,Lof human
existenceon nature manifests itself. The precise exient of this realm is
essentialfor the understandingof Marx's vision. The realm of economic
Production doesnot ceaseto be the realm of natural necessitywhen it
has undergonethe revolutionary change from private prope,rt1rto scommunal control.'The abolition of private propeity is not utr .na in itself
and communal control is of interest only- insofar as it will reduce
drudgery and working hours for the broad massesand leavethem with
more leisure time. These newly gained hours, free of necessity,are the
soil in which the "true realm of freedom" will grow and hernci it would
be of interest to know uhat Marx envisagedai growing in thesehours
of leisure. On this point, however, little is to be found in his whole
work. In the pageswhich we analyseat presentwe find onllr the remark
tha! capitalist society is characterized "by pure loafing of or. part of
society.Dfhis may be a clue. Most probably Marx aia :not plun an
epochalrevolution in order to democratizethe art of loafing; und most
probably he would have consideredas bourgeois loafing most of the
ttentertainmentrttttamusementrtt
ttrecreationrttand (pla/rtt in
which our
working contemporariesindulge in their leisure houis. If "loafing" is
ruled out, what then did he mean by the realm of freedorn?We only
know for certain that he meant somekind of action which he defined as
"an unfolding of human forces that can be consideredan end in itself.tt
Considering his backgtound of classical scholarship, he may have
thought of something like an Aristotelian bios theoritikos and schole.
But we should n_otPress
|hit point too far. Let us stress only that
communal control of the industrial instruments of production is not
the ultimate purPoseof the revolution; the ultimate puipose is the realm
of freedom. Communal control will only furnish the rnaterial basis and
the freedom that will blossomout into a realm does not stem from the
material basis but from the experienceof the revolution. Let us emphasize_again
that this was the idea of Marx not only in his early years,
but in his last period when he was working on the thircl noirr*. of
Kapital.
6. Dos Kapital. Kritih,der .politischen Oehonornie, Herausgegeben von Friedrich Engels (Hambug, 1894), pp. 354ff.
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The analysis of Marxts vision will enable us now to understand the
interlocking of the following problems: ( I ) the derailment of Marx in
his later yers; (2) the derailment of his ideas in the Marxist movement
that followed from it; ( 3 ) the legend of a "philosophical"early Marx;
(4) the miscarriage of Marxism as far as the realization of Marxts
vision is concerned;and ( 5 ) the political successof Marxism in a form
that would cause Marx, if he could see it, to pronouncehis favorite
fourJetter word.
The derailment
Marx devoted the work of his early years, that is roughly of the
decadefrom 1837 to 1847, to the elaborationof the idea of which we
have studied a late expression.A good deal of this earlv work was never
published, and was not even cast into form for publication, becauseit
had served its purpose in clarifying his thought. And once the vision
was clear, revolutionary action would have been in order, not further
writing or talking. As a matter of fact, not much writing or talking
about the vision was done by Marx in his later years.The concoctionof
utopian programs was ruled out. The realm of necessitywould be an
industrial society minus the bourgeoisie. Organizational details were
not so important since administrative control in the new world would
have no political implications becauseof the change of heart. And the
realm of freedom had to grow; it could not be planned. At this point,
when Marx seemedto be faced with the alternative of sinking into
revolutionary existence in the manner of Bakunin or of lapsing into
silence, the grandiose possibility for writing and acting opened that
filled the rest of his life: it was the preparationof the revolution.
This possibility was rooted in the structure of his idea. If Marx had
been obliged by his idea to create the realm of freedom as to its substance,if he had been obliged to produce a revolutionary renoaatio in
his fellowmen through his spiritual authority, not much would have folIowed excepthis personaltragedy. But no such obligation was imposed
on him. Freedom would be the result of the revolution and the rCvolution itself would be enactedwithin the realm of necessity.In order to
enginee_rthe revolution, Marx did not have to appeal to the spirit; it
was sufficient to move the Acheronta in man. In his idea Marx wanted
to saveand ultimately securethe dignity of man; in his action he could
indulge in his contempt of man. Moreover, the revolution in the realm
of necessityhad a clearly circumscribedcontent, that is the overthrow
of the bouigeoisie. Henct preparitg the revolution meant the well circumscribed task of ( I ) critically analysing the factors in capitalist so-
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ciety that of necessitywould disintegratethe systemto the point where
the proletarianrevolution would be both inevitableand successful,and
(2) forging the proletarianorganizationthat in the decisivehour would
strike the blow. In brief: the maieutic work within the realm of necessity could, and did, becomefor Marx an occupationin itself. He did not
become the leader of a revolution; instead he wrote the Communist
Manifesto-the call, not for a revolution, but for the organizationof the
forces that would executethe inevitable revolution. He di,il not write a
treatise on the future communist society,instead he wrote the Kapital,
the analysisof the moribund society.In the first half of tlrre1840's, w€
may saf, the mood of Marx was still close to the mood of Bakunin's
revolutionaryexistence;from then otrrthe emphasisof his life and work
shifts increasingly to the midwifery of the revolution. This shift from
making to preparirg a revolution is what we call the derailment of
Marx. The immensenessof the preparatorywork in the realm of necessity completely overshadowedthe eschatologicalexperiencewhich had
motivated the revolutionaryvision as well as the ultimate purposeof the
revolution, that is the realization of the realm of freedom.
T he Marxist movement -Revisionism
In the life of Marx, the derailment into maieutic opr:rationsovershadowedexperienceand idea but it never broke the revolutionary tension. However deeply Marx was immersed in his intellectual and
vision.
organizational preparations,he never lost his eschatol,ogical
When it descendedto the level of the movement, the derailment had
The penchant for preparing the revolution
far-reaching consequences.
could be followed by men who never had the experiencein which the
the death of
Marxian ideas originated. Marx had actually experienceCl
in
and
ttre
Hegel,
his'
existence
moved
tension bethrough
spirit
the
in a new
renovation
hope
for
of
the
spirit
tween this experienceand the
world after the revolution. The Marxists of the movementfor the most
part were men who could not experiencethe death of the spirit because
they were dead souls themselvesand consequentlythe l\{arxian vision
of freedom meant little, if anything, to them. Nevertheless,while they
could not experiencethe tension of spiritual death and freedom, they
still could experiencethe tension between the present, grievous state
of the working class and a future state with a shorter u'orkday and a
higher standardof living. If the revolution could not bring the change
of heart and the realm of freedom, it still could bring a vestly improved
realm of necessityand the overthrow of the bourgeoisie.
With increasing distance from the original Marxian tension, the
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immanent logic of the derailment asserteditself more strongly. preparing the revolution intellectually through the writing of irhcles and
books and preparing.it organizationalylhrough part/work and parliamentary representationbecame an occupation in which one couid live
and die without ever coming near a reiolution. Famous dicta became
possible, like Bernstein's "what is commonly called the ultimate end
of socialism is nothing to me, the movemeni is everythingr" or Karl
Kautsky's "The socialist party is a revolutionary party, li is not a
rwolution-making party." such dicta indicate that *i'itt th" lengthening
of the preparatory period, the revolution itserf was being tran"sformel
into an evolutionary process.This trend was inevitable if lhe purpose of
the revolution could be exhaustedby occurrencesin the realm of necessity.
tf the aims of the shorter wo"kday, of higher wages and of communal control of the industrial apparatus could be achieved within a
reasonable-time"by meansof economic,legislative and moral pressuret
(K. Kautsky) there was no point in muking a revolution. In ttre
derailmentr the existential change of heart had flattened out into a gradual improlement of the workers'lot through an appeal to social morality. The Revisionist wing of the derailment had become in substance
a movement for social reform.
In the realm of ideas Marxist problems are of a rather petty nature.
since in actual history however, Marxism is of immense importance
(at least for the time being) it is excusableif we add a noti on
the
context from which the dictum of Karl Kautsky is taken. The sentence
qrrotedabove occurs in an article by Kautsky in ttre Neue zeit of lg93
( it is reprinted in Karl Kautsky, Eier weg iur Macht
[Berlin, r 9 r 0] ) .
we quoted the sentence in order to show the evolutionary trend in
the process of derailment
-but Kautsky, on the contrary, advanceshis
dictum in order to show that he is an ardent revolutionary. As he explains it: "we know that our aims can be accomplishedJnly through
a revolution but we also know that it is no more iir our po*""" to make
this revolution than it is-in the-power of our opponentsto prevent it.
Hence we do not even think of instigating a revoiution or of preparing
This ap_parentnonsensefinds it1 soiirtion through Kautik/s con-1"7.
viction that becausethe revolution must occur as a matter of historical
necessity-_(asproven by Marx), all the revorutionary has to
do is to
y"it TIil bourge_oissociery has sufficientry disintegrated (*ti.t
i,
inevitable) and then take over. As long "as disinf,gration
has not
proceededfar enough, revolutions are dJomed to failure. The *true
revolutionary'will keep his discipline and wait; it is only
the utopian
7. Der Weg zur Macht (Berlin,lgtO), p. 52.
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-I.n-us, definiby
who will rush into adventuresbefore the time is ripe.
tion, a revolutionary is one who knows that the proletarian revolution is
inevitable and who iin.s in pleasantanticipationof that event, hastening
it, perhaps,with a bit of "pressure"of the indicated kind. The interesting poini about Kautsky'J position is the fact that he can support it
by quoting from the sacredtexts of Marx and Engels.
The derailment which in Kautsky assumedsomewhat comic ProPortions originated in the period 1848-50. Up to the Febru,aryrevolution
of 1848, w€ might suy, Marx lived in eschatologicalt;ensionin the
sensethat he expectedthe epochalrevolution to occur in the very near
future, h. expectedthe realm of freedom to be establishedin a matter
of a few years. The Communist Manif esto ( section 4) still breathes
this spirit: "The communists turn their attention chiefly to GermanY,
because that country is on the eve of a bourgeois revolution that is
bound to be carried out under more advancedconditions of European
civilization, and with a much more developedproletariat, than that of
England was in the seventeenthand of France in the eighteenthcenturlr
and becausethe bourgeoisrevolution in Germany will be but the prelude
to an immediately following proletarian revolution." When the revolution, however, miscarried, a lot of explaining was necessary.Marx
explained the first phase of the miscarriage in Die Klassenkampfein
Frankreich (1850), the secondphase (after the coup d'6tat of Napoleon) in Der AchtzehnteBrumaire des Louis Napoleon (tg 52). But
theoretical explanationswere not enough; members of the League of
Communistshad to be told what would happen next. This duty Marx
dischargedin his Anspracheder ZentalbehArdean den ,Bund ( tg50).
In this tract Marx developedfor the first time what later came to be
called the "tactic" of the class struggle while waiting for the actual
revolution, and it was here that he coinedthe new slogan: Die Reuolu'
tion in Permanenz.The permanencelasted for quite a long time. On
the next major occasioil,after the miscarriage of the Pilris Commune,
an explanation was due again and it appearedin the llorm of an address on Der Bilrgerkrieg in Frankreich ( 187L). After the death of
Marx, Engels took over. In a study Zur Geschichtedes B.undesder
Kommunisten ( f g B5 ) he still saw the revolution just around the corner. He basedhis prediction on the "rule" that revolutions throughout
the nineteenth century had occurred at intervals of fiftreento eighteen
years.sSincethe last revolutionhad occurredin 1B70, the next, according to Engels, was due in about three years. The last utterance of
iiber den
8. Engels's Geschichte is reprinted in Karl Marx, Enthiillungen
'fhe
prediction is
Kommunistenprozess zu Kiiln, ed. Mehring (Berlin, 1914).
found on p. 45.
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on the subject, which occurs shortly before his death, appears
Fng:h.
in his introduction to the reissue of the Kiassenhiimpfe in Frankleich
of 1895. Engels dwells on the irony that revolutionaries thrive much
better on legal than on illegal meihods. In the expansion of social
Democracy, measuredin terms of electoral support, it. ."., an undermining of society comparableto that of the undirmining of the Roman
Empire by the christians. He smesseswith gusto the fact that within
a generation of Diocletian's great persecutionof the Christians in sOs,
constantine made christianity the official religion of the Empire. He
expectsa similar
_h"ppysolution within a generation of the perslcutions
of
socialists
ttr" German Diocletian, Bismarck. Karr Kautsky
1\e
9y
could claim, in view of all this, that he was carrying on the torch oi
permanencewhich was lighted by Marx after the eschatologicalexpectations had been discouraged by the events of 1848. Tracing this continurty permits us to fix the beginning of Marx's derailmenl at about

r8 5 0 .

T he Marxist rnorernent-C ommunism
The derailment which led to the communist revolution seems at
first sight to be what it claims to be, that is a return to the ,truet
Marx. And the claim is justified, indeed, insofar as the radicars who
began to stir in the 1890's did not accept evolutionary reformism as a
substitute for revolution. Lenin's attitude toward ttre Kautsky wing
of social Democracy resemblesvery closely that of Marx toward the
English trade-union movement. The rejection of democratic cooperation, the rejection of sluggish socialist mass parties, the shaping of an
-in
6lite, disciplined organization of professional revolutionaries
the
form of the Bolshevik (later communist) Party, the concentration on
the seizure of power, the deep distrust of, and contempt for, the broad
masseswho can be "brihed'by
lqmedilte advantagesinto the betrayal
of the revolution-all this_certainly indicates the return to a genuine
revolutionary_ tension.
we compare Lenin's Geneva"speech
(1908) on zessans of-\{a.L
the commune with Engel's Introd.uctiin, oL
1895, to the class struggles in France, we feel a new breeze.Engels,
fascinatedty the
-two million German social Democratic voters, accentuatesthe possibilities of peaceful advancetoward the hour of decision. He considers the German bloc the "shock troops" of the intern_"liolulproletarian arrny, a force not to be frittered away in preliminary
co'ld_ha]t the developmentof this force except a
:firT]r\.:-_Nolhing
bloodbath like that of the Paris commune of rgzl, hencehe urged the
avoidanceof imprudent revolts as the first duty of the movement."Lenin,
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still fresh with memories of the Russian Revolulion of 1905' stresses
the violent aspectsof the Commune as its most valuable lesson. The
Commune failed because it was still encumbered with dreams of
establishingjustice and did not ruthlessly expropriate the expropriators,
becauseitlndulged in magnanimity toward its enemies and tried to
influence them morally instead of killing them, and becauseit diil not
fully grasp the importance of purely military action i1 civiJ war and'
through ifs hesitations gave the enemy time to rally. Nevertheless,the
Commune did fight, it demonstratedthe value of civil war and thereby
taught the proletariat "how to handle concretely' the problems,of revolutiori The h,ussian insurrection of December, 1905 showed that the
lessonhad beenlearned. The "soviets of workers' and soldiers'deputies'
symbolizethe double aspectof the revolution. There is a time for using
placeful weapons in preparing the revolution, but there comes a time
when the proletariat must destroy its enemiesin open battle. An insurrection that fails is worth the sacrifice becauseit keeps alive the consciousnessthat revolution means imminent civil war and violence.
The revolutionary tension, thus, is regained at least on the level of
action in the realm of necessity. Whether the Marxian vision of the
realm of freedom, however, was seriously recaptured at any time is
doubtful. Certainly a shadow of that vision aPPearsin the work of
Lenin, and this is prolonged into the very formulations of the Soviet
Constitution of 1936 in the recognition that the successful socialist
revolution has so far not produced.the genuine communist realm in
which the state will wither away and men will work to the best of
their ability without the incentive of compensation according to performance. The distinction between socialist and communist society
entered into the style of the Soviet Union as a union of sacialist soviet
republics that would be guided to the perfect state by a communist
party.n It must be doubted, however, that even before the Revolution of
9. The distinction goes back to Karl Marx, Zur Kritik des sozialdemokratischen
Parteiprograrnms 1875, This critique of the Gotha Program was reprinted by
Hermann Duncker in his edition oi Marx-Engels, KritiEen der sozialdemohratischen Progranrm-Entwii,rfe wn 1875 und 1891 (Berlin, 1928). As the editor
indicates in his fore*ord this republication from the Communist side servecl the
special purpose of reminding agiin of the revolutionary nucleus of Marxism in
Social Democratic Party. In the foreword to the
oippositiin t'o the reformism Jt th-=e
sicond eilition of 1930, the eclitor recommends Lenin's article on Marr as an
.,excellent supplernent' io the Kritih. We shall turn to Lenin's article presently in
the text. ILn'the Kritik, Marx distinguishes between a communist society as it
emerEes from the revolution still tainteal by marks of its origin, aad a "higher
nhasi of communist society.' The worst mark of the lower phase is compensation
if work according to qua;tity and quality of performance._ In the higher -ph_as-e
'tneans foi lifi, but rather the foremost want in life
work no loneer vrill bi a
(Lebembeititfnis)."
when this stage is reached, incentives for work will no
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l9l7 too much importance attached to this strand in Lenin's ideas.
Lenin resumed it becausehe found it in Marxts critical notes on the
Gotha Program and it was an excellent weapon for distinguishing
orthodox Marxism from the reformist type of derailment. NevJrthelesi
precisely this "tactical' context of Marils distinction should remind,ot
that the ultimate end of communism was characterizedin this manner
in order to make it clear that the more immediate phaseof communism
was somethi$ vastly different. The ultimate phase is remote (Marx
counted its distance in decades,Lenin in ..nt,rries ); the immediate
phase will be the reality following a successfulrevolution. Hence we
should consider the distinction less a recapture of the original vision
than one of the famous "explanations" of Marx by which hi proved to
the Marxists' satisfactionthat the miscarriage of ihe millenium was an
inevitable tactical step toward its realization.t
That even Lenin did not regain the original vision is made most
probable by his previously mentioned .nryclopedia article Karl Marx
,
( I9l4). The article oPenswith a brief biograpfricatintroduction.
Then
it explains the doctrine of '?hilosophic nnateiialism," mostly based.on
the crude naturalism of Engels's Anti-Diihring, the doctrine of ,,Dialecticrt_again based on Engels and Feurerbu-h, avoiding Marx, and
the "Materialist Conceptionof History," based on the farious page in
Kritik der Politischen Oekonomie,avoiding the voluminous rutiy''writings of Marx on the zubject. The article thin proceedsto ,,ClassStrugglett and "Economic Doctrine." The subseqn.nt section on ,,socialismtt
dwells on the inevitability of socialism as evolving out of capitalism,
basedon Passagesfrom Marx, while for the vision of the future Lenin
relies again on Engels.tl The article comesto a closewith a section on
longer be necessarY,-u"1^1*,t:i1:iqk
of society will be: "From each according
to his ability, to each according_to-his needs." "Duncker's footnote (p. 27)
indicates that the formula originate$ wjth Enfantin in I8Sf,
received the wordil$ which Marx uses t\rough-Louis Blanc in lBSg. fnr ""a
distinction of the two
phases Yas resumed pl Leoin in his ,Sratuand, Reaolution (lg L7) and
from then
on remained one of the semantic icons in Russian communism.
lO. After the First World War the "explanations" and. ,.tactics"
of the
Marxist movement became a joke to non-Ma"iirtr. On the occasion
of repeated
p-redictions
and
masterful
explanations of the tactician Otto Bauer, KarI
llIong
Krausr_the Austrian satirist, coined ih" term ,tic-tac-tic.tt
11' Lenin quotes the f|*oyt
p-a:l1qe frory n-"s".!, Herrn Eugen Diihrings
Umzaiilzung der Wissenschraft ( rszs") , rgth ed,.o st-"iigatrr lg
lg ) , p. so2z
f
"The Proletariat seizes state -In
pjwgl urd at first transforri. the instruments of
production into,state property.
this_ac!, howev_er,it abolishes itself as proletariat, abolishes all class differ-encesand class conflictr; ;il ;h;-,.|;-;lr;
abolishes
the state as state. . . . The first
lct, wherein ttre state appears as the real
representative of the whole society-the'taking
over of the insfruments of production in the name of society-is af the same tiire i; hJ-i;dA"ndent
act as state.
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a single word on the
"Tactics.t Nowhere in the whole essaydo we find
realm of freedom and the precariousnessof its realization.
With regard to the tudirul wing of the derailment we come, thereregained on
fore, to th; conclusionthat the revolutionary tensiol was'Through
the
freedom.
of
level
the
on
not
the level of necessity but
more
cover
it
necessary
made
mere lapse of time, the derailment
3and more historical eventswith the categoriesof tactics. This extension
of tactical explanations,finally, had to toutr the revolution itself, and
not only the revolution but ulro the historical events followitg the
revolution. Into this latter class belong the Marxist debates on the
'h.t
question whether the Russian Revolulion of 1917 was really
Russia
in
Revol,rtion or only its beginnirg, whether the Revolutircn
had to be expanded,throufh the Lo**nnist International.,into a world
revolution; whether the dussian Revolution was safe so long as the
Revolution had not occurred.throughout the world, or whether one
could settle d.own,for the time being, with socialism in one country;
how long it would. take for the state to wither aw&f, - hoy long ll.
dictatotrttip of the proletariat would have to last; what the dictatorship
of the proletariat could mean when there were no nonproletariansleft
to whom one could. dictate; whether this dictatorship u'ould have to
last as a defenseprecaution until the revolution had engulfed the rest
of the world, etc.
This game of tactics, however, ran into an interesting difficulty,
again thlough the mere lapse of time. Once the revolution had been
successfulii Russia, and thr Pentecostalmiracle of freedom through
revolutionary experiencedid not occur, the peoplebegan to get restive.
The game of tactics can sustain in tension those who are actively engug.i in it in a leading role but apparently the averagleman is not
iuiiting to live by tactfts alone. The Revolution had happened, the
worldlshaking importance of the event was being hammered into
not
everybody, Uut ten, fifteen, twenty years elapsed, the state did
juncture,
a
substitute
this
At
olr.
went
still
wither away, the revolution
of a more tlngible nature had to be found for the receding millenium,
and it was foind in the "fatherland," the revival of Russian traditions
*Soviet
and a
Patriotism.tt
strperfluous in one
The intervention of state power in social relations will becom-e
government over
(schliift
Th_e
ein)
.
e
ceas
gradually
*itt
and
other
nria *ftrt the
rthe
managernent
and
things
of
administration
*il q" replaced blihe
;;;;;
'abolishl d,' it dies ofr (er stirbt
rn" state will not be
of processes;-p;;ilction.
,"1*oo.r rtot" !h. o{giqal idea precisely tlre point rthat had worried
; i.fift;ir
,hg derailm"itt, the point that the mechanics of
It yood:" Marx *ort, b.i*"
"
produce th9 realm of freedom at all brnt an even more
qot
exprop'auonf"i*t l
intends to overcome'
hideous rendition" of the iorrupt society which this measure
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If we interpret the injection of a new patriotism into Russian communism as determined by the Iogic of the original vision, if we understand it as a substitute apocalypsefor masseswho cannot live permanently in eschatologicaltension, we shall at the same time be rather
hesitant about seeing in it a fundamental change in the history of the
Marxist derailment. The tactics of the derailment have not been abandoned becausea tactical sop has been thrown to the people. up to this
time, there is no shadow of an indication that in the iuling-stratum
of the Marxist movement the revolutionary tension has relaxelrl.we do
not think, therefore, that the Marxist derailment has come to its
historical end, to which indeed it would have come if the revolutionary
tension had dissolved into a aconservative' national policy, however
imperialistic. The sources show no more than a tactiial inclusion of
the forces of soviet nationalism into the revolutionary drive that is
carried on by the leaders in the upper stratum of the'Marxist move1nent.A retarding effect becomesvisible only insofar as the successof
the revolution in a very powerful country inCvitably imparts an intense
color of national imperialism to the tactics of world- revolution and
ah:$y- may arouse national resistance even among those groups on
which the tacticians of the movements count for thJir zupport..
we have followed the problem of the movement to lts systematic,
though not to its historical end and we can now summarize tire results.
The Marxist movement is connectedin continuity with the Marxian
idea through the derailment that has occurred in'Marx at the latest
after the experienceof the February Revolution of rg4g. The derailment we have defined as the shift of emphasis from the ultimate end
of the revolution to the tactics of its preparation. This shift of emphasis
was possiblebecausethe enrl of the revolution, that is the establishment
of the realm of freedom, was conceivedas resulting from the experience
of the revolution itself. The ultimate end of the Revolution wai, therefore_,beyond preparation. what could be prepared was the revolution
in the realm of necessity;for this purpose no change of heart is necesTh"
ftyjlppeal is made to such sintiments as moral indignation,
idealism, pity, compassion, the 'trumanitariant calcurus that" minor
sufferings will be compen_sated
by great bliss for the greatest number,
ressen'timent,envy, hatred, the moderate desire to improve onersposition, greed, lust of destruction, lust of terrorism ancl domination, and
plain lust of killing. The combination of this appeal with the premium
of morality, fight for freedom, eschatological-ireroism and historical
destiny is a psychologically appealing mixiure. The only serious draw12. A serious case of tlis kind, even within the panslavic area, has occurred
in
the Yugoslav resistance against Russian domination, u"g"n io-igag.-'-'
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back which the recipe could have from the Marxist point of view is the
possibility that it cin be imitated and used by others-as the Marxists
? Unt unfbrtunately not only the Marxists ) found to their grief whCn
the National Socialistsused it and improved upon it.
In the derailment we can hitherto dGtinguish the followitg historical
phases:
I
( I ) The derailment in Marx himself, as it becomesrnranifestafter
the FebruaryRevolutionof 1848.
(2) The derailmenton the level of German Revisionism.The threat
to overthrow the bourgeoisiebecamethe lpater le bourgeoisof revolutionary language,rn'hiL the actual policy becamethat of a Progressive
reform puJy. iVittrout the First World War and the Russian Revolution, this might have been the end of Marxism through tranlfgt*ation
of the *or.itent into labor parties within the national polities. The
rad.ical revolutionaries would. have become an innocucfus sectarian
grouP.
v
t d I The derailment on the level of Russian Communisim.The Russian Revolution of 1917 has reversedthe trend toward atneuthanasia
of Marxism. With the Communist seizureof power in a rnajor country
( more by way of a coup d'6tat than of an actual revolutio:narydeve]opment; , the revolution was put to the test of fulfillment. Since no fulfiltment in terms of a realm of freedom was forthcoming, the distinction
of the two phasesof connmunism( of which the first, actrualone could
run indefinilely into the future ) , as well as the substitute apocalyPseof
Soviet patriotism, had to be incorporatedinto the tactics of the movement.
( 4 ) The derailment on the level of Russian imperialism. With the
end of the SecondWorld War, the problem that had already plagued
the comintern betweenthe wars becameintensifiedwith the increasing
identification of the Communist movement with Russian imperialism.
Just as the failure of the revolution within Russia could be partially
overcomethrough Soviet patriotism, this difficulty could be overcome
in the Eastern- and Cential-European area, at least in part, through
mobilizing Panslavic sentimentswhich, after a fashion, cover up the
absenceof freedom after "liberation.t For the expansionfarther West
no new tactical cover-deviceshave yet appeared,with the exceptionof
the symbol "fascism' for the designationof all governmentsand political groups which resist Soviet imperialism.
From the survey of the phasesit appearsthat the derailment draws
its continued strength from wars and revolutions that are not of its
making. While the movementdoesnot in itself seemto have uly t-ttt:
ous revolutionarypower, it is excellentlyequipped ( through its "tactics'
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of politicatstruggle)with the ability

:lll1qllf
1"_:"lT"d.lechnique
grasping__opportunities
ot
that are ofreredby thJparalysis and disintegration of western society.Hitherto the movementcould revitalizeits
revolutionarytension,and aloi{ facjng the probremof the receding
m]llelym' thqougheventswhich origiiated outsidethe movement
itself. since this source for revitalizition is still richly no*1og,
th"
l
further courseof the derailmentis unpredictable.
That the derailmentwas made poisibre through the loEic
of the
idea,however,is not a sufficientexiranationfo" tie p;;.id;;
appear
of the ideain the crucial momentsoi western disinteiration.
In order
to secureits successthe i$ea not-only had to rest oi a subsiantially
soundanalysisof the actualstateof lvestern society;it also
t ua to u" u
part of the crisis itself. only becausethe idea*u, ii,. maniiesiation
of
a profound spiritual diseasl,only becauseit carried the
diseaseto a
new extreme,could it fascinatethe massesof a diseased
society.we
shall now turn to the genesisof the idea and the nature
of the disease
which producedit.
Inoerteddialectics
'we
can best arrive at an understandingof the Marxian
disease
an analysisof its central
i,t
i"t
go".
Uyifr.
name
Ipygl
of
:y-ptoT,
"dialecticalmaterialism."The dialecticsof matter is a consciousinver_
sionof the Hegeliandiarecticsof the idea.we havedealt
with the problem of inversionseverartimes in the courseof this *a"ay.
ii1.-a mode
9f thgqgat which occursin the rast sophisticperiodsoi u airin."g.uting civilization.we encounterit for the first time in rrarenic,
sophistic
politics,and it reappearsin a decisivemanneri, th.
E;iigh;rirn"n, u,
\Mesaw in the caseof Herv€tius.we noticedit againin
tfi"
, on
Bakunin.
"nupt
The caseof Marx i-*o"y similar in its structureto
that of Bakunin,
and in itself it would hardiy merit an anarysis.rr *" gi*-r"tJsive
attentionto it neverth"t.jj:,*t:- * admiryqly.a concessio"n
to the potitical
importanceof the Marxist movement.If rs also a
concession
to the
presentdeplorablestateof political scienceand of
pouti"ur aircussion
in general.Dialecticalmatiriarism has found wide
sociar
under the more conventionarname of 'historicut
".""pr"n""
-"t"iiuti.ir,"
-""*nomic
*a
evenmore so under the distinctly respectabre
laber th;
interpretatiol"_ofpoliticsand history, und it has
found"f.*h
r,rot_9nly
with Marxists but generariyin the
"*p,"n""
intellectualswho haveabsorbedpsychoanaly.ir.
"nui"on*nt-or
"o-aoa","
w;--h;;""r"l5t
ra a"
situationwhereeveryday *" .n"ooot.t tt c assertion
that nobodyhas
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a right to talk about politics who has not understood, and is able to
the profound insights stemming.-from Marx' The ptilosoPltit4
"npt},
ailitiuntir"i, and sometiries the plain s1liness,of the theories involved,
frur p"oo"a no obstacleto their niass influence.In view of this situation,
the iresent analysis of Marxian dialectics may be excused'.
lfre term "dialectical materialismt posesa problem insofar as it is a
contradictio in ad.iecto.Dialectics,whatever other qualifications one may
introduce into the definition, is an intelligible movement of ideas' The
concept may be applietl nol only to a Processin the mind but also to
other'realms of being, and in the extreme case dialectics may be used
as a principle of gn6stic interpretation fot the whole of the universe,
that t"ulity is intelligible becauseit is,the maniunder th"
"rsompiion
festation of an idlea. Hegel could interpret history dialectically because
not
he assumedthe /ogos tJ be incarnate in history. l{ft"l reality is
of
a
dialectic
of
conceived.as the incarnation of the logos, the talk
a
contains
reality becomessenseless.while the term in question,thus,
sensecontradictio in ad.iecto,the train of thought which has led to the
less formula may still be intelligible. we cannot dismiss the problem
point of
out of hand but must inquire inti its origin. Nevertheless'as a
of the
senselessness
the
that
aware
be
sociological interest, we'should
abbreviaRussian
in
the
and
Marxist,
formuli has never disturbed a
tion of d.iamatit has becomeone of the sacred symbols of communist
doctrine.
Marx himself has given the most mature formulation of his theory
in
of dialectics in the F6reword to the second edition of the Kapital,
<loes
methotl
1873. There he says: "In its foundations my dialectical
jts direct-opposite." when in
not onty difier from the Hegelian, lgt is
the firsl edition he declared himself a disciple of the great thinker,
he did so rather out of spite against mediocrities who treated Hegel as
a ,,dead dog." In opposiiion to such epigoni he wanted to stress that
H"g"l afte; ail *ur itr" first thinker who presented-the movement of
diiectics in a comprehensiveand.consciouJmanner. Nevertheless,"for
Hegel the thought-process (which even he transforms into an autonomois subject ott-d." th" name of Idea) is the demiurge of the,real which
its external garment. With me, on the contrary' the ideal is
i.
""fy
nothirig but the maierial transformed and translated in the heacl of
'tnystified" and'the
"He
then distinguishes between the
man.t
-4rational"
forms of dialectics. Iln its mystified, Hegelian form it glorified whatever exists. In its rational, Marxian form it is obnoxious to the bourgeoisie"becausein understanding the existing P-ositively,ft i\o implies
ihe understanding of its negatlon, that is of its inevitable perish-
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ing." Rational dialectics understands "every form of becoming in the
flux of movementtl it is (not impressed by anything; it is essentially
critical and revolutionary.m
The passageis brief, but rich in implications. Above all, we can
see that the Marxian intention of "turning Hegel upside down'
(umstiilpen) in order to put dialectics on its feet, is rooted in a fundamental misunderstanding of Hegel's metaphysics. The Idea is for
Hegel, of course, not the demiurge of the "real" in the sensein which
Marx understands the term, that is in the senseof empirical reality.
Rather, it is the demiurge of the "real' only insofar as reality is tlie
revelation of the Idea. Empirical reality contains for Hegel a good deal
that is not the unfolding of the Idea. It is precisely becauseempirical
reality and the reality of the Idea are not identical that the problem
of the Idea arises, or, to formulate it more fundamentally: Hegel was
a philosopher and in this capacity he was concernedwith the most basic
philosophical problem, namely, with the nature of reality. Empirical
reality could either be a disorderly flux of events (which it is not) or
it could have a discernible order; in the latter case, this peculiar structure of reality inevitably becomesa problem for the philosopher and
he must distinguish between the source of order and the source of
the elementswhich do not fit into that order. Hence, when Marx says
that his rational dialectics stands Hegelian dialectics on its feet, ire
doesnot correctly describewhat he is doing. Before the actual inversion
begins, he has done something much more fatal: he has abolished
HgSelg problem of reality. And since only the answer to this problem
(the dialectic of the Idea) is specifically Hegelian, while the problem
itself is a general philosophical one, he has by this act abolished the
philosophical approach to the problem of reality on principle. The
Marxian position is not anti-Hegelian, it is antiphilosophical;Marx does
not put Hegel's dialectics on its feet, he refuses to theorize.
Inevitably at this point certain questions arise, such as: Did Marx
know what he was doing? How can one theorize, as Marx seemsto do
in voluminous works, without theorizing? The questions are thorny,
and the answers will require lengthy exposition. Let us approach the
first questionconcerningthe sincerity of Marx and the self-consciousness
of his undertaking.
In the previously quoted Foreword Marx refers to his critical studv of
Hegelian dialectics which he had given ,,almost thirty y.ut,
If
"go.i'
we turn to this early work, we find that Marx had an excellent
under_ 13.Karl_Marz,DasKopital,4th ed.,ed.FriedrichEngels(Hamburg,lggo),
I, pp. xviif.
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standing of Hegel's problem of reality but preferred to ignore it.tn He
criticized Hegel's concepts of idea and reality not by showing that
they were uncritically formed or inconsistently used, but by measuring
them against his own concePt of reality antl by condemning them because they did not conform with it. Since the reality of Marx was not
the reality of Hegel, we cannot be surprised when Marx shows convincingly-that, indeed, on every single point Hegel's theory of political
realityii in conflict with his own. What must surprise us is that Marx
should consider this demonstration a refutation of Hegel's philosophy.
It would have been a refutation if Marx had given a critical foundation
to his own conceptof reality, for in that casethe demonstrationof nonagreementwould have shown that Hegel's conceptswere untenable in
terms of Marxian critical standards. Marx, however, never attempted
such a critical foundation for his theory of reality. As the editors of
Marx's early writings have formulated it: "He tacitly argg9s from a
position that is unphilosophical on principle"-and the justifigtion of
,,is simply issumed.' *T'he position from rvhich Marx
ihis position
undeitakes his critique is a plain, not explicitly discussednegation of
the philosophical position as such. By simply referring -to what in
common pailance is called reality, the philosophical question concerning the nature of reality is cut off.nu
14.Of the study on Hegel'sdialecticsonly a small P-{ !a$-b.eenpublisAed
Einleitung( 1843) .
Rebhtsphilosophie.
underthe title zu; Kritib der Hegelschen
The main boily, the Kritib desHegelschenStaatsrechts,
Tmainedin manuscript.
Both the Einliiiung andthe Kritih *e now publishedin' Gesamtntsgabe,

15. S. Landshut and J. P. Mayer, introduction (Karl Marx, Der Historische
Materiali*mus [Leipzig, 1932], vol. I), p. uii.,The- key pass-agewhich puts
notes on sec.
Marxts position beyond doubt is to be found, in the Kritit, i1 th9'dass die Zutei262 of ileEel's Reihtsphilosophi.e:
"Das uirkliche Verhiiltnis ist:
luns des Siaatsmaterials am Einzelnen durch die Unrstiinde, die Willkiir uad die
eiEine Wahl seiner Bestimmung vermittelt ist.' Diese Tatsache, dies wirkliche
als Erscheinung, als Phiinomefu ausgesVZrhiiltnis wird von der Spekulation
-diese
prochen. Diese umstiinde,
willkiir, diese wahl der Bestimmung,_die_se
iolrpurn, vermittlung sind bloss die Erscheinung einer vermittlung, welche die
*ittti"h" Idee mit siih selbst vornimmt, und welche hinter der Gardine vorgehl.
Di" Witkli.hkeit wird nicht als sie selbst, sondern als eine anilere Wirklichkeit
aussesprochen.Die Sewdhnliche Empirie hat nicht ihren eigenen Geist, sondern
f""-d"tt zum Gesetz,wogeEen-diewirkliche Idee nicht eine aus ibr selbst
"ioJo
wirklichkeit, ionaern aie gewiihnliche Empirie zum Dagein hat. Die
iotri.t.tt"
iai. *i"a versubjektiviert. Das wirhlici,e Verh[ltnis von Familie untl btirgerliche.r
Gesellschaft zurn Staat wird ats ihte innere imagtniire Tetigkeit gefasst. Familie
und biireerliche Gesellschaftsind die Voraussetzungendes Staats; sie sind die
eisentlicf, Tltigen, aber in der Spekulation wird es umgekehrt. Wenn aber die
Id?e versubiekiiviert wirtl, werdin hier die wirklichen Subjekte' biirgerliche
Gesellschaft, Familie, umst[nde, WillHtr, etc.', zu umttirklich-en, anderes
beiteut""a"d objektivin Momenten cler Iclee" (vol._l, p. 1p6).This-method of
did not appear in Mar: for the first time in his discussion of Hegel. In
""iti"i.nis
stuaies for his' dissertation (Jeber ilie Differet* iler ilemohritischen utd
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Logophobia or the Fragesverbot
The procedure is disconcerting. The question whether Marx was
unable to understand Hegel's problem muit definitely be answeredin
the negative; Marx understood Hegel perfectly weli. What purpose,
then, did he Pursue in writing an elaborate commentary on Hegel's
Rechtsphilosophiewhich proved nothing but that the *oild view of a
critical philosopheris not identical with the precritical, prephilosophical
world view of the averageman? In performing this feat, with the imgli.edundelstanding that it demolishedthe Hegelian system,was Marx
being intellectually dishonest?When he *.uJrred Hegel's concept of
reality
his own, did he deliberately misrepresent Hegelis in-against
tention? To this last question the answer cinnot be unhesitatiig. The
dilemma becomesmanifest in the sentencein which Marx's iditors
grapPle with the question: 'Marx-if we may expressourselvesin this
manner-misundersto_o{Hegel as-it-were deliberately.t"uThey do not
dare outrightly_call Marx an intellectual faker, bui they u* not so
sure that the solution of the puzzleis not found in this directiol.
Tempting as the suggestionis, we cannot follow it. The affair certainly suggestsintellectual dishonestybut, after all, Marx was not a
common swindler. Nevertheless,in interpreting his procedure we are
in a real difficulty. On the level of rational discoursewe come to the
dead end of the question just raised. Lfnless we want to give up at
this p_oint,we must transfer the problem to the level of pnei*upuinotogy. Marx was spiritually diseasedand we have localized the most
glaring
llmptom of his disease,that ir, his fear of critical concepts
and of philosophy in general. Marx refuses to expresshimself in ;y
other terms than p_recritical,unanalysedconceptsi The deeper causes
of this fear we shall discuss later. For the present we have to characterize the symptom and since pneumapathologicalterminology is
na$!Y develoPed,we shall coin the ttrm "lGophobla" for this symptom.
We can even go a bit beyond the nurto* aennition of logopftoUiuas
fear of critical concepts,for Engels, in his Anti-Diihringl fr", fortuepikurlischen Naturphilosophie (1840), Mar* h1| expres_sed
his grievance against
philosoprtl gq principle in the sentence:
"AlIe Phtt;;til;
haben die priidikate
selbst zu Subjekten gemacht" (vol. l,p. Ilg). Mar" ti"r-.orr..tfy
observed that
philosophers are given to the vice of tu*p.tiog with
3Jl
They just will not
leave it alone and accept order as an
"rality.
unproblemuti.ufbyfiriao"t
of the
"grc.ible, mali ir,rt"aa
mess of realitY
to the common
;i i.;i,i#;sence
in
^*^jr^"lPelf
its homely PIa99 as predicate of reality, they have tfr"
t usty _habil of pulling
-tlr"i
.a
it out and making it ; subject. We ma-y say, therefoi",
M;;
v'
iu,
quite
conscious, when he attacked-Hegel, that tt. *!r attacking
phii;;pht
16. Loc. cit.
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nately supplied us with the larger context of the sJmPtom ryhen he
elaboiated the antiphilosophicalposition of Marx. Engels refl_ectson
*Modern
the new, materialiitic s.ience of the nineteenth centut'y.
rnaterialism" recognizeshistory as the evolutionary process of mankind and tries to dir.ourt the laws of its movement.Mor,eover'it has
abandonedthe static concept of nature that was still held by Newton
and Linn6, and also t..ogtrizes nature as processand evolution under
t'modern
discoverablelaws. With iegard to history as well as nature,
materialism" is "essentiallydialectic and,no longer needs a philosoPhy
abovethe other sciences."This is for Engels the decisivepoint: when
scienceis occupiedwith the discoveryof the laws of proce$sTd evolution, philosoptrybecomessuperfluoui. Why this curious result should
follow does noi becomequiie clear. Engels insists: "As sioonas each
particular scienceis upprouchedwith the demandto becomr:clear about
of things and
itr porition in the totaf context (Gesamtzusa,rnmenhang)
becomes
conrlext
of knowledgeof things, a particular scienceof the total
is the
it
kncrw
superflrro.rJ' All that reinains of philosophy as_we
,,sJienceof thinking and its laws-that is formal logic and dialectics."
,,Everything else G dissolved in the positive science of nature and
history.""
An interminable series of questionscould be raised with regard -to
these sentences.Why does philorophy become superfluouswhen the
sciencesof history una natuie recognire the evolutionary character of
reality? Why, for instance, is philoioply less necessaryin ,l: age of
Dar#in than in that of Linn6? Is it perhaps becausea new philosophy
of reality has supersededthe old one? But in this case,would we not
have a new philosophy rather than none at all? Or is it the philosop,h.t
who becom6 rop.rh.tbos when every scientistdoeshis own philosophizing? Is it not strange to call such a socioloqigulshift an abolition of
ptiitorophy?Has Engels perhapssubsumedphilosophy under the name
of science?
But it is uselessto subject this hash of uncritical language to critical
questioning.We can *uk. no senseof thesesentencesof Engels unless
*. consid6r them as symptoms of a spiritual disease.A.s a disease,
however, they make excellent sense for, with great intensily' they
displaythesymptomSoflogophobia,.now-_quiteoutsprrkenly
despeiate fear utta hatred of philosophy. We even find named the
,p.iinc object of fear and hatred: it is "the total context of things uttg
oi kno*ledg. of things." Engels, like Marx, is afraid that the recogniIZ. Friedrich Engels , Herm Eugen Diihrings
( 1878), lgth ed. (Stuttgart, 1919), PP. lof'
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tion of critical conceptual analysis might lead to the recognition of a
'total context,t
of an order of being and perhaps even of cosmic order,
to which their particular existenceswould be iubordinate. If we may
use the language of Marx: a total context must not exist as an auton(>
mous subject of which Marx and Engels are insignificant predicates;if
it exists at all, it must exist only as a predicate of the autdnomoussubjects Marx and Engels. o-ur analysis his carried us closer to the deeper
stratum of the Marxian disease,that is the revolt against God.'8 In ihe
surface stratum of theory that we are analysing aipresent, the meaning of logophobia now comes more clearly irrto"oi"*. It is not the fear
of a particular critical concept, like Hegil's Idea, it is rather the fear
of
analysis in general. submission to critical argument at any
.critical
point might lead to the recognition of an order of the /ogos, of a constitution of being, and the recognition of such an order -igtrt reveal the
rev_olutionaryidea of Marx, the idea of establishing u r.ul- of freedom
*
and of changing the nature of man through revohition, as the blasphe-f
mous and futile nonsensewhich it is.
since Marx refuses to move in a universe of rational discourse,since
critical c_oncepts_-are
barred from his argument, we must firsi gain
gor.n9und3lstanding of-the language symbols which he actually ises
in his writings. only after we have estiblished the nature of thi svmbols can we arrive at conclusionswith regard to the content of Marxian
dialectics itself.
M"T, and Engels, have created a specific medium of expressionfor
themselves: whenever a critical point arrives at which ultimate clarification would be required, their discourseblossomsout into metaphorical language which forces relations between undefined terms. Take as
an example the previously quoted sentence from Marx's Foreword:
"with me the Ideal is nothing but the Material transformed and translated in the head of man.merhe sentencesounds excellent and.carries
a vivid impression; it would have to be consideredbrilliant if it were
an occasional, rhetorical flourish that metaphorically expresseswhat
has been set forth with critical thoroughn..r in
context. The
"noih." would
mouble is that the other context in whiih this metaphor
receive
18. The connectionis formulated in so many words b-y-Leni, (encyclopedia
iMarx decidetity
article on Marx) when
ia-""-iir-, r]tiays confg .uygj
nected in some way with
"";"_"t"d
r-eligion.' The sentince"
-il;;ffi,
r"u"-r-l-q"Lt"ii"n
from
Engels's- Fezerbach,' where,the"author-;h*;;;;;;
ul-i'i.in,
*fro
th1!,spirit. exists before nature and the"efo"e
was
9,::l:::
createo'wnue matenalists afe personswho regard Datufe
"sso-e-;h";"tlr:;;dd
as primary. Lenin adds
that anv other philosoohical
uiage
of
the
terfis
ia""ti.r" ,"{'-ii"ftJir*
'
*""ra
be "only confusling.,
19. "Bei -{ i:J umgekehrt das Ideelle nichts andres als das im Menschenkopf
umgesetzteund tibersetzte Materiellet ("Vorwortrr p. xvii).
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its critical meaningdoesnot exist in the collectedworks of Marx. The
metaphoricalsentenceis all that we have. We are faced with an
"Ideal" and a "Material' without knowing what theseterms signify.
'We

are told that the Ideal is the same as the Material but n'transformed
and translatedtt and we are left to ponder what the terms t'transformt
and "translatet' in this relation might conceivablymean. And, finally,
i we learn that the locale of this mysterious processis the 'head of man'
and we wonder whether Marx means a miracle of brain physiology or
si''\ \ Un
a mental activity, whether he thinks of cognitive acts of some specific
p*I'ot' man or of a cosmicprocessunder the collectiveskull of mankind. Nevertheless,to the kind of readerwho swallows that sentencehook, line and
sinker, it conveysan awe-inspiring picture of an intellectual giant who
, performs such wonderful metaphorical feats as "turning dialectics up(it stood on its
I side down,' and putting it "on its feet'while formerly
l*head."

\rury\oo

'fui\
l:
,L S,l-

The nature of this technique of expressionwill becomeeven clearer
when we consider not a single sentence,but a series of sentencesin
which the thought of Marx moves from more concrete problems to an
ultimate general formulation. As an example we shall use the famous
passagefrom the Kritih der Politischen Oehonomiewhich is considered
Mar:r's authoritative formulation of his materialistic interpretation of
history. The passagebegins: "In the social production of their means of
existence men enter into definite, necessaryrelations which are independent of their will, productive relationships which correspond to a
definite stage of developmentof their material productive forces." With
this sentencewe are, on the whole, on safe ground. All necessaryexplanations of terms are given by Marx in other contexts.2'The beginning of the next sentenceis a definition: "The aggregate of these productive relationships constitutes the economicstructure of society." We
4The economic structure
are still on safe ground. Then Marx goes on:
of society is the real basis on which a juridical and political superstructure arises and to which definite forms of social consciousnesscorrespond."'Here we may begin to question: Why is the economicstructure the t'real basis' and why are other structures in society, such as the
political, a superstructure?What is a'osocialform of consciousness"and
what does it do when it "correspondsnto the "real basis"? In part these
questions are answeredby the next sentence: "The mode of production
20. KdPital, I' p. 45.
21. ,3Die Gesaritheit dieser Produktionsverh6ltnisse bildet die iikonomische
Struktur der Gesellschaft, die feale Basis, worauf sich ein juristischer und
politischer Ueberbau erhebt, und welcher bestimmte gesellschaftliche Bewusstieinsformen entsprechent(kitih der PolitischenOehonomie'p. lv)'
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of the material meansof existenceconditionsthe whole processof social,
political, and intellectual life.t" But this answer shows that we are
already runnitg off into intangible metaphors.That economicstructure
is basic and all other structures are superstructuresis now justified, indeed, insofar as the basic structure t'conditionsDthe other ones. But
what does "conditioning" mean? The term is hardly clarified by an
earlier formulation that political forms are "rootedn in material relations.2tNow, when critical clarification is urgently required, comesthe
typical Marxian climax: "It is not the consciousnessof men that determines their being; it is, on the contraryr their social being that determines their .ons.iousness.tt24
We have arrived at terms hk; t'beingrt
t'social beingtt and t'consciousnesstt
at large and the relation between
them is no longer one of "conditioningttbut of ttdetermining."
This classicalpassageof Marx admirably illustrates the sweepfrom
concreteproblemsof economicsand sociologyto grandioseranting with
uncritical symbols.Again, let us emphasizethat the climactic sentence,
while devoid of theoretical meanins, is brimmirg with revolutionary
pathos and certainly aPt to make the unwary and uncritical readei
believethat now a solution has been found for all social problems. But
again let us stress that the collected works of Marx contain nothing
that would be of any help in establishing the precise meaning of rucl
terms as ttbeing' and ttconsciousness."
The great formula is not the
beginning of a discussion,it is the dictatorial instrument which cuts
off all discussionon principle. The reader will now understand more
clearly why a critical analysis of Marxian doctrine is impossible. To
put it bluntly: A Marxian theory of historical materialism does not
exist.
Pseudological speculation
Even if there is no theoretical content in the so-calledtheory of historical materialism, obviously there is somethingin it. What Marx has
to say is not theory, but it is not unintelligible nonsense.We must
return to our paradoxical question: How can one theorize without
theorizing?We encounteragain certain terminological difficulties since
spiritual diseasehas never been made the object of systematicinquiry
and no suitable vocabulury has been developedfor its description. I;
22. "Die Produktionsweise des materiellen Lebens bedingt den sozialen, po'i
litischen und geiqtigen Lebensprozess tiberhaupt"
-. ( ibid. ) .
23. "Rechtsverhiiltnisse wie- Staatsformen .
. rlurzeln, etc.rr ( ibid., p. Iiv ) .
24.'!Bs ist nicht das Bewusstsein der Menschen, das ihr Sein, sondern
umgekehrt ihr gesellschaftliches Sein, das ihr Bewusstsein bestimrnt" (ibid.;
P. lv).
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order to speak with convenienceof theorizing in the nontheoretical
medium that we have just analyzed, we shall coin the term "pseudological speculation." Into the meaning of this term will enter the following elements: (1) that speculation of this kind is theory in appearanceonly, not in reality; (2) that in the intention of the thinker
who indulges in it, it is meant as genuine theoretical speculation; ( 3 )
that historically it presupposesthe existence of a genuine philosophy
of the /agos which furnishes the subject matter that can be translated
into the pseudologicalform.
Equippeil with this new term, we can now aPProachthe next step
in the Marxian inversion, that is the pseudological transformation of
Hegel's speculation. The importance of this step will easily be overlooked by those who rely blindly on such Marxian metaphors as the
(. *turning of dialectics upside down" and
"putting dialectics on its feet."
i\}atrf
,
jt'1'".^tdsven when it is turned upside down the Hegelian gnosis of history is
d;q
present in the fullness of its amplitude, including the movement of
\^;,ht tr i{till
idea.
I,.^.i.lo*",
Marx, like Hegel, developsa philosophy of the idea. One canthe
not evensay that he has inverted the dynamicsbetween idea and reality,
for neither is his "material" Hegel's reality, nor is his "ideal" Hegel's
idea. This erroneous impression certainly has been fostered by the
Marxian metaphors but it would neverthelessbe unfair to adopt the
vulgarian misunderstanding of historical materialism as the profound
insight that human beings are endowed.with the gift of finding good
reasonsfor advancing their material (economic and political) interests.
If we assumedthat such wisdom is the substanceof Marxism and its
denial the substanceof Hegelian dialectics, the excitement aroused by
Marxism and its revolutionary effectivenesswould become enigmatic.
Marx is not as simple minderl as that. And Hegel was not unacquainted
with such elementary psychologicalmechanisms,nor did he ever deny
them. The Hegelian gnosis is retained by Marx and history is still the
realization of the realm of freedom.
The pseudological transformation of Hegel's gnosis can best be
studied in certain passagesof the more discursive Engelsi.In order to
transform this gnosis,Engels must first acceptits problern. He Praises
Hegel becausehe has occupied himself with the intelligible order of
seriesof deeds
history. In his system,history was no longer a senseless
process of
the
evolutionary
of violence best forgotten, rather it was
an order
to
demonstrate
mankind, and it becamethe task of thinking
task,
solve
to
this
failed
behind the apparentaccidents.Although Hegel
befailed
it.
system
His
he still has the "epochal meritD of havitg set
it
hand,
one
the
On
cause it sufrered from an internal contradiction.
nature
its
cannot
by
viewed history as an evolutionary process"which
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find its intellectual conclusion through the discovery of a so-called
absolute truth.tt On the other hand, it insisted "that it was the total
(Inbegriff) of this absolute truth." "An all-comprehensive,once and
for all conclusive system of knowledge of nature and history is in
contradiction with the fundamental law of dialectical thinking; this,
however, does not exclude, but on the contrary implies, that the systematic knowledge of our whole external world can advancewith giant
strides from generation to generation.tt'u
The passageis a fine example of the intellectual confusion in which
pseudologicalspeculationalonecan thrive. Engels rightly attacks Hegel
for his attempt to interpret history as the unfolding of an Idea that has
reached its conclusion in the present. The total meaning of history
can be construed only as a transcendentaldrama, not as a mundane
drama that comesto its closewithin empirical time. This is the fallacy
of historical gnosis which inevitably comesto grief through the fact
that history continues.From both the theoretical fallacy and the empirical failure of gnostic interpretation, one should properly advanceto
the insight that the empirical courseof history must not be interpreted
as the unfolding of an fdea.
This, however, is not the argument of Engels. First of all, he misinterprets Hegel when he argues that the process of history, by its
nature, cannot find its intellectual conclusionthrough the discovery of
an absolutetruth. On the contrary, this is the only way in which it can
find its intellectual conclusionbut because ( 1) this is the only wuy,
and (2) the empirical stream of history is not closed,"absolutetruthD
must remain transcendental.The fallacy of gnosis consistsin the immanentization of transcendentaltruth. Correctly, Engels would have
had to say that the immanentist intellectual conclusion does not stop
the stream of history and, hence, must not be used for its interpretation. What, then, doesEngels gain bv his misformulation?The second
part of his argument shows the gain: it is an empirical reality which
has meaning as tf it were the unfolding of an idea but it is not burdened with the conclusionof the unfolding. Theoretically, of course,
this is nonsense,for meaning is not meaning unless it is concluded,
at least in imaginative anticipation. Nevertheless,this is the purpose of
the argument: Hegel's reality of the unfolding Idea is abolished and
empirical reality has becomemeaningful as if it were an fdea. With
this result we also touch on the deeper motive of the ttas-it-weredeliberate" misunderstanding9f Hegel's problem of reality in the early
Marx: by substituting empirical reality for the reality of the Idea,
25. Eneels, Hercn Eugen Diihrings . . . , pp. gf.
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Marx and Engels can draw the meaning of the Idea into :reality without encountering the problem of a metaphysic of the Idea.
The summuriring masterpiece of this confusion is the proPosition
that a conclusive,all-comprehensivesystem of knowledge is in contradiction with the fundamental law of dialectical thinking. tsy means of
the confusionbetweenempirical reality and.the Hegelian reality of the
Idea, the dialectics of the idea has now been drawn into empirical
reality. Since empirical reality is an open stream, dialectics must be
open, too. The philosopher is left standing like a schoolboywho indulges in the amusing idea that systemsof dialectical meaning must
be closed. We have at last arrived at the bottom of the confusion
which has produced the contradictio in adiecto of "dialecti.calmaterialism.t'At the sametime, this confusionmisrepresentsa system of metaphysics as a system of empirical knowledge. And Engels, quite consistentin his confusion,concludeshis argument with the assurancethat
the abolition of metaphysicalconclusivenessdoes not make an advancirg systematic knowledge in the empirical senseimpossible. On the
contrary, this system will advance with giant strides irr the future.
At this juncture, the reader might well ask whether Engels has not
proved too much, whether his argument does not defeat its purpose.
He certainly has got rid of Hegel and metaphysics,but tre also seems
to have arrived at the simple idea of a progressing sciencewhich in
due course will make the Marxian system obsolete. Certainly, this
could not be Engelts intention. But the reader need not rvorry. In the
confusion in which Engels moves, difficulties of this kind can be overcome by simply forgetting about them. When Engels takes up his
train of thought again ( about a hundred pages later ) , we are in the
middle of a pseudological speculation on the dialectics of empirical
reality. The courseof history is the realization of freedorn. Hegel was
the first to understand the relation between freedom and necessity
correctly. He knew that freedom is insight into necessity.t'Necessity
is blind only as long as it is not conceptuallyunderstood (beyriffen) .n
Should history after all be the realization of the logos in the Hegelian
sense?But Engels does not return to metaphysics. His logos is the
knowledge of the laws of nature and the possibility, based on such
knowledge, of "letting them operate according to plan for definite
aims.t By laws of nature are not meant only those of errternal nature
ttHence
but also those ttof the bodily and mental existence of rnan.tt
freedom of the will means nothing but the ability of making decisions
based on expert knowledge (Sachkenntnis) ." This formula would reduce the logos to the rationality of the means-endrelation and it would
leave open the question of substantivereason, of the ends themselves.
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problem of ends is solved by a theory of the convergence of
Jhis_
freedom and necessity. ('The freei the judgment of a man*is with
regard to a certain question, the greater will be the necessitywhich
determinesthe content of the judgment.D Insecurity of decision has its
source in lack of knowledge; freedom of choice'is truly unfreedom
1/
becausein such indecision man is dominated by the object which n"
A
ought to dominate in his turn. "Freedom, thus, ionsists in the domination of man over himself and externar nature that is based on his
knowledge of natural necessity.D.The freedom of man advanceswith
technological discoveries. At the beginning of human history there
stands the- discovery of the production of fire through friction; at the
end of evolution there stands the steam engine, the gieat representative
symbol of the_productive forces that alon"ewill mike po..lbl" a state
of society without classes and without concern about the means of
subsistence.1]re steam engine is the promise of true human freedom,
of an existencein harmony with the known raws of nature.DThe incarnation of the /ogoshas becomethe advancementof pragmatic knowlgds" to the poinl where it has absorbedinto its systeir, and dissolved,
the mystery of human existence. christ the Redlemer is replaced by
the steam engine as the promise of the realm to come.
The speculationof Engels is of particular interest becausethe author's
utter lack of intellectual discipline allows him associatively to weave
various trends of western disintegration into it, thus revialing their
inner connection.
( I ) Let us frst clarify the line of pseudological speculation. The
attack on the conclusivenessof the Hegelian system pioved, after all,
to be an d?*
on philosophy as such. As soon as bngels had sub_
merged his dialectics in empirical reality, he embarked on an intellectual
conclusion of his own. The empirical itream of history does not move
indefinitely toward an uncertain future, it moves toward its end in
the convergenceof freedom and necessity.As far as the factor of
"intellectual conclusion' is concernett, th; Marx-Engels gnosis difiers
from the Hegelian cnly by shoving the inteilectual end oT the world a
bit farther into the future in order to make room for their revolutionarv
upheaval.
(2) since, however, only the form of tntellectual conclusion'
is
taken from Hegel and not its substance (that is, the movement of the
logos), pragmatic intellect becomesthe carrier of the movement. rn
the execution of his pseudological speculation, Engels shows an admirable consistency.Marx solves the problem of frJedom through his
26.Ibid.,pp. r12f.
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idea of a revolutionary "leapo into the changed nature o,f man. This
Marxian strain, as we shall see,is not quite absentfrom the meanderings of Engels either, but in Engels it is tucked away in another context. In the present context, Engels undertakesquite seriouslyto solve
the problem of human existenceon the pragmatic level. In this respect
he brings certain tendenciesthat we observed in dtAlembertts and
Diderot's Discours to their logical conclusion.The life of the spirit and.
the bias theoretikos are not merely pushed into the ba.ckgroundby
Engels, they are definitely eliminated. Man will be free when he has
achieved perfect knowledge of the external world and with perfect
knowledge the problem of purpose,which causesindecislon,will have
disappeared.Again quite consistentlyrEngels achievesthis position by
subsumirg all knowledge of man under knowledge of the external
world (p. Il2f ). Spiritual experienceis abolishedas an autonomous
('external,tt
source of order; it is absorbed into
empirical knowledge.
Lenin (who relies frequently on Engels rather than Marx) has seen
the importance of this point and in the encyclopediaarlticle on Marx
he praisesEngels for this transformationof the unknown but knowable
Kantian Ding-an-sich, of the "thing-in-itself,' into a "thirng-for-us," of
the substance of things into ttphenomena.ttThe destruction of the
substanceof man becomesthe declaredprogram as a last consequence
of the scandalof the Encyclopddisfes.
( 3 ) In spite of the intellectual conclusion which Errgels gives to
his pseudologicalspeculation,he does not renounce the pleasuresof
anticipating the wide-open spaces of progress. Though the end, is
foreknown, we have an advancementof sciencein gian't strides from
generation to generation. We also can locate the sper:ific origin of
Engelstsindulgence.fn the formula that freedomconsistsin the domination of man over himself and nature, the reader will have recognized
the formula by which Littrd defines Ie tout de la ciailization. There is a
strong doseof Saint-Simonand Comte in the complex of Marx-Engels,
and more specifically we find in Engels a penchant for the liberalintellectual type of Positivism that is representedby Mill and Littr6.
Just as the encyclopddistebackground ( which emerges strongly not
only in Engels but also in Lenin's Materialism and Empirio-Criticism)
must not be neglected in the understanding of the Mar:dst movement,
so the liberal and positivist sourcesdeserveattention. As we explained
at length in discussing the internal development of Positivism, an
avalancheof destruction cannot be stopped at will by those who have
released it when enough destruction is worked to make them huppy;
the avalancherolls on,
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Again the reader may find that Engels, in spite of his pseudological
gnosis, has watered dorvn the ttintellectual conclusionttioo *rr.h by
empirical Progress.We know the end, but before it arrives an indefinitl
period of nonrevolutionary progress seems to intervene. And again
the reader need not worry, for there is enough spacebetweenthe covers
of a book writtel by Engels to take care of such problems. In spite of
the fact that in his main line of pseudological spiculation he has dissolved the existenceof man into a system of pragmatic knowledge, on
another occasionEngels is concernedabout the problems of ethiCs.He
speaks of various moral systems which have arisen on the basis of
different economic systems. We have a Christian-feudal system of
moraliry, a modern bourgeois system, and the proletarian morality of
the future' At least these three theoriesof morals coexist in contempot$_y soliety and their existenceproves that no absolute ethics is pbssible. "We reject the suggestionthat any moral dogma be impos.d on
us as an eternal, ultimate, immovablemoral law, under the pretext that
the moral world has permanentprinciples which are higher than history
and the differencesof nations."it
This blast seemsto disposeof moral truth altogether. Nevertheless,
while Engels cannot see an ultimate moral truth, he has criteria of
preferencebetween moral systems.He can gain such criteria because
he understandsthe 'trltim acy" (Endgiiltigkeit) of a moral system as
its historical survival in the end. The system which contains more elements with "the promise of duration" is preferable and that system is
the proletarian becausein the present it representsthe revolution of
the present into the future. Even proletarian morality, however, is
imperfgct becauseit reflectsthe class situation of the pioletariat. Only
after the revolution, when the classes,and with them the proletariai,
h-avedisappearedwill
_"a truly human morality" be possible, beyond
class antagonism and beyond even the memory of it. We are tton the
eve of this social revolution" and in this situation it is particularly
foolish to advocateone or the other systemsof class morality for they
are all destinedto be s-weptuyuy tomorrow by the truly human morality
to be ushered by the revolution. Thus, while enjoying the immense
]"
Perspectivesof progress,we are neverthelesson the ruJof the revolution that will Put an end_to progressby realizing its aim. In this phase
of his thought, Engels has recaptured the revolotionary fervor 6f his
-which
gnosis. He also has ple_asantlyslipped in a morality
seemed
superfluousin the pseudologicalspeculation proper. The only factor
27. Tlre discussion of good and evil is to be found in Engels, ibid., pp. 8g-g9.
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that is missing ( and we never find it in Engels) is the fear of Marx
that, perhaps,on the morrow of the revolution the change of heart will
not have occurred.
Irntersion
We can be brief on the problem of inversion proper. Our analysis
has shown that the so-calledinversion of Hegelian dialectics through
Marx is a complicated operation. We have, first, isolartedthe antiphitosophicalatiack which results in the establishmentof an empirical
ptug*atic reality as the object of further investigation as well as of a
rp.Ji* hnguistic medium for its expression.This first phase of the
op.tution i; not an inversion of dialectics but the logophobic destruction of philosophicalproblems in general. Within the rr€:wmedium of
expresrion,t oihitrg G inverted; the Hegelian gnosis is trranslatedas a
whole into pseudJogical speculation. The inversion in the technical
senseo.c.rrJ itr a third phasein which the result of the first two oPerations is construedas un ittterpretation of the realms of being from the
bottom of the ontological hierarchy. On this third phase,howeYer,we
can be brief, becauseMarx has said next to nothing abroutit beyond
assuring us that this was indeed his intention.
The ,*..,rtion of his plan would have involved a phil,osophyof culture. First, he would have had to explain the nature of cultural Phenomena;secondly,it would have been necessaryfor him to show that
thesepheno*.n. could be interpreted from whatever he lvould consider
the bolttomof existence,as for instance,matter; and, firrally, it would
is' Of
have been necessaryto explain what this bottom of e>rdstence
this whole plan, as far as principles are concerned,nothing exists but
that is conditioned
the previo.trty analysedformula of the consciousness
by existence.
Beyond this formulation of the princip-t:,we have a fe'w meagre passagesconcerningthe sphereof culture which he designates!y tttt term
.,ideology.' The most important of these passagesappeaT in the context of ihe Kritih d,erPolitischenOekonomie( pp. lvf . ) . Marx speaksof
social revolutions which begin in the economicsphere and draw after
them the correspondingrevolution in the sphereof the "supe,rstructure.tt
,,In observing such revblutions we must always distinguish betweenthe
material t.uil.ttion in the economic conditions of production ( which
can be observedtruly scientifically) and the juridical, political, religious, artistic or philosgphicaf.in brief ideologicalforms,,in which men
become conscio,6 of th; conflict and fight it out.tt As far as one can
extract anythirg from this sentence,it seemsto imply that the content
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of culture is nothing but a fight over conflicts which arise in the economic
-sphere.To this proposition one can an$ver nothing but: it is
not so.a
wi-,h regard to the bottom of existence,the most interesting passage
.
is a footnote in the
on the problem of technolod.t IVI"x
{!?itol,
regrets that no critic-al history of technology exists. The hisiory of the
productive organs of man in society *ould'deserve at least the attention which Darwin devoted to the iristory of plant and animal organisms, becausethese h*T
organs are tht maierial basis of all spe-cific
organization of society.'Besides, it would be much easier to write than
the correspondinghistory jor plgtg and animals since, .,as vico says,'
the history of man is distinguished from the history of nature insofar
as we have made the one and not the other. Technology *reveals the
active behavior of man toward nature, the immediate prdlction process
of his life, and therewith of the social relations of tris Hre as weil as of
tfe
co-nceptions (geistigen Vorstellungen) springing from
ry31a1
Up p this point, the note is mainly a difierent ;ord"i"t of the
.ft:-."
-vico
being-consciousnessprinciple; only the -curious appearance of
in
the ancestry of-historical materia[ism is of someliterest. Beyond this
point the note becomespolemical. "Even a history of religions
which
abstractsfrom this material basis, is uncritical. It is much ealier through
analysis to find the earthly core of the nebulous figments of religioln,
to go the opposite way and to develop thl celestified forms
than
(verhimmelten Formen) out of the respectivi real relations
of life.
The latter way is the truly materialistic and therefore scientific method.
The defects of an abstract naturalistic materialism (naturzabsenschaftlichen Materialismzs) that excludesthe historical processcan be recognized even in the abstract a_ndideorogicalconceptio'nsof its protagoniJs
asroon as they dare extend themselvesbeyoniltheit nurroi speiialty."
what Marx seemsto criticize is a psychorogizinghistory which'e*plains
religions by revealing their %arthryt motivis. Fiom such abstract
materialism he distinguisheshis historital materialism, the only truly scientific method, that would make rerigions intelrigibre ur uiirin* out
of
economic conditions- The formulation is of inlerest as a cl#fication
of intentions but no step is taken toward an execution of the piog"am.
28' In Engels,Anti'Diihringr.p-g3,
trrephrase:the- socialreratioas,
the legal and politicalforms with aeir-we--ffn{
iae* supeist-ructure
of phirosophy,
religion, art, etc.t'Engelsse-ems_to
includelegJ;i
fJitur rlr-rt*jti"l.ooorni"
relatiousin the "structure'andto confinetf;" l r"p"irt*cture'
art,
religion,"etc.'whether he soriouslymeart to aiher rrom M; to philosophy,
is
doubtful. In view of the generalmiss, howev""Jil, h;;di;;r;h il;;tpoint
iliit, to iovestigate such reffnementJof inaccuracv.
29. Dac Kapital, l, pp. 335f., n. g9.
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Let us, finally, quote a passagefrom Engels which makes at least
a gesture toward a metaphysicalformulation of the inversion. In the
entni)hring Engels says: "The unity of the world doesnot consistin
its being. . . The real unity of the world consistsin its materiality;
and this materiality is proven o . . through a. long and arduous developmentof philosophyand science"( p. 3I ) . With somegoodwill one
might extract from this sentencethe insight that historical.materialisffi,
in order to becomea system,would need a theoretical foundation in a
principle.
These are the ideasthat shakethe world.

XI. MARX: THE GENESISOF GNOSTIC
SOCIALISM
The starting point for the. independent movement of Marxts thought
seemst9 b9 a gnostic position which he inherited from Hegel. speJifically, the Marxian gnosis expressesitself in the conviction that ttre
movement of the intellect in the consciousnessof the empirical self is
the ultimate sourceof knowledge for the understanding of'the universe.
Faith and the life of the spirit are expresslyexcluded a"san independent
sourceof order in the soul. Moreovei, this'conviction is from thi beginning.accompaniedby an attitude of revolt against
"religion' u, u ,pi.r"
which recognizes the existence of a rearissimum bevond human consciousness.This is the Marxian position as it appears in his doctoral
dissertationof 1840-41.1
In the preface to the dissertation Marx attacks the ,theologizing
intellect" of Plutarch who dares to criticize a philosopher like Epiiurus-.
Again_sl-s-uch
presumption, Marx defends th6 ,,soveieigntyDof pttitorophy. "Philosophy does not make a secret of it. Th; confession of
Prometheus:'rn one word, I hate all the god.s,'is its very own confession, its own sentenceagainst all heavenly and earthly gois who refuse
to recognize human self-consciousness(das mensciltrh, selbstbewttsstsein) the supremedivinity. And none shall be held by its side."
-as
Human self-consciousnessis the god for the philosopher Lnd ?rometheus is the foremost saint and martyr in th; philosophical
calendar."
The subject is elaboratedin a note on the existenceof God." Demonstrations of the existenceof God are logically worthless and besides,
they miss the point. All Gods, whether Greek-or christian, have really
existed insofar as they were "a real force" in the life of man. If Gods
are imagined as real they will be effective, indeed, in the minds of the
believers. Neverthelesr, jh.I_ are subjective ideas, and they are ineffective where the-subjective idea is noi entertained.,,Bring pup"r-*orr"y
into a country where the use oj paper is unknown,
Juityuody wiil
laugh about your subjective idea. Come with your "na
Gods in a country
l. Karl Marx, Uber die Differenz
N aturphilos ophie, G esamtausgabi, vol.
2. Ibid., p. lO.
3. This is a note to the appendix
-Epikurs
plutarchischen Polemik gegen
-80f.
'
The note in op. cit., pp.

der demakritischen und epikureischen
l.
of the dissertation, entitled ,,Kritik der
Theologie." The appendix itself is lost.
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you that
where other Gods are believed, and people will demonstrate to
a Parvou are sufiering from imaginationi and abstractions." "What
reaof
if for particular Gods from abroad, the country
f"Uu,
The
"o"ntry
,on i. to" Godon principle; it is a region where He ceasesto exist."
become
implicatiorr. of this ultimacy of reasonable self-consciousness
demonstraof
Marx,
opinion
in
the
to
which,
use
cle'ar"r through the
the
tions of the eiistence of God can be put. If ihey cannot demonstrate
human
of
existence
the
demonstrate
will
n"" of God, at least they
"*irt
self+onsciousness.In fact they are "logical explicationst -of consciousin it6
n.rs. In the ontological proof, ior instance,the being !!at i1 given
selfthe
very
but
not
God
immediacy as the iurce of the idea of Gott is
are
in
Gotl
of
for the existence
con."ioorn.ss. In this sense,all proofs
-Correctly
would
such demonstrations
iact proofs of his nonexistence.
have'to be formulated: "Becausenature is badly organized, God must
exist,t or .Because the worlcl is unreasonable,God must exist." But
whai can be the meaning of such formulations unless they mean that
is unreasonable,and who
"God exists for a man for whom the world
the result of these
summarizes
Marx
therefore himself is unreasonable?"
of God.*
existence
is
the
reflectionsin the sentence:"lun-reason
revolt are Presthe
antitheistic
and
The sovereigntyof consciousness
as motives into
They
enter
ent in his thoulht from the very beginning.
that had been
situation
the reflectioo.lf M"r* on the philosophical
the Hegelian
like
system_s
ale
created by the system of Hegel. Thefe
a completed,
into
itself
and Arisiotelian in which pfiilosophy "closes
total world"; they are "nodal pointi" in philosophy which interrupt advancementin a straight line. A further perfection of the system is impossible in contemplation and the successorswill turn toward a philosophical practice and critique of the age. "It is a psychologicallaw that
the theoretical mind, when it has becomefree in itself, is transformed
into practical energy, and as urill turns against^the-mundane reality
which exists independentof it.'u The spectacleof such half+ontemplation and half-action is not edifying in either the post-Aristotelian or the
post-Hegelian"curriculum vitae" of philosophy. But while the performarrc" of ih" epigoni is depressing,the situation as such is inescapable.u
has becomecompletely "concretized" in
Once human self'consciousness
4.Ibid.'p. 81.

5. Ibid.''.itiri."
PP. 64' l3l.
of the subject for the dissertation was determinetl by this inb. ttt"
was interestett in post-Aristotelian philosophy because of .the -parallil
-i"ht.-M;;
joriff"g"tiu"
situatiott. The point is lxpressly mentioned, ibid',
i,iitft'ftii-"*"

p. t3r.
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a systemof this kind, one cannot go back to the unreasonof faith.? one
can only.advance, beyond the half-hearted epigonic compromise between philosophy_and world, toward a complete-surrender'of philoso,
phy and a radical "critique" of the world. ,iwhen Athens was threatened by devastation, Themistocles induced the Athenians to leave the
city entirely, and to found a new Athens on the sea, as on a new
elem€nt.'B The precise nature of this step apparently iiad been clear
to
^dissertation.
Marx even earlier than at the time of the
At least, in the
letter to his father of November r0th, lgg7, we find indications that an
old faith had been shattered and that ,,new gods, had to be placed
on
the altar. From idealistic philosophr, Marx f,ad turned (at tire age
of
nineteen) toward "searching the idea in reality itself."'rotm.rti
tt.
Gods had lived abovethe earth, now they have lecome its center."
The attitude of revolt becomeshistorilally efiective through the fascinating program of incarnating
_the /ogos in the world. by'means of
revolutionary human action. Foi Hegel,-the logos (reason) was incarnating ilyf in yality, and becausere"ron was-in reality its manifestation could be discoveredthrough the reflection of the philosopher.
His
philosophy,of history was a_contemp-lation
of the actual unfolcling of the
rdea in r9{ity. Never could the unfolding of the Idea be made the intention of human action. we should be ariare in particular that Hegelts
definition of the great historical figure
p.rso^nwhose actions are in
"r " is not a recipe
conformancewith the movementof the Idea
for becoming
historical
figure
by
producing
this
conformance
at
will. Never1g-reat
theless,this is precisely the perversionin which Marx indulged. Hegel's
gnosis was contemp_lative.
Instead of abandoning gnosis aicl restoiing
true contemplation,Marx abandonedcontemplatioriand translated gno"sis into action.
we have encounteredthis spiritual diseasebefore in the late-medieval
and RenaissanceParacletes,and in its full modern developmentin
the
Apocalypsg of Man. Neither the fact that the irg^ in
th.
9,"Tr..uo
christian sensehad been thinned out in Hegel to the lde" nir
the ver7. Marx characterizes.the religious culture of the Mitldle
-th;?;f"""
Ages as ..the age of
r.ealizedunreason" (ibid..,.p, 9I. l_n tti. ago-;ntilr
li Marx,E
thought. when philosoo-hiclalspecuration rrJ r""-o-"
that is whenit liasreaihea-tnii*p"r."
"o-fi"tar'-;1";;rerized,,,
,;-a-i-"';'ri'ii;fiJildfiation or

the universelike Heeel's,the onry'tlins,"f; spiritual"reilist
do'iJ'to a"op
gnosisand return to"the'.*igin"iio"""&
"un irr""i"i, to trr"
tn"-io,if
of faith. The-'bec"essity']
"fi"a."-i"
gxperiences
underwnich
Ma,*
to uu
burdeneddoesnot stemfrom-ttre ptritosoftri"J-.ir""u*,i"rria.ria-rri-r"u
ffi-idiiieiact
trrat
he was in
demonic revolt against dod.
8. Ibid., p. lg2.
9. Editioi of Landshut and Mayer, l, p. 7.
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boseantireligiousnessof Marx should obscurethe fact that Marx was a
Paracletein the best medieval,sectarianstyle, a man in whom the logos
had becomeincarnate and through whose action in the world mankind
at large would becomethe vesselof the logos.
This characterizationmust be qualified, however, insofar as Marx
does not conceivethe logos as a transcendentalspirit descendinginto
man, but as a true essenceof man which comesinto its own through the
processof history. Man, that is the true man, must be ",emancipatedtt
from historical encumbranceswhich still hold him in fetters in order to
achievehis completely free existencein society. The trtte essenceof
is presentin the world as the ferment
man, his divine self-consciousness,
forward
in
a
meaningful manner. At some point,
history
which drives
this essencewill break through-first in one man, then in a few, until
the great revolution will bring the full social rcalization of true man.
The conception of this breakthrough is substantially the same as in
Comte's realization of the positive mind in one individuan through the
processof his meditation and the expansionof this persorralrenovation
into social regeneration.The Marxian spiritual disease,thus, like the
Comteatr,consistsin the self-divinizationand self-salvatio,nof man; an
is substitutedfor the tranintramundane logos of human consciousness
scendentallogos.What appearedon the level of s)tmptornsas antiphilosophism and logophobia,must etiologically be understood as the revolt of immanent consciousnessagainst the spiritual order of the
world.to
The Theseson Feuerbach- the new materialism
This is the core of the Marxian idea. This core itself has been elaborated frequently and voluminously by Marx, and bey,cnd this core
stretch the even more voluminous ramifications of detail. We shall restrict ourselvesto the presentation of a few documents in which the
formulations are most strongly concentrated.Let us first consider the
Theseson Feuerbach.n
The Theses on Feuerbach are important for us principally as a concise dictionary that permits us to relate the Marxian terminology to traditional philosophicalterms. On the fundamental problem of the conflict
betweenphilosophyand the new nonphilosophy,Thesis 11 informs us:
10. fncidentally, this should make it clear why "discussion" with a Marxist or
t'case"
Positivist is setri.iess. One cannot enter into iational discourse with a
whose disease consists in the denial of the order of the logos.
11. Under this name go two pages of a notebook of Marx, containing eleven
theses "ad Feuerbach,n They are published in Gesamtarngabe, ,5, pp. 533-535.
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'the philosophers
have only interpreted the world in their various ways;
the-point, however, is to chongc it." This sentenceis the key to ihe
under-standip of th9 aggregate of theses.If the opposition of (interpretation'and "change'were related to the traditionaj Aristotelian division
of theory and practice, there would be no point in the antithesis. philosophers, of course, interpret the world, for that precisery is the function of the bios theoretikos; to deprecate this function by p-ointing to the
relevance(es kdmmt darauf an) of changing the world would be senseless, for nobody maintains that contemplation is a substitute for practice, or vice versa. Moreover, one cannol ttchangethe worldrr as one can
(interpret
the world'; one can only act utithin the world. This curious
terminology, however, reveals the intention of Marx of embodying into
(practiceD
the attitude toward the worrd that is possible only
", "ootemplation. The 'lractice" of Marx can change the "worldr" betause
the
world is understood as a stream of existencJwithin which the idea, or
reason,moves concretely.The /ogos is not an unchangeableorder of the
soul and the world, to be discovered in contemplativJ detachment from
the world, it is instead a dialectically moving idia within the world, and
we can-come_togrips withthis moving idea only by embedding ourselvesthrough practice into its historically concr"ie motion. The Marxian "practicer" we may say, is a pseudologicarpractice, correspondingto
'
the.pseudolo-g_t:4
speculationthat we discussedpreviously.
The "world" is the concrete stream of historyi The life of man is essentiallysocial,a part of the life of mankind in iristory. Man has no destiny of the soul in the religious sense,apart from'the destinv of the
social, historical world of mankind. From this position, Marx iriticizes
Feuerbach becausethe latter has dissolved religion psychologically as
an illusio_naryconstruction of man but still has Ieft rtunaing tie nature
of individual man as the originator of the illusion. Accordiig to Feuerbach, God is an imaginar-y-subject, projected by the min<l"of man, to
which are attributed the.highest human values. @Theabsolute being,
the God of man, is the being of man itserf.DGod is the tninor of -a,i";
hu! projected "his highest thoughts and his purest feellnb 9$ TT
hq*'t God, therefore, is the essenceof man.r-The great tuining point
of history will come when'tnan becomesconscioustiat the onlv God of
man is man himself." n&omo homini Deusln"The spectre of dod must
be laid, and man must take back what he has throrin away by projecting it into a divine, supernatural existence.ruWith all this, I\iarx is
in
hearty agreement, He is not satisfied, however, with what he calls
12. on the views of Feuerbach see Henri de Lubac, Le Drame de
lHumanirme
Athle, pp. 23fr.
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Feuerbachtsdissolution of ttthe religious essenceinto hunnan essencet'
(Thesis 6). Suchhuman essence,
the "religiousmind" of threindividual,
is a nonexisting abstract (O and 7) . Feuerbach assumesan "isolated'
individual as the creator of the religious illusion. The individual, howin its reality it is 'the whole of social reever, has no "human essencett;
lationships" ( 6 ) . The "religious mindo in itself is a social product and
an individual feels religiously because it "belongs to a specific social
form' (T). Feuerbach has correctly seen the "fact of rr:ligious selfalienationDin the creation of a supernaturaldivine existence,and, in its
wake, "the duplication of the world into a religious and a mundane
world.t He hai, indeed, "reduced the religious world to its mundane
basis.ttBut he has not seenthe most important problem: that there must
be a reasonwhy "the mundanebasis distinguishesitself from itself, and
fixes for itself an independentrealm in the clouds." This peculiar Process can be explained only through "a schism and self-,contradiction
within the mundane basis." Feuerbachts analysis does not go far
enough. The contradiction in the mundane basis itself must be "theoretic;lly understoodand practically revolutionizedn(Thesis 4).
*Social life is essentially
We must read a summarizing sentencelike,
practical' (Thesis B ), with theseclarificationsof the meaning of prac'We
should not misunderstandthe practice of social life as
ii.r in mind.
a basis for a life of meditation in solitude. The attributes rnean that all
life is social, that it has no dimension of solitude, and ttrat all life is
practical, that it has no legitimate dimension of contemplationin the
t'all mysteries that might indur:e mysticism
i ristotelian sense.Hence,
in theory, will find their rational solution in human practice and in understatrdingthis practice' ( S ) . fn his zeal for closing tlhe stream of
existential practice hermetically against all deviations into contemPlation, Marx ."pt.ssly condemn$any attempt at producing r;ocialchange
through education. Such an attempt would overlook the fact that the
educaiorsmust be educatedthemselves;it would split society into two
parts of which one is superior_tothe rest in a miraculousmanner. Circumstancescan be changedonly through human action and this change
and action coincide so that in fact a change of circumstancesis a selftransformation. This self-transformation is the very processthat must
urevolutionarypractice" (Thesis 3 ) . The idea of a
be understoodas
subject of cognition and morals as distinguishedfrom objr:cf of cognitive and.rttoril action must be abolishedand the subject itself must be
conceivedas "objectional" (gegensttindlich) and human,activity as "objectional activity.o Realityr on the other hand, must not be conceivedas
*sensuoxslyhuman activity" (sinnlich menlblect for a subject, but as
,rirlirh, Tdtisiert) (Thesis 7). In terms of philosophicaltraditiotrr
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revolutionary Practice is thus defined as an existential stream in which
the subject is objectifiedand the object subjectified.This is the position
which Marx calls his "new materialism." it is the position of ih,rrrrun
society-or social humanity'' as distinguished from ittr position which
recognizesindividual man and bourgeois(btirgerliche) society (Theses
9 and 70).u
critique of heapenand critique of the earth
The Marxian critical practice starts with the critique of religion and
it proceedsto the critiqge of politics and economics.fn. probleir of this
s_ystgmatically
secondphasehas been formulated by Mar* in the Kritih
der HegelschenRechtsphitosophie.'o
"The critique lf religion ends with
the insight that man is the-highestbeing for *un; this iriplies the categorical imperative to overthrow all relutionships in whictiman is a humiliated, oPpressed,neglected,
_despisedbein!."tu "The critique of religion is the PresuPpositionof all ciitique.DIn the illusionary reality of
heaven,man *has looked for the superrnantt;instead he found the reflection of himself. Now he realizesthat he himself is the superrnanand
he will no
*non-man
longer be satisfiedwith recognizing himself as 11ig
(Unmensch)" that he formerly believedhimillf to be. 'Man
makes religion, not religion man.'! "neHgion is the self-consciousness
and selffeeling of a man who either has not yet found himself, or who has lost
himself
_again.' This man, however ( directed against Feuerbach!) , is
not an abstractbeing outsidethe world. "Man is iire world of manr, tirat
is state and socrety.This social world producesreligion
"as a perverted
consciousness
of the world becauseit iJ a pervertedTurrkrhrte\ world..t
Religion is the_ugeneraltheoryl_gJu p.{erted world. It gives ,,imaginary reality to human essence(Wesei,1 becausehuman essence
has no
true-reality.' "The struggl. against religion is the struggle against
that
world of which reliqion_is the spiritual aroma.', Religi;';s *iirry is
the
manifestationof real misery, and at the sametime u-prot.rt against
it.
Religion is the cry of oppressed creatures-"it is tttr opiuri
of the
people.-'
The destruction of religion is tlre beginning of the revolution,
not its
end. The "illusionary happinessof the peoplef,*,rrt now be replaced
by
13' For aq entirely difrerent interpretatio_n of the
Theses on Feuerbvch, the

readershouldrefer to SidneyHook,^Froi itiit
272-307.

to u"ii Jr,o"a;il i9s6 ) , pp.

14. Karl Marx, Kritik
4t: Hegelsehen Rechtsphilosophier,.Einleitung' ( lg4g),
Gesarntafgabe, l, p. 6o2ff.
15. Ibid., pp. Ol4f.
16. Ibid., p. OOZ.
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not been
"its real happiness.t The "imaginary flowers on the chaint,have
'trnimaginative
torn off in'oider that mankin-il *oold have to wear an
chain without consolationt; on the contrarfr man should now throw
u*uy o" chain and break the living flower.i' Disilusioned man should
oow"eg"io his reason, and "move-around himself as around his real
nbeyondof truth'has disappeared,it-is "the task of
sun.'Niw that the
uthe truth of this world.t 'uThe critique of heaven
histo4r" to establish
into a critique of the earth,t the critique of religion and theol"ft*S'.r
ogy into the "critique of law ancl politics.ru
When Marx embarks on his cfitique of law and politics, however, he
does not criticize actual institutionsi instead, he criticizes Hegel's Pftiiosophg of Lau.In justifying this procedure, he has made a conuibution'to the understu"aing oi G"t*ut politics and of its conflict with
'Western
political culture that even today is well worth reading as a
whole. Inihe presentcontext, however, wl must confine ourselvesto his
has observeclthe time lag in -Pglitic{
frinciple of interpretation. Marx
the'West. The English and French
and
Germany
betlieen
h"u"lop-"ttt
r|girne in their areas and estabancien
the
abolished
,.oolotiot. have
expression and instrument of
as
the
state
national
lished the modern
The revolutions wefe car(blirgerliche
Gesellschaft).
bourgeois society
as representative
experienced
were
they
but
io success6y u
"Ltt
always be
"i.a
cannot
kind
of
this
revolution
revolutions of the nation. A
That "a
fulfilled.
be
must
conditions
made with success since certain
possible
is
rule"
general
and_
obtains
part of society emancipatesitself
emancipation
g-eneral
fnly if the revolutionary class can undertak. "th9
of Jociety from its particular position-n The political em_ancipationfrom
the feud'al regime ian be experienced as gen-erallylalid only when the
new values of economicand educationalprivilegei becomeaccessibleto
evervbodv-at least on principle. In faci, this will hardly ever be the
H.tt"", ,tro class o1 society can play this role without evoking a
""r.]
moment (ein Mornene) of enthusiasmin itself and in tlte masses'a moin
ment in which it fraternizes and flows together with society at large,
as
which it can be taken for society and be experiencedand recognized
nonly in the name of universal rights
its general representatne."
-of
.o"iiW can a particular class vindicate general rule for itself." "Revoluand spiritual pathoq (Setbstgeftihl)" are not -suffi.cient
,i"r-+
ncoin"n"tgy
positiol. In order to achievethis
ioi oUi"i"i"fini*
"*"ocipator:y
revolution-with the emancipation of a particular
of a"national
"ia"o""
;i;;;,; another class must exist which is -ex-perienc"gu:. the "social
crime against the whole of society," so that the
6hg; of the notorious

tT.Ibid..pp.6o7f.Tbesimileofthe"imaginatyflowersont.hechain,''etc.
of the Rosiiruciin symbolismof Hegel.
*"^u"di"'iilJf".itii,ir""-"ti""
^
t8. r6iil., p. 608.
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Iiberationfrom this crasscan appearas the general
riberation.The
"negative-generaln
importanceof tire French ooEitity and clergy conditioned the. "positive-ginerar"importance ,fi:;#;;;d."isie
as
the emancipatingclass.
"i
In all theserespects,German political deveropment
is behind the
times.No revolutio'ns
haveo""orr.d ,nJ un anachrinistic ancienr\gime
continuesto exist.And thereis no prospectof a revolution
in trr" western sense'for neitherhas Germany
of such.;;A;
lnd ruth" "t*r
Iessness'
that it coul! p.nea: *pi "negative_rep*"nt"riui;o?
society,
nor doesit havean estati of sufficientbreadth
of the soul' and *revolutionarv audacitv"that even t}'e momentary
identificationwith the
oi the peopie"would u. porriu-t*-iTn G."*uny
the rerationbelout
tween
the variousspheresof soiiety is not dramatic,it
is epil." As a
consequence,
every sphereof Germansociety
its defeat,
"experiences
beforeit can celebratia victory," deverops
its"narriwn"r. t"io"" it can
unfold its generosity,is invorvedin its^struggre
with the n"rt lorr"
classwhenit-beginsits struggle a,gainstthe h'ilher
;rrr" princes
areengagedin a struggleagainstkingship,thJbor""rr"i"trlE"io.t
"tu*.
tfr"
nobility, the bourgeoisieagJnst them"ail,ivhrp
uriui,
Ii"il
lr,.
enterinto_theirstruggleagainstthe bourgeoisie.ne
"rr.uay
poriticardeveropment-in
the western nationalstates
^- Ln.:
lttr"rence.of
anc
rn Li€rmany
has importantconsequences.
The western revorutions
are not the endof history.The modernstatein it, p.rr""tio'ius
-foog."
liberatedman insofar as difierencesof religion
property
no
a"_
,and.
terminedifferencesof poriticarstatusior the
inaioia.rui."The perfect
politic.al*.it.-t*y itsnature the genericrife of man
h;p";iri"n
to his
material life." The *|r91."struchire of .egoistic fif","
fri*"u.i, i, ,"tainedas sociallife outsidethe-sphereof the
In the perfectporiti_state.
cal state,man leadsa doubrelife: in poriticar.oro*,rniyi.liir,
*itr,
his genericbeing,-insocietyhe rivesis a private inaiui.iuai.
il"
plete liberation through.complete socialtation
or *"n'-ir-not "o*yet
achieved'?olitical emancipation
is a greatprogress';nevertheress
*it is
not the last form of human emancipition"'bui
4h" l;ri'1o",o or
humanemancipationaithin-thep""r"rrtwortd orderl*
""li
in c.k".ry, on
the otherhand, not evenporiticaiemancipation
has beenachieved.But
preciselybecausethe Germanporiticarsituation
is an"chronirti., crrman poriticarspecurationcould abstractfrom this
,;"firy ;;"instead,
throughH",gg, develop"the idea of the modern
state' into its last con*The
sequences.
Germanshavethoughtin poritics,*h;tiil;er
nations have done' Germanywas theii theoretrcal
conscience.,The in19. Ibid., pp. 612fi.
2O.Karl iliarx, Bruno Bauer: Die Juilenfrage (lg43),
op. cit., l, pp. 5g4fi.
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completeness of human emancipation thrgugi thi P9]litical state has
.orrr. to consciousnessin German political thought. The question is:
can Germany achieve a practice, that is a revolution, d. la hauteur des
principles,liiting it not only "to the officiat letel of modern nations, but
future of these nations?m
to the-human nilgnt that will be the next'Western
nations, and in parIn this opposition of Germany antl the
ticular in thi question just raised, Marx is closest to being a German
national thinker. He was seriously concernedabout the place of Germany among the nations. He saw the political misery-that seemedto
cut ofi all hipe for a historical role of importance but he also saw the
splendid inteliectual achievement.He regarded himself as a thinker who
of th" Hegelian philosophy of fe
could draw the practical consequences
the German people could bewhether
state but he was in doubt as to
for the liberation of manrevolution
come the carrier of the ultimate
kincl. Germany has not scaled "the micldle steps of political-emancipation togethet i"ittt the modern nations.t It has not reached in practice
which in theory it has passecl.How should the "salto mmtale'
the steis
-,,radical
revolutiont be possible? Much more probable seems to
of the
'One morning, Germany wilt find herself on the level
be another end:
of European decadence(VerfiU), before she has ever reachedthe level
rejected
of Euroiean emancipation.ryThis prophetic vision, however, is'Western
in
the
revolution
political
a
not
consirler
does
by Marx. He
."nr" possibility for Germany, buthe still believesin the possibility of
uNot the radical revolution is a utopian dream for Ger"
the revolution.
-Dy, not the general human emancipation,but ra$er- the partial revolution'that is oily political.% The German emancipation-will-never be
achievedpiecemeal'byparticular classesof society, as in-the West, but
it can be achievedat onl stroke by a classwhich is part of the bourgeois
societv and at the same time not part of it, that is by the proletariat.z
Thl proletariat is "an estate which is the dissolution of all estates,'
*a sociai spherewhich has universal character through its universal sufferingt; iihas no particular claim becauseno particular injustice, but
inju#ce as such iJcommitted against it; it has no historical title, it has
nwlich
emancioothittg but the human title; it ii a social sphere
9an1ot- sthe
society";.it
is
of
spheres
all
other
emancipating
itielf
without
pate
feitself
without
regain
cannot
therefore,
and,
of
man,
loss
complete
*The proletariat is the dissolution of society
completely.t
gaining man
i" fo"ti of a particular estate.t \Mhen the proletariat announcesthe clissolution of the present order of the world, it only reveals the secret of
21. 6Einleitung,'pp. 613f.
22.Ibial.'p. 616.
23. Ibid., p. 617.
24.Ibial.'pP. 619f.
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its existence,for it is in fact the dissolutionof this order of the world.'
The proletariat, thus, will be the material weapon of philosophy,while
in philosophy it finds its spiritual weapons. When the lightning of
thought has struck into this soil of the people,the emancipationof the
German into Man will be accomplished.*The head of this emancipation
is philosophy, its heart is the proletariat. Philosophy cannot become
reality without abolishing the proletariat, the proletariat cannot abolish
itself without realizing philosophy.",u
This faith in the translation of philosophy into reality through the
German proletariat is supported by a historical reflection on th; German Reformation. The faith in a revolution that starts with speculation
makes sensein the light of the German past. t'Germanytsr.uolutionary
past is theoretical,it is the Reformation. At that time it was the *onE,
now it is the philosopher, in whose brain the revolution begins." Lutherts Reformation was the first step of a German revolution. He broke
the faith in authori,y, but he put in its place the authority of faith. He
liberated man from external religiousnessbut he made religiousnessthe
substanceof man. Protestantism,thus, has not brought the true solution, but it has revealedthe true task, that is: the struggle against the
priest. The struggle of the layman with the priest outside himself had
been wonl now the struggle has to be continued against the priest
within man, against the priestly substanceof man. "The most radical
fact of German historyrt' the PeasantWar, broke against the wall of
the new Protestant theology. Today, when this theology itself has broken down, the anachronistic,political state will be broken by the new
philosoPhy.* These Passagesshow that Marx was perfectly aware of
the connectionbetween his own thought and German Protestantism.
There is, indeed, an intelligible line of meaning nrnning from Luther's
destruction of ecclesiasticalauthori,y, through the desiruction of dogmatic symbols in the generation of Strauss, Bruno Bauer, and Feuerbach, to the destruction of "all the gods,' that is of all authoritative
'While
order, in Marx.
it would be incorrect to say
that the way of Prot-Luther
estantism leads with
inner
necessity
from
to Fiegel and
_a_ny
Marx, it is true that Marxism is the final product of disintegration in
one branch of German, liberal Protestantism.
Emancipationand alienation
_ Emancipation is the general category under which Marx conceives
the advancementof man to his compl_ete
freedom. "All emancipationis
reduction of the human world, of relationships,to man himsllS." Re25.Ibid.,pp. 619-62I.
26.Ibid.rp. 615.
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ligious emancipationis the reduction of religion to the religion-makiog
consciousness
of man, as accomplishedby Feuerbach."Political emancipation is the reduction of man, oD the one hand to a member of bourgeoissociety,that is to the egoisticrindependentindividual, on the other
hand to the citizen, that is to the moral person.ttThis schism of man
must be overcomethrough the next and last step in emanci'pation.Only
when *the real, individual man takes back the abstract citizen,tt only
when as individual man he has becomegeneric being (Gattungswesen)
"in his empirical life, in his individual work, in his individual relationships,ttonly when man tthas recognizedhis 'forces propresl as social
ttno
forces and organized as such,tt only when, as a consequence,he
longer separatessocial force from himself in form of.political force," is
human emancipationcompleted.'?The overcomingof the state is a historical problem which resemblesin its structure the overcoming of religion. "The political constitution was hitherto the religious sphere,the
religion of.a people'slife, it was the heaven of its generality in opposition to the earthly emstenceof its reality. . . . Political life in the
modern senseis the scholasticismof a peopletslife.""
The courseof past history has been the t'alienationttof man, the task
In alienation,or se,lf-alienation,
of future history is his toemancipation.tt
and social institutions,
of
religion
man loses himself to the beyond
through emancipationhe draws these objectified sectorso:[ his essence
back into his existence.We have arrived at the core of the lMarxian philosophy of history. The history of emancipation ( fro:m religious,
through political, to ultimate social emancipation) is the reversalof the
processof alienation.In order to arrive at the critical solution, the revolutionary thinker must have a critical understanding of the genesis of
the evil. The contemporary evil has its origin in the relation between
man and nature; it can be overcomeonly through bringing nahre under
the control of man so that freedombeyond nature can unfotrd.The vicissitudes of mants relation with nature are the subject matter of history.
We must trace the history of man from its most primitive beginnings,
when man emerges from his animal condition. We must follow it
through the various phasesin which man becomesever more deeply involved in the processof production, to the point of completeself-alienation. We must, further, study the possibilities of emanci'pationwhich
grow parallel with increasing alienation and we must, finally, conceive
the idea of the revolutionary overthrow of the order of alienation and its
replacementby the order of freedom.
27. Zur Judenfra,ge, oP. cit., p. 599.
29. Kritih der HegelsChen Re'chtsphilosophie,ad sec. 279, oP. cit., p. 436.
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Substanceand processof history
All critical history must start with certain "presuppositions.'Th.y
must, however,not be of a dogmatic nature; they must be "real presuppositions.ttThey are "the real individuals, their actions and material
conditions of life." The first presuppositionis "the existenceof living
human individuals" with a bodily organization and the relation to the
rest of nature which is conditionedby this organization.s Man distinguisheshimself from animal as soon as he starts producing his means
of life; in such production men indirectly produce their material life.
Their way of production becomestheir way of life (Lebensweise),
From this starting point, Marx traces the differentiation of production
from sexual reproduction and division of labor on the level of the family, through further differentiation on the tribal and other local levels,
to the system of production and division of labor under the conditions
of modern national societiesand their interrelation in a world market.
Parallel with this differentiation of production goes the developmentof
ideas in politics, law, morals, religion and metaphysicsin closecorrelation with the processof material production of life. ttConsciousness
can
never be anything but consciousbeing (Bewusstsein,bnaussfe.sSein),
and the being of man is his real life-process.tt"fdeologiestthave no history of their own; they are a by-product of the material process.'Not
consciousness
determineslife; it is life that determinesconsciousness.D
With the developmentof critical history, "philosophy losesits medium
of existence.ttIt can be replaced,at best, ttby a summary of general results that can be abstractedfrom the study of the historical development
of mankind.ttSuch abstractions,however,are worthlessif they are separated from real history. They can only facilitate the ordering of historical materials-in the manner in which Marx is doing it.*
The "material processof production" and its differentiation through
division of labor are establishedas the irreducible substanceof history.
This process of differentiation contains an inevitable conflict of i;creasingacerb_ity,tlat is the conflict betweenthe interest of the working
individual and the interest of the larger group of individuals who
"ti
engagedin production thrgugh division of labor and exchangeof products. "As soonas labor is divided, a definite, exclusiverange of activity
is assigngdto everybody;this
lange is imposedon him, he Cannotescape
it; he is hunter, fisher or herdsm&tr,or critical critic, and he must re29. Deutsche ldeologie (184445),
30. Ibid., pp. lO-17,

Gesarntatngabe,S, p. lo,
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main it unlesshe wants to lose his means of life.ttt While under more
primitive technologicalconditions such dependenceon specializedactivity is still bearablebecauseeven specializationon this level leavesa
broad field for diversifiedhuman work, the situation becomesdisastrous
under conditionsof industrial production for a world market. "The fixation of social activity, the consolidationof our own product into an objective power (sachlicheGewalt) dominating us, growing out of control, crossingour expectations,destroyingour calculations,is one of the
principal factors in historical evolution."t' "The more wealth he produces, and the more his production gains in power and volume, the
poorer becomesthe worker.n "Work doesnot producecommoditiesonly;
it producesitself and the worker as a commodity." "The realizationof
work is its objectification.""The worker puts his life into the object;but
then his life is no longer his but the object's.""What the product of his
work is, he is not.t' "The life that he has given to the object, opposes
him as inimical and alien." "The worker becomesthe serf of his object.D"His work is external to his being.t *He does not affirm, he negates himself in his work.t "Only outside his work the worker is with
himself, in his work he is outsidehimself." "He is at home when he does
not work, and when he works he is not at home.tt*Hence his work is
not voluntary but compulsory,it is compulsorylabor. It is not a satisfaction of his wants, but only a meansfor satisfying wants outside his
work." "The result is that the working man can feel himself free only
in his animal functions of eating, drinking and procreating, and perhaps
in his housing, ornaments,etc., while in his specificallyhuman functions he is only an animal.t t'Eating, drinking and procreatingcertainly
are genuine human functions, too. But in the abstraction which separates them from the wider range of human activity and makes them
ultimate and sole aims, they are beastly (tierisch) ." Man is distinguished from animal through the universality of his relation with nature; he doesnot produce for necessityalone, but can give form to his
material existencethrough science and beauty. This whole range of
productive activity which distinguisheshuman life is degraded to the
level of a meansof life. The productive,free existenceof man "becomes
This "alienationttof human produca meansfor his physicalexistence.tt
tivity is inhereni in the division of labor; it has nothing to do with
higher or lower wages.A rise in wageswould be nothing "but a better
salary for slaves;it would not for the worker and his work recovertheir
human destinyand dignity.t "Even an equality of incoffi€,as demanded
3I. Ibid.,p, 22.
32.Ibid.,pp. 22f.
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by Proudhon, changesonly the relation of the worker to his work into
that of all men to their work. Societywould then becomethe Capitalist
in the abstract.ttt The conditions of existencein modern society have
becomean accident for the worker over which he has no control and
ttoverwhich no .soc
ial otganization can give him control.tt*
The last sentencesshould destroy the assumption ( which is frequently made) that Marx was impressedby the actual misery of the
worker in his time, and that with the material improvement of the
workerts lot the causesof the revolution would disappear.Social reform
is not a remedy for the evil which Marx has in mind. This evil is the
growth of the economic structure of modern society into an t'objective
powert to which man must submit by threat of starvation. The principal characteristicfeatures which appear on and off in the descriptions
of Marx can now be summarized:
( I ) The separationof the worker from his tools. This characteristic
is determined by industrial technology.No man can individually own
and operatethe tools of modern industrial production. The 'factoryt or,
generally, the oplaceof workrt cannot be the "home.t
(2) Job dependence.This characteristichas the same determining
cause.No man can earn a living in an industrial systemunlesshe finds
a job in some3'enterprise'which assemblesthe tools for production and
markets the product.
( 3 ) Division of labor. No man can produce any whole product. The
processof production must be centrally planned, and the single worker
is confinedto the phasein the processassignedto him. Marx was very
much aware of the supremeinsult to human dignity which lies in the
fact that at the end of his life, when a man summarizeswhat he has
accomplished,he may have to say: all my life I have spent in cooperating in the production of a certain type of Grand Rapids furniture and
thereby degradedhumanity in myself and others.
(4) Specialization.This characteristicis intimately connectedwith
the preceditg one. Even if the total product is not an insult to human
dignity, the productivity of man has no appreciablerange for unfolding
if his work is confined to a small sector of production on which as a
whole he has no influence.
( 5 ) Economic interdependence.No man can live a whole life if his
existenceis Permanentlythreatened,not by natural catastrophiesas in
the caseof a Peasant,buj bprsocial actions beyond his control-be they
new inventions, or the closing of a market through a tariff, or miscai33. Oekonomisch-philosophische Manuskripte
82-93.
34, Deutsche ldeologier op. cit., p. 66.

( 1844) , Gesarntausgabe, g, pp.
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taste,or a generalecoculationof management,
or changein customerst
nomiccrisis.
Socialisticma,n
All of thesecharacteristicsare connectedwith the industrial system
of production. Since Marx does not wish to abolish the industrial system, and in particular since he is fully aware that no change in social
organization,&sfor instancepublic ownershipof the instrumentsof production, can abolishtheseevils, the questionarises: what preciselydoes
he want to achieveby a Communistrevolution?This is the crucial point
of the Marxian systemof thought and it is the point which ordinarily is
neglected.Marx has not said much about it, but he has said enough to
make his intentions clear beyond a doubt. Wild as it may sound, he
wanted to retain the industrial system of production with its inevitable
technologicaldifferentiation of work, but he wanted to abolish human
specialization.Man was supposedto emerge from the revolution as an
integrally productive being that at his will would work one duy at a
machine,the next day in an office, and the third duy as a litterateur. A
primitive, but unmisiakableformulation of the idea occurs on the oecasion of his complaintsthat division of labor producessuch occuPational
*Commufixations as hunter, fisher, etc. This evil will be overcomein
nist society,where nobodyhas an exclusiverange of activity, but everybody can train himself in every branch; where societyregulatesgeneral
production and thereby makes it possiblefor me to do one thing today
and anotherthing tomorrow, to hunt in the mornins, to fish in the afternoon, to be a husbandmanin the evening, and to indulge in critical
work after supper, 8s it pleasesme, without any necessityfor me ever
to becomea hunter, fisherm&Drhusbandmanor critic.tttu
Again, incredible as it may sound, this is the vision which Marx
transfers to the situation of the modern industrial system.The revolution in face of "alienation" is necessaryin order that men can regain
their "self-activity" ( Se/&stbetiitigung) as well as in order to secure
their existence.It will assumethe form of "an appropriationof the existing totality of productive forces." ffnder international division of labor,
thise forcis exist in the form of a universal,world-wide systemof interdependence.ttThe appropriation,therefore,must have a universal charu.i.t which correspondsto the universality of productive forces and
commerce.The appropriationof theseforces is in itself nothitg but the
developmentof individual faculties in correspondencewith the material
35.Ibid,,p. 22.
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instruments_ofpr_oduction.Hence, the appropriation of a totality of insJ*p9lf_of production is the developmentof a totality of faculties in
the individuals." rn order to achievea human revorution of this kind, a
certain-type of individual is needed.only the proletarians are capable
of performils the feat becausetheir individual existenceis no longer
bound.up w.ith a special type of property that would limit the interist
of their activity. All former revolutions were limite d, (bomiert), becausethe self-activity of the revolutionary class was limited by its.specific kindof.private prop"1ty. The proletaiian without prop"ttli it tne nt
agent to bring a mass of productive instruments uunder-eadhindiviilual,t and to "subsumeproperty under all.t' Moreover, the method of the
revolution is determinedby the universal character of the industrial system._only a universal associationof proletarians on a world scale can
break the power of the present econoinic and sociar structure and onlv
such a universal revolution will developthe universal character anil thl
enerry that are necessaryto executethe appropriation. only after this
revolution will "self-activity coincide with mat""i"t life." only then ,,are
individuals developedinto total individuars,'"work will haie changed
into self-activity," and the 'hitherto conditioned
commerce will h-ave
changed into the commerce of individuals as such.r rhe division of
labor cannot be abolishedby forgetting about it; the (individuals must
the objective fories under ihemselves and thereby abolish
ryb*T"
(aufheben) division of labor. This is impossible
without coiomunity.
pnly in community with others does the individual have the means at
his dispositionto develophis faculties in all directions.w
The'total individualt or (in other contexts) ,,socialisticmanDis the
of history. Man must regain himself compietely from his alienation
3im
in order to become the- perfictly free and indepenhent being
wtrich in
essencehe is. The liberation from prope.tyt' i. the last ict
of this
drama. Let us now turn to a passagein irtti"tt Marx has concisely
formulated the connection between hls idea of social revolution
and his
original rev-oltagainst God. "A being is independentonly when it
stanils
on its own feet; and it standson its own feet only when it o*.s its
eristenceto n_obodybut itserf.'A man who rives by grace of somebody
erse,
is dependent;and I live mo.stcompretelyby theirac" or ro-.tody
else
when he shas created my life,t when the source"of my life lies
outside
36. Ibid., pp. 57f..-eubstantialty
63f. The reader should
-asalsp compare Kapital, l,'Ideorogic.
pp. 42_
46. The thou-eht is
ttt" *-"
that in' tne o"iiiiie
There occur, however, such fa;ous-rot-.ir"ti"nr
as the .,Fetischcharahter der

Waren'tett"(p. se)..S" yury
A;-;;ffi;tionary
I"dr.J;;ilgp"l
industrialsocicwwith the situ"ation
"l
;aTlh'";i:;idrd r{di;;
ip."iiil'*a ,r,"
-'
Ipflg"tlopon ctiistianity r tne iqe"r"gi."i.i"i*".ent
in whichtheideaof the
limited intlividual thrivris fpg. aSi.l.
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myself. CreatioD,Marx reflects sadly, is an idea that is rather deeply
of man. The being-through-itselfof nature
rooted in the consciousness
and man is inconceivableto him becauseit contradicts all tangible €xperiences(Handgreiflichkeiten) of practical life. Man knows himself
as a link in the chain of being, and of necessityhe will ask: where is
this chain suspended?And what can we answer to the inopportune
questioner?Marx gives the sameansweras Comte: dontt ask such ql:t*no sense';stick to the reality
tlons; they are t'abstractions"lthey make
of being and becoming!" As in the case of Comte, &t the critical moment we are faced by the demand not to ask idle questions.The man
who doesnot ask such questionsis, by definition, "socialisticman''s
Crttde cotnmunismand trtte contrnunism
For socialisticman the uwholeso-calledhistory of the world" is nothing but the productionof man through the work of man. In this process
he has under his eyes"the irresistible proof of his birth: Through himself, of his geneticprocess.'Theessentiality(Wesenhaftigkeit) of man
in nature is given to sensualintuition and in the face of this experience
the quest for an alien being beyond nature and man becomesa practical
impossibility. "Atheism, as the denial of this nonessentiality (Unwesentlichkeit), no longer makes sense,for atheismis a negationof God
and through this negationposits the ertstenceof tnan.' Socialismneeds
no such mediation. It starts immediately with the sensuousconsciousness of man in nature as true essence.It is positive self-consciousness
of man, not mediated through the denial of religion. And in the same
manner, *true life" is the positive reality of man, not mediatedthrough
abolition of private propert], that is through communism.For the next
phasein hisiory, communism is positive as "negation of the negatignto
%ut communism as such is not the aim of human development,-it is
not the form of human society.tttnCommunism, like atheism, it a counter idea to a historical statethat must be overcome.Marx, like Bakunin,
is aware of the danger that lies in facile attemptsto give content to the
vision of the fuhre by elaborating a catalogue of concrete demands
which can be nothirg but negativesof presentevils. Communismis not
an institutional reforrn; it is, rather, a changein the nature of man.
With this danger in view, Marx has distinguishedcarefully between
ttcrudecommunismtt(roher Kommunismus) and true communismt or
socialism. Crude communism is the "positive expression' of abolished
private property; it establishes"general private propertyn which is only
37. Oehonomisch-phitosophischeManushripte ( 1844 ) ' 3, PP. L24f ,
38. Ibid.r p. L25, ll. I8ff.
39. Ibid., pp. L25f.
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a *generalizationand perfection of private property.o The domination
of the property in things is so enormousthat crude communism wants
to annihilate everything that cannot be owned as private property by
everybody.It considersphysical, immediateownershipthe only PurPose
of life. The worker's existenceis not abolished,but extended to everybody; it wants to destroy all distinguishing talent by violence, etc. The
nature of this ty?e of communismbecomesparticularly clear in its idea
of a communalizationof women. "We may say that the idea of a community of women revealsthe secretof this crude and thoughtlesscommunismt: woman leavesmarriage and entersinto generalprostitution;
the world of wealth leavesprivate property and entersinto general prostitution with the community. Such communism,"it its radical negation
of the personalityof man,ttis a continuationof the former private property. "The general envA which constitutes itself as power is only a
hidden form in which aaarice restoresitself and satsifiesitself under a
different form." Competition under conditions of private property is
envy and desire of levelling, turned against greater private property.
The crude communist manifests the perfection of this desire for levelling from the position of an imagined minimum. Such abolition of private property is not its true appropriation; it negatescivilization in its
return to an unnatural simplicity of poor peoplewho are not beyondprivate property but have not yet arrived at it. Hence, the community of
crude communism is nothing but a community of work and of equality
of income paid out by the community as the general capitalist. "Crude
communism, thus, is only a manifestation of the rascality (Niedertracht) of private property that wants to establish itself as a positive
community.ru
The nature of true communismwe have discussedalready. Let us, in
conclusion,add a few formulations from the presentpassage.True communism is the return of man to himself as socialman t'within the whole
wealth of human developmentup to this point." It is a completedhumanistic naturalism, ttthe true solution of the conflict betweenman and
nature." "It is the solvedriddle of history and knows itself as the solution." Communist society"is the true resurrectionof nature, the realized
naturalism of man and the realizedhumanism of nature.'*t
The Manifesto
The genesisof the idea is substantially completedwith its appearanceon the world scenein the form of the Communist Manifesto (De4'o.Ibid., pp. Ill-113.
41. Ibid., pp. II4 116.
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cember L$[7-January 1848 ) .* As far as the ideas of historlr revolution and communism are concerned,the Manifesto contains nothing
that is new; on the contrary it containsconsiderabtylessthan the result
of our precedinganalysis,as is inevitablein a documentwhich doesnot
pursue theoretical intentions but servesa propagandapurpose. Nevertheless,w€ must briefly dwell on the formulations. The Manifesto is a
masterpieceof political rhetoric. After a century, its formulae have lost
nothing of their revolutionary pathos and their effectivenesson the political scene.
In the Preamblethe authors fix the scaleof importancefor their pronunciamento.Communism is recognizedas a force by atl European
powers.It is a spectrethat haunts Europe. The pope and the tsar, Metternich and Guizot, French radicals and German policemenhave allied
themselvesin a "holy alliancet'to exorcisethis spectre.Such recognition
by the old powers createsan obligation for the Communiststo clarify
their views and to submit them to the public. The new world force
entersthe lists against the powers of the old world.
The first sectionof the Nlanifesto developsthe historical perspective
of Communism."The history of all societyup to the present is the histoly of class struggles.t'There have always been classesand estates,
oPPressorsand oppressed.Modern society, however, is distinguished
from all earlier periods through the simplicity of the pattern. "Our
whole society is splitting more and more into two great hostile camps,
into two great classesfacing each other-Bourgeoisie and Proletariat.tt
The appealiog pattern of Manichaean simplicity is set; there are only
two forces,good and evil, and anyonewho is not on the good side is inevitably on the bad side. The Manifesto, then, follows this pattern and
deals, first, with the rise of the bourgeoisieand second,with the proletariat.
The bourgeoisiehas risen from the serfs of the Middle Ages to become the operator of modern industry and commerce, spannirg the
globe. As its political instrument it has createdthe modern representative state. "The bourgeoisiehas a most revolutionary role in history.tt
The descriptionof thi revolutionary role begins wittr, such remarks us:
the bourgeoisie'has destroyed all feudal, patriarchal, idyllic relationships." But the derogatory beginnings soon change into a praise of the
achievementsof the bourgeoisieas no enlightenedprogressivisthas ever
written. The bourgeoisiethas accomplishedmuch greater miracles than
Egyptian pyramids, Roman aqueductsand Gothic cathedrals." It has
made "production and consumptionof all countriescosmopolitan,"it has
42. Manifest der Komrnunistischen Partei, Gesamtausgabe, 6, pp. 523fr.
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*drawn away the national soil from under the feet of industry." The old
"local and national self-sufficiencyand exclusiveness"has been replaced
by a general interdependenceof all nations. And what it has done for
material it has done for intellectual production. t'National onesidedness
and limitation becomesmore and more impossible, and from the many
national and local literatures, there rises a world literature.ttThrough
improvement of communications t'even the most barbaric nations are
drawn into civilization." All nations must adopt bourgeoismethqds of
production, unless they want to perish. t'fn one word, it has created a
world in its own image.t' It has created our great cities, and tttorn an
..It has
appreciablepart of the population from the idiocy of rural life.t'
made the countryside dependent on the city, the barbaric or halfbarbaric countrieson the civilized ones,the peasantnationson the bourgeois nations,the Orient on the Occident.tt"fn its class rule of barely a
century the bourgeoisiehas createdmore massiveand colossalforces of
production than all preceding generationstogether." fn brief: we hear
the authentic tones of a Condorcet, with the massive pride in the expectedcompletedestructionof all historical civilizations and the transformation of all mankind into a universal bourgeoissociety.
The splendor of the bourgeoisie,however, is transitory like everything in the world exceptCommunism.The bourgeoisiemust go and its
achievementswill be inherited by the successorthat has grown under
its rule, by the proletariat, i.e. ttthe class of modern workers who live
only as long as they can find work.tt The characterizationof proletarian
existencecontainsnothing new. Of interest, however, is the description
of the phasesin the struggle. *Its struggle against the bourgeoisie begins with its existence."At the beginning we have no more than individual and local struggles against individual and local oppression.With
the expansionof industry, the massesof proletarians grow and, their
cornmonsihration becomesmore visible to them. Coalitions and associations are formed and local revolts break out. Momentary victories are
followed by defeats;the real result is nation-wide coalition and the centralization of the class struggle. The proletariat is on its way toward
organization as a class and party. The progressiveproletarization of
ever larger groups in society throws educated people into the proletariat. And the disintegrationof the old societyinducessmall groups of
the ruling class to becomerenegadeand to join the revolutionary class
which has the future in its hands. "As formerly a part of the nobility
went over to the bourgeoisie,so now a part of the bourgeoisiegoes over
to the proletariat, and in particular a part of the bourgeois-ideologists
who have worked themselvesthrough to an understanding of the historical movement."Thus, we have finally arrived at Marx and Engels
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themselves,the bourgeois-ideologists
who can tell the proletarianswhat
the historical processis all about and provide intellectualleadershipin
their capacity as organizersof the Communist party.
The secondsectionof the Manifesto deals with the relation between
proletariansand Communists.Here we find a new set of ideasconcerning the function of Communist leadership in the proletarian struggle
against the bourgeoisie.The opening sentencesare of particular importancebecausethey containthe principleswhich later were developed
into the idea of Communismas the universalchurch of the proletariat.
The sectionbegins humbly enough: "The Communists are not a separate party in opposition(gegeniiber) to other workerstparties.' But the
next sentenceturns this rejection of rivalry into a universalistclaim:
"They have no interests separatefrom those of the proletariat as a
whole.t'The implicationsare far-reaching,for this sentenceis neither a
statementof fact that would be open to verification,nor is it; a program;
it is the fundamental dogma which declaresthe spirit of the proletariat
as a whole to be residing in the Communist party. Aty programmatic
intention is explicitly rejectedby the following sentence:"They do not
set up principles of their own by which they want to shapethe proletarian movement.ilThe Communists are not distinguished from other
proletariangroupsby principlesand programsbut by the universallevel
of their practice."In the variousnational strugglesof proletarians,they
emphasize,and put to the fore, the common interestsof the proletariat
as a whole, independentof nationality"; and: *In the various successive
stagesthrough which the struggle betweenproletariat and bourgeoisie
must pass, they always representthe interests of the movement as a
whole." Beyond regional and temporal diversification of the struggle,
there looms the central leadershipof the Communists.And, indeed,the
next paragraph formulates the vanguard principle: t'In their practice,
the Communistsare the most resolute,ever forward pushing, sectionin
the workers' parties of all countries; in their theory, they have the advantageover the great massof the proletariat through their insight into
conditions,course, and general results of the proletarian movement.D
In their immediate aims, for the rest, the Communists do not differ from
*Formation of the proletariat
other proletarian parties; these aims are:
into a class, overthrow of bourgeois rule, conquestof political power
through the proletariat.D
The remainder of the second section deals with exposition and defenseof the ultimate aims of Communism.
The authors stress the nonprogrammatic character of these aims.
*The theoretical thesesof Communists are in no way based on ideas or
principles that have been invented or discoveredby this or that world-
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*Th.y are no more than general
reformer (W eltaerbesserer
expres) .t
sionsof actualrelationshipsin a real classstruggle,in a historicalmovement that goeson under our very eyes.ttCommunisttheses,thus, must
not be misunderstoodas programmaticdemandsfor changing an actual
state of things; on the contrary, they reveal the actual state of things
and suggest that the tenden.i.r, attualty inherent in the historical
process, are carried to their full rcalization. Hence, the accusations
levelledagainstCommunismare unfounded.The opponentscharge the
Communists with the intention of abolishing private property. The
Manifesto agreesthat this is the substanceof Co*muniit theory. But
what does this abolition mean in face of the fact that the sbcially
relevant private property is capitalist property and the great mass of
the peoplehas no such property anyway?And if it is takln from those
who already have it, is that really expropriation?No, for "Capital is a
collectiveproduct and can be set into motion only through the common
activity of
of society,and in last resort onty through the
T"ly m_embers
commonactivity of all membersof society.Capital, therefore,is not a
personal,it is asocial powert; and to be a capiialist'means"to hold not
a purely personal,but a social position in production.t *If, therefore,
capital it convertedinto communalproperty, belonging to all members
of society, such conversiondoes not transforrn peisonal property into
social Property. Only the social characterof proprrty is transformed. ft
losesits classcharacter."The so-calledr*ptopriation, thus, only transforms an actual situation into_a principle of public order. The sametype
of argument is, then, applied to the chargesagainst abolition of bourgeois marria$e, of nationality, of religion and of "eternal truths, like
freedom,justice, etc.t
The thesesof Communism lift the march of history into consciousness.Th.y
not a program for interferencewith an establishedorder;
lt.
utg an insight into an order that is coming into being, that is growlh.y
ing under the disintegratingorder of the old society.th. Communists
and their followers can feel themselvesthe executorsof the law of hist9ty. Again we must note the strong touch of Condorcetin this conception of the Communists as the directorate of mankind on its march
toward the realm of freedom. (We cannotstressoften enoughthat there
is no fundamentalconflictbetweenenlightenedprogressivismand Communism.) Nevertheless,history doesnot *ut.h all by itself; the directorate must lend a helping hand. The raw material ior the realization
of the aim is present,that is: the proletariansas a classoutsidesociety,
without Prgperty and without nationality ( "The workers have no
country" ) . But this material must be shapid through the awakening of
class-consciousness,
and then the revolution itself irust be undertaken.
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The conquestof power will be a prolonged process;betweenbourgeois
rule and free society there will be interposedthe transitional period of
the dictatorship of the proletariat.s The first step will be the elevation
of the proletariat to the place of the ruling class in democracy.The
political domination will then be used "gradually to wrest all capital
from the bourgeoisie,to centralizeall instrumentsof production in the
lrandsof the state,i..., the proletariat organizedas ruling class,and as
rapidly as possibleto increasethe total of productiveforces."This can
Ue aone oriy "through despotic interventions in the right of property
and bourgeoisconditionsof productiontt;such measuresmay apPearas
indefensibleby economicstandardsbut they are inevitable for the Purposeof revolutionizingthe whole method of production.In the courseof
this development,class differenceswill disappear, production will be
concentratedin the hands of the associatedindividuals, public Power
will lose its political characterbecauseit is no longer an instrument of
classrule and, finally, the old societywill be replacedby "an association
in which everybody'sfree developmentis the condition for the free
developmentof all." The Manif estoendswith the famous call to revolutionary association:"The proletarianshave nothing to lose in it but
their chains.They have a world to win. Working men of all countries,
unite!tt
Tactics
The Manifesto was publishedin February 1848. In the samemonth
the revolution in Paris broke out. In f850, when it was clear that the
time for a proletarian world-revolution had not yet come, the eschatological excitement of the Manifesto subsided and the problems of
revolutionary tactics came to the fore. We may concludethis study of
the genesisof the Marxian idea with a few passageson tactics from
the Addressto the Bund der Kommunistenof March 1850"
The immediate problem for Communistswas no longer the seizure
of power in a democraticrevolution. The democratswho were capable
of winning a revolutionwere not Communists.The immediateproblem
was the alliance with revolutionary democratic groups wherever they
startedmoving, and the ruthless fight against the allies on the morning
after the commonvictory. It was already substantiallythe situation that
we experiencedin the Popular Front politics of the 1930's and the resumption of the fight against democracyafter the SecondWorld War.
ttthedemocraticpetty-bourgeoisiewant to
Marx informs his listenersthat
43. The term is not yet used in the Menifesto, though the subject matter is
discussed.
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concludethe revolution as fast as possiblet'as soon as they have taken
care of their own interests. But "it is our interest and our task to make
the revolution permanent until all more or less propertied classesare
removedfrom power, until state power is conqueredby the proletariat
and until the associationof proletarians has advancednot only in one
country but in all important countries of the world to the point where
rivalry between proletarians in different countries has ceasedand at
least the decisiveproductive forces are concentratedin their hands. We
are not interested in a change in private property but only in its annihilation, not in conciliation of class antagonismsbut in the abolition
of classes,not in reforms of presentsocietybut in the foundation of a
new one.t* fn order to carry on the fight, as far as possiblea stabilization of the political situation must be prevented. During the conflict as
well as immediately afterward, the proletarians must counteract all
attemptsat calming down the revolutionaryexcitement.The democratic
parties must be held to their most radical promisesand their most terroristic threats. Mob violence should not be prevented or even only
tolerated, it should be fostered and organized by the Communists in
order to compromisethe democrats.nb
In the special German case, the
Communistsmust opposeany attempt at a federativeconstructionof the
constitution. "LInder no circumstancesmust it be tolerated that every
village, city and province can opposerevolutionary activity which must
proceedfrom a center in order to be most effective.tKWhen a constitutional settlement is reached at last, the Communists must top every
legislativereform measureproposedby the democratsby u more revolutionary demand of their own. "When the petty-bourgeoispropose the
purchaseof railroads and factories,the workers must demandthat these
railroads and factoriesshould be confiscatedby the governmentwithout
compensationbecausethey are property of reactionaries.When the
democratsproposea proportionaltax, the workers demanda progressive
on€; when the democratspropose a moderately progressiveone, the
workers insist on a tax which rises so fast in the upper bracketsthat big
capital will be ruined. When the democratsproposea regulation of the
public debt, the workers demand a declaration of public bankruptcy.
Hence, the demandsof the workers must always be guided by the concessionsand measuresof the democrats.ttnt
The details of the advice will changewith the situation. The pattern
44. Ansprache der Zentralbehiirde an den Bund, reprinted in Karl l\farx,
Enthilllungen iiber den Kommunistenprozess
zn Kiiln (Berlin, 1914), p. lgo.
45. Ibid., p. 132.
46. Ibid., p. I35.
47.Ibid., p. L37.
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is clear and well-known to all of us: it is the systematicdisruption of
society in the hope of creating such disorder that the Communist
minority can rise to victory.
Conclusion

u$:\,\

While presentingthe genesisof the Marxian idea, we have refrained
as much as possiblefrom critical commentary.In conclusion,a few
evaluating remarks will be useful in order to balance the parts of thd
system against each other, as well as to estimate their historical relevance-which, of course, ir not identical with the relevanceattributed
to them by Marx.
At the root of the Marxian idea we find the spiritual disease,the
gnostic revolt. Not much need be said about it. The diseaseshows the
characteristicsthat we have observedin the case of Comte and the
Comteancharacteristics,in their turn, belong to the larger pattern of
the scientistic, antireligious diseasethat precededhim. The soul of
Marx is demonicallyclosedagainst transcendentalreality. In the critical, post-Hegeliansituation he cannot extricate himself from the difficulties by returning to the freedom of the spirit. His spiritual impotence
leavesno way open but derailment into gnostic activism. Again we see
the characteristiccombinationof spiritual impotencewith the mundane
lust for power, resulting in a grandiosemysticism of Paracletic existence.And again u'e seethe conflict with reason,almost literally in the
same form as in Comte, in the dictatorial prohibition of metaphysical
questionsconcerningthe ground of being, questionsthat might disturb
the magic creationof a new world behind the prison walls of the revolt.
Marx, like Comte,doesnot permit a rational discussionof his principles
-you have to be a Marxist or shut .up. We see again confirmed the
correlationbetweenspiritual impotenCeand antirationalism;one cannot
deny God and retain reason.
Spiritual impotencedestroysthe order of the soul. Man is locked up
in ttre prison of his particular existence.It does not, however, destroy
the vitality of intellectual operationswithin the prison. The Theseson
Feuerbach,whatever we may think of them in other respects,are an
unsurpassedmasterpiece of mystical speculation on the level of ^
closedexistence.Marx knew that he was a gocl creating a
demonically
-did
not want to be a creature. He did not want to see the
world. He
of creaturely existence-though he admitted
perspective
the
world in
in
that man has difficulties getting out of the rut. He rejected the great
diremptions of being that are given in experience,thg diremptions of
man and world, of immanent being and transcendentalreatity, of man
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and Gd, subject and object, action and contemplation,the diremptions
which point to the mystery of creation.He wanted to seethe world from
the point of the coincidentiaoppositorum,that is from the position of
God. He achievedthis view in the T hesesthrough the consiruction of
the hermetically sealedstream of existencein which the oppositesare
transformedinto eachother. He createdthe symbol of the closedworld
in which subjects are objects and objects a subjective activity; where
things are what they are, and at the sametime are their opposites.In
brief: in describing his stream of existencehe used the methods of
speculationwhich mystics use in translating the experienceof God into
world-immanent language. By standards of mystical speculation,the
constructionis impeccable.ft is probably the best world fetish ever constructed by a man who wanted to be God.
We must realize the full seriousnessof this undertaking. The spectacle of a man who indulges in such demonic extravagancesm"i be
Ioathsome'but the loathsome and perhaps comic mp.itr of the'prrformancemake it no less socially dang.rous. There *t. a good n,r*brr
of men who want to be gods. While Marx was quite justified in his
pessimismwith regard to the abilities of the averige man for pulling
h]lself up to-divinity
!y ftit own boot straps, the "u.tuge man i-squitl
able to run after a self-createdsuperrnanwho promises
to make him a
supermotr,too, at low cost.
The effectivenessof the Marxian idea, however, does not rest in the
gt_renglhand intellectual consistencyof his antitheistic revolt alone.
Marx has laid his finger on the sore spot of rnodern industrial society,
on the causeof serioustrouble ( even il the trouble should not take the
form of a general communist revolution) , that is the growth of economic institutions into a power of such overwhelming iifluence on the
life of every_single man, that in the face of such po*.t all talk about
human freedom becomesfutile. With socially irreievant exceptions,in
an industrialized society man is not the murirt of his ..ono*i. existence.Marx has treated the problem under the title of "alienationt and
we have quoted at length from his inexhaustiblevariations of the theme.
His model casewas the fate of the industrial worker, but it is a fate
which is engulfing_practically our whole society. How far the disease
has advanced we know through the dire experience of the National
Socialistrevolution in which thi carriers of th; movementwere not the
industrial workers but the lower middle class-very much to the dismay
of orthodox Marxists who believe that industrial workers have a rDonopoly on the misery of economic insecurity and of threatening uDemployment, and consequentlya monopoly on revolution.
Though Marx has erred with rrg"rd to the extent of the evil, he has
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not erred with regard to its nature. Marx is the only thinker of stature
in the nineteenth century ( and none has followed him ) who attempted
a philosophy of human labor as well as a critical analysis of the institutions of industrial societyfrom his philosophicalposition. His main
work, Das Kapital, is not an economictheory like that of Adam Smith,
or Ricardo, or John Stuart Mill and one cannot disposeof it by showing
the defectsof the Marxian theories of value, of interest, of the accumulation of capital, etc., all of which are certainly defective.It is, as its
subtitle stateS,I critique of political economli it is an attempt to reveal
the socialmyth that is containedin the conceptsof economictheory, and
to penetrate to the core of the matter, that is to the relation of man to
nature and to a philosophy of this relation, that is of labor. That no
economic theorist after Marx was sufficiently interested in the philosophical foundations of his scienceto explore this problem further, that
no modern school of economictheory exists that would understand and
developthe very important beginningsof Marx, castsa significant tight
on this whole branch of science.
The result of the Marxian attempt, as we have seen,is dubious. The
idea of the "total individual' that will "appropriate" the working range
of an industrial system into its "self-activityD like a Robinson Crusoe
who doeshis chores,is empirically unrealizable;and the eschatological
part of the solution, the change in the nature of man through the €xperience of the revolution that will make the feat possible, is a piege
of drtailed intramundane mysticism. Nevertheless,the diagnosis of the
evil is on the whole sound. The industrial system in present society
looks empirically like a human impasse,threatened by a communist
revolution whenlver the stop-gap remedy of buying off the revolution
through "prosperity" and the "rising standard of living" should fail for
any appreciablelength of time. And what this communism most ptob"bli wo,rta look like Marx has describedin his impressive charactefization of ttcrude communism.'
While *crude communismn in its most horrible form is an unmistakable ingredient in the social revolution spreaditg westward from
Russia,and while we must considerit a possibility that it will generally
mark the next phase in the decadenceof Western society, this course
is not an historical necessity.In his constmction of historfr Marx has
conceivedthe developmentof economicforms as occurring in an abstract
mankind with an appendix of ideologies.In fact, the developmentoccurs in historical soCietiesand the ideological appendix is nothing less
than the spiritual tife and the civilization of these societies.The formidable eJonomic problem has a noneconomicsetting, consideredby
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Marx as a quadit| n1gligeable, and the eristence of this noneconomic
environment makes it impossible to predict what means may be found
to alleviate the worst consequencesof "alienationt and generally to
grapple with the problems of industrialized society.
Let us, finally, consider the most interesting practical question that
is raised by the antirationalism of the Marxian idea. We have seenthat
Marx can maintain his philosophizing on the level of spiritual revolt
only by prohibiting unpleasantquestions.What havoc the perversionof
t]*ory into pseudological speculation must work in the life of the intellect we could observe in the burlesque of Engels and the low comedy
of the German, Revisionist Social Democrats. A climax of grotesque
nonsenseis Lenin's idea that the dialectics of history is concernedwith
transforming the Kantian Ding an sich into phenomena. When the
Marxian idea becomesa public creed, obviously such dilettantism and Udi
We
downright stupidity can be protected against ridicule on$ by a radical s,.111a,.sL
prohibition of philosophy. What consequencesa prohibition of philos- J. L,^ li, *
' - ' ' ''
Y
f'
ophy will have for a society on the industrial level of production, which
for its survival dependson strict standardsof rationality in the sciences,
only the future can show. Incidents which are reported.from Russia,
such as the Lysenko afrair, seem to indicate that irrationalism to the
degreeof mountebankeryhas made inroads evenin the natural sciences.
Russian "philosophicalDarticles which have beenpublished in American
journals live up to our worst expectations.We cannot exclude it as a
possibility that a society in which Marxism is enforced as the official
creed will commit suicide through intellectual dishonesty.
Epilogue

I

a
d

{
The expansionof the will t6 power from the realm 6f phenomenato
that of substance or the attempt to operate in the realm of substance
pragmatically as if it were the realm of phenomena-that is the defini-vfra:c
tion of magic. The interrelation of science and power and the consequent cancerousgrowth of the utilitarian segment of existencehave injected a strong element of magic culture into modern civilization, The
tendencyto narrow the field of human experienceto the area of reason,
scienceand pragmatic action, the tendency to overvalue this area in relation to the bios theoretihos and the life of the spirit, the tendency to
make it the exclusive preoccupation of man, the tendency to make it
socially preponderant through economic pressure in the so-called free
societiesand through violencein totalitarian states-all thesetendencies
are part of a cultural process that is dominated by the idea of operating
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on the substanceof man through the instrumentality of pragrnatically
planning will. The climax of this is the magic dream of creating the
Superman,the man-madeBeing that will succeedthe sorry creature of
God'smaking. This is the great dream that first appearedimaginatively
in the works of Condorcet,Comte, Marx and Nietzscheand later Pragmatically in the Communistand National Socialistmovements.
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